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SAVE THE SCHOOL OF MYTHOLOGICAL BEINGS
1. SYNOPSIS:
The School of Mythological Beings is in danger, affecting the balance between Good and Evil. A
new Messiah has been revealed, but he has become a clear target for the dark forces. Hugo, a
shy and seemingly normal boy, begins to have dreams about it in the real world. A Mission has
been entrusted to him: it seems that the enchantment that held back a Primeval Evil God has
been broken after 222 years, and now this demonic being is after the Messiah. The countdown
has begun. Hugo will need all the help he can get from the Mythological Beings. Do you want to
help Hugo save the world?
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3. PROLOGUE.
Oddball
Hugo is a shy, normal-looking boy. He has been in the city for a couple of months and has no
friends. He lives with his aunt Matilde, an old lady who took him in and whom he had only seen
once before the death of his parents.
Hugo walks to school every day, alone, thinking about his own things and imagining fantastic
worlds and extraordinary beings. In class, he sits right at the back, unnoticed by everyone, even
his teachers. The trick is to stare at them, nodding his head in apparent attention, while in reality
his mind flies back to the time when he lived happily in his hometown with his parents.
At recess, while everyone plays, he eats his sandwich in a corner, looking at the sky, the ground,
or both. He doesn't even bother to look at his own classmates, who otherwise look at him like a
freak.

The dream
Hugo follows the normal rhythm of school, passing through class as quietly as possible. He does
his homework and passes, but always by the skin of his teeth. The teachers try to talk to his aunt,
but she confesses that she is too old and cannot help him with his studies, as they are beyond
her understanding. Nor does she have the money to pay for a private tutor; with her pension,
she has enough to support the house and pay the bills. Some teachers try to motivate Hugo, to
get him to participate, to integrate, to play with the other children..., but Hugo remains
absorbed, looking at them and simply shrugs his shoulders and says: "I'm fine like this"; however,
he is not. Something is bothering him, something he has decided not to share with anyone, not
even his poor aunt, who is still a stranger to him. For weeks he has been having the same dream,
a nightmare rather, which makes him wake up startled and drenched in sweat.

"Nachete".
As the days go by, several children at school, bored with the same old games, begin to pay
attention to him, but not in the way any child would like: they make fun of him, insult him, push
him and say: "Move it, newbie! The worst of all is a certain Nachete, who looks for him every
day to give him a slap, throw his books at him or ask him for money. He is the school bully and
nicknames himself Machete, making the gesture of "cutting his head off with his finger" every
time he sees him, while his friends laugh and follow him everywhere. As Hugo has no money, he
has been giving him his sandwich for days in the hope that he will leave him alone, but Nachete
says to him: "Is this what you bring me? "If you don't bring me something I like next time, you're
going to have a bad time, you weirdo". A teacher approaches when she sees several children
surrounding Hugo. She worries about him, but she has never seen such a closed-off child.
Approaching the group, she asks them:
- Hey guys, any problems around here?
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Nachete then grabs Hugo by the neck while with his other fist he rubs his hair with his knuckles
and says: "It's all right, we're here with our friends:
- Nothing's wrong, we are here with our friend Hugo, convincing him to play with us,
right Hugo?
Hugo remains silent, while he squints and hears in his imagination the same call for help that he
heard in his dreams.

The girl.
The dreams become more and more intense, to the point that Hugo refuses to fall asleep at
night, trying to stay awake as long as possible. He has huge dark circles under his eyes and avoids
interacting with anyone as much as possible. He goes to school bent over, tired, wearing the
same dark clothes. He feels out of place, as if he is not in his own world. He avoids and hides in
any corner when he sees Nachete and his henchmen. Today they seem to be looking for him...
but, in the end, they've had enough and go back to playing football. "That's the good thing about
not coinciding in class, they don't know if you've come to school or not; it's enough to avoid
being seen during recess or to become the shadow of one of the teachers on duty" - Hugo
thought as he twisted his face, making a strange grimace with his mouth.
- Hugo, are you following me? asked Laura, one of the teachers who taught him English,
amused. I've already told you that you have to socialise more with your classmates; otherwise,
you're not going to make friends. Go and play, go on, I'm watching you. Besides, your classmates
have basketball today, don't you want to go shoot some hoops?
-Not really, teacher. I'd like to eat my sandwich quietly; if I do it too fast, I usually get
nauseous and throw up in class," Hugo lied.
- Oh no, not that then! You take it easy until you finish, but maybe you shouldn't bring
such a big sandwich next time," said Laura.
Without knowing it, teacher Laura had discovered Hugo's strategy for being alone in the
playground: to bring a sandwich almost half a loaf in size, which kept him busy for almost the
whole half hour that recess lasted. His own aunt told him:
- Wouldn't you rather have a stronger breakfast, Hugo?
- I get up without hunger, aunt; but then in the playground, I get so hungry I'd eat a
basilisk," said Hugo, as he spread his arms wide to show what a huge creature it would be.
- If there were such basilisks as you say, Hugo, I'm afraid you would be their appetizer,"
replied his aunt amused, as she cut the half-bar and stuffed it with cheap chorizo.
Back home, his aunt Matilde has made him dinner (always the same, a chicken soup with letters,
which, according to his aunt, is more educational than noodles). He goes to his room to read
fantastic stories or simply to do his favourite activity: imagining. When he falls asleep from the
accumulated tiredness of several days of insomnia, he has the same dream over and over again...
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someone calling him, asking for help; but... wait a minute... today it was different. Until now,
the voice he heard was very distant, like a muffled whisper, and he couldn't identify if it was a
man or a woman, or even if it was human. But this morning, after two days and 22 hours without
sleep, she heard it clearly: "Hugo, please help me! I need you! Save me!". It was the voice of a
child, there was no doubt in his mind. As Hugo's eyelids flutter in a deep, restless sleep, the clock
strikes 2:22':22".

The old man
Today he thinks he dreamt of the girl, not just her voice. He swears he saw her in a dream, beside
a well. In the dream, when Hugo approaches, the girl is frightened and stumbles, falling headlong
into the well. Hugo runs towards her, but, after an eternity (it seemed as if the well was moving
away), he peers over the edge and can only see a thick mist, while the girl's shadow disappears
in the fog, shouting: "Help me, Hugo! Help!
Back to reality, Hugo turns his attention under his bed. He decides to pull out his father's bag,
an old cloth rucksack with various objects inside. It's one of the few things they were able to get
out of the house after the explosion. She barely remembers anything; according to the
psychologist, this is a clear case of post-traumatic amnesia. As she opens the bag, containing
everyday objects of no apparent value, the crystal ball, which was only used to make snow fall
on a city, suddenly lights up and seems to come to life inside. The image of his father appears
smiling, without a word. Then, the image of a mountain, the Espigón, which presides over the
city in which he lives and which has a snowy peak all year round. The image fades and the image
of an old man with a long white beard and a tired look emerges. He remembers his mother
talking about him, although he doesn't quite remember the details of that conversation. She
doesn't know how, but she feels she already knows him; he was a wise old man who helped
everyone, but suddenly became sullen and hermit-like. No one ever saw him again. He assumed
he had died, but now he felt that his father was asking him to look for him, perhaps on top of
that mountain. He blinks a couple of times and the ball drops its snow on the city again. "Am I
going crazy? -Hugo thinks out loud. No doubt all this time without sleep is taking its toll on me.
Hugo lies on the bed, turning the ball, staring at it in rapt attention. One word echoes over and
over in his head: Spigot...Spigot...Spigot...Spigot...as sleep takes possession of him and the ball
rolls off his hand and onto the carpet, taking on a golden glow that lights up the whole room.

A stroke of luck
In science class, teacher Maricarmen is trying to go over the most relevant aspects of the subject
already covered, while drawing attention to two girls who were talking non-stop. Hugo looks at
them with rapt attention, but without paying attention to their conversation; he can only
imagine the two giant cockatoos in the shape of girls in front of him, which prevent him from
hearing any of the teacher's explanations. A coupling noise startles Maricarmen, who jumps
back, to the laughter of several students, while the loudspeaker of the public address system is
activated, giving way to a message from the school principal, Ms. Fabiola: "We inform all
students that tomorrow classes will be suspended; it is necessary to repair a gas pipe that affects
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all the facilities. The teachers will give you a circular so that you can inform your families. Happy
day! All the pupils rejoice, but Hugo looks out of the window and smiles as he thinks: "perfect,
just what I needed! On the way home, he plans the "white lie" he is going to tell his aunt. She
doesn't like lying, but she has no choice if she wants to carry out her plan.
-Aunt Matilda, tomorrow afternoon I have a birthday party after school and I might be
home a little late.
- See, Hugo, what did I tell you? See how you'll make friends quickly? Don't worry, come
when you're done, but have someone come with you.
- Sure, Aunt, I won't come alone," said Hugo with his right hand hidden behind his back,
while crossing his fingers.
Hugo got up at 7:00 a.m., as he did every day, took his breakfast and put it in his backpack.
Nothing made his aunt suspicious. However, he had scheduled his day in a very different way
than usual. In an oversight, she slipped in a bag of nuts, a bottle of water and some fruit. He
figured he would need it to go up to the Espigón. He left the house, but went into the garage,
took the books out of his rucksack and hid them in a box, concealing them in the shelves. He had
to lighten his load, and besides, he didn't plan to study on the way; an adventure awaited him.

The breakwater
The morning was cold, but Hugo was well wrapped up. The backpack was a little heavy, but I'm
sure that as his body warmed up, it would weigh less. Besides, he would soon relocate the weight
of it from inside the bag to inside his own stomach. He was happy, imagining that he would meet
the old man and what he would say to him. At worst, if he didn't meet him, he would have spent
the day on a nice hiking route, a route he would never take with his aunt Matilde, as she had hip
surgery and could not walk long distances. It took her about an hour to cross the city to the foot
of the mountain. The Espigon stood before him, a peak of 2,222 m. according to Mister Google,
with perpetual snow on the summit and glacial lakes along the way. He began the ascent, at first
at a good pace, but after an hour's walk, the path began to get steeper and steeper. He recklessly
decided to leave the marked path and go cross-country; he figured that, if no one had seen the
old man in so many years, he wouldn't have a hut accessible from the main trail. He struggled
his way along, holding on to branches and rocks with his hands, for the ground sometimes gave
way under his feet and the stones were loose. He had two moments of fear when, rounding a
cliff, he almost fell over. "Hugo, concentrate," he said aloud to himself. This is really dangerous
and you're wearing trainers with worn-out soles. Pity he didn't have boots with a good grip, but
his aunt didn't buy him much in the way of clothes.
The backpack was heavy, but he preferred to rest when he really needed to. He remembered
his father's words to him one day, as they climbed a hillside: "If we ever go to the mountains,
you'll see that it's easy to get tired. The trick is to always go at a steady pace, not too fast and
not too slow, and to make very short stops so that your body doesn't get cold. With this in mind,
he continued to climb gradually. Hundreds of bushes were now in the way, brushing against his
legs and arms, some of them taking bits of his skin, while droplets of blood fell to the ground
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from the scratches, but Hugo didn't seem to mind. This sudden excess of vegetation prevented
him from seeing the top of the mountain. He sensed that he had about half of it left, but it was
the hardest part, as the walls were very vertical, with few holds. Suddenly, he found himself
disoriented and lost. He didn't know if he was going the right way or if he would reach an
unclimbable dead end. At that moment, something shiny behind him caught his attention: the
small drops of blood on the ground he was leaving behind him began to glow. Hugo stopped for
a moment and said, "But what is this?" Those drops began to move as if by magic, lined up like
a squadron of ants, moving away from the path Hugo was on, turning to the left. Hugo started
to follow them, intrigued. They were climbing up the rocks, dodging through bushes, even
making small jumps to bridge gaps in the ground. It was incredible! After a while, the droplets
followed a straight, upward path to a large crevice opening in a huge vertical wall. Inside, a
golden light, identical to that projected by the blood droplets, illuminated the interior. An old
man sat on a stone throne, illuminated by the strange light. His beard trailed down his legs,
reaching to the ground and trailing at least a metre or two. "He must be at least 500 years old,"
Hugo thought.

Yosoy
- Hello Hugo, I've been waiting for you! -said the old man without opening his eyes. My
name is YosoY.
- Are you the old man everyone is talking about, the one who retired to the mountain,
the one who lives here alone and no one has seen for years? -asked Hugo.
- Wow Hugo, too many questions for someone who is looking for just one answer.
- Who is the girl? -asked Hugo directly.
The Old Man smiled and continued speaking:
-Yes, that's how I was known for years, "the Elder", but I got tired of solving trivial
problems between neighbours. Now, listen. We don't have much time, or at least I don't. I'm old
and I don't know how much time I have. I'm old and I don't know how much time I have left. The
balance between Good and Evil, after 222 years of harmony, has been broken. Evil is advancing
and it is possible that this time it will achieve its malevolent plans. An evil energy in its purest
form is lying in wait for the coming of the new Messiah, the one who will bring about the new
sacred balance. There is "your child", our salvation; but we must protect her, or rather you must.
I know for a fact that she has been sending you messages through dreams. Hugo, you are the
chosen one, the only person who can save her. As the Messiah grows, his power will increase
enormously, and Evil will have less strength; with the disappearance of the previous one, the
child is vulnerable for the first 222 days; it is now that we -you- have to protect her from the
monsters, demons and sorcerers who want to destroy the School for Mythological Beings.
- School for Mythological Beings - is this a joke? - said Hugo sceptically.
- I'm afraid not, Hugo. There is a parallel world to the one you know, fantastic and
dangerous in equal measure. The School allows, through its most advanced students, to fight
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the forces of Evil, protecting the new Messiah until she can stand on her own two feet. These
Mythological Beings will be your strength when you need it. The School is protected in a
continuously moving location, both in space and time. Magic can alter these two variables, which
is an important enough defence against the forces of Evil. With the disappearance of the
previous Messiah and the birth of the new one, its leaps have stopped and it has been placed at
a fixed point, a locatable and therefore vulnerable point. You must travel to the School by land,
sea and air to protect it. Destiny has chosen you, the School needs you.
- But why me? What's so special about me? I'm just a boy who has just arrived in a city
he doesn't know, a novice in a school that the rest of the children bother; besides, I have to look
after my Aunt Matilda and I can't be absent for more than a few hours," said the boy, confused.
- Hugo, I have told you that this world transcends yours, and possibly your
understanding. We are talking about magic. If you complete the mission, it will seem like
months, but in reality, in your world, it will only be a few hours and you'll be able to have dinner
with your aunt and even prepare for tomorrow's exam.
- Exam? What exam? -Hugo asked, staring at the ceiling, as if trying to remember
something to do with an exam. It's true! The science exam... I'd forgotten all about it!

The journey
- I don't know, I'm not really sure..." said Hugo hesitantly as he touched his chin. Can you answer
me at least one question? If you live here, alone... how come no one has seen you for years?
After all, this crevasse doesn't seem so hard to find and I know that many mountaineers come
here practically every day.
- That's right, Hugo. It's a huge crevasse, but nobody sees the golden light that you saw, because
your blood, Hugo, has shown you the way. The golden light is magic, magic that makes a portal
appear to the real place where I am now.
- Well, let's say, if the girl needs me, I'll have to get going. Is there an address where I can find
this famous School?
- There is no address, just coordinates: Longitude 22° 2' 22" North, Latitude: 2° 22' 2" West.
- I have studied the cardinal points in class, but I have no idea how to get to that location.
The old man snorted, held out his right palm and a spiral of energy began to form on it, growing
larger and larger, until it became an interdimensional portal capable of holding a person.
- This portal will take you to a desert. There you will find an abandoned train station. Wait for
the train and get on. When your heart tells you to get off. You will arrive at another place where
a new portal will open. Concentrate and follow your instinct, because this may happen to you
several times. Hugo stepped into the portal and looked into the old man's eyes for the first time.
He felt he recognised him, but he had never seen him before.
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- Goodbye YosoY, I don't know what I'm doing, but I feel I have to do it," said Hugo, waving and
disappearing after entering the portal.
He appeared in a desert, but he could see absolutely nothing but sand in all directions. He
decided to head for the nearest dune; he trudged up it as his feet sank into the scorching sand
that came up to his knees. From the top, he made a scanning glance, as if he were a robot.
"Terminator scanning for target...beep...beep!" he said aloud to cheer himself up a bit and forget
about the heat, which was already starting to get too hot. At the bottom, on the left side of the
dune, he saw what looked like a small building, as he could see the red roof from up there.
Descending from the dune, he made his way down, his worn Converse getting completely
covered in sand. He arrived at the train station, whose rails were practically covered with sand.
There was no one to be seen in any direction. He opened his rucksack and decided to drink some
water and eat an apple in the shade of the roof, sitting on one of the waiting benches. After a
refreshing drink, he looked desperately for the fruit: "What the hell...! There was no fruit;
instead, at the bottom of his rucksack, all the items from his father's rucksack, including the
snowball, were lying there. At 2:22 pm, in the scorching heat, a coal train arrived and stopped
at the station. Hugo climbed into the carriage closest to the platform. He saw no one, not even
the engineer as the train pulled onto track 2. The train began to move. After about two hours,
Hugo got up from his seat and the train stopped. He got off in the desert itself, with nothing but
sand around him. He felt fear and insecurity. Would that be the place? The train started moving
again? He was tempted to get on, but decided to stay. Looking at the horizon in 360 degrees,
something shiny caught his attention. It must have been something metallic, because it sparkled
in the sun's rays, as if it was being signalled to him with a mirror. With his T-shirt for a turban,
he made his way towards the glow, which he estimated to be at least two kilometres away. He
felt a strong desire to drink water, but decided to conserve it, erring on the side of caution and
following his intuition. He started walking until he reached the dune. On top of it, about two
metres off the ground, a strange object similar to the old airships or zeppelins he had studied in
history, was anchored to a pole stuck in the sand. She grabbed onto the rope and began to climb
up it, doing the "stepping on it with her feet" technique (grabbing the rope with her hands,
raising her legs and leaving the rope between both feet, so that one of them stepped on the
other, and releasing her hands again, she could grab from above, repeating the process), copied
exactly from Victoria, the only girl in her class capable of doing it (a girl with pigtails, very thin
and sinewy, who did artistic gymnastics). Although they were in the same class, he had never
spoken to her. Victoria was one of the most popular girls in school and he was a ghost to
everyone, so how could a girl like her notice a boy like him?
Shaking his head from left to right quickly, he came out of his reverie. Stepping on the rope, he
reached the gondola, the small cabin at the base that allowed passengers to be transported. It
looked like it was made of aluminium and Hugo guessed it was what he had seen flashing from
the station. It was small, probably for no more than six or eight people. At that moment, the
zeppelin lifted up into the air, releasing itself from its anchor as if by magic. Helium and the
propeller behind it acted as propellant. He sat by a window and just stared out at the landscape:
miles and miles of desert, in every direction, with no sign of human life. After several hours, he
fell asleep.
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He slept all night, without waking, dreaming of the girl, but he never managed to stop himself
from falling to the bottom of the well. The morning sun woke him up: the whole right side of his
face was red and itchy. "Well, I should have brought my sun cream! -he said, visibly annoyed. He
spotted something strange in the desert, like some kind of oasis. Maybe it was a mirage, as he
often did when he was in the car with his aunt Matilda, looking at the asphalt in the distance on
a hot day. He kept looking at that spot, and, magically, the blimp turned towards him. After
several minutes, which seemed like centuries, he saw the real water, surrounded by four or five
palm trees. It was very small, because it was barely distinguishable from that height. "I should
get closer..." -he thought, just as the zeppelin began to descend. It landed very gently on the
ground and a rope came out of the side, magically attaching itself to one of the palm trees. The
mini oasis was barely two metres in diameter. As he approached, the water turned golden. Hugo
jumped in without a second thought, but found no water...

The guardian
Hugo began the ascent up the hill on a small trail. He was going at a good pace, despite the pain
in his leg, and was feeling reenergised (especially considering the difficult times in Destiny). The
path climbed gently, through low vegetation and a few trees. He assumed it was an optical
illusion, probably caused by some dehydration, but it seemed to him that the path was becoming
clearer as he ascended, as he had not seen it so clearly from below. Also, the roots of the trees
were twisting a little, as if they were alive, moving out of the boy's way. When he reached the
top, he approached the pile of stones. He confirmed that he was on an island, quite small, about
two kilometres in diameter. From there, he spotted Destiny, moored to the small dock. He
looked around, but found no sign of life. In fact, he couldn't even find the path he had followed.
After about twenty minutes, he sat down on the stones a little dejected. He touched the flagpole
and suddenly saw with his peripheral vision a glow to the right. He stood up and looked with his
hand as a visor, but there was nothing, only trees and bushes. Again he touched the mast and
this time it was clear: one of the trees had been illuminated with that famous golden light. He
had to get there, but there were hundreds, maybe thousands of trees. Then he had an idea: his
trousers were still covered with dried blood. He splashed some water on the stain and then
rubbed it hard with his hand. The palm quickly took on an ochre-brown colour. When he touched
the mast again, the tree lit up and, when he let go again, ... the tree was still glowing! As Hugo
descended towards the tree, the blood-marked fingers were marked on the mast - his blood was
special!
As he reached the tree, his heart shrank. From inside the trunk emerged a gigantic stone
staircase, which, in principle, should not fit inside the tree. He went inside the trunk and the
staircase appeared majestic. He was in a huge room, some twenty-two metres high. He started
to climb up the staircase and at the end he found a huge metal door closing in on him. He began
to knock on the door, at first softly and then with a heavy fist. "Hello, is anyone there? YosoY,
the mountain elder, sent me," the boy shouted. The door didn't budge an inch. "It's Hugo! -I'm
here to protect the Messiah! Suddenly, a click sounded and the door began to open slowly,
letting in a bright golden light that illuminated the room. A strange being was waiting for him on
the other side. It looked humanoid, but not... It had a human head, but its body sprouted roots
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instead of legs. Also, branches flowed from its head, each ending in a kind of glowing ball, so
that they emitted light like a chandelier.

2. THE SCHOOL FOR MYTHOLOGICAL BEINGS
Lúcer accompanied Hugo to the room that had been reserved for him. He was surprised by the
size of the interior of the building; it was in a neoclassical architectural style, with stone walls,
high ceilings and huge, tastefully decorated murals. In fact, as he looked at one of them, he saw
that it was not a static image, but moving, as if it were a video on an infinite loop.
- I see you like viso-murals," said Lúcer. They tell the story of the School from its
inception. The first Messiah decided to dispense with paper whenever possible, because it was
scarce, decreeing that trees could not be cut down, for they are a natural source of energy and
magic; moreover, existing paper is necessary for spells to function with the energy with which
they were conceived.
- So ... a spell cannot be written on a wall, for example? - Hugo asked.
- Of course it can, and it works, but its magical energy dissipates more quickly and
becomes temporary, lasting longer or shorter depending on the material it is written on.
They walked on for much longer, seeing all sorts of strange creatures, some humanoid-looking,
some more plant-like, and some really monstrous-looking.
- Wow," exclaimed Hugo, "Are all these creatures students?
- That's right, Hugo; most of them are First Level Magic students, what you would call
novices. As their study and practice improves, their level of magic increases exponentially, and
they can become great mages. Only a few reach the level of mastery needed to teach the
newcomers, who, like you, were called mainly through dreams.
Hugo stood for a moment and stared in bewilderment at a hall with dozens of strange beings
training with each other, testing their powers, sharing spells.
- It's unbelievable, there must be at least a hundred of them! -exclaimed the boy.
-To be precise, there are 221," said Lúcer. And, as you've just seen, I can hear you
without you saying a word, just by thinking about it. It's one of the powers I was able to acquire
when I reached Level 8.
Hugo watched, trying to take in everything that was happening there, but it was really difficult,
as there were too many stimuli at the same time: flying fish that swam in the air and created
bubbles capable of teleporting objects, hedgehogs that pulled out their infinite energy spikes
and threw them with a bow, beings that went through walls, beings that enlarged or shrunk
their size at will, monsters capable of duplicating objects, fire throwers, hypnotics, portal
creators, and so on. Everywhere he looked, whether on the floor, the walls or the enormous
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ceilings, there were beings exercising their powers. Suddenly, he noticed one and was stunned.
It was the same one, waving to him from the opposite side of the room.
- Umm, I see Changeling the shapeshifter has caught your eye; an unsettling fellow,
really. Whenever he sees me, he always makes the same joke: "Hello Lúcer," he says as he walks
away shimmering and shuffling on those roots he has for feet... My feet! Can you believe it?
They walked on for a while longer, up stairs and across corridors. In the halls, there were more
students fighting, studying, casting spells in the air, on the walls.
- They are forbidden to use the corridors for their training, only in large or open spaces.
Don't trust all of them; most of them are good kids, but some of them want to level up ahead of
schedule and at any cost. We know of clandestine fighting and stolen spells between them.
Although they are students, some of them are real "masters of deception"; but we need them.
The School can't afford to lose anyone with magical abilities, but that doesn't mean they can do
whatever they want. The rules are also very strict and, if someone is caught doing something
outside the school's rules, the punishment can be very severe and even downgraded, which
would cause their magic to suddenly decrease drastically.
Lúcer stopped dead in his tracks and continued speaking (though in reality, he did so without
moving his lips):
- This will be your room for the time being, for the duration of your training. Its former
owner disappeared under strange circumstances, and no one has wanted to occupy it since. I
hope you don't mind.
- I'm sure it'll be fine, I can adapt to anything," said the boy with a shrug.
Opening the door, Hugo was mesmerised: the room was of gigantic proportions; it was
considerably larger than his Aunt Matilda's entire house. It was filled with motley objects, scrolls,
a canopied bed and strange symbols painted on the walls and floors. What he liked most, at first
glance, was the light: two circular windows, about two metres in diameter, radiated bright
natural light, giving the room a peculiar, magical aura.
- Forgive the mess; you'll have to tidy this up a bit, as I told you the previous owner
disappeared without a trace and it seems he didn't have much time to tidy up or clean up. On
this bedside table, I'll leave you the key (a huge, golden key that looked like it weighed a ton).
Hugo walked over to the bed and put his backpack on a large wooden rocking chair. He
approached one of the windows and saw part of the building's exterior structure, confirming his
suspicions about the image he had formed of it. The other showed a beautiful view of the parade
ground, with a large garden area. There was no one training there...Wait a minute... Yes! There
was someone painting on a canvas... Was that a cat? It was the only non-weird common being I
had seen so far.
- I see that Dimas has caught your attention. He is a magato, half wizard and half cat. He
is a very powerful being. You have just met one of the teachers at the school. He can give you
more details about your training, the classes or answer all those questions you have in your
head.
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3. THE ROOM OF MR. "X"
Lúcer offered to accompany Hugo in search of Dimas, but Hugo told him:
- I'd like to get my things out and tidy this up a bit. The branches of Lúcer's head opened
outwards, in a "shrugging" attitude, or at least that's how Hugo interpreted it.
- I don't have human shoulders, Hugo. I can't shrug like you're thinking. I'm going back
to my post; in these times, the gatekeeper should not be absent too much, because we may
come under immediate attack at any moment. If you need anything, you know where to find
me," and he crawled away on those roots he had for feet.
After tidying up the room a little, Hugo found several things of interest from the former landlord,
setting them aside. It looked as if his previous tenant had had to leave in a great hurry, for the
quill and inkwell were still on the table, smudging several untidy sheets of paper that lay
scattered on it. The ink had broken through the blank sheets and stained the table. He found it
curious, for Lúcer had spoken to him of the importance of the paper that already exists and the
care of plants and trees to enhance the magic of the environment. Was he also a master trying
to create some kind of spell against the forces of evil? Lifting the paper, he found a sentence
written on it, scrawled in a language impossible to decipher; he found that the table had sucked
away some of the ink, showing two semicircular shapes (from the inkwell) and two discontinuous
strokes due to the pen. At about fifteen centimetres, there were several spots, followed by a
line about ten centimetres long that was strangely perfect. In spite of being a set of spots
without any order, Hugo thought that the composition resembled some symbol he already
knew, but he couldn't quite recognise it, so he didn't give it any more importance; after replacing
the bedclothes, arranging the fallen books on the shelves and putting aside some of the new
found objects, he took his father's rucksack and looked for a safe place; he still couldn't trust
those strange beings. Looking for a place to hide it, he began to scan the room like a robot. The
walls were bare except for a painting on the north wall, a replica of the "Garden of Earthly
Delights", a canvas by Jheronimus Bosch, better known as Hieronymus Bosch. On one of the
shelves to its left, stuck to one side, was a parchment that had seen better days, badly crumpled
and torn at the ends. It was a kind of circular alphabet, surrounded by a bunch of symbols and
numbers. He remembered his mathematics classes, where Dña Agustina, a sixty-year-old
teacher who still taught with great passion, tried to pass on her passion to her students with
little success. She remembered the time she spoke about cryptography, that way of hiding
messages through codes, so that they could not fall into the wrong hands. Agustina brought
them some similar concentric discs one day, which revolved around a central axis, so that they
could decode the messages if they knew the code that had been used. "These are cipher discs;
they are known as the Caesar Cipher. It is said that the Emperor Julius Caesar himself used it in
all his military messages, concealing their meaning, to prevent enemies from accessing the
orders if they captured the messenger," said Dña Agustina enthusiastically. "What would have
become of Dña Agustina? -Hugo thought. It seemed that he had been in this fantasy world for a
very long time now, and the real world seemed more and more distant in time.
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Hugo approached the north wall to take a closer look at the painting he knew so well; he was no
art expert, far from it, but that painting had always caught his eye. Actually, it was not one
painting, but three, a sort of triptych in which the side panels folded over the central one by
means of small hinges. On the left, the Garden of Eden; in the centre, The Garden of Earthly
Delights (which gave its name to the work) and, on the right, Hell. All of them depicted human
characters, surrounded by strange beings. "I guess the owner of the room liked it too! -Hugo
thought. It's rather appropriate in a place like this, where such strange beings live together. As
he walked away, he noticed that the painting was tilted slightly to the right. As he put it back in
its horizontal position, he heard a "click" behind him. On the opposite wall, an opening in the
stone wall, completely concealed, revealed a steel plate with various inscriptions and reliefs.
Hugo approached it and saw the beauty of the engraving, a kind of monster with tentacles in its
mouth, surrounded by a bunch of creatures doing what seemed to be a magical ritual. He began
to touch the carved reliefs with his finger. "I suppose you have some use for it, but I certainly
don't see it!" He rapped his knuckles and, despite its obvious thickness, it seemed as if it was
hollow, with no indentation or moving part that might suggest how to open it. After a couple of
minutes of staring at the metal plate in rapt contemplation, the opening suddenly closed,
startling poor Hugo, who saved his fingers by the skin of his teeth. Looking at the painting, he
saw that it was once again at its original slant. He decided to leave the engraving for the time
being, and spent a few moments looking for a hiding place for his rucksack. Suddenly, next to a
shelf, something on the floor caught his attention: it was something very subtle that would
probably have gone unnoticed by anyone, but the lack of cleanliness and the accumulated dust
made it more noticeable. It was a scratch on the old floorboard, in the shape of a half-arch,
protruding from the right corner of the shelf; it was as if someone had dragged the shelf away
from the wall, which had scratched the floor as it moved. He decided to grab it with both hands
and move the shelf a little, trying not to move any of the objects resting on it. The bookshelf
began to move slowly, and one of the books fell to the floor with a loud clatter, causing a great
shock to Hugo. "Well, I'll pick it up later," he thought. He kept pushing until the bookshelf was
half a metre away from the wall. On the dust-covered floor, a wooden slat stood out, more
polished and cleaner than usual. When he touched it, the slat swung, revealing a small
compartment in the floor. Hugo thought, "Wow, what a good hiding place!" Peering through the
hole, he distinguished a small white pouch with several red and black symbols on one side. The
bag was closed with a golden string. Hugo pulled it out with difficulty, as it was heavier than
expected. Next, he randomly took an object out of his backpack, as he liked to take one out
every night to try to guess what it was for. He chose a metal object with straight, oval shapes
that simulated several knots. He put it in his left pocket, intending to investigate it as soon as he
had the chance. Then he heard a series of noises in the corridor, so he hid his rucksack in the
newly discovered space, put the board back and moved the shelf again. "Well, as if nothing had
happened"; "Come on, the book!" He picked up the heavy tome and opened it by the leaves that
were in contact with the floor; several words appeared stained with an ochre tinge, as if the
reader had stained fingers. A quick swipe of the pages with his thumb revealed no more stained
pages at first glance; but page 222 had not been so lucky and had several stained letters and
numbers. He looked at the title of the book, but instead found only one number: 822716, with
large black figures, except for the "2" and the last "1", which were in gold.
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Hugo took the heavy key and put it in a right-hand pocket. He left the room without noticing
that the white bag had been left at the foot of the shelf. If he had looked, he would have seen
that the symbols on the sides were moving and altering, writing a changing message in a strange
language, while the golden string flashed on and off. Hugo set out to meet Dimas. Although this
might initially seem a most complicated task for a person new to a school of this size, he found
it extremely easy. He thought of Dimas and suddenly the corridors began to light up, showing
him the right direction of movement. After several minutes of walking through corridors and
arriving at rooms full of beings testing and trying out their powers, she couldn't help but think
how incredible it all was. As he walked to meet the magato, he continued with those thoughts
of doubt, of whether or not it was real, of whether or not it was perhaps just a dream (which
seemed real, of course, as he slept in the old bed inherited from Aunt Matilda).
He continued to walk through the corridors, while some beings passed him, scurrying along the
floor, the ceiling or even the walls. One of them overtook him along the wall on the right, climbed
up to the ceiling and dropped down in front of him. Hugo stopped in his tracks.
- Hi Hugo, I hear you're new at the School. Do you want to do some training? We can go
to Room 32; it's next door and I'm sure there are few people there now....
- Oh, hello! Thanks, but I'm in a bit of a hurry! Besides, I'm not a wizard... I don't know
anything about spells, potions or anything like that!
- Umm, I don't know! ... Maybe, besides being a novice, you're also a coward. Maybe
you have to do me a favour in exchange for me not casting a spell that transports you into an
electric sphere or leaving you here to dry out from a shock. Do you want to be my servant for a
few weeks or would you rather feel the spark of life? -she said as she approached him and
cornered him against the wall.
It was similar to a centipede and, standing upright, it towered over Hugo by almost six feet. Hugo
felt all of its filthy legs run up and down his body, as it gave him little electric sparks from all
sides. He felt fear, but he didn't want to show it, something similar to when you pass by a dog
that barks at you with all its might.
- Please don't hurt me! I'm not looking for trouble, I just want to go and see Dimas," said
Hugo, looking down at the ground, cowering from the centipede's touch.
- Dimas? Do you know that damn thing? I hate him, we've got some scores to settle...and
sooner or later, I'm going to pay him back...with interest!
However, Hugo noticed that the attitude of this stranger had changed drastically when talking
about the magato. The centipede brought its huge jaws close to the boy's left ear and whispered:
- That's all right this time, tadpole. But the next time I see you, you'd better have
something interesting to offer me, or else you're going to have a bad time. Is that clear? -said
the electric being in a threatening tone.
- Yes, that's clear. Sorry to have bothered you," said Hugo. Now if you'll excuse me, I'll
be on my way.
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The strange being turned away, as it moved its strange jaw from side to side, and Hugo
walked away ipso facto without looking back. He felt light, as if a weight was lifted off his
shoulders. He remembered Nachete, in the real world. Would this centipede be the
Machete of the School?
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4. DIMAS, THE MAGICIAN
After walking around for several minutes, watching all kinds of training and fighting among the
students, Hugo came out onto the parade ground of the building. He found it very comforting
to feel the sunlight on his face. He approached the garden area and couldn't help but feel the
obvious need to take off his shoes and feel the soft grass under his feet; he automatically felt a
very pleasant, energetic sensation. He put his shoes aside and walked barefoot towards Dimas.
As he approached, he noticed that the cat was absorbed in his work; covered by the huge canvas,
he could only see its paws and tail wagging undulating. Next to it, a dozen paintings piled
haphazardly on the grass, with several open cans of paint and some aerosol sprays.
Hugo moved closer until he was about six feet away.
- Hello, Dimas, he ventured to say. My name is Hugo. I've just arrived at school and Lúcer
told me .....
- Shhhh. the magato shushed.
- Sorry, I just wanted to..." Hugo continued.
Silence! said Dimas.
Hugo kept quiet, thinking that he was dealing with a most disrespectful cat. He decided to wait
for Dimas to resume the conversation. After a few minutes that seemed like hours, Dimas gave
two final strokes and said: "Finished! "And without a second thought, he picked up the freshly
painted canvas and threw it on top of the other paintings without a care in the world. Hugo saw
that he was looking at a mostly gray and white cat, but with many shades in its fur: stripes, polka
dots and stripes. Hugo had seen dozens of similar cats in the streets of Aunt Matilda's
neighborhood. However, his eyes were like hypnotic, big and lively, with a special sparkle that
denoted an uncommon intelligence, something that didn't go unnoticed even behind a pair of
glasses worn somewhat droopy.
- Hello Hugo. I see you've already met Trantor and as a good newbie you don't even
know how to take care of yourself. Don't you miss anything? said the cat with a mocking grin.
Hugo was puzzled. He felt his coat pockets. In the right one, he felt the bulge of the huge room
key, and on the left side, he felt nothing. He reached into his bag nervously; his father's metal
piece was gone.
- My God, it's gone, I was carrying it right here! said Hugo, visibly worried.
He turned around with the intention of setting off on a frantic run along the same path that had
brought him there. Dimas stopped him in his tracks.
- Stop it, Hugo. Concentrate. Look around you and think about what could have
happened. I need to know that I'm in front of the person I think I was waiting for... Hugo
thought for a moment and said aloud:
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- I had it as I left the room. On the way, I felt the weight more or less balance on my coat,
because of the heavy key I had on the other side," said the boy as he took out the huge golden
key.
- How much did you notice that lack of weight?
- Maybe it was when I left someone behind... (I didn't want to start school by ratting out
a classmate, even if he was a freeloader like that centipede; it was bad enough being the
freshman, without becoming the school snitch on top of it).
- You mean Trantor? Yes, he's a despicable being, but he's got some pretty convenient
magic. He has a definite problem with authority and has broken the law on more than one
occasion, being demoted. In fact, the last time, I was the one who had to punish him to the pit
myself. Even so, he is still a dangerous being. Try not to associate with him too much," said
Dimas.
- The well? what's that? asked the boy, intrigued.
- It is a room, of normal appearance, with all the comforts of the world, but protected
by a very powerful magic that we generate among all the teachers. If a being spends some time
in that room, he will come out devoid of powers, or with them very attenuated. It will lose the
level it had achieved. The students have called it the "pit," because it's really like falling into a
hole you can't get out of; depriving a wizard of his natural magic is like taking away a centipede's
legs. Speaking of centipedes..." said the magician, pausing in his speech.
- Yes, just as I felt the release of his legs, I experienced a great relief, but perhaps it was
the weight on the left side, which was gone.
Don't worry, I'll talk to Trantor, and maybe even send him back to the well for two days.
No, please don't do anything to him. I don't want to get off on the wrong foot with him
or anyone else," said the boy, visibly nervous.
Don't worry, Hugo. You've already gotten off on the wrong foot. All the Mythological
Beings knew you were coming. The Elder has taken care to send us your image through dreams.
Many of these beings do not understand how you, a human without any special power in
principle, could be called to help us protect the Messiah. I admit that even I myself, I have my
doubts, because I do not see anything special in you. My pictures never fail.
Hugo approached the pile of paintings and was impressed: the quality was magnificent. In the
last of them all, a huge centipede could be seen on a child on the wall of the corridor...and from
one of its legs hung a silver-coloured metal object, which was intertwined in the form of several
knots.
- But... how is this possible?
He pushed aside the rest of the pictures without even asking Dimas' permission: Hugo traveling
in Destiny, in the middle of the storm; Hugo in the mountain talking to the Elder; Hugo at school
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grabbed by the neck by "Machete"; Hugo sleeping with a frown on his face, dreaming about the
girl...
As you can see, my magic is expressed through paintings. Images come to me and I
simply capture them. I can also paint objects or situations that occur, will occur or have occurred
over time. It is not an exact science, I am still improving, but it is true that I have much more
control over my power now that I am a teacher at the School of Magic. I guess teaching has
made me aware of learning...; however, the first lesson Hugo would give you is: "Never lose the
student's perspective". Keep studying, progressing, looking for the best version of yourself. Life
is evolution, not stagnation.
- I will bear that in mind, Dimas," replied Hugo; "but I insist--I am only an ordinary boy,
who has been 'called' probably by some confusion. I suppose my desire for adventure and my
imagination have done the rest to encourage me to come this far. I'd love to be special, but in
truth, I'm not and I don't feel that way. In fact, I bleed like anyone else, with a ninety percent
healed leg and an almost intangible stain on my trousers.
Dimas stared at the leg. He took one of his paintbrushes and dipped it in water. Then he
approached Hugo and, without saying a word, took the wet brush and rubbed it against the
wounded leg, absorbing some of the scanty remains of dried blood.
- What are you doing? Hugo replied, not understanding anything.
- Wait, it's just an experiment. He took out another canvas and began again to draw
strokes at an astonishing speed. In about two minutes, the painting was finished.
- My God, if I don't see it, I don't believe it! said Dimas.
- Let me see! - said Hugo.
- No, no way! Dimas replied, clearly annoyed, as he removed the painting and threw it
face down on the ground. You'd better leave right now and keep your wits about you. Search
every inch of you for some magic and focus on that thought; we're definitely going to need it.
- Can you at least help me get my father's item back?
- No, Hugo; you will have to do it yourself. The students are in charge of evolving their
own magic and we are forbidden to interfere in personal matters. We are only mentors and
intervene when any of the laws have been broken.
Hugo took one of the aerosols from Dimas, and told him:
- Can I borrow it?
- Sure, it's yours. Use it wisely," said the magato.
As Hugo walked away, another of the pictures lying on the floor that Hugo couldn't see, showed
a young Hugo facing a giant Centipede spraying him in the eyes... Dimas twisted his face and told
him:
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- Go to the main room number 0; you should start your training as soon as possible.
Train only with beings of that level; when you get better, keep training with your level mates or
even lower levels. Afterwards, look for Lorenn, she is the caretaker of the Messiah. She will
advise you on how to protect him.
- Ok, but first I have a score to settle with that Trántor, can you tell me what level he is?
When Hugo turned to see Dimas, he had disappeared, as well as all the paintings and materials
he had brought with him.
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5. FIRST CONFRONTATION
Hugo went to meet Trantor. He thought of him and his horrible appearance; as before, the walls
began to light up, showing him the way. He passed by room number 0, a much smaller room
than the others. He looked inside; several students were training, though he immediately
noticed that the powers were not as amazing as the ones he had seen in other rooms. All the
beings suddenly stopped and looked at him. Hugo walked out without a word. He had Trantor
in his head and the clear goal of retrieving his father's metal object. The boy had always been
shy, quiet and even cowardly (he admitted it); but in this world, he had a confidence he had
never seen in himself and, above all, he wasn't going to let Trantor take away one of the few
things that reminded him of his father.
He arrived at a huge training room, number 4 specifically. Beings of all kinds were moving,
disappearing, levitating, creating energy fields... He found it all amazing. In the center was
Trantor, training, or rather, bludgeoning two beings who were begging him for mercy, while he
moved swiftly around them, applying electric shocks that illuminated the entire room. "Why
don't they protect themselves?" thought Hugo. "Tantor!" " - shouted the boy; but his voice was
blurred amidst the crowd and the sounds of fighting. Cogió más aire y gritó con todas sus fuerzas:
"¡Traaaaaaaaaántoooooor! " Suddenly, the whole scene came to a standstill. Hugo was amazed
at his power of voice, as well as the rest of the beings, who were making way for him. Hugo
began to walk to the center of the room and Trantor bristled on his hind legs, reaching a height
of
nearly
ten
feet.
- Well, well! ... Look who's come! ... The rookie! ... The rookie who's come to solve the
School's problems! The rookie who has no magical powers! Have you come to offer yourself to
my service? said the centipede in amusement.
- Trantor, I don't want any trouble; I just want to get my father's item back.
- Are
you calling me a thief, maggot? Do you want to end up in the hospital after your training? said
Trantor. If you want that piece of metal, come and take it from me. And as he did so, he pawed
his legs together in pairs, creating a multitude of bluish arcs that reminded him of the
thunderstorm that nearly killed him while he was on Destiny. Hugo put his hands behind his
head, slowly approaching.
You know I'm no match for you, Trantor. I just want you to listen to me and give me back
what's mine.
Come closer, Hugo, I want you to tell me what you want... very close.
When Hugo was just a few feet away, he saw the evil grin on Trantor's face and the electricity
began to envelop him with great intensity, ready to hurl it at the young man. With astonishing
speed, the rest of the creatures watched as that strange boy, that novice with no powers, pulled
Dimas' spray from behind his head, hidden in the collar of his coat, spraying it full in the
centipede's face, completely covering his dozen eyes. Trantor collapsed to the ground, spinning
at high speed on himself, as he screamed trying unsuccessfully to wipe the paint from his face.
Hugo saw the metal object on his hip, held in place by the rope that served as a holder for a
small sackcloth pouch he had seen hanging from the waist on all the beings. In one of these
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turns, Hugo grabbed the object and pulled it out without difficulty. The centipede was still
screaming:
- You've blinded me, you bastard! he said as blue electric arcs of electricity shot around
his body.
Hugo examined the object and found that it was not the same; it looked similar, yes, but it was
as if it had been modified.
- What have you done with my father's object? Tell me or I'll spray you in the face until
I finish the can.
- Ahhhhhhhh! Wait, I can't see anything! Don't pour any more of Dimas' magic paint on
me, please! It's penetrating under my skin and I'm itching like hell. My eyes are burning... That's
the object I took from you, I swear; but after observing it for a while, I saw that it could be
manipulated, moving its pieces, to get strange shapes. I haven't managed to arrive at a certain
shape, because I haven't had time to investigate it at all.
Trantor stopped spinning as, lying on his side, he tried futilely to wipe the paint from his eyes,
spiraling to get his hind legs up to his face.
- Maybe Mirlén can help you with that; he was one of the first to arrive here and his
powers transcend beyond these walls. His web and fine hearing allows him to pick up all sorts
of energy, even from vast distances in space and time, and he has a tremendous ability to solve
all sorts of puzzles. I was planning to face him one day, to try to steal some of his spells, but I'm
not that powerful yet, let alone since my time in the pit, so I want to get to the next level as soon
as possible.
- Mirlén? Why does that name sound familiar? said Hugo.
- Have you heard who Merlin was, the mighty wizard of Camelot? Well, Mirlén is his
brother," answered Trántor with some of his eyes cleared of paint.
Lúcer, the guardian, appeared almost at once and asked:
- What happened here? as he handed Trantor a rag to wipe his face. You know that it is
absolutely forbidden to confront higher level Mythological Beings, unless authorized by the
teachers.
Technically, Lúcer, there has been no confrontation," Hugo said.
- Hasn't Trántor been bothering you? Lúcer answered.
- Trántor? What, he had even offered to paint the wall of my room with this spray paint;
what happened is that Dimas must have had it in the sun, half worn out, and it exploded in the
poor guy's face. I was now trying to clean it off...
- True, the lad only applied a little color to the face of the ill-tempered Trantor! said a
sort of frog-legged squirrel, while the rest burst out laughing.
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- Is that so, Trantor? asked the guardian.
- Yes, Lúcer, it's just as the boy told it. Since Hugo came, we've made very good friends.
I only offered to paint his room if he could get the paint. With my speed and my ability to walk
on walls, I would have finished the job in no time; and then a little electricity, to help it dry
quickly..." said Trantor with a smile. said Trántor with a grimace that Lúcer knew well.
- Yes, Trantor. I know; in fact, we all do. You love to use your power. Okay. Just this once,
I won't inform the teachers; however, the rules are clear, and Hugo just earned experience
points for the "non-combat".
- Experience points? Hugo replied.
- Yes, experience points will allow you to continue advancing in your battles, moving to
the next level as you approach and surpass the marked limit. In each pouch you carry you will
find two very shiny magic gems: a black one and a white one; on the black one, your current
level will be reflected on the front, as well as your XP earned so far. Imagine someone has N2265. "N" stands for level, so that mythological being would have 265 XP points and would be at
Level 2; on the back, there's another number; in this case, it's the XP points needed to level up.
If it were 300 XP in this case, our friend would still lack 35 points to reach Level 3.
Hugo looked at him in rapt attention, as if he were taking his first Chinese class. Lúcer continued:
- In addition to the black gem, you also have another white gem; on its obverse side, a
number marks the vitality or life we have, while, on the reverse side, we can see the life with
which we start in this world that you call fantastic world, but in which I assure you Hugo, you
can die or suffer enormous and painful wounds.
Hugo looked at him worriedly, as well as incredulously.
- Are you telling me that I have a predetermined standard of living and that if I fall below
that level I will die? Hugo asked, visibly upset.
- Exactly, Hugo. In your world, age is the most important variable for losing vitality; here,
time passes slowly. I've been a Gatekeeper for over 500 years and it seems like only yesterday
that I started.
- More than five hundred years? Hugo exclaimed, his eyes widening.
Yes, I'm telling you, time is relative here. In fact, you could be here for months or years
and then return to your own world, only to find that a few hours or a few days have passed,"
Lúcer explained as if he were a teacher, repeating the same lesson year after year.
But I don't have any pouch," said Hugo as he felt around his waist, suddenly finding the
cloth pouch with the two gems in it. As he reached in, he found that he could even fit his whole
arm inside. Its inner dimensions were much larger than it appeared on the outside. He looked
at the black gem; written in gold ink he read: "N0-16" (Level 0) and on the back "100 XP"
(Experience Points). Next, he took out the white gem: on its front, in gold ink, it read "10 points";
on its back and in bright red letters, again another "10" marked his total vitality.
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- Do I have 10 lives? Hugo exclaimed in amusement.
- No Hugo, you only have one, so I recommend you take care of it," Lúcer replied. Let's
say you have the capacity to withstand 10 damage. Don't trust yourself, there are terrible beings
capable of doing that much damage and more in a single blow. Hugo looked at him surprised,
swallowing saliva without saying a word about it. Looking again at the black gem on the front,
he read: "N0-16".
- I got 16 points for using a spray can? - asked Hugo.
No," said the frog-like squirrel. You may have got less, but you've been scoring points
ever since you came to school, listening, watching, talking - in short, learning.
Lúcer looked at Hugo and said:
This pouch can be used as a backpack. You can store all sorts of items in it and they won't
weigh you any more than the bag does now, but you can only have three items in it in addition
to the two gems. It's called an inventory. If at some point you need to put another item and you
don't have room, you'll have to get rid of one, carry it in your hand or carry it on your body with
its actual weight. But don't forget, Gems are vital. If the gems were exposed for too long outside
the bag, they would lose all their magical power and become just ordinary stones. I remember
Wally a lot, an advanced level student who could break through any surface and copy its texture.
Wally went outside the school with other students to carry out an important mission, but they
were ambushed. They were all killed, but Wally barely made it to the vicinity of the school. Dimas
painted the situation in one of his paintings and alerted me to go out in search of him as soon
as possible, trying to bring him inside so I could take advantage of the Life Energy Protection
Spell, but when I got to where he was, I saw that we wouldn't make it in time. He was dying and
unable to speak a word. He telepathically told me that he was very sorry for failing the mission
and to say goodbye to everyone. Finally, he touched me on the head and told me that we would
always be friends... and then he died. His gems became stones without any magical power; I
took them out myself and whatever items were in his pouch were gone forever. All that was left
was her pouch, a plain, old, frayed cloth bag that her brother, Wallup, a second-level student,
has inherited.
La Ranardilla (that's what Hugo called her in his subconscious) took out of her bag a huge sword,
while she said:
- Look Hugo, the other day I bought this sword. I'm not strong enough to use it yet, but
I decided to add it to my "inventory" and put it inside my backpack. After all, I already have 492
points and soon I'll be able to level up and face new challenges. Also, you can exchange Magic
Energy points for other items that belong to other students. Beware of thieves, because if you
lose in combat and get knocked out, they can steal all the items in your hand that you're fighting
with.
- But then... Can they steal the items in the bag, the points and the level? And what's
with the Life Energy Protection Spell? Can I die in the training? asked the boy.
Lúcer looked at the boy and spoke to him in his mind:
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You have many questions and doubts, don't worry; little by little, you will become
familiar with how the school works. I'll tell you that only the owner of the bag can access the
inside of the bag. For the rest of the people, it will be empty. It was a spell invented by one of
the great masters of the school. As for dying, don't worry, at the School we are protected by a
spell that avoids that tragic end.
- The Life Energy Protection Spell! - Hugo exclaimed.
- Exactly," Lúcer continued; but that doesn't mean you can't be knocked out or even end
up exhausted. Outside the School, things change. We have lost many students and teachers to
the forces of darkness.
I have one more question," said Hugo. Is it necessary to train by fighting to get magic
energy points? I'm not a fighter.
- Let's say it's the quickest way to get points, but there are others," Lúcer replied.
Studying spells (theory classes), passing exams, brewing potions, or attending combat classes
will also earn you points. Let's say that the sachet detects the magical knowledge you are
acquiring day by day. When the level is reached, the black stone will vibrate and show the level
achieved, as well as the points needed to access the next one, while the white gem will show
you the real life points you have at that moment. Breaking the rules or disobeying the teachers
can cause you to lose points and in extreme cases, even cause you to lose the level.
- Yes, the famous damned well, a seemingly normal room, but that left me without
energy the two times I've been there," said Trantor as he finished wiping his eyes. And on top of
that, right now my black gem is eight points lower than it was before I defeated these two
creatures (both of whom were still on the floor, stunned by Trantor's electricity).
- And yet you haven't learned," Lúcer said with a grin-like grimace. Don't worry, Trantor.
That magical energy of yours was great for the School to be able to leap through time and space;
I remember that was when the previous Messiah disappeared and the magical machinery of the
School began to fail.
Hugo looked at the gems again. The black gem now showed 20 points. He was beginning to
understand a little better the organization of the School and its creatures, and how, in a
somewhat ingenious way, he had "stolen" four points from Trantor. Now he had to watch
Lorenn, the Messiah's caretaker, following the directions of Dimas, the magato.
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6. LORENN AND MIRLÉN, MASTERS OF MASTERS.
Hugo went back out into the hallway, but before he could think of Lorenn, he pulled out his
father's metal contraption. The shape was totally different from what he remembered; several
knots had been disarticulated and it looked like some sort of three-dimensional puzzle, with
moving pieces that rotated and shifted along the length of the contraption. "Surely Trantor hit
the initial piece and by dislodging it, everything else could be manipulated," he thought. He put
it back in his pocket, though on second thought, he took it out and put it in the pouch. He didn't
want anyone to be able to steal it without his permission. In his mind he thought of a name:
Lorenn. He already knew that the directionality of the corridors worked with names, with rooms,
or even with mental images; you could focus on Lúcer's face, for example, and the school was
able to take you in real time to wherever the guardian was at that moment. He began to walk,
and as he passed through corridors and training rooms, the lights led him to a very ornate door,
very different from the rest which were rather sober. "No doubt Messiah's room will be one of
the best in the School," Hugo thought. He knocked at the door, but no one answered. The boy
insisted again: "Lorenn, it's Hugo. Dimas sent me, are you there?". Silence enveloped everything
and a strange sensation ran through Hugo's body, like a kind of nausea that produced a rather
unpleasant dryness in his mouth. Hugo grabbed the doorknob without thinking twice and
checked that it was open. He had already been warned that trespassing in any single room was
considered a very serious offence and the perpetrator would be severely punished. He pushed
the door open as he said, "Hello, Lorenn... Is anyone here? She looked around the room, not
quite making up her mind to step inside. From the half-open door she could see that it was a
beautiful room, very bright, with a distinctly childish decor. A large crib could be seen in the
background, covered with pastel-colored fabrics. The bed was unmade, which caught her
attention, because it would be about five in the afternoon by now, and according to the
information she'd been told, Lorenn was an excellent caregiver. No one knew how old she was,
but she had taken care of at least the last three Messiahs, protecting them from all dangers so
far. Hugo took a deep breath and decided to enter the room. He could soon see that something
wasn't right: there were things lying around on the floor, hidden from view from outside the
room. Next to it, poor Lorenn was lying on the floor, wrapped in a sort of silk cocoon that
prevented her from moving or even breathing, though it didn't look like she was. He approached
and found that the strands wrapped around even part of her antlers, as well as her legs and the
rest of her body, leaving few gaps where he could actually see what she really looked like. In one
of those gaps, no more than ten centimeters, Hugo observed one of Lorenn's glassy eyes; it was
motionless, dull, lifeless...; but worst of all, the cradle was empty, with several remnants of those
fine, sticky strands. The window was open, and a large fiber descended several stories to the
ground. At the edge of the window, Hugo saw that there were several broken panes of glass;
next to it, a blackish liquid, glistening in the afternoon light. He saw that there were several
similar stains scattered around the room, even on the crib pillow.

The school decreed two days of official mourning for the death of Lorenn, one of the school's
most senior teachers, with immense magical energy. Her enemy had to be very powerful to be
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able to kill her; besides, Hugo couldn't stop thinking about what Lúcer said: "The school protects
all students and teachers from death, with a kind of magic shield that surrounds the being whose
energy drops to critical limits: it's called the Spell of Life Energy Protection". The creature that
killed Lorenn not only had to defeat her in combat, but was able to break one of the School's
most powerful protection spells, created by the first known Messiah.
All the students, all 222 of the School (Hugo included) and 20 teachers came to the Great Hall.
The teachers spoke one by one and Hugo could finally put a face to them: some had humanoid
aspects, others were mixtures of beings, others were like giant insects... all of them had a special
energy, a halo that Hugo thought he saw and that denoted the enormous magical energy they
possessed. Several teachers and Dimas himself spoke at this sad moment, remembering Lorenn
and how much she had contributed to the School for so many years. Mirlén was the last to
appear: he was the missing teacher, number 21. He came in a sort of boat that floated in the air
and hovered over the coffin in which Lorenn rested. Without a word, she dropped a golden net
over the coffin and as she picked it up, everyone could see Lorenn's semi-transparent astral body
emerging from her lifeless body, looking up in surprise and moving inside the net. Mirlén
deposited her in the boat. Lorenn's ghost began to speak, but no one could hear what she was
saying, because she made no audible sound. Only Mirlén watched her intently, as if she were
listening to what she was saying. After a few minutes, Lorenn closed her mouth, looked at
everyone and waved with one of her reindeer paws. It began to dissipate, like fog on a summer
morning, and simply disappeared. Mirlén took the floor: "Dear students and teachers of the
School of Magic. I fear that the dreaded moment has arrived. The Messiah has been kidnapped.
Lorenn fought bravely against the attacker, Anaraña. We know that this beast has enormous
power, an energy that has been able to break the Life Energy Protection Spell that envelops the
school. The teachers are trying to put it back together, after the funeral, so I ask you to let two
more days pass without facing it. You may train alone, study, learn, or continue to attend classes.
No more fighting until the spell is restored, is that clear? We need the Life Energy from each of
you, without any detriment"...
- We are ready to fight! "he was interrupted by a sort of imposing Pegasus from the back of the
room, followed by cheers from the large room.
- No, Pegasullo, you have a long way to go. You and your companions have more than proved
your courage and your power, but you would have little chance against masters of evil, with
whom even we, the teachers, would have great difficulty.
It was instantly clear to Hugo that Mirlén was one of the most respected teachers, for the rest
merely nodded at her words. "Without the Messiah, the School is unprotected, and I foresee an
imminent attack by beings of incredible magical power," Mirlén continued. With my
interdimensional hearing I could hear Anaraña and her minions preparing the kidnapping, but
they have not followed through with the plan and have come a month ahead of schedule. The
rest of the teachers and I had been preparing for several weeks the best strategy to be ready, a
new jump in space, which would require less magical energy and would buy us time; but I'm
afraid they tricked me... they knew I was listening to them, and they brought it forward. Now
Lorenn is dead, partly because of me, and without her energy, we can't make that jump - if only
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I had been able to detect the change of plan! But it's been impossible for me, several enemies
were talking about sneak attacks, while others were looking for the School non-stop. Now I
realize that they have been stalling me, sending confusing signals so that I could not foresee the
fatal outcome. I have failed you, students and teachers! - the old wizard concluded as he leaned
on the edge of the boat with both hands and let out several tears, which produced strange sparks
in the golden net.
Dimas took the floor and said, "Don't beat yourself up about it, Mirlén. Thanks to you we have
been protected all these years, dismantling attacks and avoiding ambushes. You put all of us
teachers on notice and we were properly prepared. We have all been deceived, with an evil
master plan, created by a Machiavellian mind of great power. In my paintings, most of the time,
the shapes and figures come out clear, easily interpretable; however, I have several failed
paintings, with what look like monstrous beings, huge, ... but the paintings come out blurry, and
I can not interpret what or who we are facing. What I do have clear, is that we are facing a Being
with a magical energy far superior to what we are used to handle, capable of generating magical
spells of great power that hide the plans and blur my paintings".
Mirlén seemed to pull herself together and continued with her oratory: "We have found that
poor Lorenn had a huge amount of poison, and yet she was able to hurt Anaraña in the fight.
Anaraña is now a higher level master. Too bad she's on the other side. I remember when I trained
her myself, before I could see that her pride and her aspirations for greatness and conquest did
not match the spirit of the School. She left and the forces of evil captured her, offering her more
power, freedom to use them and that trapped her. She is an exceptional violinist; she created a
lullaby of incredible beauty, capable of capturing the attention of the Messiah and therefore his
energy. That must have given her the exact location and the exact moment of the School. Still,
we teachers are trying to figure out how she was able to get in here, kill Lorenn, abduct the
Messiah, and get out unseen. And most intriguing of all, how she was able to break the Life
Energy Protection Spell."
While Mirlén was finishing her speech, Dimas had started making new paintings, at an incredible
speed. Mirlén looked at one of them and showed it to the room: some kind of giant spider
playing a violin, while Lorenn lay on the floor and the Messiah peeked out of the evil being's
back, wrapped in strands that prevented it from moving. The whole room began to murmur and
the tension and fear was palpable. The second painting brought the room to a complete hush.
In it, Hugo was in the foreground, holding several objects in his hand and some kind of braided
metal key emerging from the inventory bag; several shadows of what looked like mythological
beings followed him in the background. Everyone stared at Hugo. Mirlén spoke again: "Hugo,
you are the chosen one. The old man told me clearly, speaking from another dimension. The rest
of the teachers and myself don't see a special power in you, but it could be that you have it
dormant, latent, perhaps due to a childhood trauma that is putting a brake on your abilities. We
need you, Hugo... and... we need you now! You'll have to go out in search of Anaraña and bring
the Messiah back as soon as possible; if anything happens to him, we'll be lost. He needs our
protection for at least 222 days, during which he will have the strength to activate the magical
machinery of the School again. You need to return him safe and sound as soon as possible,
Indhira needs to come back." "Indhira? But then the Messiah is a girl? Would she be the girl from
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the well?" thought Hugo. -thought Hugo. He dreamed of a girl falling in, but he thought it was
simply the language of dreams. Now it was clear to him: "the Messiah was Indhira and he was
the chosen one, the savior, a boy from the real world, without any apparent power and with the
responsibility of restoring the balance between Good and Evil. What a role! ”
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7. SCORLEON, THE SACRED ORACLE
Mirlén told Hugo to go and see Escorleón, a being of enormous power, half lion and half
scorpion. Mirlén asked him centuries ago to join the School as a teacher; but his strange
character and apathy towards others made him retire to a cave, like a hermit. For many years
he had not been in contact with anyone. In fact, the current location of the School on this small
island was not a decision taken lightly; Scorleon retired to this island a long, long time ago. Mirlén
knew that it would surely not be amused, for the School attracted trouble wherever it appeared;
but perhaps Scorleon, would lend them a hand if it was eventually attacked. "Hugo, I'll be honest
with you," said Mirlén. "Escorleon and I had some falling out in the past, and now we haven't
spoken for a long time, not even magically. I'm sure he wouldn't listen to me, or worse, he might
even attack me, which could mean the end for either of us. You must go not only to see him, but
try to convince him to tell you where the girl might be and how to get there. He has a sense of
smell that transcends worlds and dimensions. Take this garment of the girl with you, to make
his work easier. You will find it at the top of the mountain, inside a cave," said Mirlén as she
threw the net into the air and it fell to the ground forming a three-dimensional map of the island,
marking the cave at the top of the mountain with a golden cross, which amazed the boy again.
Hugo left the room and thought of Escorleón. The walls of the School began to light up in the
way he had already seen, guiding him on his way. "I'm not used to this," he thought. Arriving at
the front door of the School, he found that Lúcer was not at his post. He opened the door by
turning several keys and latches and found that once it was open, he couldn't get out: some kind
of magical barrier prevented him from doing so. "Hugo, wait," Lúcer's voice was clearly heard in
the boy's head, as if he was there himself. I'm talking to you by Telepathy. No one may enter or
leave the School without my permission. I'll be there in a minute to lift the blocking spell.
Hugo decided to use that time to think of a plan that would convince Escorleón to give him a
clue about the Messiah. After two minutes, Lúcer excused himself: "Sorry Hugo, there was a
problem on Level 3 and the teachers are too busy trying to find a way to protect us. Looking at
the door, his head spheres began to glow and the golden mist that covered the doorway simply
vanished.
- You can come out now. Hurry up, I can't keep this open for long. When you come back,
just think of me. I'll be waiting for you here," said the guardian.
- Thank you, Lúcer," Hugo exclaimed as he took two steps away from the entrance.
Lúcer activated his spheres again, and the golden mist once more covered the door.
- Can I ask you one last question, Lúcer?
- I hope it won't be the last, Hugo," Lúcer replied with a grimace resembling a smile.
If no one can enter or leave the School without your permission, how could Anaraña
enter and leave?
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I can't answer that, Hugo. I don't know how he could have done it... What I can assure
you is that he didn't come in or out of here, because I would have noticed.
Hugo went outside and found that outside the School, the "help to find people" did not work,
as he had already sensed. He began to walk along a path towards the top of the promontory,
since it didn't look like a mountain at all, like the Espigón, for example, where he met the Elder;
however, when he reached the foot of the mound and began the ascent, he noticed that
something wasn't right. He began to ascend with difficulty, as if the slope was much steeper
than it seemed at first. After about twenty minutes of climbing, he stopped and almost
collapsed: he couldn't believe it! He was at the starting point, right at the end of the path, where
the ascent began! He decided to climb faster, now using legs and arms, climbing. Again he was
perplexed: "but... what's going on here?" - he said out loud. He was still at the same point, not
advancing a single inch. Falling to his knees, exhausted, he stabbed himself with a sharp stone
near his tibia, which caused him tremendous pain. He tried to sit up, leaning against the trunk
of a small tree, bending it almost to the limit without it breaking. A trickle of blood began to run
down his calf, until he reached the ground. As it had happened on his ascent to the Espigón, the
blood began to gather, as if it were an army of ants, and began its ascent up the mountain. Hugo
decided to follow it with difficulty, stepping exactly where the blood marked it; sometimes he
had to stop and the blood stopped, as if it was waiting for him. After twenty minutes, Hugo
found that the ascent was finally beginning to be possible. Following the golden blood he
reached the end of the promontory in a very short time, but it seemed to him an eternity
because of the pain in his leg, which was now very swollen and somewhat purple. The cave
loomed majestically before him. The blood flowed down into it, pooled now as if it were a single,
circular-looking droplet. Hugo began to follow it. Suddenly, something came out of the darkness
of the cave and dug into that blood, beginning to suck it out. It was a sort of golden stinger, shiny
looking and metallic tinged. Hugo felt dizzy and again fell to his knees on the ground. "What's
wrong with me? It's like I'm lacking energy..." -thought the boy. "I've caught you, spell thief! You
will pay with your life energy for disturbing me in my own shelter and breaking the ascension
spell," he heard himself say from within. The stinger continued to suck out the blood until there
was nothing left. Hugo felt the wound in his leg burn, and again his blood, falling to the ground,
was now advancing in a swath, leaving his body little by little, making its way to the mighty
stinger. The stinger kept sucking and sucking, while Hugo felt more and more tired. He thought
this would be the end of him, as he was on his knees, barely able to hold his body with both
hands without collapsing. The stinging stopped absorbing and a huge lion made its presence
known, showing itself to Hugo with a gesture that did not denote any welcome. However, Hugo
noticed that half of its body resembled more of a scorpion, with legs that for a moment
reminded him of those of Anaraña, which he saw in Dimas' painting. "This is what happens to
those who dare to bother me! "said Scorleon angrily.
Hugo trying to speak, even struggling to breathe, said:
- I come from the School of Magic, Mirlén sent me," he said with great difficulty.
- Mirlén? What does that vermin want? I told him a long time ago not to bother me or
I'd pay for it with my life. I already know you come from the School, my magic sniffer told me
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since you took the path. How did you break the ascension enchantment? Tell me and I promise
to give you a quick and painless death. Though perhaps a slow, painful death is not a bad option.
It's been a long time since I've had fun with anyone... - I don't know, he swore," said the boy;
"I haven't done anything, my blood has something in it... Please, we need your help... the
Messiah... the School... the Elder... Hugo took out the small cloth that covered Indhira's cradle
at the last second and, when he went to show it to her, he collapsed holding it in one of his
hands; while his eyes went out as they saw the enormous stinger stand up on his back, gathering
momentum to give its mortal blow. Hugo knew at that moment that he was at his end and
stopped fighting, falling unconscious.
The boy awoke with a start. He was lying on a pallet inside a cave lit by torches. The cave was
astonishingly clean and tidy, and had a strange charm; no doubt it was Scorleon's home. A wicker
basket in front of him caught his eye; inside rested a few rolls of paper wrapped in a bundle of
cloth. Considering the scarcity of paper in that strange world, it was remarkable. Suddenly, a
sharp prick drew his attention to his leg, which was bandaged, stained with fresh blood on the
front. As he sat up, the wet cloth fell from his forehead. Scorleon was on his back, busying
himself in the kitchen with both paws, as the stinger grabbed a huge canister from an overhead
shelf.
- Would you like something to eat? You must be exhausted, I've robbed you of so much
energy. Two minutes more, and you would have died," said Scorleon. You've had a high fever
and you've been delirious. You've been talking in your sleep about the School, the Messiah,
Dimas, Mirlén, the guardian... If I had been an enemy, you would have given me all the
information I need to finish destroying the School... What a mythological being you are! I told
that bastard Mirlén a long time ago that I didn't want him or anyone else in the school to come
near me... NEVER AGAIN! - his voice thundered in the cave, like a flash of lightning. And now
that fishy little fisherman brings the School to my shelter? I've smelled a lot of things since then...
Do you know what those things are? - PRO-BLE-MAS! Scorleon said, pausing on each syllable to
add emphasis to the word, rumbling back into the cave, causing several winged creatures resting
on the roof of the cave to flee.
- Since you are not our enemy, could you help us find the Messiah? Hugo asked. Anaraña
captured her and ...
- Silence! I know all the details without having to smell a piece of cloth. Does Mirlén
think I'm her little hunting-dog? I'm even more offended that she thinks that. My sense of smell
transcends this world, even our own dimension. I have smelled the girl, Anaraña, her threads
and her blood; I know she was wounded. I have also smelled a new being, some higher evil
entity. Evil has a distinctive smell, like musk with a hint of metal, like dried rotting blood. But
make no mistake," Scorleon continued, "just because I am not your enemy, does not make me
your friend... Is that clear? Now get out and don't come back, or next time you won't come out
alive. Consider it a warning of life and death, and tell Mirlén to take her wretched School off my
Island. That net of hers, it stinks...!
Hugo looked down, defeated. He touched his leg and saw that it was much better, it hardly hurt
at all. He knew that nothing he could say could change the grumpy Scorleon's mind and that his
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reputation as a hermit was well earned. He took the Messiah's cloth and fastened the bag
around his waist. He remembered the items inside and pulled out his father's metal piece; back
at school, he would have time to investigate the piece further. Instantly, Scorleon turned around
and approached with a start, beginning to sniff the piece in an anxious, shrill manner.
- Where did you get this key? Who gave it to you? - he asked with a glare at the boy.
- Key... What key? - said Hugo pulling out the whole piece of metal.
- That key still carries the scent of its owner... did you steal it from her?
- No, I haven't stolen anything from anyone. It's an object my father left me, but it's not
in the shape of a key; I'm still figuring out how to put it together.
- Your father? - Scorleon asked angrily. Are you testing me, boy? That key belonged to a
woman I knew a very long time ago and who, in the end, caused the rivalry I now have with
Mirlén. We were both friends and we were in love with her, a beautiful lady with long black hair
and golden locks. She was the owner of that key. The three of us were fifth level students at the
School. Little by little, our rivalry for her grew, looking for ways to conquer her, dying of jealousy
when she spent time with the other. Mirlén and I constantly challenged each other, breaking
the rules, sneaking fights in forbidden spaces... In short, we became intimate enemies. She told
us that she loved us both, that each of us had something special, something that the other
lacked. One day, Mirlén and I, after a strong argument, decided to leave the School and face
each other to death. There, no Vital Energy Protection Spell could interrupt the end we were
looking for, the death of the other. We were both out of strength and energy, bleeding all over,
badly wounded, since our magic level was similar. Mirlén had me trapped with her net, stealing
my energy, weakening me..., while I had pierced one of her arms with my stinger, sucking it out
little by little. It was Lorenn who suddenly appeared and separated us from our fight to the
death. If it hadn't been for her, we both might have died. We were both put in the "Pit" for two
weeks, both of us running out of Magic Energy, losing all the levels we had acquired over the
years. We had to start from scratch. Our beloved found out what happened, and when we got
out of the well, she summoned us both. She forced us to sit together and listen to what she had
to say: "You are idiots to spoil a friendship of so many years and use me as an excuse; I will never
choose between the two of you". The next day, he left the School for good, without a trace. The
key you carry with you still retains its scent...
- Can you tell me the name of that lady, Escorleón? asked Hugo.
- Her name was Elissa and I will never forget her. She was my first and only love. Gone,
not even my sense of smell could find her," the strange hybrid, half lion and half scorpion, replied
crestfallen.
- Elissa? - Hugo answered in astonishment. Elissa was my mother...
After talking for a long time, Hugo could see a huge change in Scorleon's attitude. It weighed
heavily on him when Hugo told him about Lorenn's death and how he had found her. He treated
him differently now, as if he were family; he cooked him a delicious dinner and apologized for
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the incident that almost cost him his life.
- Hugo, I understand now. Your blood is special,
because it is part of your mother's, but ... how is she now? - asked Escorleón.
- My parents died; I can't tell you the details, because I can hardly remember anything,"
Hugo answered. I remember a loud noise and everything flying through the air; I remember a
policewoman holding me in her arms, while a dozen of them searched for some salvageable
object in the rubble of the house; I remember my aunt Matilde crying disconsolately while
looking at me from a distance, holding my father's backpack that one of the policemen had found
under a metal plate... little more....
All right, Hugo, will you let me give you a test? They call me the Oracle for a reason,
because I can see more, where others can't; I promise it will be painless this time.
Hugo nodded, as Scorleon undid the knot of the bandage on his leg. He brought the stinger close
to it, but instead of digging in, the tip opened in four places and simply hugged the boy's limb
gently. Hugo felt no discomfort, while Scorleon looked up rolling his eyes. After a while, Scorleon
withdrew the stinger, which gradually closed, regaining its original impressive shape. Hugo, I
have several answers, but I don't know if you have the right questions.
- Who was my mother, Escorleón? asked Hugo.
- Your mother was a powerful magician and fed up with our world, she travelled through
a portal to what you call "the real world". There she met your father, as you say, a normal being,
without any magical powers. I guess that's what she was looking for, to break away from
everything related to magic. In that world she went unnoticed, working as a housewife, taking
care of you and getting along with her neighbors. I could detect that she used her magic only
once. Your father never knew anything about her powers; he was a good man who worked hard
to make sure you lacked for nothing; her sister Matilda visited you a couple of times when you
were very young, but she wasn't particularly fond of you, since her relationship with your father
was almost nil, ever since she told him that Elissa didn't suit him. Your aunt was a widow who
just wanted to be quiet, so your parents never left you alone with her.
- But then... What happened? How did they die?
- That's a part that's hard for me to answer, because it's really through your blood that
I get the information that you know, although not consciously. The only thing I can tell you is
that it was no accident; it was provoked.
- Provoked? by whom? said Hugo in exultation.
- Here's the thing, Hugo; it was triggered by someone with enormous magical energy.
Someone from this world...
Hugo's eyes went wide as saucers, as he asked, "Who, who could have done such an atrocity? ”
- I don't have the details yet, because through you I don't have access to all the answers.
I promise that the next time we meet, I will do enough research to answer most of your
questions, but for now, I'm afraid we don't have time for more. It is important to focus on the
search for the Messiah and the defense of the School. Leave me the Messiah's cloth for a
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moment," Scorleon asked. The half lion began to sniff it and continued, "You must leave now.
You will be accompanied by several students from the School, and possibly some of the teachers.
They won't be able to give you many more resources, because I sense an imminent attack from
the forces of evil, and the School doesn't exactly have extra troops at the moment. Smells like
Anaraña and her arachnid army... it looks like they've taken her to Serpentidad, a snake over 22
km long that houses a city inside. The serpent moves at night, but rests by day, away from the
sun, in dark, damp places. Be very careful! Serpentidad is a very powerful being and could easily
destroy you.
- All right, I'll be right out," Hugo said. There's just one question I can't get out of my
head... You told me that my mother in the 'real world' only used magic on one occasion... which
one?
Scorleon looked at him strangely and said:
- Your mother used magic to donate it, leaving her with almost no magical power. I guess
she wanted to keep herself and you completely out of this world.
- He gave his power to whom? Hugo asked, nervously approaching Scorleon.
- Your father, who was completely unaware of his new gift and how to use it. Before he
did, however, he created something. I detected a latent power, something I had never been able
to smell before. It must have been your blood, Hugo, that made me sense it at this moment.
That's all the information I have for you for now," the lion/scorpion finished.
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8. THE SCHOOL IN DANGER
Before leaving, Scorleon gave him a small dark glass jar; it was closed with a cork, which had the
drawing of a black scorpion on the top.
- Hugo, take this with you; it may be of use to you sometime," said Scorleon. It is a
powerful poison that I extract from my sting. In many of my confrontations, I have found that
sometimes a sting is not enough, especially when facing a multitude of demonic beings. In quiet
times, I draw my venom from time to time and store it in vials. Poison oxidizes easily in the
presence of oxygen, losing its properties and therefore its effectiveness. It can be stored in any
container, but it will spoil after a few hours. This container, however, is special; it has a magical
cover that prevents air and light from entering, so it remains intact, retaining its power for years.
The poison produces a very powerful paralysis and is extremely annoying, even when applied
superficially, as your body burns as if you were on fire. Barring some specific protective spell by
contact, the being to whom you apply it will have serious problems. Ingested, injected, or in
contact with the inside of the body, it is deadly, especially to anyone who is not a master
magician with high healing gifts. If you impregnate any weapon, a simple scratch will send the
creature in front of you to the other side," Scorleon finished with a grimace on his mouth and
sticking out his tongue.
Hugo picked up the vial carefully and placed it inside the bag. He dismissed Scorleon, thanking
him for everything; still with several questions to answer, at least he had come closer to knowing
who Hugo was. After spending more than a day with the hermit, he felt that maybe he had been
too quick to judge him with a certain prejudice and now he understood better why he was like
that and why he decided to isolate himself from the world; no doubt, Scorleon could be a
powerful ally who, at any given moment, could tip the balance in the final fight between Good
and Evil (he hoped it would be on his own side). After all, living alone on that island, he would
have lived through multiple confrontations with evil forces and still kept his enormous power
after so many years almost intact.
Hugo came down from the "mountain that was not a mountain" with enormous ease; in little
more than twenty minutes, he was back at the foot of the mountain where the path began. He
thought about the incredible magical things that were happening to him, about his Aunt Matilda
or even about "Machete". "Maybe I can use the poison on Machete next time we meet," he
thought with an amused grimace on his face, though in reality he knew he would never use it on
any human, as the effects could be lethal. "Maybe just threatening him with a good stone like
this will suffice," he said aloud, looking down at the ground. He picked up a good sized stone,
approximately about 2kg, and put it in the bag, where the rest of the items in his inventory were.
He was very surprised to see that the heavy stone stopped weighing as soon as he put it inside
the bag. He now had three items: the key, the Scorleon flask, and the stone. What would happen
if he put in a fourth item? Leaving the bag half-open, he decided to pick up another much larger
stone, this time using both hands. As he placed it inside the bag, the stone magically passed
through the bag and landed with a thud on the ground, very close to his foot, causing Hugo to
jump backwards. He pulled the original stone out of the bag and tossed it carelessly; this time,
he looked around for something much larger, not necessarily heavy; he felt for a moment like a
scientist doing experiments. He saw a huge split branch, quite straight, and removing the twigs
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from its ends, he found that it would be about two meters long; the tip was very irregular, as it
was splintered in many places, and if well used, it could even be used as a weapon. In any case,
he decided to do the test: he began to introduce it into the bag, and magically, it went all the
way in. He closed it with the cord and felt happy to have a bag with such power. He was about
to take out the branch again, but a sudden thought came into his head; it was like a premonition,
something that made him a little nauseous. He lightened his pace towards the School; he
couldn't dawdle any longer... maybe there was news about the girl, or maybe, it was that she
was simply suffering an effect of the loss of magical energy stolen by Scorleon during their
encounter. As he walked, he thought it was time for the masters to tell him what was really
expected of him, to train him, and to jointly come up with a plan that might lead to the girl's
whereabouts. He supposed that a sort of rescue patrol or commando would be organized, with
the best teachers and some of the more advantaged pupils. When he finally reached the famous
metal door, he thought of Lúcer; he tried to send him a telepathic message: "Lúcer, I'm here.
Open up, please. I have a clue as to where the Messiah may be"; however, the door did not
open. Hugo again concentrated harder on Lucer..., but after a few minutes, he got the same
result. He began to knock on the metal door, which rattled and clanked inside the tree. "Lucer,
it's Hugo! Open up!". After several minutes of waiting, he decided to sit down and pull out the
"key - no key" to try and ride it. He reached into the bag and was again surprised at the capacity
of the bag...would it even fit a person? he wondered. Turning back to the three-dimensional
puzzle that was the key, the figure began to take on a certain advanced state, and after a twist
here and a turn there, followed by the shifting of one piece on top of another larger one, the
sound of a click caused a luminous glow in the device; he knew immediately that it had reached
its final form. The object simply locked, as a bright golden light flashed across the object from
front to back; Scorleon was right...it was a key, a strange one, but a key nonetheless. The tip of
the key had the shape of two inverted "A's", as if there were a mirror in between. Between the
two numbers there was a gap, leaving the edge of both numbers as the only metal piece that
was inserted into the lock so unique. In addition, the edges had certain indentations and
engravings that would undoubtedly contribute to increase the security of the place that housed
that lock. The fact was that the symbol rang a bell, although he couldn't remember the exact
place where he had seen it. Suddenly, a dull sound rang out from the door, followed by several
latches opening and closing again, as well as several buzzing sounds that Hugo labeled as "magic
locks". The opening process was taking longer than he remembered. "How strange!" - he
thought. Heedless of his own gestures, he found himself opening the bag and reaching inside,
as if searching for some sort of object that could protect him from any unexpected events. The
door opened at last and Hugo saw the golden seal still unremoved... It wasn't Lúcer; it was some
kind of being no more than a meter tall, with several dozens of eyes and two very large antennae,
one of them bent in a strange way, as if it were broken. Hugo saw that it had several bruises and
that it was clearly nervous from its sweating.
- I am Nemesius, a level 4 student. Lúcer sent me to open the gate. We are in the middle
of a pitched battle. We have been attacked by a thousand arachnid beings commanded by
Anaraña.
- But... how did they get in? The magic seal is still intact (he tried to get through without
success)," said Hugo. Only Lúcer and two teachers knew the spell on the door, and according to
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the guardian, no one has entered or left since your departure," continued Nemesius, breathing
heavily, as he clung to the doorframe, gasping for air and sweating all over the place.
- So I can't come in? Hugo asked.
I didn't say that... Nemesius closed his eyes, the functional antenna bristled and began
to move his lips silently, as if he was singing an infinite song. The magic seal in the form of golden
mist opened. "Lúcer has transmitted the opening spell to me by telepathy," Nemesius said in a
halting manner.
answer.

- Are you all right? Hugo asked worriedly. Nemesius just took deep breaths and didn't

- Well, surely the situation must be very critical for him to have given you that information! Hugo
thought aloud, feeling a little ashamed of having verbalized it.
- It really is, Hugo," Nemesius said, pausing for long breaths. Lúcer sent me to have you
meet with Dimas as soon as possible. Those demonic beings are depleting our magical health;
we even think that there may be several dead, breaking the 'Life Energy Protection Spell', which
has the teachers baffled; all the rooms and corridors of the school have become an all-out
combat zone, where teachers and students fight relentlessly. I was able to slip away at the last
moment, while Lúcer covered me from the attack of ten of those bugs. Still, I got off badly," he
continued, choking. One of my antennae is malfunctioning, almost ripped off, and both are the
source of my power: invisibility. Now, I can barely maintain my invisible state for a few seconds,
so I have to run very fast to get out of a crowded area and hide when the magic wears off. That's
how I managed to get here, but not before fighting several of those beasts.
Hugo looked at the being's little paws and imagined him running slowly. Nemesius' pouch was
full of blood. Nemesius was holding his side with one of his paws, unable to hide a reddish stain
that was getting bigger and bigger. No doubt an open wound like that would have slowed him
down quite a bit in his mission. Nemesius began to hyperventilate, bent his paws into what might
have been inverted knees and fell to the ground.
- Look for Dimas, Hugo. I barely have enough strength left to speak... and I need to close
the seal... From the floor, he began to move his lips again and the magic seal closed. Hugo
pushed the door open and began to throw the mechanical locks, horizontal and vertical, until
the entrance was hermetically sealed. When he looked up at Nemesius, he was standing very
still. Hugo looked into his eyes and was terrified: they were dull, lifeless; they were the same as
old Lorenn's.
He thought of Dimas and automatically, the corridors lit up, but this time the marked path was
quite different from the one he remembered: the system took him through a path full of nooks
and crannies, passing through rooms and hatches he had never seen before. After a flight of
stairs, a stone on the wall of what looked like a dead-end corridor lit up. Hugo walked over, put
his hand on it, and a new door concealed in the stone opened. He thought it would be lucky to
get to Dimas by alternate routes, though he knew it was likely to be difficult. He slipped inside,
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not noticing a spider watching him from the ceiling, slipping through a thread of webbing until
he slipped inside the door. The door closed again, concealed in the wall.

In the meantime, all the halls and corridors were real fighting scenes; on the upper levels, several
students were able to kill dozens of spiders, knocking back dozens of others. Trantor moved
quickly, constantly throwing electric shocks, which caused several spiders to be stunned all at
once, which was used by several students to deal them the final blow, smashing their heads into
the ground or simply casting disintegration spells. "This is the best training; no doubt I'll soon be
able to regain my previous level!" shouted Trantor in amusement.
Dimas and the rest of the teachers were facing a huge number of spiders, while Anaraña played
her violin, which served to reactivate them and send them new orders; it was as if they were all
moving at the same time, following a plan. Dimas drew a picture of several spiders being crushed
to death by a magical three-dimensional wall. Suddenly, Mirlén threw her web against the wall
of one of the main rooms, the web copied the shape of the wall, and fell heavily and rigidly over
fifteen spiders that were trying to attack Miranda from behind, a teacher capable of moving at
incredible speeds, but who had been trapped in one of the webs that Anaraña threw. Miranda
began to move ultra-fast, vibrating on the web, until it broke and she was able to break out of
her temporary captivity. Anaraña screamed in rage and stopped the melody. The spiders stood
more or less motionless, making slower movements, waiting for further orders. Anaraña looked
at Mirlén with extreme hatred and said: "One day I admired you as a teacher, but you told me I
was not fit to be your pupil; now I am a teacher of the highest level and you, on the other hand,
are nothing but a withered old man with a singular power. I will make you disappear, along with
all of yours, while we sacrifice the Messiah and obtain all of his immense magical energy," said
Anaraña, as she laughed with a shrill, terrifying laugh. She began to play a new tune and the
spiders left their initial target prey and began to move towards Mirlén. There were hundreds of
them. Dimas and the rest of the teachers made a ring around Mirlén, ready to defend their
partner. Other outer rings of higher level students defended the teachers. Dimas smiled for a
moment: the ring-based defense technique had been very controversial in class and many
students didn't understand why the weaker ones were not protected instead of the stronger
ones. It was a complex explanation that took part of the last semester, but in the end, everyone
understood that it was undoubtedly the best thing to do.

Hugo continued walking through the tunnel. In spite of the darkness, it was enough to think of
Dimas for an area of the wall to light up. It was noticeable that it had been a long time since
anyone had passed through there, as it was waterlogged in some places and had a lot of normal
spider webs, which Hugo didn't like very much. He didn't even want to imagine what it would
be like to face any of them, let alone hundreds of them. He began to think that there might not
be time for a full-blown training session; he would probably have to start it himself, following
his intuitions. Suddenly he heard a noise behind him; it was very subtle, almost imperceptible,
but Hugo always had a good ear. He stopped and listened, but heard nothing. Moreover, as he
walked on, the lighted area he was leaving behind him again became dim. He started walking
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again, and again he began to hear that subtle tinkling sound, as of a multi-legged being moving
quickly. By the time he turned around, it was too late to react: thin strands thrown at enormous
speed caught his feet, pulling him backwards. Hugo fell face first to the ground, parrying the
blow with his hands and partly with his head. He was stunned for a moment, it seemed like a
second and when he wanted to react he noticed something viscous gushing from his right
temple; he had a good cut, which made a good amount of blood gush out. He put his hand to
his head, trying as much as possible to plug the wound. Then he tried to get up, but the strands
of webbing began to spread from bottom to top, wrapping around him more and more. He could
barely see his legs, while that mother strand, thrown from a distance, kept building a cocoon
around his body. Hugo looked around for something that might free him from his bonds, but the
fibers were too tough. He nervously searched through the pouch and found the metal key, with
several protrusions and ridges. The key was glowing, incomprehensible in the dim light that
reached the place. Hugo took it by its less sharp part and moved one of the pieces without
thinking about what he was doing; the key began to change, noticing how the metal pieces
moved together after a click, leaving a sharp piece, similar to a stiletto like the ones used to open
cards, emerging and piercing from the inside a kind of sharp dagger, barely a centimeter wide,
but with an aspect that gave it a certain fierceness. With a hopeful breath he began to cut the
net, which he sensed would be a difficult task given his immobility, but surprisingly, he did it
with incredible ease. His bloodied hand gripped the small hilt as he swung it back and forth at
an angle of about 45 degrees, cutting into the gap between the two legs. By the time it was up
to its knees, the spider stopped throwing webbing; it seemed to understand that it was having
too much trouble making a normal cocoon against this being. Hugo could see how eight huge
red eyes suddenly glowed in the darkness, as he became dizzy and struggled not to lose
consciousness due to the huge bump on his head that was throbbing and barely letting him
think. The spider rushed at full speed towards him, running down the corridor, moving along the
floor, the walls, the ceiling..., in a kind of death spiral, while those huge red eyes kept coming
closer and Hugo couldn't do anything to avoid it. Hugo managed at the last moment to break his
bonds, in time for the spider to jump on his face. He had the reflex action of protecting his face,
with such good luck that the "no key" blocked the jaws of the huge being, while it attacked him
with force and with enormous rage. The boy remembered the enormous amount of poison they
found in poor Lorenn's body. "I'll have to make sure I don't get bitten, or I'll be lost," he thought.
The spider salivated with the mini dagger in its jaws, falling into Hugo's face, making his mouth
contract in a great notch of deep disgust. Pushing upwards with all his might, to counteract the
pressure of the nearly three-foot diameter being (not counting its legs), suddenly Hugo gave in
to the pressure, causing the spider to fall forward and downwards, as Hugo wriggled between
its legs, causing the spider to hit its head hard against the ground, ascertaining itself with a deep
thud. The spider lay on its back, wiggling its legs trying to get up unsuccessfully. "It's hard on the
ground...isn't it? We're even now...evenly matched for bumps." Hugo reached over with the
'unkey' in hand and in one swipe severed two of the foul spawn's legs. The spider began to spin
and scream with a sound straight out of hell itself. As Hugo prepared to plunge the dagger into
it (he thought that "no-key" was a name that didn't do justice to that device, much less at that
moment), the spider arched its abdomen and threw a strand to the ceiling, catching it
immediately and in less than a second, the spider was gone. Hugo followed it with his eyes,
losing it in the darkness. He plucked up his courage and shouted: - Come here, damn you! You'll
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never hurt anyone else again! The spider was staring at him from the ceiling; three of its eyes
were half closed as a result of hitting the ground and two of its legs on the left side were cut off
by the second phalanx, but it could still run...and fast. As Hugo continued to stare at the ceiling
in all directions, the spider moved along the wall very slowly, hidden in the darkness until it
reached the floor again, leaving the walls and ceiling stained with its black fluid. It approached
Hugo slowly from behind, as he stared at the ceiling at every possible angle. The creature moved
its jaws with enormous hatred. Hugo had made a terrible mistake: he had neglected the floor. It
could bite him on one of his legs and in a few seconds he would be paralyzed, at its mercy,
trapping him in a cocoon from which he could not escape. Anaraña had asked them to take him
alive, but she wasn't going to let this human, who had maimed her forever, escape alive. She ran
at incredible speed towards Hugo's legs, right by the side where Hugo had hit his head; there
was still some of his blood on the ground. When he was just a few feet away from the boy, the
spider made a deafening noise; he didn't know what had happened to him, but his severed legs
had been soaked in that human blood, sticking to the ground. Her whole body burned, incredibly
painfully, and she couldn't stop herself from screaming nonstop as she tried to pull herself away
from the pasty blood. The spider thought for a moment of the many victims who would have
felt the same way, falling prey to its sticky web.
Hugo turned suddenly and saw the spider on the ground, glued to his blood that was glowing
with a golden halo and was climbing upwards, climbing up his legs, as if it were possessing him.
Hugo raised the dagger to unload it into the spider's head; but suddenly, something stopped
him. The spider stopped screaming; it didn't even seem so fierce anymore. Hugo's blood
continued to flow upward, slowly turning the black creature a golden color. Its glowing red eyes
suddenly became black and white, as if they were human. "But... what the hell? Hugo said. Once
his transformation was complete, two limbs began to sprout from his severed legs until he had
the original eight. The spider glowed a golden color. Hugo knew instantly that he had a powerful
new ally.
- What's your name? Hugo asked.
- I am... I am... Arana! the spider answered hesitantly and somewhat confused. And from
now on, I am at your service," she said with a palatial bow. I will protect you with my life if
necessary," the golden spider added.
- Why," exclaimed Hugo. I assure you I'd rather have you on my side than against me;
however, I must say that that gold colour, though it suits you very well, I doubt if your sisters
wouldn't be done with you as soon as they saw you," Hugo pointed out.
The spider closed its almost human eyes, concentrated, and the golden hue began to fade, until
it returned to its original black; however, its eyes were not red again.
- That's much better, Arana," said Hugo with a smile. We must hurry, I want to see
Dimas! he shouted, and again, the corridor lit up marking the way. He started to run, while he
heard Arana's rattling right behind him, running along the floor, the walls or the ceiling. Hugo
began to feel confident. "My blood is special, it's the key" - he kept repeating over and over in
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his head, even though he had no idea what it could really mean; however, maybe used in the
right way, it could be a weapon, as long as it wasn't all lost - he thought.
After several minutes of running through narrow corridors, which were no doubt within the
original walls of the school, they reached the end of the road. A massive wall stood before them.
One of its stones lit up and Hugo touched the stone, which again caused a door, perfectly
disguised by the texture of the rock, to emerge from it. As it began to turn, the sound of the
battle outside became deafening: screams, blows, explosions...they could be heard everywhere.
Hugo and Arana went out to what was one of the main and biggest rooms of the whole school.
The spectacle was Dantesque: dozens of simultaneous fights, with powers of all kinds, on the
floor, walls and ceiling, plus a large number of corpses and black and red blood everywhere.
Hugo saw several teachers surrounding Dimas; at the same time, dozens of students were
protecting the teachers. They were all casting spells, magic balls of energy, fire, ..., which caused
explosions and disintegrated numerous spiders, which surrounded them in all directions
seeming to multiply. Hugo knew that they didn't have much time left, because they were
exhausted by the overwhelming volume of attack, while Anaraña played a hateful melody that
often made the wizards had to cover their ears at certain notes, preventing them from using
even their incredible powers, while the spiders seemed to regain new energy.
There were dozens of students suspended from the ceiling, wrapped in cocoons, kicking; others
were on the floor, stung, injured or worse. Hugo had to cover his ears, because the violin was
playing again with a shrill music that drilled into his brain and wouldn't even let him think. He
also saw the wizards bending on their knees, with both hands on their heads, opening their
mouths to try to mitigate that sound created with a deadly frequency, while Anaraña
accompanied that horrifying music with a resounding laughter. Suddenly, when all seemed lost
and the spiders were advancing unopposed towards their victims, a spider uninvolved in the
battle descended from the ceiling towards Anaraña. It was exactly the same as the others, black
and menacing, but it had something different... its eyes didn't glow red... When it was at
Anaraña's level, with a sharp blow it cut the strings of its violin and "the music" stopped
suddenly.
- But... what have you done? cried Anaraña, looking at her strangely.
- I've done what I had to do," Arana said, looking her straight in the eye.
- Who are you? said Anaraña as she tilted her head and looked at her from different
angles to try to recognize her. You look like 3527, but you're not," Anaraña, who knew each and
every one of her thousands of daughters, whom she called by numbers instead of names, was
surprised. I don't know you, and what you just did will cost you your life," she said as she thrust
one of her huge, sharp legs out and swung it menacingly at the spider's abdomen, which,
compared to the mother's size, looked like a tiny creature.
A ball of energy exploded just inches from one of Spiderwoman's legs, which distracted her for
a moment, so Arana took advantage of it to quickly climb up the same strand she had used to
descend. Anaraña thought about chasing after her, but soon something caught her attention:
the mages had joined in, looking at the hundreds of spiders around them; these began to move
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slowly and awkwardly, as if not knowing what to do, waiting for instructions from their mother.
Anaraña shouted: "Run my daughters, save yourselves! " ... But it was too late; students from
the lower levels joined the fight, starting to slaughter them with spells and powers that were
not very spectacular, but that allowed them to petrify them for a few moments, stun them, etc.,
making them an easy target for the higher level wizards, who saw that they could kill them easily.
Many novice students, with little magical ability, opted for hand-to-hand combat, armed with
swords, maces, halberds... in short, any blunt object they could find around the school that could
be used as a weapon. Anaraña with a thunderous voice shouted: "RETREAT!", while she climbed
at great speed through a thread towards the ceiling and disappeared through a huge hole that
had been produced by the violent fights. Some of the more distant spiders managed to save
themselves and follow their mother. "Stop her! "Dimas shouted. We can't let her escape. "The
door is still locked tight," Lúcer exclaimed. She can't escape through there, but we still don't
know where they came in," continued the guardian. Although they tried to follow her, there
were so many spiders still around her, that Anaraña escaped with some of her daughters and
her broken violin. The hundreds of spiders continued to fight, but without the collective
consciousness they had initially, as if they were acting aimlessly, which slowed down their
movements enormously. They made predictable movements, making them easy prey for
teachers and students. Trantor had joined the fight in the huge room, enjoying himself as he
electrified and petrified the spiders that were slowly and ponderously trying to escape. The
spiders were slowly retreating, losing dozens, hundreds of them, with their clumsy movements.
After a while, the Mythological Beings had control of the room and the enemies, who were
either wounded or had fallen in battle. Trantor was pushing his own companions to be the one
to deliver the coup de grace to the few spiders that were still alive. "Leave them to me," he said
as he unloaded several thousand volts on the arachnids; however, something caught his
attention: with several of his side eyes, he watched as one of them descended down a strand
from the ceiling towards Hugo's body, at a speed superior to the rest of its kind. He smiled
inwardly: at this moment, he would have his revenge on the human, who undoubtedly could not
survive the sting of such an enemy? And he, Trantor, had just decided at that moment that he
had "seen nothing"... He turned around smiling and continued slaughtering the spiders that had
nothing to do against a being of such power. Pegasullo, the horse that flew through the air while
spitting an icy breeze capable of temporarily freezing everything it touched, took advantage of
each flight to try to cut with its wings the strands of the cocoons that trapped several of the
students. Suddenly, he turned in terror at what he was seeing: the imminent attack of a spider
towards Hugo: "Watch out, Hugo! It's on you! "Erizorro, a being in the shape of a hedgehog with
the head and tail of a fox, turned towards the boy and began to draw his bow with one of his
magical thorns that he extracted from his own body and that served as an arrow; aiming at the
spider, at barely five meters away, it was impossible for a Level 4 archer to miss. - Erizorro
shouted. "No!"- shouted Dimas suddenly- "Let her go! She's an ally! " shouted the magato.
Erizorro lowered his bow in confusion.
- Ally? One of these beings that almost massacred us? - he said skeptically.
- Yes, she is an ally... and I'm afraid that, together with Hugo, they have been our saviors and the
ones who have made us win this battle," said Dimas while he showed one of his pictures where
Arana changed to gold and Hugo wielded the strange dagger-key.
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Mirlén took the floor and said, "I don't know how you did it, Hugo! But if you had arrived two
minutes later, possibly the school would have been taken over by the forces of evil and therefore
destroyed forever.
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9. FIRST ANSWERS
All the teachers and students contributed to "clean up" the battle scene. Mirlén extended her
web forming an interdimensional hole, creating a portal to another dimension, which moved
following an ellipsoidal movement that caused a dizzying effect just by looking at it. The inert
bodies of the spiders were thrown into the portal, appearing in another place that only the
Grandmaster knew. Several wounded spiders, cornered by the students against one of the main
walls of the room, were desperately trying to save their lives. Students were threatening them
with spears and axes, while others of higher level held them back with a magical shield that
prevented them from escaping. Trantor ran over shouting, "Leave them to me, I've got a few
volts for those critters! " -as he pushed his way through his companions, shoving or even electric
shocks that didn't please any that brushed against him. Dimas began to paint at full speed and
said, "Wait! Lock up the surviving spiders! They will be our prisoners until the war is over, if ever.
His picture showed the spiders in the dungeons of the School, held with bars and a magical seal
of great power, made by several of the teachers, which made it almost unbreakable. One of the
pupils, with a large halberd held in his hands said: "We should not spare their lives; look what
they have done to us; they have destroyed the school and injured or killed many of our fellow
pupils! How can we spare these beasts?
- Just doing it," said Dimas. Just because they're beasts doesn't mean we are, does it?
- You can't take away my pleasure of electrocuting these arachnids, Dimas! said Trantor,
as he stood up on his hind legs, charging the rest of his legs with electrical energy.
- If you want to go back to the Well, I'll be glad to take you there myself," said Dimas.
Trantor parted his paws and the electrical energy faded, as he mumbled under his breath,
cursing the magato.

The spiders were led to a cell with permanent guards for 24 hours. The teachers had divided into
two groups: one group performed healing on the students wounded in combat, while others
performed spells and incantations that fixed walls, ceilings and floors, the larger physical jobs.
The students were limited to removing debris and placing surviving items back where they were;
some, using their powers to put them back together, but with little magical energy by order of
the teachers; most, however, focused on cleaning up in the traditional way, broom in hand.
Lúcer went to his post; though he was absolutely certain that the entrance was intact, he
decided to change the password to the opening seal, since giving it to poor Nemesius, who died
in the line of duty, he didn't want there to be a security breach, something to slip through that
could end in tragedy. Once he had devised it, he transmitted it telepathically to Mirlén and
Dimas, who looked at him and nodded from a distance. After two days of intense work, the
School returned to its normal rhythm. The count was truly shocking: ninety-seven wounded of
varying degrees and twenty-two dead, two teachers among them. The wounded had only
recovered to about fifty percent, for as Hugo already knew, healing required a lot of magical
energy, something the School could not afford at the moment, and many were treated according
to traditional medicine. They all went to the Great Hall, summoned by Dimas. Hugo was amazed,
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for he had not entered this hall except during the fights and did not notice how huge it was.
Except for Lúcer, connected to Dimas telepathically and the two guards who were with the
captive spiders, everyone was there; some were sitting on the floor, some standing, and many
on the walls and ceiling. Mirlén climbed into his boat and it began to ascend, until he was about
five feet up, so that everyone could see and hear him clearly. The boatman raised his arms and
said, "Dear students and teachers. You know why I have summoned you. Since the rapture of
the Messiah, the School has been in deep danger, since its spatio-temporal movement has been
interrupted. As you have been able to see, we have suffered a terrible attack by the forces of
evil that has caused us serious damage; but we have been able to get up and we will continue
to do so. Now more than ever, it is necessary to reactivate the movement of the School and for
this, we need all your energy and, above all, that of the Messiah. You will continue with the
training, but you will have to control your powers to the maximum, looking for those that
consume the least magical energy".
In the room, a general buzz formed, like a low hum that took several seconds to die down; it was
an open secret that the fastest way to level up was through combat and fighting, and no one
was much attracted to locking themselves in a library studying old spells or taking notes from
professors while everything was falling apart around them. Seeing that unease, Dimas said,
"We've taken a lot of casualties, more than we can afford, but the wounded are slowly
recovering, consuming minimal magical energy, which slows down the healing process. We
wouldn't be able to assimilate another attack. We still don't know how Anaraña got into the
School. This being has killed Lorenn, abducted the Messiah, and then returned to finish it off
with thousands of her daughters. We cannot afford to suffer a similar attack by her or other
lieutenants of the Supreme Evil. I have noticed in my paintings, that many of them also want to
earn points to climb their evil social ladder; no doubt, destroying the school, would guarantee
them fame and almost unlimited power. A kind of green worm with huge eyes began to stretch
upwards, rising several meters above his classmates. It was a Level 7 student, very powerful and
respected. Dimas gave him the floor, pointing one of his brushes at him: "Lontudgi, feel free to
speak," said Dimas. Lontudgi had the power to stretch like a rubber band, doubling in size several
times, while being able to generate wormhole-like mini-portals. The worm said, "My
companions and I have two questions: where did you enter? Lúcer says it is impossible for them
to have entered through the main gate, which still has its seal intact. And another question that
worries me even more: how could they have broken the Life Energy Protection Spell that kept
us alive in the School?" he said as he wiggled, and began to descend, regaining his normal size.
Mirlén pulled her boat up to about twenty feet, cast the net and it stretched out, taking on a
three-dimensional shape that everyone could see and recognize instantly: it was the school
itself, with its rooms and chambers, suspended in mid-air. Once located on the map, Hugo
checked that there were no hidden corridors, like the ones he had used to get to the ferryman,
but he decided not to say anything. "As you can see, this is a map of the school," the wizard
explained; "here you can see where we are at the moment (a red cross was marked on the
largest room of all), while the main door of the School flickered a bright golden colour, showing
its seal of containment intact. "I don't have answers to either question, Lontudgi, but I know
someone who can surely give them to us. Hugo! You have saved us, you and your new friend,
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but it is time to answer some questions, starting with the meeting with the Oracle, Scorleon,"
said Mirlén.
A low whisper again began to spread through the room: Escorleón was not only known, but
feared and respected. Hugo froze; he didn't know what Mirlén was talking about. It was all new
to him, and he didn't even know whether or not he had powers, let alone how to use them.
Suddenly, a kind of bubble enveloped Hugo and Anara, who didn't leave his side at any moment,
and lifted them up to a height parallel to the boat. In spite of the height, Hugo didn't feel insecure
or dizzy at any moment. He looked for Bujab, the fish-shaped schoolteacher, who was able to
generate energy fields in the form of bubbles and bubbles; there she was, floating in the middle
of the room, staring at them. Now it simply held them, in perfect balance...; but during the
battle, Hugo could see how those energy fields absorbed multiple spiders and then compressed
until it crushed them and made them explode with great violence, forming a rather unpleasant
blackish colored bubble. Hugo looked down. Hundreds of beings were looking at him
expectantly. He thought of how nervous he used to get at school, when he had to present a
paper. In fact, he used to take care of preparing the material, rather than the exhibition; but
now, there was no escape. Taking a deep breath of air (the energy field did not prevent him from
breathing normally), he began to speak. At first, his voice was shaky, but he gradually gained
confidence. He recounted the encounter with Scorleon, omitting the episode where he "almost
died", as well as the vial of poison he still had in his bag. He also told them about Serpentidad,
the clue the Oracle had given him to find the Messiah. Again, the room erupted in a great
murmur. Serpentidad was very old, even older than the masters of the School themselves, and
was well known for his immense power. "I have no idea how they got in; I wasn't even here at
the time," Hugo clarified. Arana began tapping one of her paws on his leg. Hugo looked at her
and watched as she closed all her black eyes. Arana's voice became manifest and clear in his
head: "Hugo, I'm communicating with you telepathically through Lucer; I don't think that
addressing all the members of the School would benefit us, considering that many of them hate
me for what my sisters and my mother did. Listen carefully...". Arana began to tell Hugo
everything he knew, which was not little. While the students of the School murmured, waiting
for Hugo to continue talking, Dimas showed one of his paintings to the crowd: "It seems that our
new friend, Arana, is going to help us with the doubts we have". The painting showed a room
with a doorway through which a huge spider was entering, playing the violin, while dozens of
spiders followed him. Mirlén knew that room very well: it was the room of her beloved Elissa;
and now, strangely enough, the room of Hugo, her son.
Mirlén cleared her throat a little and said, "I admit that this has puzzled me greatly. It is time to
act, for we have a major security breach in Hugo's room that demands our immediate attention.
I am afraid that for the moment we will not be able to honor the fallen, both teachers and
students, or give them a proper send-off. I promise you that we will honor them as soon as we
can...but we cannot mourn the dead if the living are in mortal danger." The ferryman searched
for the guardian with his eyes. "Lúcer, you will remain at your post, while the other teachers will
go and try to figure out how to close that hole through which new enemies could appear at any
moment. You students will continue to practice following the directions we've given you, to
avoid wasting too much magical energy. The crowd dissolved quickly, following the guidelines
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Mirlén had given them, aware of the importance each and every one of them had in keeping the
School safe.
Hugo and several teachers, including Mirlén and Dimas, arrived at the door of the room. Mirlén
was suspended in his boat, six feet in the air. "My net is going crazy, glowing and moving all over
the boat. It's detected a huge source of magical power." Hugo unlocked the door with the heavy
key, but Dimas held him back with his arm, "Let go of me, Hugo; stand aside, please!" he
exclaimed. And in less than twenty seconds, he had already drawn one of his pictures showing
the room empty, all jumbled up and with something shiny at the foot of the shelf. "Clear! We
can go through! " -he continued. The room was completely rickety, as if a gale had blown
everything away: furniture and bookshelves overturned, papers everywhere, and books fallen.
Mirlén looked around the room sadly and said, "Apparently, I don't see any three-dimensional
fissures."
Hugo asked Arana:
- Which way did you come in?
- I don't know, Hugo," he answered. We just followed our mother through a golden
portal that brought us here.
Suddenly the boy remembered his father's backpack, the one he had hidden under the
bookcase. The shelf was not in place, but fallen over on its front, with several of its shelves
broken. In its place, a huge pile of books and boards covered the disguised hiding place Hugo
had found. Mirlen began to examine the room, pushing papers and boards aside with her feet
as she carried her net on her back. Hugo looked at him quizzically, for he thought it was possibly
the first time he had seen him out of his boat. "It must be here somewhere," said Mirlén, as the
net glowed with an intense golden light. Hugo began to remove the books and boards to search
for his backpack, a task Arana joined him in, and after a few minutes, he discovered something
that glowed intermittently: there it was, the sachet he'd pulled out of the hiding place so he
could put his backpack in and had clumsily left out. The letters on the sides moved, forming new
symbols that lingered for about two seconds, before turning into new ones. "I think I've found
something! " -he shouted, as the symbols changed again, and this time, they did form something
recognizable: 'Elissa'. It was his mother's name! How could he have been so foolish not to notice
it before, now he understood it all...!; that sachet belonged to his mother, just like the one that
every teacher and student in the school had. His mother must have left it there before she left,
creating a portal to get out of the School and break away from magical life.
Dimas placed a large table on his feet, showing much more strength than he first appeared to
have. He stared at the ink stains on the table, running his finger over them: two semicircles, two
small lines, and another line about six inches apart. Something told him that these stains were
not arbitrary, but he didn't know what they could mean. Magically, he took out one of his
paintings and began to paint: Elissa could be seen, literally painting the table; they were not
stains as one might think at first. Hugo continued to clear the area until he reached the hollow
board where he hid his backpack: he removed the board and reached in. There it was, he pulled
it out with a good yank and checked the contents. It was all there, but one small object was
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glowing with an intensity not at all appropriate for the material it was made of; it was a very
light piece, apparently made from the bone of some animal; it was hollow, with several holes
surrounding it, top and bottom, as well as the ends, which were also hollow. It resembled a
strange piccolo, but Hugo had already tried it without ever making a sound, except for the air
that came out of the many holes. The object glowed, flashing two of its holes, one at the top of
the beginning of the object and one at the bottom of the end of the object. He grabbed the
object with both hands and plugged those holes. Nothing happened; he blew again, obtaining
the same result. Suddenly, something occurred to him: plug all the holes except those two. He
grabbed the object with both hands, covering all the holes in the upper part with his right hand
and all the holes in the lower part with the other hand, which was twisted in a somewhat
ridiculous position. He lifted the two fingers that covered the flashing holes and played: a
harmonic note suddenly sounded, flooding the whole room. Everyone present looked at him in
amazement, absorbed with the music with a clear magical component. "What a delightful
sound!" " exclaimed Bujab, smiling with his fishy face. Dimas momentarily caught something on
the table that caught his attention: the ink blots began to move, so that the two semicircles
joined at one end, followed by the lines, which moved across the surface of the table looking for
their final shape. "Keep playing, Hugo! This ink is trying to tell us something! "Dimas exclaimed,
startled. A larger line moved from left to right. After two minutes of waiting, the shape remained
unperturbed. Hugo stopped knocking; approaching the table, he stood dumbfounded,
speechless: the symbol before him was a symbol he knew very well: the shape of the lock he
could open with the key-not key. But where was that lock?

Hugo put the piccolo into the bag, but it went through without any resistance and fell to the
floor; he regretted not remembering that he already had a full bag and that he had no more
capacity for new objects. He checked the piece of bone, which was still intact, except for one
corner that had passed away. He was ashamed to take out in front of everyone, the useless stick
that was inside and that was taking up space in his bag, so he decided to hold it with the rope
that held the bag, as if he were a swordsman.

Mirlén had gone straight for the pouch with the symbols; it still had Elissa's scent on it, which
caused the old mage's eyes to close and his nose flaps to dilate, taking in that scent,
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remembering. Though he tried to open it by removing the string, he found that it was not
possible; it still had its magical protection, a spell that Elissa herself had created when she was
a first level student, and of which she was, frankly, proud. In that pouch would be her gems,
which were still active. The portal had to be here, in the room, somewhere; it could be tiny in
size (she had created portals that were only a few centimeters in size at their origin and
destination, but capable of holding and being passed through by larger objects or even people).
Suddenly, Mirlén's countenance changed as she realized a small but important detail: if the sack
was still active, it meant that the gems still had their power, and that was probably what had
kept the portal open after Elissa's escape. Growing even more serious than usual, he shouted,
"Hugo, come here, hurry! This pouch belonged to your mother, but it's still active," he said,
holding it in one hand. "It means only one thing: it still feels your mother's magic energy, Hugo,
your mother is alive! Hugo felt his muscles trembling and his legs gave out, his knees buckled
and he almost fell, if he hadn't managed to hold on to the table.
It can't be, they both died... the explosion... my aunt Matilde told me. That tragic night,
I lost my parents forever.
Hugo, my son," said Mirlén, as she took him by the shoulders. Your mother is alive, but
she's not here, I know that, because my net would have picked it up immediately. She's probably
in another dimension, probably in what you call the real world. Her pouch is still active because
the portal is still open and it is able to detect the magical energy of its owner. It seems your
mother forgot that little detail when she left the School without saying goodbye," the boatman
said sadly. She created an interdimensional portal from her room to the real world, thinking that
by leaving the pouch with her gems here and passing to the other side, it would close and the
connection would be lost. Surely she thought that, without that pouch, her magical powers
would be diluted little by little, like a spoonful of salt in a glass of water. If she were dead, the
gems would not be active, but would have become mere stones, and she would be able to open
the sack without a problem. We have to find that portal or risk another imminent attack.
They all set about the search, removing dozens of books, bookshelves, chairs...there was no time
to tidy up the room. Montelan, one of the teachers with the appearance of a giant grasshopper
and spikes on his abdomen, scanned the room for any clues. His spikes vibrated, but he felt
nothing; it was as if a magic spell was protecting everything in the room. He made several passes,
pointing his quills at the walls, the doors, the paintings and some of the shelves that had been
twisted and arched, leaning on top of fallen ones. Dimas still held Elissa's sack in his hand; he
didn't want to let go. After all this time, it was all he had left of her. After more than two hours
of searching the room, they couldn't find the doorway. Hugo decided to play the harmonic note
again with the piccolo and again everyone smiled instantly. Now it was Dimas who said: "What
a delicious sound". Mirlén continued to concentrate on the bag in her hand and began to think
about Elissa and what a lover she was of riddles. One word kept coming to her mind over and
over again: "delicious..., delicious...", she began. delicious..." he began to repeat over and over
again. And then, looking around the room, he suddenly saw it: "Delicious, The Garden of
Delights! "he said excitedly as he noticed a copy of the painting, which was strangely crooked.
He went towards it, looking for some clue inside the painting. Hugo came up to him and said,
"There's nothing in the picture, Mirlén, but if you hold it horizontally, a sort of hatch opens in
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the opposite wall. He showed it to everyone. Mirlen and Dimas approached the newly
discovered metal plate. On it, they identified the 22 senior mages, the ones who stood up to the
Primeval God of Evil and locked him away forever with an unbreakable magical seal. The
professors spoke to each other, wordlessly, nodding to each other as they pointed to some
details on the plaque. Suddenly, the hatch closed again on the wall, slamming loudly. Mirlén
himself held his hand to his chest, breathing shakily due to the unforeseen fright. Dimas stared
at the wall that perfectly concealed the plaque; no doubt his feline eyes had seen something the
others had missed. "I think we're close...just the same, we're looking for the portal in the right
place, but not at the right time." He glanced at the boy, who was still looking around the room
for some clue:
- Hugo, have you got your piccolo handy? said the magician.
- Yes, I have it here," said Hugo, holding it in his hand as he was unable to put it in the
bag (he was carrying the "key-not-key", the splintered six-foot pole and the vial of Scorleon's
poison, so with the two gems he had five items in his inventory that limited his ability to put in
a new item unless one of the previous ones was removed). Again he thought of the stick,
occupying a space in a container pouch capable of holding valuable magical items.
- Place the picture horizontally, and then play the piccolo, please," said Dimas, frowning
and squinting his eyes as if to focus better.
Hugo placed the picture, the hatch opened again and Hugo played the harmonic note again, in
a twisted, somewhat ridiculous position, but it stopped looking ridiculous as soon as it sounded
and everyone smiled: "What delicious music! " they all exclaimed in unison. Dimas, however,
was still staring at the metal plate. Something was glowing in the Primordial God's left eye,
something that only a feline gaze could see; it was a sort of purple swirl that swirled from left to
right. Dimas picked up a dry inkwell that was still lying on the ground and brought it close to the
swirl; unbelievably, the object kept warping in size until it entered the portal without any
problem, being completely absorbed. "Looks like I just sent an inkwell into the real world; I hope
someone can put it to some use," said Dimas, followed by a big laugh from Mirlén, which
pleasantly surprised Hugo, who considered the old master to be an extremely serious person.
"This is where that damned Anaraña came in," mumbled Aquariam, an amoeba-shaped teacher,
who was able to mobilize the water in the environment and change it to any of its natural states
in an instant, being able to even use it as a weapon. Arana, at such a comment, lowered her gaze
from her multiple eyes to the ground, as if she was ashamed of the acts committed by her
mother and sisters. Hugo approached her and spoke to her with great gentleness:
- Arana, thanks to you we have discovered the portal. You have been the key to
everything, not me. Don't feel bad; you did what you had to do at the time, because you were
what you were; but now, you're someone else, someone with an entity of your own, who doesn't
and won't take orders from anyone. You and I are connected, I feel it: we tried to kill each other,
but now you carry my own blood; if you want to, you could join me in the mission that awaits
me.
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- Sure, Hugo. Count on it. I'm bound to you and I'll go where you go, protecting you with
my life if I have to," he said as he looked up shakily from his eight glassy eyes.
When Hugo turned back to look at the painting, the teachers were trying unsuccessfully to close
the portal. They were all whispering strange words, making movements with their hands and
arms, drawing strange unknown energetic symbols that hovered for a few seconds in the air;
however, they could not close the portal. Bujab, the fish-shaped teacher, suddenly said: "Leave
me for a moment". At that moment he let out a bubble of air that transformed into a bubble,
which began to move towards the plate. "Hurry up," said Dimas. The opening in the wall could
close at any moment, and we'd have to start the whole process all over again." The bubble
picked up speed and headed toward the eye of the Prime God on the plate. When it was only a
couple of centimeters away, it began to lose its spherical shape, stretching out; it looked as if
the portal was going to swallow it, but it didn't. The bubble circled the portal, returning the
journey back to its master. Everyone could see the portal more sharply now, enclosed in the
bubble's energy field. "Very good, Bujab!" Mirlén said. At least you've bought us some time;
perhaps with all the masters, working at once, we can close the portal, though possibly
expending great magical power, leaving the School's energy low."
The teachers began to leave Hugo's room, and almost without realizing it, he had reached into
his bag and pulled out what he had already catalogued as the key-not-key. It was still in its stiletto
form, but after moving a piece, it recomposed itself into the form he had already found, the key
with two inverted twos, in the shape of a mirror. He stared at the table, specifically at the spot
with that peculiar shape. What was his mother hiding with that symbol? It was clear that the
number 2 had accompanied him throughout the adventure... Arana approached the symbol and
said: "It also looks like a heart, don't you think so? Hugo looked at the symbol carefully. It was
clear that the heart meant love, and, moreover, in this case it was underlined... Who did his
mother love so much as to emphasize her love? What love would give so much importance to
the number 2? And he thought, "Well, every mother loves her children! Maybe she simply
wanted to tell me that there were two of us and that our love is forever!"; I suppose I could be
the key, my name perhaps, as he scanned the room again for something that would give him
some new detail. Again Arana had anticipated his thoughts and was rummaging through the old
books, looking for something that would give them some clue. He found the book Hugo had
dropped when he first moved the shelf. He read aloud the title of the book:
"822716! What a strange title for a book! "said Arana. Hugo turned round at once and took it in
his hands. He noticed the gold numbers standing out against the black ones.

- Why are those numbers highlighted in gold?" said Hugo aloud.
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- Maybe it's a cipher message," Arana replied as she pointed with one of her paws at the
old parchment that was still clinging poorly to the bookshelf, showing something similar to the
Caesar cipher.
- Umm," said Hugo. We can't lose anything by trying it.
The boy replaced each number with one of the letters of the alphabet, placed in order: A=1; B=2,
etc. The result left them both quite indifferent: HBBGAF.
- Does that mean anything to you, Arana? - asked Hugo.
- Not really," said Arana...- but still, adding the golden number to his own number...let's
see! that would be 842726, which in letters would be HDBGBF.
- No! There's something we're missing!...; those golden numbers...Umm," said Hugo,
putting his hand to his chin, thinking aloud, "Wait a minute, there's something wrong here; the
Alphabet has twenty-seven letters, so there are two-digit numbers, not just one. Wait a minute,
there's something wrong here; the Alphabet has 27 letters, so there are two-digit numbers, not
just one. What if the golden number marked the beginning or the end of a two-digit number?
Then the numbers would be 8-22-7-16 Let's see: 8=H; 22=U; 7=G; 16=O... H-U-G-O, HUGO, my
God, Arana, it's my name! he shouted as the spider looked at him with a smile. Where was that
page? I remember there was a page stained with ochre ink...he turned the pages with his thumb
very quickly and thought he saw it halfway through the book. He went through it again, this time
more slowly. Here it is, page 222! the boy exclaimed excitedly. There were several smudges on
the page, as if someone had deliberately dipped his finger in reddish ink and then smudged
certain parts of the page.
- It's not ink," said Arana, "it's blood, dried blood, but blood nonetheless. I have a good
nose for it," he explained as he raised his forelegs above his head.
Hugo looked at her with displeasure. "Thank you Arana, it was a piece of information I needed
to know," said the boy sarcastically, while making an overt gesture of disgust. He wrote down
on a piece of paper the following letters marked with blood: N U L A F I T. The numbers marked
were 122678. "What does NULAFIT mean? And what do those numbers mean?" Hugo thought
out loud. The little spider approached the paper, squinted its four pairs of eyes, as if it were
making combinations of the letters and numbers at high speed.
- Hugo, I think I've got it. Actually, it's quite easy: the numbers are the same ones that
appear in the title of the book, that is, your name, only out of order... and the letters form a
word that represents an object you've used recently - said Arana with a concentrated face.
- Flautin! " exclaimed Hugo. "Arana, you're a genius! ”
He took out the piccolo and placed all his fingers over the holes in the instrument, releasing the
1, 2, 6, 7 and 8, the numbers that corresponded to his name. A shrill note broke the silence
momentarily. "Why!" -said Hugo-; I'm going to have to rehearse more...; but suddenly, a metallic
sound began to become audible...metal pieces sliding over other pieces, causing a sound similar
to a squeak. "It's coming from here," Arana pointed with one of her paws. Hugo followed the
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imaginary line that Arana's paw pointed to. It was pointing to the south wall, the one guarding
the secret hatch... Hugo ran to the north wall, placed the Bosch painting horizontally and heard
the click of the opening in the wall that Arana was still pointing at. The metal plate had changed.
In the central part, an opening had been formed in a shape they both knew well: an underlined
heart or two mirrored twos. It was a lock, the lock! Without a second thought, he took out the
key-not-key and inserted it into the slit: the key went in perfectly.

The masters had gathered in the Auditorium, the second largest room after the Great Hall, the
main classroom for the fights. Mirlén draped the net over her shoulder, circling it around her
waist several times. She performed a very ancient spell that required a lot of energy; the floor
was filled with strange patterns and magical markings, forming a circle with 22 spaces. Everyone
occupied theirs, leaving Lorenn's and those of the last two fallen teachers free. "We're going to
need some senior student teacher candidates," said Mirlén. Dimas contacted Lúcer, who came
with Thanis, a strange being with the face of a kind koala that could go through walls,
decomposing atomically and recomposing himself at will, he could even do it in a group, with
objects or people he was touching.
- We have no more time to select students who can stand what is going to happen here,"
said Mirlén, looking at Lúcer and Bujab.
- You don't have to ask us, Mirlén. Of course we agree to take that position," said the
guardian.
Lúcer and Bujab took the last two available places.
- If it wasn't really necessary, I would never ask you. You're both a key part of the school's
defense, and if something were to happen, it would be greatly harmed," Mirlén continued.
- Can we start now, or do you want to get on with the speech? said Bujab as he winked
one of his huge eyes at Mirlén.
Once all 22 mages were in place, Bujab began to move the bubble that served as the portal's
momentary prison, which was placed in the middle of the mages. "I am ready! " -said the fish,
and at Mirlen's signal, all the mages began to concentrate, their energy rising, as a sort of magical
curtain enveloped them from the floor to the ceiling. At that moment, the pomp enveloping the
portal dissipated, and the spiral, initially about the size of a grain of rice, began to spin faster
and faster and increase in size. The room began to vibrate, the wizards shifting in jerky
movements, but still holding their positions upright as best they could, as if glued to the floor by
Mirlén's spell, but swayed by the almost hurricane-like air the spiral produced, now the size of a
doorway. Thanis was barely hanging on, concentrating hard, teeth clenched and sweating as if
he were fighting the fight of his life, but moving at the mercy of the portal, which could swallow
him up at any moment. The small spheres in Lucer's head were going crazy, glowing and
flickering uncontrollably. Bujab was anchored badly, while using his flippers to counteract the
effects of the hurricane-force air so as not to suddenly fly away. Suddenly, papers and books
from all parts of the room began to move through the air towards the spiral that kept getting
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bigger and bigger. Chairs, tables and large objects were next, all swirling around the portal,
which began to suck in the objects at great speed. Poor Bujab had to enclose himself in a bubble
of energy, clinging to the floor, as he stared in terror at the swaying energy walls, doubting
whether or not he could hold on. With a deafening noise, which made it impossible even to hear
himself, Mirlén shouted with all his might: "Hold on a little longer, friends! We can close it, don't
despair! "At the same moment, giant fingers with sharp nails more than half a meter long began
to peep out of the portal: they were of a bluish-greenish hue, with large protrusions. No doubt
they must have belonged to a being of enormous size, for each finger was as big as a full-grown
person. "They're trying to get in! Concentrate as hard as you can! " - shouted Mirlén as her hairs
flailed wildly. Fingers kept moving forward, gripping the edge of the doorway. Lúcer, who was
following the scene telepathically, contacted all the students in the school, "Everyone
concentrate your energy on closing this portal or we won't be able to withstand a second
attack!". The lights throughout the building flickered, as the two hundred plus students
concentrated to the maximum, to intensify the power of their teachers. The fingers continued
in their advance, they could already see even the wrist, with some sort of side spines giving it a
terrible appearance. The mages' energy intensified to the maximum, while their faces vibrated
at high speed and their eyes turned white. Suddenly, the spiral began to change color: from
purple, to blue, to green, to orange... and finally, it transformed into a gold-colored hole. The
objects that had not yet been swallowed fell to the floor with a crash, shattering into pieces; the
hurricane air stopped and the wrist of the strange being was severed, falling over the room, with
a great roar, while greenish blood flooded everything. Before it closed completely, and as the
loud sound subsided, the wizards could have sworn that a terrifying scream of pain came from
another dimension. The spiral was completely gone and the portal was closed for good, or at
least for the time being. The energy wall surrounding the mages vanished completely, as did the
symbols on the floor. The mages fell to their knees, out of breath, exhausted. Poor Thanis
couldn't take it and collapsed. Mirlén went to his aid immediately, walking with great difficulty.
"Hurry! His magical energy has dropped to a critical level; if he had not been protected by the
Life Energy Spell, he would have died without remedy." Dimas began to apply his hands to the
poor koala's chest, and Mirlén joined in. After two minutes, his eyes opened heavily. "What
happened? What am I doing here?" he asked groggily, "Oh my God, I can barely move! "he
whispered as he tried to pull himself together.
- Easy, Thanis," Mirlén answered, stroking his face. We were able to give you an initial
emergency quick fix, but I'm afraid we've wasted too much magic to close that portal. You'll
need to rest for the next few weeks to get your magic level back to what it was. I'm sorry you
had to go through this situation, but as you have seen, it was a very delicate situation, and you
were one of the candidates for future teacher of the school. As you well know, I would have
preferred a thousand times that it wasn't you.
- It was an honor, Mirlén. I'd do it again a thousand times if I had to. I would give my life
for the School," Thanis said.
- I know that! I know," the old wizard replied, "but you must know that it was only a
short time before that promise would have been fulfilled. Call me strange, but I prefer you alive,"
said Mirlén as she winked at him.
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Lúcer was exhausted, lying on his back, his lights glowing dimly, which was unusual for him (some
jokingly called him "the candelabra", because of his ever-bright spheres). Bujab's protective
bubble had held up well, but the fish was lying on the ground, starved of oxygen. Dimás ran on
all fours to the rescue, as if he were a common cat trying to catch a mouse. He put his ear to
Bujab's belly and frowned worriedly: his breathing was very irregular and he could suffer a
cardiorespiratory arrest at any moment. Without a word, he pulled out a canvas and began to
paint at full speed. Without a second thought, he brought his lips close to Bujab and began to
blow air into him, so that his lungs could be reactivated again, while another of the teachers
pushed the poor fish to the ground, massaging his heart with both hands. After a few minutes,
Bujab came to his senses and pulled away from Dimas.
- But... what do you think you're doing? she asked the magician grumpily.
- I'm saving your life," said Dimas as he showed the painting to Bujab, which showed the
fish's astral body leaving his body, as had happened with Lorenn, the Messiah's caretaker.
- Maybe so," said Bujab, "but don't do it again without getting a little dressed up for a
date and getting that fishy breath out of your mouth.
They all laughed in unison, as Bujab extended one of his front flippers so the Magato could help
him up.
- Seriously, Dimas, thank you very much; I felt that my time had come.
As they cheered and congratulated each other for having accomplished such a feat, Dimas was
painting several pictures at once, but at a much slower speed than those who saw him were
accustomed to; he was very tired, it showed. When he finished, he said, "We went through a lot
to close that portal; no doubt Elissa, though she was a great teacher, would not have had enough
magical energy to create something like that. It seems that the forces of evil had located the
portal and it no longer served as a connection to the real world, but to the realms of the ultimate
evil. That portal was being maintained from the other side, as an army of thousands of beings
gathered to enter, commanded by a being of immense magical power."
Dimas showed the pictures and they were perplexed by such paintings: a huge being compared
to the rest, with red eyes and tentacles that hung down his face as if it were a beard, with sharp
claws like swords, led an army of spiders, scorpions, centipedes, centaurs, minotaurs ... all of
them, perfectly equipped with heavy weapons. At the end of the army, several warlocks stood
levitating high above, focused on keeping the portal open. A fierce-looking, red-robed
Necromancer was hurling lightning bolts through a staff at the portal, while Anaraña was fiddling
and hundreds of spiders were scurrying angrily about.

Hugo and Arana, still in the room, also had to contribute like the rest of the students to close
the portal. They were exhausted; Lúcer had got into their heads asking for help, as well as the
rest of the students. Arana pulled herself together quickly; it was obvious that, with her eight
legs, she was balancing much better, although the boy was still dizzy, clinging to the table and
holding on to furniture and shelves that had not yet been able to be moved back to their original
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position. They approached the metal plate, the one they hadn't been able to open. The key was
still stuck inside; with quick movements, he turned the key twice to the left, locking it. Trying to
move the key without success, it turned neither to the right nor to the left. Hugo thought of his
mother's deep love for him... could that be possible? The boy leaned on the key and it went
about two centimetres further in. Hugo turned it twice more to the left, and it locked again. He
had to repeat the process several times, turning and pushing, as if the lock had different layers
of security, corresponding to different depths in the lock, until the "key-not-key" was in almost
to the very end of its outer edge. Suddenly the box opened. Hugo was elated: surely whatever
was in there must be of great value, for his mother had guarded it with great care. Inside, a
yellowish envelope rested on top of the box. There was nothing else. The envelope was sealed
with a seal that he had seen many times, especially when his mother would caress his chest at
night and he would be absorbed, half asleep, looking at that beautiful golden ring: it was a kind
of symbol formed by two drops, one larger than the other, falling from the top edge of the ring.
He always thought they looked like two drops of water falling from a ledge. When Hugo touched
his mother's ring with his index finger, she would say to him: "They are two drops, Hugo; just
like you and me...! just the same! "Hugo, remembering that moment, could not suppress a smile,
although his eyes were flooded with tears, which he could suppress in front of Arana. He thought
that now that he looked at the red sealing made with the ring, the two drops of blood rather
resembled two drops of blood. Hugo took out the envelope and put it on the table. The metal
box slammed shut with a loud bang, spitting out the "key-not-key" that fell to the floor. The
stone-shaped hatch then closed with a loud clang and the picture of the Garden of Earthly
Delights tilted again. The boy took the key and disassembled one of its pieces as he had done
once before; they moved again, forming the familiar stiletto. He used it to open the envelope,
removing the sealing, and then making sure that it remained at the bottom of the bag and didn't
go through it as it did with the piccolo. Inside the envelope, he found a piece of paper folded in
four parts. Hugo took it out and the scent of his mother's perfume flooded the room. The boy
knew that smell perfectly well, taking him back to wonderful moments of his childhood, like
when his mother used to heal his wounds, clean the dirt from his face or tousle his hair with her
hand, something she loved, because she knew it bothered him especially. He would say, "Being
shy is not incompatible with having a good hairdo," Hugo would growl, taking his hand away
from his mother, who would burst out laughing at her eight-year-old son's witticism. The letter
was written in immaculate handwriting, without any erasures or erasures, perfectly
handwritten, as if a clergyman had been copying the most precious sacred codex of all time. He
took the letter and began to read:

"Dear Hugo:
If you are reading this letter, no doubt the situation I have been avoiding all these years has
come to pass. I have tried my best to keep this family away from the School for Mythological
Beings. The School was very important to me, because there I met very important beings in my
life, but let's just say that things suddenly got complicated and I had to flee from there. I had
been preparing a spell for weeks to create a portal that would take me here, to the real world
as I like to call it, a world outside of magic. If all goes as planned, I will create the portal, leave
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the sack with the gems, and go through it in search of a new future outside of magic. Once
established in that new future, not even Mirlén or Escorleón will be able to find me. I have also
invested time in hiding important objects that I don't want to take with me in my backpack on
the way to the other dimension; you have found some of them, I see. That's my boy!... but I have
to ask you to use them wisely (...)".
The letter continued to speak in a more familiar tone, telling him how proud she was of him,
how happy she was with the son she had always wanted to have. When he finished reading it,
he turned the paper over and was displeased.
- What's the matter, Hugo, what's that look on your face? said Arana.
- Look-doesn't that seem strange to you? he said, pointing to the text on the back.
- Why," said Arana, "how strange!
- Yes, it's very strange," Hugo continued. It's very unevenly written, sloppy, dirty... and
even the colour of the ink doesn't match. It looks as if he had written it in a hurry.
It's not ink, Hugo, it's written in blood," said Arana. I can detect that smell from miles
away, no matter how much time has passed, the smell always lingers.
- Blood? the boy was startled... my mother's?
- I don't know, Hugo. I didn't have the pleasure of knowing it; the only thing I can tell
you is that it belongs to the same person as the stains found in the book with the numerical title,
with your name on it. Hugo began to read the ochre part, this time with more difficulty than the
first, having to syllabify like a child in his first reading lessons:

"They have found me! I must protect my family. I must protect you above all, my son. They seem
to have found the portal, which was never quite closed, even though it was concealed in an
almost impossible-to-find place. Blood is life and death, Hugo. Blood is everything. Since you
were little, you showed enormous magical attitudes, but I tried to make you see that it was
better to keep a low profile. You used magic more and more, even for your everyday things,
getting stronger and stronger without realizing it. Your father began to ask me questions and
the arguments became more and more frequent; he blamed me because our son had inherited
those curses from me and put you in danger from the forces of evil. I always thought they were
gifts, but after months of arguments and reproaches, I decided that I couldn't go on like that
anymore. One day, I decided to do something... something I regret every day of my life: I
prepared an ancient potion, an old secret recipe that few wizards know, and even fewer would
dare to use; I found it years ago in a worn parchment in the School; my goal was clear: after
drinking it, forgetting my powers and how to use them, my magical energy would be
undetectable; thus, I would mislead the evil; but in an oversight, you approached the kitchen
and took a good drink. It almost cost you your life, which I will never forgive myself for. You were
very ill, on the verge of death, and your father and I quarreled with great intensity. Then, a
thought began to take shape in my head: perhaps I would have to find some way to regain my
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powers in case of dire need. With the portal to the School open, I could slip back in without
leaving a trace, knowing that it was quite possible that my room would be left closed for many
years (...)".
After a hasty farewell, there was a postscript: "P.S. Blood is the true power of life, my son! And
we... we are special! ”.
Hugo tried to remember that incident, but he could not. He decided to concentrate as much as
possible, closing his eyes: only small, meaningless flashes came to his mind; but after gripping
the letter tightly in his hands, touching the dried blood that had decided to be ink for the second
time, dozens of images started to come to his mind: loose frames of his mother in the kitchen,
cooking or something similar. He took a deep breath, as if reliving that moment; Hugo got out
of bed sleepily. His mother was busy in the kitchen, preparing breakfast, fiddling with things and
pots and pans; he guessed it was already late, because she was very careful with morning noises
and it was her subtle way of telling Hugo to "wake up", that it was a reasonable time to get up.
He heard his mother open the kitchen window and greet Silvia, the neighbor, a woman of his
own age with whom he had made very good friends.
- To throw out the garbage, Silvia? said Elissa. That has to be done at night, woman, the
truck has already passed a long time ago.
- Hello, neighbor. You're right, you're right. I went to bed late yesterday, watching that
celebrity show...and I fell asleep. Shall we have coffee after lunch? Silvia asked.
hand.

- Sure, come by later," Elissa said as she closed the window again and waved her other

Elissa and Silvia met one day at the grocery store, and then they saw each other at night while
taking out the garbage. It turns out that she had moved in just a few months before to the house
next door, the one separated only by our yard. They discovered that they both had several things
in common: to break with their past and forget it. Silvia was Asian and suffered abuse from her
husband; after a favourable sentence in her favour, she took the money she was entitled to and
fled from her former partner, changing not only city but also country. She had no family here,
and the few friends she once had (her husband would not let her consolidate any kind of
relationship), she decided to leave them behind to completely close that chapter of her life. Her
real name was Phailin (it means Sapphire in her language), but after a few weeks in our country,
she decided to introduce herself with a more European name, a common one that would be
easier to remember and pronounce for her future friends. Hugo was getting up, in his pajamas,
with his hair tousled and his bunny Nico, the stuffed animal that helped him sleep. He came into
the kitchen and saw his mother with her back to him, messing with a very pretty mortar and
pestle that he had never seen before. His mother turned around and gave him a beautiful smile
and said to him:
- Hello my love. Did you sleep well?
- Well... I suppose so," said Hugo, opening his mouth with a big yawn. I've dreamt of
animals and monsters, very strange ones.
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His mother smiled at him. She was dressed in her work uniform; she was a head nurse at the
hospital and had just come from a long day in the emergency room.
- I'll make you breakfast in a moment, and you tell me about those strange creatures,
okay? his mother said, looking at him warmly, despite the obvious tiredness he was giving off.
Suddenly, the doorbell rang and her father walked over to the curtain. His father's voice sounded
different than usual, as if angry:
- Elissa, it's your little friend! What a time to come! Even in the morning we can't be
quiet! said the father grumpily, as he folded the clothes in the drawing-room.
- She must have forgotten to tell me something, man! I just spoke to her right now... I'll
be a minute! replied the mother, trying to justify her neighbor's early behavior.
Elissa hurried out of the kitchen, ruffling Hugo's hair with her hand after passing him. She looked
noticeably nervous, more so than she usually expressed; it was as if her parents were angry and
had just come from an argument moments before Hugo got up. The boy walked over to the
metal mortar, with glass walls that let her see the contents of it. It had a bluish-greenish color,
like the sea, very appealing. She wanted to taste it; her mother had always been a great cook. It
would be just a sip, just enough so that no one would notice... Then everything went black. He
woke up in the bathtub, sweating between ice cubes, shivering and suffocating at the same time,
while his father and mother, one on each side, grabbed him by the hands, caressing the back of
his hands: "You've given us a terrible fright, my son! said his father as he wiped the sweat from
his forehead with his other hand; but you are all right now, and nothing and no one can separate
us. His mother stroked his hand, while the ring of the two drops of water moved like a ship at
the mercy of the waves, following the hand that caressed the boy's arm. Hugo was confused; he
could remember nothing of what had happened. Suddenly, a thunderous sound caused the
house to shake; the roof collapsed as a huge fireball from the kitchen engulfed everything. His
father reacted in a second: he pushed Hugo's chest hard against the bottom of the bathtub,
barely giving Hugo time to breathe; he was drowning, cold and hot at the same time, while
looking up through the blurred surface of the water, he saw objects flying through the air
followed by yellow and reddish clouds. Several objects fell into the bathtub, pieces of stone that
had once been part of the wall or ceiling of the house. When it seemed that he could no longer
hold his breath, he noticed how the pressure of his father's hand decreased; a sound similar to
a creaking was followed by the movement of a huge beam that, rotating at one end, ended up
hitting the side of the bathtub with extreme violence, causing it to burst into dozens of pieces,
many of them embedding themselves in Hugo's naked body. The water in the tub, along with
the ice, found the perfect outlet in the gaping hole for all the rushing and this saved Hugo from
drowning, now held limp by his father's lifeless arm. He fell to the ground in the rubble, trying
to force a deep breath to give him all the air he needed to keep from losing consciousness.
Catching his breath with big, deep breaths, he watched as his father's body lay under the rubble,
crushed by several stones and beams of what used to be the roof; to his right, about two meters
away, a woman's arm, completely burned, was sticking out between the wall and the beam: the
ring with two drops of water was still on her ring finger. Hugo began to breathe irregularly and
raggedly; he felt dizzy and suddenly everything went black again.
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He woke up in the street, in the arms of a policewoman who was holding him with a blanket.
- Calm down, Hugo. I'm Maribel, I've come to help you. Everything is going to be all right.
- Where are my parents? Hugo looked nervously in all directions. Several fire engines
and police cars surrounded the house, while ambulance sirens could be heard on the other side
of the street. Suddenly he felt something sharp in his waist, on his right side, something that
hurt him...he touched himself and screamed: a piece of porcelain was piercing his side, as if a
knife had pierced him through and through. In addition, several shards had made numerous
wounds across his chest and legs, showing the way to thin streaks of blood. He grabbed the piece
of porcelain and tried to rip it off, letting out a terrible cry of pain. "Hey, hey, Hugo, take it easy!
said the police. The ambulance is on its way. We've been told not to try to pull that piece of
porcelain out of you or you might end up bleeding to death. We were on patrol and came as an
emergency when we heard the explosion; on the way, we called the hospital and the fire
brigade. Look, the ambulance is on its way! "said the policewoman, looking him in the eyes; but
she found no answer, because Hugo had fainted again.
A sound of sirens brought him back to consciousness again; he was inside an ambulance, full of
wires and with several emergency bandages covered with dressings, many of them soaked in
blood. He was wearing a kind of transparent mask, which actually helped him to breathe better,
although the sharp piece of porcelain emerged, as if it were an iceberg, above his body, keeping
the curved shape of what had been, once, part of the edge of the bathtub. He looked to his left:
a toilet, constantly adjusting machines and taking notes in a notebook, was acting quickly, as if
it were a robot that had done the same thing hundreds of times; next to him was a tray with
several small pieces of porcelain, which had been removed from the boy's body with tweezers.
Despite that sight, he felt calm and relaxed: surely the drugs were beginning to take effect. In
the back of the ambulance he could make out two other people, sitting opposite each other,
talking. On one side was the policewoman, holding a backpack and offering it to a lady in front
of her. The lady was older, with silver-colored gray hair and a big wave running through her hair
from left to right. She looked familiar; maybe he had seen her before in a store, in the
supermarket... but now he just wanted to rest. He closed his eyes and as he fell into a deep,
narcotic sleep, probably caused by the IV in one of his arms attached to an IV drip, he thought
he heard a small conversation in the distance.
- My God! What am I going to do now? I'm not fit for this task. I hardly know him..." said
the old acquaintance/unknown.
- Don't worry, Matilde; for the moment, we'll take you home to rest. You'll see
everything better in the morning," said the policewoman as she handed her backpack to her.

Hugo came out of the trance he was in; Arana was hitting him with her little paws on his leg. He
had never been able to remember so much of that day. Looking at his hands, he saw that the
letter was completely crumpled between his fingers, and that the dried blood was moving in
small lines towards the palm of his hands, where old wounds had opened up to absorb and
incorporate the ink made with blood into his own body. Unfolding the paper, only the first part
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of the carefully written letter was visible. He remembered his mother's words: "Blood is life and
death, Hugo. Blood is everything. And suddenly, everything began to make sense.
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10. THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN
Hugo and Arana left the room. The boy put the folded letter in his envelope and put it in a trouser
bag. He wanted to keep it close to his body, as it was a living reminder of his mother, and he
didn't see fit to keep it in the magic bag, which he had full of objects. In the corridor, Hugo
thought of Dimas, but this time, the corridors were not illuminated. He said aloud, "I wish to go
to Mirlén" ..., but nothing happened. Without the help of the corridor navigation system and
with the loss of magical energy, it would take them quite a while to find the teachers. Arana said,
"We can try going through some of the hidden passageways; I still smell the blood that made
me become what I am now... I'm sure I could get there without a problem. Those corridors
shorten the travel tremendously, which our exhausted bodies would be very grateful for."
"That's an excellent idea, Arana," said Hugo with a fresh dose of renewed energy. After a few
minutes, they reached the end of an enclosed corridor. The boy saw nothing special in it, for
they were all the same to him, but Arana was sure that that's where Hugo entered, when she
followed him with the intention of killing him; just thinking about it gave her chills. How could
she even think of killing that charming boy? Now, she would give her life for that boy and for the
mission to succeed. Hugo put his hand on the stone and pushed. The stone flickered with a
golden light, but it didn't end up triggering the mechanism that made the hidden door open.
"Nothing, there's no way. It seems to be stuck. Suddenly, Lúcer spoke to them telepathically,
"The professors are assembled... they need to speak with you urgently... they're waiting for you
in room 222."
- How do we get there, Lucer? The corridor guidance system isn't working," Hugo asked.
- It's all right, relax. I'll guide you. I'm seeing exactly where you are now, since Mirlén has
her three-dimensional net spread out in the shape of the school and you both appear as two red
dots. But ... what are you doing in that dead-end corridor? asked Lúcer in surprise.
Hugo and Arana looked at each other in disbelief; it seemed that the School hid many things,
even for a being as powerful as Lúcer. The guardian began to guide them, giving them precise
instructions to get there as soon as possible: "turn around and go straight down the corridor;
turn at the first right and continue straight ahead to the staircase. Then take the third corridor
on the left and....
- Lúcer, you're our GPS - Hugo laughed.
- What is a GPS? Arana asked.
- It's a well-known acronym in the real world; it's an electronic device that guides us so
that we don't get lost and reach our destination," Hugo answered.
- Ah, perhaps it means Genie Who Is Always Lost...! GPS! said Arana as he made a
rumbling sound inwardly, which Hugo interpreted as a spider's cackle. Hugo burst into a huge
laugh, which through Lúcer's telepathic power, was heard in the heads of all the teachers
gathered in room 222.
- Is this really the Chosen One? My goodness, we're in for it! said Aquariam, wiggling his
transparent amoeba-like body.
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After several minutes, Hugo and Arana arrived in room 222. All the teachers were sitting in a
circle discussing the next steps to take. Dimas became serious, adjusted his glasses and said, "Sit
down here, please, we can't waste much more time!" As he approached, Hugo and Arana were
stunned: a huge, monstrous, menacing green hand stood in the center of the room. "As you
know," the wizard continued, "we have repelled a recent attack through a portal, which, with
everyone's help, we were able to close at the last moment. We are up against something never
seen before, forces of evil working as a team, commanded by a being of incredible magical
power. The Elder has manifested in one of my paintings asking that the rescue mission of the
Messiah be started as soon as possible, because the longer it takes, the hope of finding him alive
is exponentially reduced, and the School is exposed to constant dangers.
Hugo stood up and, looking at all the teachers, said:
- I still don't know how you intend me to carry out my mission, since I haven't learned
how to use my powers so far; I know they're related to blood, but little else...
- We can't help you there, Hugo, as each mage has to draw his own conclusions about
his gifts. It's the Magical Code, something we can't break, even at this time. All I can tell you is
that your mother was amazing at using her powers. The rest, you'll have to find out for yourself,"
Dimas shrugged as he held up a paintbrush and a pot of paint.
- I suppose there'll be a few of you with me, won't there? I wouldn't last a second out
there," said Hugo anxiously.
Mirlén took the floor and said: "I'm sorry Hugo, it's not possible; the School cannot do without
any of its teachers right now. It would be suicide in the light of recent events. We would put in
danger all those who are here and our students. Initially we thought that you would be a
commando of a maximum of ten beings, commanded by several teachers. But seeing what we're
up against," he said as he pointed to the greenish hand with his finger, "you'll be able to choose
only five students... and none of them can be from the higher levels!
The boy stood thinking for a couple of minutes; he closed his eyes to think of the times he had
been able to see the students in the midst of battle or training. Meanwhile, the wizards were
staring at him: they knew they were asking him something very difficult, since he hardly knew
anyone in the school, but the Elder asked him specifically: "let the Chosen One choose his own
team". Hugo opened his eyes and said:
- I would like to count if possible with Pegasullo (winged pegasus and icy breeze -N4);
Erizorro: (hedgehog and fox that throws spikes with its energy bow -N3); Lontudgi (worm that
becomes giant and creates wormholes in the form of mini portals -N5) and ... making a big pause,
he finished saying: Trántor (electric centipede -N4).
- Tantor? You haven't had any trouble with that critter since you arrived, have you?
- Well, I suppose we have got off on the wrong foot," said the boy, smiling; "but as he
has so many of them, I am sure some of them will be good. Besides, my father always used to
tell me that you should keep your friends close to you, and your enemies even closer," said he,
waving his hands in a gesture of closeness.
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- If my maths don't fail me, you've chosen four students, Hugo," said Mirlén. You're still
one short...
- They're the only names I know, and I don't know the levels of the others," Hugo replied.
Lúcer closed his eyes; several of his spheres were beginning to glow brightly. The guardian
hastened to say, "We have another candidate who is communicating with me telepathically:
Thanis, the little Koala with the power to pass through Level 9 matter volunteers."
- Impossible," said Mirlén; "Thanis is still being cared for in the hospital. He's a very
talented senior, an aspiring teacher we can't spare right now.
- True, said Lúcer... but he asks me to remind you that he is injured and will be "retired"
for the next few weeks. He will be of little help here, except to require the care of the medical
staff. He wishes to accompany Hugo.
- It's suicide! exclaimed Mirlén, visibly startled. I won't allow it!
- I'm afraid, in this case Mirlén, you have no choice but to accept it! said Thanis' own
voice in everyone's head. 'There are rules at the School, and I have always kept them; but
according to the Magical Law, which you yourselves have handed down to us, no pupil or teacher
may be kept at the School, for the stay at the School is entirely voluntary. If, as a pupil, you will
not allow me to go, then I will leave the School at this very moment. I will wait for Hugo and the
rest of my companions outside the School; I can't stay here with my arms crossed, feeling
useless, bothering the School at a time when we need the sum of everyone's magical energy and
not the subtraction of a convalescent being. I feel it's my mission and I have to do what I can to
accompany them.
- Then that's all there is to it, Thanis! As of this moment, you are no longer a student at
the School of Magic for Mythological Beings! said Mirlén, visibly displeased. You can pick up your
things right now. Very well, Hugo, you already have your five-member retinue! said Mirlén really
angry. A retinue of six creatures will leave at this moment to an uncertain future called
Serpentidad.
- Seven! said Arana, raising one of her legs. I don't know if you've noticed, but I've grown
a strange thing here on my waist (a bag of cloth, similar to the others', surrounded the spider's
body).
- The Magnificent Seven! Hugo shouted, raising his arm in the air, to the astonished gaze
of all the wizards. Again, looking at everyone present, Hugo cut himself off from explaining who
the Magnificent Seven really were.
Dimas smiled from the back of the room; he was looking at the last picture he had painted while
all this was going on: in it, you could see all the members of this particular group: Pegasullo,
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Erizorro, Lontudgi, Trántor and Thanis, with Hugo at the front, followed by Arana. Underneath
the image, there was a title: The Magnificent 1Seven.

1

The Magnificent Seven is an American film directed by John Sturges in 1960 based on Akira Kurosawa's
"The Seven Samurai".
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11. THE MISSION GETS COMPLICATED
The next morning, the party was summoned to the Aula Magna, the third largest classroom in
the whole School, the place where the professors usually made the major decisions of the
School. The tables were next to each other, adopting a circular shape, interrupted by a space at
its base, where the applicants for the meeting usually entered. In that inner space, small benches
in rows allowed the odd group to sit in the center of the circle in full view of all the teachers. The
group was in good spirits, except for Trantor, who was displaying his characteristic early
grumpiness and irascible demeanor, pushing the others to be first. Dimas rose from his seat with
an enormous agility that surprised the newcomers; the magato said, "Good morning, everyone.
You have been summoned to assist Hugo in the mission to rescue the Messiah. If any of you
have any objections or want to say anything about it, now is the time." No one said anything,
though a furtive glance from teachers and students was directed towards the giant centipede,
expecting Trantor to speak out against it, which surprisingly didn't happen. As Dimas continued
to speak, the eyes of those present turned to Mirlén, who could not hide her discomfort with
Thanis' decision, whom she had practically raised as a son since she had found him alone and
hungry one day in an unknown dimension; he was just a starving, sad little koala who had been
abandoned by his family. Mirlén decided to adopt him, as she quickly noticed that the little Koala
had incredible magical gifts.
Dimas continued, "According to the information we have, the Messiah may be held in
Serpentidad, the serpent that houses a city within. I was there once and it is a dark and
dangerous place, with slums full of thieves, outlaws, sorcerers and sorcerers, who look to
adventurers for new prey to enrich themselves or simply to amuse themselves, which can cost
you your lives. Also, don't underestimate Serpentidad's power; it's a being with immense
magical energy that basically feeds on the bad vibes that occur inside it, although that doesn't
mean it won't occasionally feed on unwary people who get too close, just for the pleasure of
crushing and tearing their bodies to pieces. It moves around at night to avoid the sun's rays
during the day; after dawn, it hides underground looking for damp places like swamps or
marshes, capable of sheltering a being of such a size".
- How can we get inside? Hugo asked with some concern.
- Here begins the first of the problems; you will not be able to enter unless she eats you directly.
The mouth is the gateway, but except for sniffing with her hundred-meter-long forked tongue,
she usually keeps it shut," continued Dimas.
- Devoured by a snake, nice way to start the mission! If that Serpentidad wants to eat
someone like me, he'll have to put up with a few volts of electricity... Maybe he'll get indigestion!
the centipede laughed loudly.
Suddenly, Lucer began to speak in the minds of the Magnificent Seven: "Your powers are
laughable in the face of Serpentidad. Do not take her lightly! Dimas has not told you the whole
truth about his visit to the serpent city; once, as a student, he went to buy some secret
ingredients impossible to find in our world... ingredients, which, combined with his magical
talent, would grant him the quality of mastery in a short time. Of the seven members of that
mission, only Dimas survived; Serpentidad devoured three of them without flinching, while the
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others barely managed to get in. The survivors' initial luck was short-lived; they were attacked
numerous times, ambushed and killed. Only the magato made it out of there alive, albeit with
severe physical and mental effects ever since". "Wow, it seems that news flies fast around here!
said Dimas amused, showing his last painting, in which Lúcer could be seen telepathically
contacting the retinue; I admit that I voluntarily wanted to omit that detail so as not to condition
you negatively; it's a difficult mission, we won't deny it, and you have to accept that many of you
might not come back; think that the Vital Magic Energy Protection Spell won't work outside this
school... You'll be alone, with your powers and abilities; meanwhile, all of us will try daily to
sustain the School until your arrival. We have all our hopes on you. You cannot fail us, my
friends," Dimas finished with two spray cans in his hand.
Mirlén looked up and addressed the Magnificent Seven for the first time:
- Now you know: imprisonment, serious injury, or death... these are all more than
possible options in Serpentidad. Are you still sure you want to go? he said as he looked at Thanis
with deep sadness.
- It is our duty," said Thanis. The School means everything to me... and I'm sure I speak
for my fellows when I say that, if we have to defend it by sacrificing our lives, it will certainly be
a good death. We may not be prepared for what awaits us out there, but we have trained hard
for many years and we all aspire to one day be Mythological Beings or masters, who will be
remembered for their exploits and adventures. If we succeed, we will be heroes and we will
make history; our home worlds will be proud of us and remember us for millennia.
- "True," said Mirlén. said Mirlén; but... if you fail, you will only be poor wretches who
invested their lives and their efforts for nothing; perhaps there will be no one after all to
remember any of this, because the Master Plan of Evil is to do away with the School forever, the
only institution that stops it in its aim of destroying the whole known universe, even
transcending to other dimensions.
After he spoke, there was an awkward silence that was hard to break. Hugo took a deep breath
and said:
- Well, now we know all the details! How do we get to her?
- That's the easy part," said Mirlén, spreading her net in the air over the heads of the
party. The three-dimensional net began to descend through the bodies of the group; once on
the ground, it began to take on a solid, carpet-like shape, passing through different colors until
it reached gold. The interior began to spin and a portal of sorts suddenly appeared. "All you have
to do is walk through it. It will leave you very close to Serpentidad, but far enough away that he
can't easily detect you with his forked tongue.
- Then go ahead! said Arana suddenly to everyone's surprise. And with a leap, she
slipped through the portal, disappearing instantly. The portal began to increase in size,
controlled at all times by Mirlén. Hugo thought for a second: "Why did it take us so long to close
my mother's portal if Mirlén is an expert in interdimensional doors that she can control at will?
Lúcer's voice became plausible in his head, "Easy, Hugo. Mirlén can control her own portals, not
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portals created by someone else using their own magical gifts. Hugo smiled looking for the
guardian with his eyes; winking at Lúcer and without further contemplation, he adjusted the bag
around his waist and, with a small hop, disappeared into the whirlpool. "Good-bye, friends! "said
Mirlén, as one arm descended and the portal took up the entire surface of the net". The rest of
the Magnificent Seven began to be sucked in, as if they had fallen into a quicksand trap; a tear
ran down the old master's cheek as he saw Thanis smile and wave at him before disappearing
completely.
The group appeared in a dark and gloomy place, with a foul smell from the stagnant water. The
trees were gigantic and the size of the things made them feel like little ants on top of an airplane.
Hugo thought about sharing that thought with the group, but dismissed it immediately when he
had to explain what an ant was and what an airplane was.
- Arana! said Hugo. I was surprised that you jumped first...; I thought you said you would always
protect me..." said Hugo with a smile.
- That's what I've done," the spider replied; I had to make sure the other side was safe.
Hugo stroked the spider's head affectionately. The warm moment was interrupted when Trantor
entered the scene heading towards Hugo, pushing the poor spider, who fell head first into the
mud. Trantor stood up on his hind legs and said menacingly: "I don't know why you chose me,
Hugo; but if you think there's the slightest chance of us being friends, you don't know me...; all
I want is to become a master and this mission is a good chance to kill a few creatures and earn
extra points. But... don't make a mistake; maybe one of those beings is you" -he said pointing at
Hugo in a threatening attitude. Arana had stood up and was crawling out of the mud, dirty and
battered. Trantor turned to her and said, "I enjoyed killing your sisters very much, and I'll enjoy
it even more when I finish off your mother, the violinist. Surely you'll have something to object
to that...; if you want, we can settle it right now..." -she stated as her paws charged with
electricity. A wall of ice began to form between the centipede and the spider. Pegasullo was
blowing his icy air between the two beings. "I think it's time to cool things down a bit around
here... don't you agree, Trantor? It's clear that Hugo has chosen you for your skills, not for your
good humor and pleasant company. Do you think you could save your volts for our enemies?"
said the winged horse. Trantor launched an electric beam that undid the wall of ice in two
seconds. "Sure, horsey!... but it's a bit chilly in here, so I'll take care of warming up the
atmosphere from time to time," said the centipede, squinting his several pairs of eyes. And
without another glance, he turned away, leaving Arana wiping her face with her upper legs.
"Look there," said Erizorro. No doubt Serpentidad has passed this way. Who else could do such
a thing? "They all looked in the direction Erizorro was pointing: a two-hundred-yard furrow
opened up between the swamp and some huge trees, which had been uprooted by the roots.
- It's going that way," said Lontudgi stretching his neck (for lack of arms).
- How do you know that? Hugo asked.
- Look at those rocks...they've been moved out of place and shifted to the north.
- Gee, Lontudgi! You're an expert tracker," said Thanis, grinning.
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- Well, let's just say I'm an expert at crawling," said the worm, which had doubled in size
since it arrived.
The party began to walk (or crawl) at a good pace; Erizorro asked to go first, for he had an
excellent view, while he carried his bow loaded with one of his ventral quills; Trantor followed
behind, stopping every now and then at some strange or unexpected noise, keeping on the alert;
Lontudgi, Hugo and Arana followed him, while Thanis and Pegasullo kept in the rear. The winged
horse flew up from time to time, looking for some sign of danger. Thanis, one arm in a sling and
still bruised from the last battle, was simply trying to think of something else, something to
distract him from this unpleasant place. Suddenly, a black arrow from nowhere shot through the
air, striking one of Pegasullo's wings, and as he capered through the air, he fell to the ground
with a loud thud. Dozens of arrows began to shoot out from various directions, but they did not
find their target; with incredible speed, Lontudgi had quadrupled in size even more, creating a
portal in his head and another in his tail, so that the arrows went in one side and out the other
towards the direction from which they were launched. Several whimpers broke the night, so
that dark figures perfectly camouflaged as tree branches fell to the ground. Thanis moved
swiftly, electrifying several of those beings that lay wounded or dying, while Erizorro took out
more than a dozen with his barbed arrows. Hugo, Arana and Thanis were enveloped by Lontudgi,
who acted as if he were a protective wall for his new friends. Pegasullo had joined in, once again
flying erratically and erratically, shooting out his cold breath that froze several of the attackers.
The rest of the creatures, surprised at such a response to his attack, fled in terror, leaving many
of their bows behind. Trantor caught one of them, holding it with several of his paws while he
gave it small shocks, to the animal's evident suffering; it looked like some kind of stick insect,
perfectly designed to camouflage itself among the trees. He had a kind of basket on his back that
held a large number of arrows, a tahalí or neckband to carry a sword and a leather strap at chest
level to carry a spear. All this, together with its several pairs of legs, gave it a terrible appearance
in spite of its small size.
- Trantor, let him go," said Hugo.
- Sure, with pleasure," said the centipede, as it administered a lethal electric shock to
the little creature, charring it instantly.
- Damn it, Trantor! ...I just wanted to talk to him," said Hugo grumpily.
- Talk to him? About what? The weather? We can't afford to make hostages," answered
Trantor. We just needed to spend time and energy talking to an enemy armed to the teeth who
wanted to wipe us all out... Wake up, Hugo! You're not in your real world! Here, people die for
beings like this!
- For once, and without setting a precedent, I have to agree with Trantor, Hugo," said
Thanis. I don't think he would have told us anything useful, except to try to escape, lie to us, or
murder us at the drop of a hat.
Pegasullo approached the group. One of his wings was pierced by the black arrow. I'm all right,"
said the winged horse. The arrow got between my hind feathers and made it hard for me to fly,
that's all...; it didn't hurt my wing, but I can't get it out." Hugo approached and tried to pull the
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arrow back, but he couldn't; the harpoon shape of the arrow prevented him from doing so.
Arana approached and climbed up the horse's body until he approached the wing in question;
like a karate fighter, he broke the arrow with a sharp, forceful blow. "Try it now, Hugo... but
you'd better pull it forward," said the spider. Hugo grabbed the arrow by the shaft nearest the
tip and it came out without a problem. "Much better!" said Pegasullo, flapping his wings
vigorously as he flashed a big grin. I guess that was our first battle outside the School, wasn't it?
”.
- Only 20 XP points? complained Trantor as he looked at the black gem in his pouch, "I've
killed a dozen of these stinking creatures!
- I guess they weren't much of a threat after all," said Lontudgi, regaining his usual form.
They followed Serpentidad's trail for a couple of hours, paying special attention and care to any
possible attack coming from that hostile environment. The smell was nauseating and strange
beings watched them and hid in their path. A couple of hundred yards away they saw
Serpentidad, which was still moving slowly but impassively. As they reached its tail, they
marveled at the size of the colossal serpent, which moved in a huge circle to the left. Pegasullo
took flight, making quick swoops from the air to get a clearer perspective of the extraordinary
being's movement. From above he could see the huge swamp they were in and how, in a small
clearing, stood a small village made of wooden houses built over the dammed water.
Serpentidad was circling it, like a huge python designing its deadly embrace before eating its
prey. The people of the village were running in all directions in panic, jumping into the water or
trying to escape with their boats. It was too late, Serpentidad had managed to completely
encircle them making several concentric circles, getting tighter and tighter; the village was
doomed. Pegasullo descended and told the group what he had seen. They were deciding what
to do, when they began to hear wood cracking and houses being reduced to rubble. Serpentidad
towered majestically over the village and, opening his mouth, took out the clearing in one bite.
As it retreated, a crater of sorts occupied what was once the village, filling with water within
minutes, leaving a swampy landscape like the rest of the surface.
- Maybe we should try it in daylight," Thanis said, stroking his injured arm in a sling with
his other hand. The teachers told us it used to bury itself, but if we follow it, we might be able
to find a way in without it devouring us first. She'll have to come up for air....
- I think it is an excellent idea," said Hugo; "to do it at nightfall seems to me too
dangerous. Let's find somewhere to spend the night.
They all looked around: huge trees, a swampy area, shifting sands...it seemed almost impossible
to find safe, solid ground to camp on. Lontudgi stretched upwards, skirting one of the huge fallen
trees. "We could camp here, on the tree," said the worm; those branches are perfect for resting
unseen. Besides, we can use the foliage to make us some pretty decent beds." Everyone was
fine with that, as Lontudgi modified his form, creating a sort of rung on the top of his body, giving
him the appearance of a ladder to climb up. Most were grateful for the gesture and climbed up
as if they were boarding a strange aircraft. Trántor, erring on the side of individualism, decided
to climb the tree by his own means, which only took him a few seconds. Hugo and Arana
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volunteered to take the first watch of the night. With what they had seen, they couldn't afford
to rest unattended.
With the first light of dawn, a good jet of putrid water fell on Hugo and Arana. They woke up
startled, looking at the being who had thrown it on them. Oops, sorry, what a silly oversight!
said Trantor with a sneer and a sneer. He was carrying a beautiful golden shield, which he had
no doubt used to carry the water along its concave side and give them that unpleasant
awakening. Then he put the shield in his cloth pouch.
- Thank you, Trantor," said Hugo sarcastically. I love a good shower in the morning.
- Why do we have to put up with such a despicable being? said Arana, wiping her face
for the second time in a short time.
- Well, when the time comes, Trantor can be decisive. He is without a doubt an incredible
fighter.... If in return I have to put up with his arrogance, provocation and bad temper, then I
will. Anything to accomplish the mission," said Hugo with apparent calmness.
- I understand," said Arana. We don't have to like each other, just work together when
we have to.
Hugo nodded and winked at him with a smile. You could see from afar the huge connection
between them; they had become inseparable.

The group could see that Serpentidad had moved again during the night, but they had no trouble
catching up; the snake had moved west this time, looking for a less wooded area to hide from
the scorching sun. It was moving faster than at night, though they could follow it at a normal
pace. A thunderous sound alerted them and the earth began to vibrate, like an earthquake.
Serpentidad had begun to dig into the earth, a drier land, leaving the swampy, rotting water
behind. The vibrations made Lontudgi, who was especially sensitive to all earthly movements,
very nervous. Pegasullo took flight and confirmed what everyone already sensed: Serpentidad
was burying herself, digging herself from head to tail, making a huge hole in the warm earth.
The group followed closely, avoiding getting too close at all times. After two hours, Serpentidad
had disappeared leaving only a giant furrow of disturbed earth. "Let's look for the head," said
Erizorro, as he drew his bow and his quills kept sticking out of his back. Lontudgi said, "Look!
That must be it!". They all looked in the direction the worm was stretching; a mound, the size of
a hillock, emerged above the horizontal, dry ground. The party approached slowly, trying to
make as little noise as possible, for they all knew how particularly sensitive snakes were to
vibrations in the ground. The group moved in single file, one at a time, with slow, silent
movements; when they were about a hundred yards from the mound, the earth shook beneath
their feet and a huge snakehead made its appearance, throwing the members of the group into
the air: Erizorro pirouetted several times in the air, curling himself into a ball, allowing him to
land on his feet; Trántor fell head first, but his invertebrate armor-like structure saved him from
a fatal blow; Hugo grabbed one of Arana's legs, while Pegasullo acted with great speed, grabbing
the boy by his clothes with his teeth, sparing them a fall that promised to be painful to say the
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least; Thanis fell face down on the ground, but simply walked through it as if it was nothing; he
reappeared lying face up, a smile on his face (his ability to decompose and pass through matter
had saved his life); Lontudgi was not so lucky: a thousandth of a second earlier, he noticed that
the ground wasn't right and quadrupled in size to get on the defensive. Serpentidad had caught
him with its mouth, from the middle to the tail, leaving half of his body outside. He let out a cry
of pain: the snake was devouring him alive, chewing him up. The poor worm began to expel his
vital fluids from his mouth, while his companions looked on helplessly in terror. Serpentidad
lowered his head and caught up with the others, "Well, well, so you wanted to get inside me?
he said as he continued to hold poor Lontudgi by the side. I could hear you miles away, and I
could feel you when you came through the portal. Was it Mirlén who sent you here to die? he
said as he laughed loudly. It was enough to make you think my back was my head, wasn't it? You
predictable insects! You will die for your audacity! ”. Lontudgi, on the verge of unconsciousness,
and with a last gasp of life, gasped, "Now or never! ”. He created a portal next to his head that
connected to the portal created in his tail, which had been engulfed by the monstrous snake.
Immediately everyone got the message and dove headlong into the portal, suddenly
disappearing as Serpentidad finished gobbling up the wretched worm and lamented that he had
missed the rest of the treat. In truth, she had nothing to worry about; surely the vermin within
her would take care of them while she, the great serpent, sucked the energy out of them minute
by minute.
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12. THE DARK SOULS
The group appeared on the other side of the portal just to see Lontudgi's now lifeless tail close
it again for good. "Goodbye friend," Thanis said. Rest in peace." And he started down an alleyway
lit only by torches. The rest of the group stared at him a little puzzled: the Magnificent Seven
hadn't lasted long, and Thanis seemed to be turning over a new leaf all too easily.
- I know what you're thinking, but we can't deviate from our mission," Thanis said,
turning from a distance. The important thing is to rescue the Messiah, whatever it takes, and
save the School.
- How can you be so insensitive? Pegasullo exclaimed. We just lost our friend who gave
his life for us.
- I know; but we have no time to grieve because we are only chess pawns moved by
destiny. The game has long since begun and, as you well know, the pawns are the first to be
sacrificed.
- I don't recognize you, Thanis," Erizorro continued. Your rebuff to Mirlén, who has
always treated you like a son, and now this. There's a detail here that escapes us... do you know
something we don't?
- We all have intuitions, ideas, thoughts...but I don't think this is the time to share them,
do you? Thanis replied as he turned away again.
Trantor suddenly interjected, "Come on, we've got a lot of creatures to kill! This city looks perfect
for bonus points," he said as he clapped his paws together and a blue and white arc of electricity
lit up the atmosphere.
They began to walk through the narrow streets, while strange beings stared at them. They were
all very thin, with empty, lifeless eyes.
- It seems as if living in Serpentidad is dulling your existence," said Hugo.
here once before with my mother," said Arana.

- I was

- Really? Hugo asked. And why haven't you said anything so far?
- Well, it wasn't a memory I felt like reliving. I came with Anaraña and dozens of my
sisters. My mother was negotiating with Serpentidad for safe entry. When she opened her
mouth to let us in, she betrayed us and devoured several of my sisters. Once inside, my mother
said, "Well, these are casualties we can afford. Soon, I will lay eggs and new daughters will join
our army... I mean 'our family'," corrected the spider as she laughed loudly. Although now that
I think about it, I'm ashamed of having a mother like that; at that time I wasn't aware or didn't
care.... I simply obeyed and didn't think. Everything was easy, because I knew at all times what I
had to do; however, now everything is more difficult, but I'm much happier. Well, what I wanted
to tell you," continued the spider, "is that Serpentidad feeds on careless people and creatures
on the surface, but it also feeds on the energy of its inner city and its inhabitants. I have seen a
multitude of beings slowly deteriorate, becoming sullen, distrustful, and dangerous. In this city
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they fight for survival every day. I never thought I would come back here again... but if the
Mission brings us here, I suppose it was my destiny to face my old fears.
- Now I understand why you didn't want to relive that moment. We've only been walking
for twenty minutes, and my spirits have dropped considerably," said Hugo, saddened.
Thanis and Erizorro fell into step, walking abreast of each other. It's a strange feeling, like
dejection, tiredness and listlessness," said Erizorro. We are all feeling it since we arrived; the
important thing is to be aware that it is an effect caused by the fact of being here, so the time
to carry out our mission will be a variable to consider at all times, because the more time we
spend here, the more difficult it will be to achieve our goal: saving the Messiah". Everyone
nodded quietly at the hedgehog's words.
They continued to walk down the alley as they heard several windows slamming shut in a hurry
behind the strangers. Some beings had approached in groups, their intentions surely not very
honest, but when they saw an upright centipede nearly ten feet tall lighting up the group with
its electricity, they thought better of it. After the alley, they came to a wider street. It was quite
busy and bustling, with street stalls of all sorts. The entourage did not go unnoticed, for they
were quite neat looking compared to the inhabitants of Serpentidad. Several mice-like animals
with dragonfly wings were perched on the stalls, trying to take advantage of carelessness to
carry off the rotten food being sold. One vendor caught several of them with a cloth, threw them
to the ground and began to step on them mercilessly: "Damn mice, always stealing food! He
picked up the crushed bodies of the strange creatures and, without further ado and in full view
of everyone, threw them into the frying pan with the rest of the creatures who had suffered the
same fate. The frying pan bubbled with a black, burnt oil, spewing out a black cloud that was
quite toxic to the newcomers.
- Strangers! Are you hungry? Do you want freshly grilled mice? They're fresh, not like
the ones in that stall across the street," he said as he pointed his finger at his competitor.
- Thank you," said Hugo in disgust. We've already eaten. Maybe some other time.
Or perhaps never! said Arana with an unrepressed show of disgust.
Suddenly, a being wrapped in a hood and moving with incredible speed carelessly cut Hugo's
rope that held the cloth bag, running down the street, while jumping into a gutter and climbing
up one of the buildings on the left. "My bag! Hugo said in horror, "I've got to get it back! ”. And
as he was about to chase after the thief, Thanis grabbed his arm and said:
- Wait Hugo, look carefully! And incredibly, after a few seconds, the bag appeared again
at his waist, with the rope perfectly reconstructed.
- Ha ha ha ha! What a disappointment the thief must have had! Hugo laughed in
amusement.
They continued walking along the avenue, crossing some of the streets while wheeled vehicles
were pulled by creatures of all kinds, carrying barrels, sacks or even other beings in exchange
for a few coins. They saw all kinds of robberies, murders and even creatures imprisoned in cages
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pulled by carts. The law of Serpentidad was an eye for an eye; there was no police or anything
like that. If you wanted something, you just took it; and if you got caught, you could die trying
and possibly end up in a frying pan with the oil blacker than coal. Thanis and Hugo, who were
undoubtedly the most diplomatic of the group, started stopping people in the street, asking
them about Anaraña and the Messiah, but nobody knew anything, or at least, they didn't want
to say. Trantor just pushed all the beings that were unlucky enough to find themselves in his
way; in one of the stalls, he picked up what looked like a cockroach skewer and, in front of the
saleswoman, he stuck it in his mouth, pulling out the dirty stick.
- That food is five Serpentinos, sir," said the old saleswoman politely.
- You call this food? said Trantor as he ate another skewer of what looked like the
Mousebugs he had seen.
- Those are more expensive, because they are more elusive and harder to catch. You
owe me 15 Serpentines, sir," said the old woman as she held out one of her palms to receive the
money.
- Sure, sure! Can you give me change for this? I don't think I have anything smaller," said
Trantor smiling as he made several balls of electricity between his paws. Several customers
backed away in fright, pushing themselves away from the powerful creature.
- Take it easy, sir! said the terrified old woman. It's on the house today! she said as she
took several steps backwards.
- I'll take this one for the road," said Trantor, grabbing the last of the old woman's
Mousebug skewer; the vendor began to back away, falling backwards over a bucket of rotting
food to the laughter of the other passers-by and Trantor himself, as she looked at Hugo and
watched in disgust as the centipede devoured the skewer in one bite. Several tiny creatures
appeared crawling along the wall stealing the meager food from the stall, while the old woman
cursed herself for her bad luck. Hugo decided to overlook the incident as he knew that deep
down, Trántor was looking for a confrontation with the boy in an overt desire for revenge for
the spray paint incident. Arana looked at Hugo and, as if listening to him, said: "It's better this
way, Hugo; Trántor is provoking you all the time and, surely, he will continue to do so with any
unfortunate being we meet. He knows very well that, because of your empathic behavior, you
especially resent that attitude. The spider continued: "Think that the old woman was here
yesterday and will probably be here tomorrow. She will be robbed and mistreated every day,
even when we leave. This town is doomed. Hugo thought for a moment if the few hours they'd
already been in Serpentidad were making a dent in his demeanor, not feeling particularly bad
about not coming to the old woman's defense. Maybe there was a bit of both...
Pegasullo had decided to investigate from the air for quite some time. When it landed, the
inhabitants of Serpentidad were amazed by such a winged being that emanated energy and
beauty.
- I've seen Serpentidad from the air and it's quite curious: there are crowded streets,
avenues, low houses, blocks of flats... I've even seen a park with leafy trees... But what's really
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striking is that as you move away from here, the buildings are more and more ruinous. The last
ones are barely standing and there are a lot of corpses in the streets.
- Serpentidad engulfs villages and small towns. It incorporates them into its inner city, so that
the most dilapidated neighborhoods move toward the end...they are surely the waste
substances of the serpent itself," said Arana, raising two of her legs in explanation.
- Are you saying that to get out we have to go through the snake's excretory apparatus?
said Erizorro, shocked.
- Excretory apparatus? asked Trantor.
- Yes, Trantor! Where all the rubbish of any living thing comes out... surely you'll feel at
home when we go there, won't you? said Arana in an eminently sarcastic tone, to Hugo's
astonished gaze, who shook his head at him. This time, however, it was lucky: the cocky
centipede hadn't heard the spider, so what would have been a full-fledged fight could be
avoided.
- Don't rule it out, Erizorro," said Pegasullo; I don't think Serpentidad will let us out of
his mouth without playing some dirty trick on us again. No one told us we'd get out of here alive,
so getting out of here a little dirty, but alive, is definitely an option I'll gladly sign right now.
They all nodded in unison, even Erizorro, who for the first time had adopted a less offensive
attitude, carrying his unloaded bow. Arana stepped forward and said, "That's how we left the
other time; we went to the underbelly of the city, where everything was in ruins, surrounded by
death and destruction on all sides. The serpent's own stomach is responsible for destroying
everything, with an acid capable of dissolving stone and metal; many of my sisters could not
withstand the acid. My mother, having lost another dozen daughters in this way, came up with
a plan: she played the violin, a melody that invited us to spin webs at high speed. The few
remaining daughters began to weave a cocoon together, without thinking, moved by the magical
melody. When it was built, my mother gave it the final touch, weaving a cover of its strands of
enormous resistance and great capacity of sticking. In this way, we all got inside the cocoon,
while my mother sealed the entrance from the inside. Only an hour later, we were outside the
snake, in a swamp, where a new city rose majestically ruinous. The corpses and the city itself
were sinking into the depths, little by little...".
Suddenly, a strange being with a huge nose and bulging eyes, resembling a ferret, covered with
a dirty black robe that was dragging on the ground, approached the retinue:
- I hear you are looking for information about a certain Messiah. I know a friend, who in
turn has a friend... who would know details that you would no doubt be interested in. For a
modest fee of 500 serpentines....
- Five hundred serpentines? Are you trying to swindle us? Thanis said with an amused
yet conversational attitude.
- But Thanis! said Hugo. We haven't even got one of those streamers," he said, grabbing
his arm and pulling him away from the newcomer.
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- Speak for yourself, my dear friend," Thanis said, pulling from his pouch a small, jetblack object with strange golden symbols and two holes, one for entry and one for exit.
- What's that? Hugo asked.
This, Hugo, is the solution to our problems. I call it a duplicator and it serves, among
other things, to obtain a perfect duplicate of what we put in through this hole, with an exact
replica coming out the other side. It's perfect for getting money fast, but that doesn't mean
we're going to let ourselves be swindled.
Thanis approached the stranger and said:
- We can offer you 100 streamers.
- A hundred serpentines? said the newcomer with apparent discomfort. I have a large
family to look after, a very sick mother, and, as you can see, it's hard to survive in this town.
- Of course, of course...! You've convinced me," said Thanis, "so I'm offering you two
hundred serpentines, and that's my final offer. Take it or leave it! Surely, in a city as big as this,
and where money is not easy to come by, there will be dozens of people willing to help for a
piece of bread.
- All right, all right! said the stranger; 200 streamers should do...! My name is Lenish.
Follow me and I will lead you to someone who has relevant information about this being you call
the Messiah.
The group followed Lenish, who led them through narrow alleys where dozens of battered
creatures were piled near bonfires, fighting and even murdering each other. Many of the dead
were thrown into the bonfires, serving as dinner for the scrawny creatures that huddled around
them. Murder and cannibalism were the order of the day in a city where the lack of authority
was more than evident and each being made a living as best they could, before ending up in the
slums, where ruin eventually ended in death. This was Serpentidad: some slums were arriving
and others were leaving, a cycle of life and death that all its inhabitants knew very well.
After walking several minutes behind Lenish, dodging thieves and miscreants (Lenish himself
landed a terrible punch on a scrawny being with a huge trunk, who had peacefully approached
to beg some coins from the strangers), they reached the end of an alleyway between shabby
multi-storey buildings. "This is it! " - said Lenish. He turned back to the group, flashing a sinister
grin, as he pulled his black hood over his head, leaving barely anything but his prominent nose
visible. Suddenly, several hooded men from all directions made their presence known, cornering
them in mere seconds. They moved with great agility and did not appear to be as decayed as the
rest of Serpentidad's inhabitants. Clearly, it was clear that they made their living from thievery
and murder, that they were organized, which gave them the opportunity to live somewhat
comfortably in the dark city. Thanis scanned the situation with his eyes and could count over
thirty of them, all in black robes and hoods, armed to the teeth with a variety of bladed weapons
such as daggers, swords, axes and even a scimitar. Lenish stepped forward three feet towards
the group as he pulled two half-sized daggers from behind his back, swinging them deftly as if
on display. After catching the attention of those present, he took the floor:
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- Well, let's get back to the deal; it'll be 500 serpentines! But... for each of your heads!
That's... 500 x 6 = 3000 serpentines!
- We are newly arrived foreigners. We don't have the money right now... but if you'd give us two
or three days, I'm sure we could make a new deal," said Thanis in a conciliatory manner, palms
out, still with the sling on his right arm. Suddenly, a whistling sound rang through the air; a black
dart, from the blowpipe of one of the assailants, was thrust into Thanis's palm. Thanis stared at
the dart, broke into a sweat, and fell slumped to the ground. "Thanis! " -cried Hugo in fright, as
he ran to his friend. But half a dozen arrows stuck in the ground before he could even get close.
Pegasullo, hiding his wings on his back, took a few steps backwards, separating himself from his
companions. He gathered momentum and took flight. When he was about five meters up,
several metal hooks used for climbing walls hovered over his legs as the ropes they were
attached to were held by several enemies. Despite Pegasullo's best efforts, the strength of the
assailants caused him to fall to the ground with a loud clatter, being easily tied up within seconds
after receiving two black darts to the neck, which quickly took away all of the winged horse's
initial verve. Trantor himself was silent, aware that they were in a tricky situation; he decided
not to show his power in the hope that he could act in a moment of carelessness. Lenish resumed
his speech:
- Well, it looks like we have your undivided attention now. Well... where was I? Ah, yes!
500 streamers per head...! I think I've thought it over... per head, but not for yours... but for
ours! I already told you that I have a large family... I present to you my brothers, the Dark Souls.
There are currently 55 of us, so... Mathematics! Thanis shouted as he looked back. How much
does that number add up to? Tunaru is our mathematician, our mathematician," he said with a
loud laugh, joined by the rest of the hooded men. One of the Dark Souls stepped forward and
pulled his hood back, "Lenish, I told you I'm not a mathematician and I'm getting tired of this
banter." Tunaru looked exactly like Lenish, with slightly softer features and a less gravelly voice;
she was definitely a female, a tiny bit shorter than the rest. She had a scar in the shape of a "2"
running across her face, completely deforming it. It seemed like everyone called her the
"mathematician" for that reason, which offended Tunaru greatly, being taken advantage of by
her brothers to laugh even more. Hugo had a flash of the School and, how here, in a fantasy
world of another dimension, there were bullies and victims too. He thought Lenish would be the
"Machete" of the group.
- Shut up, stupid, if you don't want to end up as food for the mice! Lenish said, visibly annoyed.
I promised your mother I'd take care of you, but because of you we lost fifteen members of the
family; all you had to do was follow my instructions, but you couldn't do a simple blow that even
a small child could have done. Even yesterday I ordered you to steal the bag from one of these
strangers, and when you bring it to me, you say that it has disappeared. You are the shame of
this family! If you weren't my niece, I'd be done with you long ago.
- Lenish, I swear I'm telling you the truth! I stole the bag from the boy in front of you,
but when I was safe, I just watched it vanish between my fingers," Tunaru justified himself.
Lenish approached Hugo, gripping the daggers in reverse (one upwards and the other
downwards). Hugo stepped back in intimidation, while Arana stood between them. Suddenly,
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Lenish, spinning on himself at breakneck speed, ripped off Hugo's bag, dodging the spider
without barely touching it. When he regained his original position, he showed the bag held by
one of his daggers.
- You mean this bag, Tunaru? I see it quite real," said Lenish as he spun it around on its
tip, cheered by the rest of the Dark Souls, as they circled around Hugo's group menacingly.
After a few seconds, the bag became translucent, then transparent, until it finally disappeared.
Then it reappeared at Hugo's waist.
Well, well! said Lenish in surprise. Looks like Tunaru, the mathematician, was right," he
said as he stared at Hugo's bag. So you're not just ordinary outsiders... you're wizards... And here
we Dark Souls are begging for a few coins...
- A few coins? said Hugo, surprising everyone. You're asking us for a huge amount of
Serpentine, a quantity that, from what we've seen, I doubt there are any in the whole city. We
are observing how the people here barely have enough money to survive, while skilled thieves
like yourselves are robbing the poor wretches wandering aimlessly in the streets.
- Look brothers, we have a hero here! Do you want to die a hero's death, little boy?
Lenish asked.
- I don't care what you do, Lenish! All I know is that we had an initial deal, that you told
us you had information about the Messiah, and now we find ourselves in an ambush by a
common thief.
- Thief...and murderer! Lenish added, approaching Hugo. If you think you're going to
insult me in front of my brothers and walk away unscathed, you're sorely mistaken. You will pay
for your audacity, human," he said, bringing the dagger close to Hugo's face, "You know you
have a nice nose, I think I'm going to keep it as a souvenir! Suddenly, Lenish's countenance
changed completely: his eyes widened like saucers, while his face broke into a grimace of pain
that was drawn on his face in slow motion, followed by a sharp, continuous scream that broke
the silence in the alley. His eyes looked down in the direction of his leg, which was the one
emitting clear signs of searing pain; the spider had driven some sort of wooden splinter into the
thief's foot, as he pulled it out again with force holding it in one of his front legs in case he had
to use it again. Lenish glared hatefully at the being down there, as Arana glared back at him with
contempt. Lenish limped backwards and, pointing a bony finger at the group, shouted with deep
hatred, "Kill them! Kill them all! ”. The Dark Souls rushed at the group as Trantor reared up on
his hind legs and began to create incredible electric fields. Erizorro was loading his bow with
energy arrows. Arana held the splinter in one paw, while arching the rest with a clear offensive
posture. Hugo was pulling the closest thing he had to a weapon out of his bag: a long branch,
splintered at the tip. He pulled out the Scorleon vial and, without a second thought, grabbed it
by the neck and slammed it down on the splintered ends of the slightly more than two-meter
pole, while a blackish liquid permeated the splintered tips. "What a waste! Hugo thought, but
we really are in a really complicated situation." Several Dark Souls stood still as they watched
Hugo pull a branch of such caliber from his small pouch. Erizorro loaded ten arrows at a time
spreading them out in a fan shape; he shot wounding six Dark Souls, but others, quickly dodged
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them with an agility that surprised all and sundry. Trantor electrified several assailants from a
distance, while several black darts bounced off his hard shell. "You want to poison me with darts,
me? Take some of my poison!" - She said as she greatly increased the energy in several of her
legs, throwing electricity from various angles as several Dark Souls tried to barely dodge her,
hitting several of her limbs and leaving them convulsing on the spot. Arana moved swiftly as she
swung her legs with powerful blows at the legs of some of the assailants, who fell backwards
confused by the speed of the small spider, who was also jealously guarding Hugo's back. The boy
wielded the branch as if it were a spear, while several Dark Souls clustered on a wall ready to
jump over it, underestimating the power of the branch. Hugo was able to touch several of them
with the tip, immediately freezing them to the ground. At times it even seemed as if it was
enough for the tip to pass just close, without touching them, and they fell to the pavement, their
joints contracting at odd angles befitting a poison of the highest potency. Though the group
initially fought back bravely enough, the intensity and speed with which the Dark Souls attacked
took its toll on the retinue's reflexes and strength, retreating until they were back to back. A hail
of darts shot through the air, hitting one of them in Erizorro and another in Arana, who fell to
the ground after a few seconds. Several hooded men threw rope hooks at Trantor's hind legs in
an attempt to unbalance him, but they didn't count on the centipede focusing his discharges on
those metal pieces, electrifying some of the thieves and assassins who were trying to take him
down. Two Dark Souls lunged at the centipede's head with their daggers clutched ready to stab.
When Trantor noticed the two enemies above him, he began to wiggle and move at enormous
speed. Hugo watched him out of the corner of his eye as he held two Dark Souls at bay,
visualizing for a moment in Trantor and the assailants, the feeling he experienced with the
Mechanical Bull at the local fair, followed by his parents' encouragement for him to hold on just
a little longer, before he was sent hurtling off the side onto the mat. Turning back to Trantor, he
watched as one of his attackers drove his dagger into one of the folds of the centipede's neck,
where its carapace was much less hard, causing him to stop in his tracks, throwing himself to
the ground, in an attempt to take out the two Dark Souls with his hind legs. He managed to
remove one, tearing at its chest in several places with his strong, sharp hind legs, but the other,
still clutched tightly to his dagger, which he fiercely pulled out to aim at its head, to the terrified
gaze of Trantor, who watched him with his several pairs of wide eyes, aware of his eminent end
for having underestimated these adversaries. Suddenly, as Dark Soul unloaded his dagger hard
on the centipede's head to finish it off, something abruptly interrupted him; four jagged splinters
emerged from its torso, as the Xenomorph did in Alien, the Eighth Passenger 2, coming out of
Commander Kane's chest, as he arched his body backwards and the "strange being" came out
of his entrails. Dark Soul stared at the strange branch in confusion, holding the knife limply
before Trantor. Then, it began to convulse, buckling strangely at its joints. Trantor watched again
as the Alien disappeared back into the assailant's body, which fell dead and stiff to the side. The
stunned centipede watched the boy spinning on himself, holding some sort of branch like a
spear, to keep the rest of the evildoers at bay. As Trantor cocked his head, trying to stop the
bleeding, he focused his energy to fire a small blast at the two creatures that had focused on the
boy; it only stunned them, but it would buy them some time. Lenish stared in horror at the
2

Alien: The Eighth Passenger, also known as Alien, is a science fiction horror film directed by British
filmmaker Ridley Scott. It was released in 1979.
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scene: they still outnumbered these strangers he had undoubtedly underestimated, but many
of his brethren had fallen, and the rest were beginning to hesitate, slowing their attacks,
retreating and awaiting instructions from their leader. It was time to end this farce; all that
remained was a wounded centipede that no longer intimidated anyone and a boy with a
battered branch that he could have no doubt cut into several halves if he had been able to move
freely and that damned spider hadn't rendered his foot useless. He still had the knife-throwing
skill he had trained so well; he picked up one of the daggers and held it by the point, aiming it at
Hugo with his other hand, as if it were a crosshairs. At that distance it would be easy to hit, but
he didn't want to hurt him; he wanted to stick the dagger right between the eyes of the boy,
that damned human who had caused so many casualties to his bloodline. When he got the
perfect angle of shot, as Hugo moved in circles keeping the distance of several Dark Souls with
the branch, he threw the knife just as his arm was deflected by a thrust coming from behind.
"But what the hell...? Lenish said, turning around and finding herself right next to Tunaru. You
made me miss my shot!" she said as she threw a tremendous punch at her niece, falling at her
feet soundly. Meanwhile, the knife spun in the air circling towards Hugo's head, cutting him on
the left cheek and finally plunging into the chest of one of the Dark Souls, who fell face first onto
the newly thrown dagger. Hugo's blood began to trickle down his cheek, staining his face and
clothes, as he continued to twirl with the visibly weary branch. The assailants saw the boy's
fierceness, sharpened by the blood running down his face, which no doubt gave him even more
respect. Lenish picked up his second dagger and prepared to throw it at the boy again. Hugo had
stopped, visibly dizzy from the spinning and even the loss of blood, barely holding the branch,
its tip touching the ground. This time, Lenish aimed at his heart at a perfect angle, without any
opposition; but again, a deep pain this time in his left leg prevented him from throwing it.
Tunaru, from the ground, had driven his dagger into his right calf, causing him to be completely
off balance and fall to the ground with a deep howl of pain.
- Ahhhhhhhhhh! What have you done, you treacherous bitch! said Lenish, looking at him
with deep resentment.
- I did what my mother asked you to do, protect me. Protect me from you and protect
our entire clan, which you haven't stopped manipulating and using to your advantage since my
father died.
- I should have taken care of you before, like I did your father," Lenish said from the floor
with a wicked look on his face and a wicked grin.
- I always suspected as much," Tunaru said, but she hadn't been certain until this
moment. Pulling the dagger from her uncle's calf, she plunged it into his heart, if such a being
ever had one, to Lenish's frightened gaze, who couldn't finish even the last word she was about
to say. Tunaru stood up, held the bloody dagger high in his hand and shouted in a powerful
voice, "Dark Souls! Brothers! Lenish is dead; his greed and avarice, coupled with his lust for
power, have brought us nothing but calamity and death. Our clan, made up of famed warriors
hired to defend the weakest, has become a school of thieves and murderers when Serpentidad
devoured our city. It's true, I know we're condemned here, that our values are not what they
used to be... but I say it's time to change; maybe we can contribute to make Serpentidad a better
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place and help the poor unfortunates who, like us, have had the bad luck to end up here. You all
knew the great Eldritch, my father. This ruffian, who I had the bad luck to have for an uncle, has
just confessed to me his treason by ending his life to be our boss. Brothers! Are you with me?"
he shouted again as the echo resounded in the now silent alley? The Dark Souls still standing
looked up at Tunaru in surprise, lowered their weapons and looking at each other not quite sure
what to do, burst out in a shout of jubilation, "Yes, we are with you! ”.
Hugo dropped the branch to the ground, breathing heavily. He wiped the wound on his cheek
with his hand; the cut was still bleeding heavily, though it seemed to be a rather shallow cut. He
walked over to Trantor, who was still craning his neck to one side, covering the bleeding.
- Are you all right, Trantor? he asked.
- Of course I'm all right, it won't be some big-nosed ninja that's going to finish me off!
he replied dryly.
Despite that grumpy reply, Hugo caught a change of energy in the centipede. Of course, he knew
he wasn't going to thank him, but at least he hadn't reprimanded him or threatened him in any
way. It was progress after all. He then ran over to Arana, who was still on the ground next to
Erizorro.
- They're poisoned! Tunaru said. And I'm afraid that if the serum isn't administered soon,
they'll never regain consciousness.
- Do you have the antidote? Hugo replied nervously.
- Sure, but not here in the volume you need. The winged horse has two darts in his neck;
no doubt, from his constitution, he will need much more than the rest, if we get there in time.
We all carry a bit of antidote with us, because despite our prowess with weapons, accidents do
happen from time to time. The Dark Souls pulled out some sort of pill, no more than two
millimeters in size, that they carried on their belt. Tunaru took out a flask from her flask. They
all began to pour the microscopic pill into that container. The wounded also put their antidotes
for that purpose, as well as the dead, who unknowingly made their last contribution to life from
the afterlife. Once everything was collected, Tunaru dipped the tip of the poisoned darts into
the vial, which produced a greenish vapor, like a chemical reaction, dissolving completely to a
thin layer of liquid that barely stained the bottom of the container. Tunaru pulled out the darts
and handed them to one of his brothers.
- But that's the poison!.... said Hugo in a rage.
The antidote needs the pure poison to activate, not the one your friends already have
in their blood. It's not much, but for now, it's what we have on hand. We're not in the habit of
curing our victims...
Tunaru gave the bottle to Hugo and said:
- You're going to have to choose; you can't save them all. Put a drop in each eye. That's
the quickest way to get it into the body. On the horse, you'll have to put more...maybe two, one
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for each dart. I wouldn't know...I'm not familiar with the constitution of these creatures and
their healing ability.
- What about the spider? Hugo asked. It has several pairs of eyes.
A drop in each eye," Tunaru repeated. Hugo looked at the group, and tilting the
container, he doubted that the drops he needed would come out. Arana would take almost all
of it, with her eight eyes, and there probably wouldn't be much more for the others. He tried to
focus on the mission for a moment, trying not to let his feelings stop him from making the right
choice. Pegasullo and Erizorro were very powerful; Thanis was not yet fully recovered and his
powers were very limited; Trantor did not need him, for the darts could not pierce his frame,
though he was still wounded in the neck; Arana was his inseparable friend, who had saved him
on several occasions. Without a second thought, she approached her arachnid friend and, with
extreme care, opened her eyes with the fingers of one hand, while she slowly tipped the vial
over, so that the precious dose would fall exactly right: a drop in each eye. Then he approached
Thanis, who also received his two corresponding drops. Erizorro took practically what was left.
Finally, he approached Pegasullo; tilting the vial, he could no longer see any liquid; maybe he
could get a drop from the walls, he thought with little hope. He opened the horse's left eye and
tipped the jar over completely. No drops fell, but the last traces of the liquid gathered on the
wall; he began to turn the jar, hoping to catch any glimpse of it. Clustering somewhat to one
side, he managed to get a microscopic drop to fall into the winged horse's eye.
- Are you sure you don't have any more? Hugo asked nervously. Maybe there's a Dark
Soul to check...
- It's all there," Tunaru replied. And we don't live close enough to bring what you need
in time. I'm afraid your winged friend won't make it.
After a few agonizing minutes in which Hugo wondered if he had acted well or not, Arana opened
his eyes and sat up.
- What happened? he asked.
- You scared me to death, Arana! said Hugo.
Thanis and Erizorro sat up almost at the same time, rubbing their eyes.
- It's an effect of the antidote," said Tunaru, an irritation that won't last long, the result
of the purity of the poison.
- I suppose it's better than not being dead! said Thanis, sitting up. He saw Pegasullo on
the ground and said, "Come on, get up, you lazy horse! " ... but Pegasullo remained motionless.
Erizorro approached him. He checked his pulse and after looking into his eyes, corroborated that
they were glassy, white, lifeless. "I'm afraid our friend has flown higher this time," he said with
his eyes on the ground.
After bidding farewell to his winged friend, saying a few words aloud that comforted everyone,
Thanis took the floor and said, "We will make sure that Pegasullo's death was not in vain, and
we will continue our mission, even if it costs us our lives. We owe it to him. It is time to find the
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Messiah. We have been in this city for several days now, and we all feel a lack of courage and
even a decrease in our powers. We must find him, save him, and get out of this cursed ghost
city, where only the living dead remain. "Thank you for what we get," Tunaru said with a grimace
on his misshapen mouth; "but I guess, you're right.... We'll help you find your Messiah, we'll
comb the city if we have to until we find a clue. We know how to find you, don't worry; a group
like yours doesn't go unnoticed in Serpentidad. Thanks to you, we've understood the mission we
have to carry out in this city. And by Eldritch, we're going to get it," he said raising his fist in the
air, followed by the cheers of the rest of the Dark Souls. And in the blink of an eye, they
disappeared from the alley. Arana climbed up one of the walls under the pretext of seeing from
the top a possible path to follow; while the others prepared to leave, Hugo looked at the branch
and decided to pick up a large sword belonging to one of the fallen Dark Souls. He dropped it
into the bottom of his bag. It was clear that more powerful weapons were needed, though the
branch had certainly helped greatly. Suddenly, Arana lunged at Trantor's neck and took a bite
out of the open wound. Trantor writhed in pain and began to twist around to shake the arachnid
off. Arana leapt back onto the wall.
- But... what are you doing, Arana? Hugo said.
- To save the life of "our friend" Trantor," answered the spider.
- Save my life? You'll see how grateful I am," he said, charging his paws with electricity
with less intensity than usual.
- Besides being unbearable, you are a hopeless fool! Your wound was getting infected
and the lack of electrical energy you give off is obvious. My saliva has an effect that will help you
fight the infection, but it's only the first part. And suddenly, he threw a strand of webbing into
the centipede's neck, plugging the wound with incredible precision.
- This would be the second part," said the spider as the centipede tried, unsuccessfully,
to shake off the web.
- Trántor, calm down! said Thanis. I know what our eight-legged friend is trying to do. In
battle, I saw several of her sisters salivate on her wounds and use the strands to stop the
bleeding. It makes sense, and it doesn't hurt to try, does it?
- If I feel any pain or my powers are affected... prepare to die, you damned arachnid!
Trantor said in a threatening tone.
- Thank you, Trantor, I expected nothing less from you! said Arana amused. Now it's your
turn, Hugo. I knew Trantor wouldn't let me give him that cure if he saw me do it to you first; his
ego wouldn't let him. So, let's just say I took the license to catch him out of place, off guard.
- Well then, it's my turn," said Hugo with a grin and a bloody face. He lay down on the
ground and the spider gently bit the wound on his cheek, releasing a white saliva on it. It then
released a few strands, sealing it completely.
- Why, Arana! said Hugo. I feel a very comforting bubbling in my wound; you are an
excellent nurse.
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- Thank you! said Arana, lowering her eyes in a blushing attitude; but I don't have so
much merit... all my sisters, besides my mother, have that gift.

The group began their journey, leaving their winged friend behind. Arana lagged behind, wiping
leftover strands from her abdomen. She quickly approached Pegasullo's head. The group
watched her from a distance. "Looks like Arana made good friends with our winged friend,"
Thanis said with a grin.
The spider moved its legs caressing the horse's head while its back was turned to its friends.
- Arana, we're leaving, we don't have time to waste! said Thanis.
- I'm coming, I was just saying goodbye," said Arana visibly affected with glassy eyes.
Arana ran to her friends.
- Arana, what have you got there? asked Hugo as he pointed to a bleeding wound on
her friend's front paw.
- Nothing, a battle wound. These Dark Souls were tough as nails," the spider replied. He
applied saliva and a fine final strand to seal it and said, "Ready! Shall we go? And the spider
began to walk quickly, shouting, "Let's get the Messiah!
The group followed her at a good pace away from the alley. Minutes before, the distance and
the spider's body prevented the party from seeing how she said goodbye to Pegasullo: with one
of her hind legs she made a clean cut on one of her front legs, dropping golden droplets on the
animal's snout. In fact, if the group had stayed in the alley for just a few more minutes, they
would have seen Arana's blood begin to swirl and pool and finally divide perfectly into two large
droplets that drifted towards the lifeless eyes of the winged equine. In just a few seconds, the
blood was directed towards Pegasullo's lachrymals, infiltrating his body completely.

The group emerged from the web of dark alleys; several creatures were crawling along the
ground, exhaling their last breaths. Many others lay dead in corners. The dark, gloomy houses
with badly deteriorated walls would soon be driven out of Serpentidad in its endless cycle of life
and death. Returning to one of the main arteries of the city, the one with the most activity and
life (to call it that), the group experienced certain changes from their new arrival. The inhabitants
were making way for them, some wary and some fearful. No doubt word had spread quickly
about this new group of magically skilled beings who had taken on the Dark Souls. The more
daring ones offered their wares, but were very careful not to make the newcomers
uncomfortable. It didn't matter in the end, for they were doomed to live there too, until
Serpentity was stealing their energy, darkening their souls, degrading them, until she decided
they were no longer useful and expelled them from the system. Suddenly, a dozen of Dark Souls
burst into the Avenue causing terror among the merchants, used to suffer robberies or to pay
for a supposed security that was useless, a kind of tax that served to socially formalize the
robbery they were subjected to every month. Many began to gather their stalls nervously and
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quickly, waiting for an imminent fight that never came. Tunaru stepped forward and pulling
down his hood, he shared his "2" disfigured face once again. "Good news! he hastened to say. It
seems that, according to our informants, Anaraña arrived in the city with the Messiah.
Serpentidad made no objection as he observed the enormous amount of energy emanating from
that diminutive being."
- Is my mother here? said Arana, stepping forward a few feet.
- I'm afraid not anymore. We don't know how he got out of Serpentidad because, as you
might guess, very few people make it out. The usual way to escape is to end up dead and buried
within the decrepit walls of the sunken buildings of the slums.
- But why did you bring him here? Arana asked uneasily.
- According to the information I have, the Messiah is vulnerable in his first months of
life, and could even be sacrificed, which would tip the balance in favor of the forces of evil in an
irremediable way. There is an immense evil force behind all this; I do not know its name, but I
have been told that it is an ancient being of incredible power, a kind of primordial God that has
existed since the beginning of time. It seems that this supreme evil force expressly ordered that
the Messiah was not to be sacrificed, at least not until it figured out how to steal his magical
energy. Apparently, this was not an easy task, since the Messiah was born with that power and
condition, presenting it innately. They decided to bring him to Serpentidad in the hope that the
very energy lost daily by the fact that he was here might give clues on how to extract it from him
before killing him, applying all that new magical energy against the famous School for
Mythological Beings, to which you undoubtedly belong.
Hugo cleared his throat as if asking for his turn to speak and said:
- So the Messiah is still here in Serpentidad?
- My informants don't know for sure," Tunaru replied.
- Is this information reliable or will it lead us into another trap? said Trantor, stepping
forward towards Tunaru, clearly annoyed by the ambush and even more so with the neck
wound.
- Easy, friend," excused Tunaru, showing his palms in a conciliatory attitude. I give you
my word that you can trust me and all my Dark Soul brothers. Our leader was a tyrant and an
oppressor, but now, everything is and will be different. We have pledged to stop Serpentidad
from being the stinking den of death that it is; in fact, right now, a retinue of Dark Souls is talking
to the great serpent: if we guarantee the survival and safety of its inhabitants, improving their
living conditions, it will give more energy to the city itself, which Serpentidad will undoubtedly
be grateful for. It is not necessary to gobble up new cities, but to take care of the one we already
have inside. But Serpentidad is Serpentidad... It's not an easy creature to convince.
- Do you think he'd let us leave if you asked him to? Thanis asked.
- To tell you the truth, I don't think that's feasible," Tunaru said. As far as I know, no
being has ever managed to get out where it came in; it must be part of the snake's magic;
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besides, with the days you've been here, you will have noticed that moving towards the newer
part of the city, the newly ingested ones so to speak, is more difficult and you will inevitably tend
to move towards the back, where energy consumption is lower. Speaking of energy, you will
surely be noticing a considerable drop in it, which means that day by day its inhabitants are
losing it and have to move to the outer neighborhoods, to finally end up dying in the slums of
Serpentidad.
- If my mother could get out, we'll find a way too," said Arana, raising one of her front
paws in a clear attempt to lift her spirits, which had clearly been dropping at times (it was clear
that Arana didn't want to share how they got out the first time).
- We don't know how to get out," said Tunaru, but we do know who might have that
answer. Besides, that's where Anaraña left the Messiah. It's a terrible place in Serpentidad, even
we don't go near it. It's a green park, with tall vegetation, with hedges of unpredictable height,
forming a kind of labyrinth. In Serpentidad, everyone knows it and fears it; it is the only place
that does not change its location and that the Serpent always keeps inside. Let's say it would be
the center of his power, where his essence resides; it would roughly correspond to the small
intestine of the serpent. It is known as The Labyrinth of the Unwary. It is rumored that inside it
resides a sage of great power, the first inhabitant of Serpentidad, and that behind its vegetable
walls he has managed not only to survive, but to maintain the power he had initially.
- That's great! Let's go to that Labyrinth of the Unwary! he exclaimed, raising his hand
and putting it forward in a "forward" position, a gesture that he assumed would encourage his
companions.
- Hugo, do you know what the word 'unwary' means? Thanis asked.
- Not really..." Hugo was embarrassed.
- Incautious means careless, easy to deceive... in short, the first to die. My father always
told me: "In battle, Thanis, be cautious. Don't err on the side of bravery and use fear to your
advantage. The graveyards are full of the brave and the unwary."
- Well, I guess I wasn't in class that day! said Hugo sarcastically.
- What's with that maze, Tunaru? Thanis asked, taking an interest in the Dark Soul. With
that name... knowing that it's the only place that stands the test of time in Serpentidad and that
you guys never go near it, maybe we need some extra information before we rush over there.
- As I told you, it's a demonic place. It is, without a doubt, the most beautiful place in
Serpentidad, but it is only a façade. Inside there are terrible monsters. Some unwary people try
to reach the center because it is rumored to be the only way out of here... but they never return
to their homes. Only once, my own father, Eldritch, had an encounter inside the labyrinth. I was
only a child, but I remember him coming home clearly affected and with a wounded hand that
my mother hastened to bandage so that I would not see his wounds. His brother Astotu and
several Dark Souls were determined to investigate the labyrinth. My father tried to stop them,
but when the unwary group refused, he finally accompanied them. They asked him to stay
outside (my mother had specifically asked my uncle to look after my father, so that's what he
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did). My uncle and about ten other Dark Souls went into the labyrinth, but never came out again.
After more than an hour with no word from the group, my father decided to go in and look for
them. Taking out a ball of yarn, borrowed from my mother's yarn box, he tied it to one of the
two intertwined trees that marked the entrance to the park as a gate and went in search of his
companions, many of them immediate family members. He entered the labyrinth and was
stunned by the majesty of the place, a place with lush vegetation, incredibly green and well kept,
nothing to do with the dirty city of Serpentidad. A few hundred meters from the entrance,
turning a couple of times in the first nooks and crannies he heard a kind of buzzing sound finished
with a movement of leaves. He decided to go back to check that the string was still in place, but
he was no longer able to find the exit; following the ball, he saw that it was coming out of one
of the hedges along the wall; it was as if the labyrinth had moved or, simply, the wall had closed
at that point. He drew his dagger ready to cut the hedge that trapped the string, but what he
saw to his right made him petrified: Astotu, his own brother, was trapped inside the hedge so
that only half of his body was visible. He was not moving; he was as if petrified. My father rushed
to him and pulling his hand to pull him out, was stunned to find that the other half of his body
was gone; it had disappeared in a clean cut. He became nervous, overcome with fear... and
dropping his brother's lifeless body, he ran towards the corridor on the right, where he heard
metallic noises, as if a battle was taking place at that very moment, which he deduced from the
clash of weapons used for combat. What he saw chilled him: strange beings were slaughtering
the Dark Souls, who were lying in pieces on the floor. One of them, huge in size and with four
menacing pincers, stared at him. It was holding one of the Dark Souls by the foot with a claw,
who was trying unsuccessfully to free himself from the monstrosity. The humanoid crab, opening
another of the pincers, cut the poor unwary creature in half with a slash, running towards my
father with the pincers raised. Eldritch, terrified, started running, retracing his steps, while
listening to the heavy and fast footsteps of the creature that was after him. He couldn't run as
fast as he wanted, because the robe was hitting his sides and legs, so he stopped for a moment
and with a quick maneuver he took it off, throwing it backwards without looking, which made
the pursuer stop in an instant in front of the garment, throwing it through the air and shredding
it in a second using his four tongs as if they were huge scissors. That gave my father a few vital
seconds, needed to get to the end of the string. He pulled again; the string held its tension, but
was still imprisoned in the hedge. He decided to stick two fingers in along the line of the string,
and then the hedge opened, as if to repel them, forming a small hole through which, by following
the taut rope with his eyes, he could see the way out; but suddenly it closed, cutting off my
father's two fingers, while he stifled a cry of pain. The huge creature was already a few feet
away, striking its pincers fiercely, producing a metallic sound. My father looked down at what
was left of his own brother, Astotu; he picked up his body and threw it against the hedge, right
next to the twine. The hedge opened up into a hole big enough for a small-caliber being like my
father to get through. Without a second thought, he dove into the narrow hole, watching out of
the corner of his eye as two huge pincers closed just inches from his torso. He landed on the
other side, rolling over himself with the skill that was characteristic of every Dark Soul, as he
rested his wounded hand with three fingers on the ground, leaving a mark of blood on the
ground. He looked back at the hole; poor Astotu was looking at him with his lifeless eye, holding
a grimace of a half-smile. "Thank you, brother; I'll never forget you," said my father with tears in
his eyes. Suddenly, a clamp more than half a meter long came out of the hole, and suddenly
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there was a whirring sound, the opening slamming shut, causing the clamp to fall to the ground
with a clean cut. Then there was a dull thud as the leaves shifted and Astotu's body sank into
the hedge for good. My father told me that it all happened in a few seconds, but he had a
permanent vision of every frame: Astotu's body, the hole, the jump, the clamp, his hand... too
many things in too little time, which, however, caused my father to suffer terrible nightmares
for months that hardly let him sleep. They were never able to recover my uncle Astotu's body,
but nevertheless, that huge clamp has been in my house ever since. It is a perpetual reminder
that we must never go back there... Never!
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13. THE LABYRINTH OF THE UNWARY
After eating something hot (in Serpentidad it was difficult to find something tasty; the fact of
being hot was already an important achievement), Tunaru insisted on inviting them saying:
"thank you friends; if it wasn't for you, surely Lenish would have finished me in an oversight. Let
me at least treat you to this meal and these few provisions that you will undoubtedly need for
the mission you have been given." All but Trantor nodded their heads in thanks. "We will take
you to the Labyrinth of the Unwary," Tunaru continued.
Crossing large avenues and dark alleys full of lighted drums that revealed some incredibly rickety
creatures, they arrived at the park. Hugo was amazed. Tunaru's description had been quite
short: it was a spectacular place, nothing to envy to the most well-kept parks his parents had
taken him to when he was a child. But here, in Serpentidad, the place stood out even more
because of the contrast with the rest of the city. They were in front of a dense park with all kinds
of vegetation where a very pleasant cool breeze was blowing. Hugo took a deep breath and felt
the scent of the trees, without the stale air they already knew all too well from the bustle and
pollution of the city. Even here, the light was different: warm, orange, like the sunset in the real
world... It was something really amazing, considering that they were inside a huge snake.
- Where does this light come from? Erizorro asked, breaking the silence with a question
that everyone was asking in their heads.
- It seems that Serpentidad's skin and musculature in this place is more transparent than
in the rest; it's possibly a light very similar to what you'd see outside, isn't it? Tunaru hastened
to say.
The group looked at Tunaru strangely. Was it possible that she didn't remember the light outside
the snake?
- Did the Dark Souls ever try to get out of here? Hugo asked.
- Several dozens of times and, in all of them, with important casualties in my family. But
well, life continued with the appearance of new generations. I myself, for example, was born
here; I don't know any other place apart from Serpentidad...
The group was stunned; they couldn't imagine being born in such a world, far from the sun, the
air or the rain outside. Tunaru continued: "My parents tried to leave when I was a baby, but that
day, two thousand creatures thought the same thing. They all longed to escape from the snake
that had enslaved them and headed en masse for the slums where pushing, shoving, insults and
threats did not bode well. Serpentidad must have sensed that displacement of living organisms
towards the exit, something that was unbalancing his own digestive system. My parents told me
that the streets began to fill with a greenish liquid, seemingly harmless at first, but gradually
increasing in temperature in an alarming manner. Hundreds of people were trapped, crowded
and huddled together, with little air to breathe. Many fell fainting or dead as the nervousness
clearly increased among the living. Soon they realized it was impossible to get out and began to
push in the opposite direction they had come from, while the last ones to arrive pushed forward,
trying to save the blockage. Faced with the incipient heat of that greenish liquid that literally
began to boil the legs of all the creatures, a terrible chaos was unleashed that ended in a terrible
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fight for survival, where hundreds of beings died. My mother carried me in her arms with great
concern, tucking me in and protecting me from the blows and pushes of the crowd. My father
had to make use of his daggers, which whistled in the air trying to keep the distance with many
of the creatures who were trying to escape, using swords, axes and sharp objects of all kinds to
break through the din, stabbing beings or severing limbs as if they were dry branches. In a
commendable effort to protect his family, my father continued to deliver devastating blows and
cuts with his daggers, until several thrusts knocked him off balance, so that one of his knives
wandered freely and happily across my face, giving me this nice scar in the shape of a "2". I guess
this traumatized him for life, having to endure ridicule from his own family towards his deformed
daughter. He never looked me in the face again without that attitude of regret. Since then, when
I was only a few months old, the "mathematician" became the nickname I always hated and that
replaced my own name many times. Thanks to my father, I have this mark on my face; but...
thanks to him, we made it out alive. Mathematically, it pays off, don't you think? he said, winking
his healthy eye, clearly trying to look as if his disfigured face was accepting in a way it was not.
Thanis approached Tunaru and with a conciliatory and loving attitude, placing a hand on the
Dark Soul's shoulder, he looked directly into her eyes and said:
- Wear this scar with pride, Tunaru; you have nothing to be ashamed of. Think that it
makes you different and that all your kind will remember that, after your father, there is you,
number "2", ready to show them a new path away from theft, deceit and murder. We have our
mission and, my dear friend, you have yours?
- Thank you Thanis. I promise your words will not fall on deaf ears. Tunaru mimicked
Thanis' gesture, placing a hand on his shoulder without a sling.
It was evident that between Thanis and Tunaru a special connection had emerged, right from
the start, something that had not gone unnoticed by any member of the group. One of the Dark
Souls appeared visibly nervous and said:
- Tunaru, we have to go! The group that went to parley with Serpentity is back!
- Yes, it's time! Tunaru replied. And looking at the retinue, he gave them a kind smile,
albeit twisted by the scar, saying, "Friends, our paths part here. We Dark Souls wish you the
answers you seek and that you find the Messiah so important to ensure the survival of your
school. But first, I would like to give you one last gift. He pulled out a small braided case with
about twenty black darts in it. The tips were hidden inside the case to avoid any possible
tampering that could lead to unwanted accidents. Accompanying them, a small carved wooden
tube protruded from both sides; it looked like a blowpipe.
- It's the most we can spare at the moment; Serpentidad is still a pretty dangerous and
unsafe city, even for us. I think you'll be able to put it to good use," Tunaru said as he offered
the case to Thanis.
- You mean because of my arm in a sling? Thanis said with obvious sarcasm. It still hurts,
and I haven't fully recovered my powers," he explained as he concentrated and began to fade
out of sight. After two seconds he reappeared in the same spot with a disappointed look on his
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face to the surprise of Tunaru and all the Dark Souls, who looked at him with wide eyes.
"Nothing, I'm not able to teleport! I could have become our most important asset in the
labyrinth, but I think it's going to be an impossible task for me. Besides, I don't know if I feel like
breaking down and going through a hedge that, at first glance, devours everything that touches
it.
- Absolutely wonderful, Thanis! You're an extraordinary wizard! said Tunaru.
- It's no big deal," Thanis said. Actually, I don't get much credit because this power is
mostly innate, inherited from my father, nothing to do with your acquired abilities.
- Don't be modest, Thanis; I'm sure you've come a long way since your time at the
School," said Tunaru. And turning to Hugo, he put his hand in the side pocket of his tunic and
said, "This is for you, Hugo; it's my father's ball, the one he used in the labyrinth. Ever since he
told me the story, I've never let go of it; however, I think you're going to need it much more than
I do this time. Tunaru approached Hugo and whispered something in his ear. Hugo nodded as
he withdrew. Tunaru continued, "If you finally make it to the center of the labyrinth, it might be
the way to avenge my uncle Astotu and the rest of the Dark Souls who ended their final days
here.
- I thank you on behalf of all of us," Hugo said gratefully. I, too, wish you the best of luck
in your mission to rebuild Serpentidad. Its inhabitants need you.
Tunaru pulled her hood back up so that her prominent nose was the only thing visible in the
darkness that enveloped her face. Gesturing in the air with his right hand, the Dark Souls
disappeared in a few seconds with incredible agility.
- Amazing! Can you imagine the Dark Souls outside of Serpentity? They'd be formidable
warriors; I've been feeling the energy drain since we came in, and they've been here a long, long
time and can still move with amazing speed...
- If I see a single naked ninja outside of this city, I'll bring him 'up to speed' right away,"
said Trantor in a booming voice. Everyone stared at him in amazement... Had Trantor just made
a joke, or had the known world gone to pieces? They weren't sure, because the centipede's legs
had lit up as he said it, but at least they could tell he was in a better mood. It was as if his stay in
Serpentity was having the opposite effect on him than the others, as if it was doing him good,
slowly lowering his energy and, also, his bad mood.
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14. THE SCHOOL GETS READY
Mirlén was visibly worried; his eyes were narrowed and dark circles lined his tired eyes as his
boat took him through dozens of corridors to Room 222. This room had been chosen because
the Auditorium, the room that the teachers used to meet and discuss the School's affairs, was
still being rebuilt after the many damages of the last attack. Dimas had requested a meeting of
all the teachers to discuss the day-to-day actions of the School in the light of recent events. They
could no longer wait; they were aware that the last attack had caught them off guard. As the
boat continued its journey, Mirlén was still stuck in a circular, recurring thought that had kept
him awake for days. How could he have been so naïve and let himself be fooled by Anaraña? He
should have distrusted his interdimensional hearing when he picked up the conversations
between her and her minions planning a kidnapping that, in the end, turned out to be a trap for
the mage himself and for the School. Surely out of an excess of his own ego, fueled by the
incredible power he emanated, caused him to underestimate the intelligence of the spider,
which showed up a month ahead of schedule, strolling through the School unhindered, killing
Lorenn and abducting the Messiah. Moreover, these events had caused the subsequent
outcome: an attack in which several teachers and students had died, leaving the School
unprotected and in terrible condition. He felt like a rookie who had just been cheated on his first
day at school; if it weren't for the gravity of the situation, he would have considered resigning
as Master of the School for Mythological Beings. But Mirlen was well aware that she could not
afford that luxury, for her power was still vital to protect the interests of students and teachers
alike. She somewhat envied Scorleon in his voluntary retirement living on the fringes of the
School and all the people who had once been his friends. Thinking for a moment of his former
friend, there wasn't a day that went by that he didn't regret the fight that almost ended them
both and that, while it didn't end their lives (narrowly), it did end a friendship of years forever.
Then there was Thanis, the one he had cared for and loved like a son, who had gone, still
convalescing, on a suicide mission with his diminished powers despite the old master's
opposition. It was the first time he had disobeyed him, questioning even Mirlén's authority in
public; but what hurt him most, no doubt, was that Thanis had remained firm in his resolve in
the face of the ferryman's threat that he could no longer be a pupil of the School if he continued
in his determination to accompany Hugo. That public confrontation had made old Mirlén very
angry, and he'd ended up expelling Thanis from the School right then and there. "Why am I like
this? Why do I make all the people I love leave me," the master wondered quietly. His thought
was interrupted; a telepathic message from Lúcer brought him out of his trance: "Where are
you, Mirlén? We've been waiting for you for more than half an hour...". Mirlén opened his eyes;
his boat had passed Class 222 some time ago and was drifting along a different wing of the old
building. It was clear that this situation was breaking his concentration. Now more than ever it
was necessary to focus. He didn't want to lose anyone he loved again, and in a way, the School,
the teachers and the students were the most important thing he had at the moment, his real
family...At that very moment, he realized what he had to do... ; it was crazy, he knew, but it was
the only thing he could think of. He arched his eyes, turned the boat around and headed for the
meeting room.
When Mirlén arrived in room 222, all the teachers there stopped talking. They watched as the
ferryman slowly lowered his boat to the presidential seat, the one that was always reserved for
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him. He sat down, dropping heavily into the chair carefully carved by master craftsmen of
antiquity, and exclaimed with narrowed eyes, "Sorry for the delay! ”. The others remained silent,
waiting for Mirlén to proceed to officially start the meeting to deal with the main points of the
meeting, as so many other times, but this time it didn't happen; an uncomfortable, long silence
ensued, in which Mirlén just kept quiet with obvious signs of tiredness. Dimas decided to break
the moment by speaking: "Well, we're all here! If you don't mind, and since Mirlén expressly
asked me to do so, I'll lead the meeting today," he said as he took a newly created picture and
threw it on the floor. This did not catch the group off guard, as it was not unusual for Mirlén to
be absent on many occasions and it was Dimas himself who assumed that position; however, a
furtive glance from Mirlén to Dimas showed that the situation was not as usual and that, clearly,
this express request had not happened. The Magato resumed his speech:
- I have been very busy with my paintings, following the evolution of the Magnificent
Seven. I have to let you know that they have been at Serpentidad for a week now.
name.

- Inside Serpentidad? said Aquariam, the gelatinous amoeba that shivered at the very

- Yes, right inside," said Dimas. In fact, I have two pieces of news to tell you, one bad and
one very bad. Which do you want to hear first?
- Wasn't the saying ... 'I have two pieces of news, one good and one bad'? said Bujab
floating in the air. What happened to the good news?
- Well Bujab, the good news is that we are alive and gathered here to think about how
to protect the School after all that has happened," Dimas answered with evident sarcasm.
- I guess it'll have to do," said Bujab, waving his side flaps upward in a nod.
- Well, as I was saying, I'm sorry not to bring you good news this time," continued the
Magato. Since our friends have been in Serpentity I haven't been able to paint anything about
them; it's as if they're in another dimension and I just don't get them; so I'm afraid we're going
in blind, at least, from my powers.
Lúcer took the floor and said:
- I have tried to contact them telepathically and it has also been impossible.
A low sound rang through the air, as if someone was clearing their throat or simply looking for
the opening to intervene:
- Ahem, ahem...! My interdimensional hearing and my net haven't been of much help
once they entered the Serpent, either," Mirlén said under everyone's watchful eyes. No doubt
the School acted as an amplifying antenna for our powers when we applied them at a distance;
but now, in our condition, we can hardly use them outside of here; I'm afraid it's another of the
side effects of being without the Messiah's energy.
- Thank you for your input, Mirlén. That's probably true, and you're right," said Dimas,
"however, it makes me think that maybe... just maybe... the same thing is happening to our
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enemies. If our School has diminished in power so drastically, then while we are more
vulnerable, we are also 'more invisible' and therefore less detectable, for our magical energy is
much less. We need to take advantage of that disadvantage and turn it to our advantage, don't
you think? We need to draw up a plan among all the teachers gathered here. I'd like everyone
to feel free to put forward any ideas that come to mind, even those that you dismiss as useless
or impossible. We will look for a way between all of us to face the current situation and come
out victorious... if possible. It is vitally important that we instill strength, courage and energy in
our students, not pessimism and assimilation of a defeat that has not yet occurred.
- You said there was some very bad news..." said Bujab, who was still thinking about
what the magician had said.
- Yes, that's what I'm getting at," Dimas replied, adjusting his glasses. Our dear friend
Lontudgi is dead; he gave his life for the mission by facilitating the group's entry into
Serpentidad.
All the teachers began to murmur with obvious signs of concern, except for Lúcer and Mirlén
who had clearly known about it for days.
- It is a great loss, I know... but we have to try to make it an extra motivation to find the
best strategy so that something like this does not happen again with any member of the School.
We will have time to honor him and say goodbye as he deserves.
Mirlen took a deep breath in through her flared nostrils, and then let the air out with a sonorous
sigh, she said:
- Lontudgi told me that we should not mourn him, that we should be strong and brave,
training ourselves conscientiously to overcome this crisis of such a caliber that it far surpasses
any other we had ever faced. In addition, he expressly asked me not to tell anything about his
death, to keep this dramatic event a secret from the rest of the students and teachers, so as not
to interfere with the spirit of overcoming the mission.
All eyes were on the ferryman; everyone was reminiscing about Lorenn's farewell and how the
astral body of the beloved teacher climbed into the boat in full view of everyone, bidding
farewell, before finally turning to Mirlén and whispering something in her ear.
Dimas took the floor again:
- I've been thinking about key points, let's see what you think: defense, alternatives to
the success or failure of the mission, normal rhythm in school, reconstruction... can you think of
anything else?
- Perhaps, and, knowing that what I am about to say may be considered unpopular, we
should incorporate terms of negotiation or even surrender," said Aquariam, who was still
shaking from hearing the name of Serpentidad, whom he met long ago when she devoured his
entire village just as she turned the river water into ice, which made transport to his village much
easier, being supplied for weeks.
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- Never! said Bujab, clearly angry, arching his back and revealing powerful spines coming
from his dorsal fin. Surrender? After all that's happened? After all that's been done to us? Is this
how you want to pay tribute to those who have given their lives for those of us who are still
alive? I'd rather die fighting than live in a cage or doing hard labor for the rest of my life, enduring
beatings while we slowly die of hunger and exhaustion.
- Surrender is a variable to consider, it's true," said Mirlén. I've thought about that, too;
if the mission fails or simply takes longer than necessary, the School is doomed all the same. It's
a fact of life. We've already been attacked twice, and on top of that, after the last battle, we've
allowed several enemies to escape, revealing our static position to the rest of the demonic
creatures. I don't even count the time that thing tried to come through the portal and slaughter
us," he said as he pointed his finger at the huge green hand still in the center of the room as a
reminder of what they were really dealing with. In fact," the wizard continued, "we're sitting
here while they're deciding when and where to attack. I get it, but of course I can't be sure this
isn't just another ploy to trick me.
- If we negotiate a surrender, maybe they can leave us alone. Maybe we could offer
them something in return, something they want very much..." Aquariam continued.
- The only thing they want so badly is everyone's life and the destruction of the School
for Mythological Beings forever! ... Is that all right with you? Lúcer said visibly upset, causing all
the lights in his head to tinkle loudly. The School is the only thing that has stood against them
for thousands of years, guaranteeing the balance between Good and Evil here and in all the
home worlds of the Mythological Beings; thanks to the school, Evil has been prevented from
destroying everything in its path. If you are asking for a surrender, my answer as guardian of the
School is clear: NO! I absolutely refuse! I will not let any of the beings of this School, which I
consider my home and my family, suffer or die without remedy and without reason, as well as
the world it represents and which directly depends on it!
- So what do you suggest, Lucer? I suppose you have the solution to our problems then,"
said the Amoeba in a clearly sarcastic and annoyed tone.
- You can try to ridicule me in public, Aquariam; it's not something I care about, or at
least, at this moment," said Lucer as he moved his roots in a wavy way, frowning in an unfriendly
manner. I think we must think not only globally, but also in particular, taking care of the details
but without losing sight of the general idea: the survival of the School and all the worlds that
depend on it.
- Explain yourself, Lúcer! said Dimas, clearly interested.
Lúcer took the floor and said:
- I think we need to prepare defensively for a possible attack, even greater than the one
we have already received. To do this, we should look for strategies that will allow us to level up
the students as quickly as possible, so that their innate natural powers can be maximized. We
need a general, someone who thinks from a military point of view; someone who will strengthen
our weaknesses and optimize the progress of "our army" in the shortest possible time, without
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losing sight of the Mission of the Magnificent Seven, or rather the Magnificent Six. Personally, I
really want Hugo and the rest of the team to succeed in the mission, but it is very likely that not
all of them will come back alive, or that they simply won't make it. We also need new teachers,
Level 8 and 9 students who can reach Level 10 as soon as possible and who can not only motivate
the rest of their classmates, but who are able to supervise the progress of the rest of the
students.
- Who do you think that general should be, Lúcer? asked Dimas as he painted a picture
at full speed.
- I haven't thought about it; it has to be someone who has innate organizational skills,
as well as tactical and strategic coordination, someone who instills respect in all the creatures
of the school..." Lúcer continued.
- I think we have a general," said Dimas making the last brushstroke, as he moved the
rotating lectern showing the newly painted work to the whole team. They all nodded and began
whispering among themselves.
- Me? It's impossible! My present position doesn't allow it; I can't be absent from the
entrance so long," exclaimed Lúcer indignantly.
The painting showed a Lúcer moving his arms, illuminating his upper spheres, giving orders to
different beings located in different rooms. His higher order telepathic power would
undoubtedly facilitate the coordination he himself requested.
- How long have you been the gatekeeper, perhaps 400 years? Mirlén asked.
- I've been here for exactly 522 years, and before me, my father was here for another
600. Surely there is another being capable of doing that job," Lúcer replied.
- There was! said Mirlén. His name is Scorleon, and he has the most strategic military
mind I've ever met, and as you well know, I don't think he's in any mood to help us.
- Perhaps you should ask him nicely, Mirlén. You were close friends, I'm sure he'd listen
to you," Aquariam blurted out suddenly, unaware of the stormy history between the two mages.
A deathly silence suddenly fell in the room.
- It's impossible," said Mirlén; "he wouldn't listen to me, and he'd probably finish me off
before I could even get close.
- Why did the School stop here, on this very island and at this very moment? said Dimas.
No doubt you had something to do with it.
- I barely had time to think about it, it was more like a flash of a second that I couldn't
hold back, and once I did, I couldn't undo it either, because the School no longer had the magical
energy to jump again," continued Mirlén, squinting her eyes again.
- May I speak freely to you, Mirlén? said Dimas to his old friend.
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- Don't you always do that, Magato? replied Mirlén, staring at the feline.
- I mean tell you here and now, in public," said Dimas.
- Go ahead, I have nothing to hide from those gathered here! said the boatman.
- Mirlén, you are and have been the mentor of all the teachers, the reference for all the students
and the inspiration for all of us. You have always led the School in a prudent way; but... lately
we have noticed you neglected, absent, down... and it is precisely now when we need you the
most. We know you've been through a lot lately and that you hold yourself responsible for giving
us information that turned out to be a trap, set by an evil being of a higher level, who has
returned to destroy us without further ado. Here is your hand Mirlén, the hand of Wo-Shikram.
We have all heard the story of the twenty-two wizards and their fight against this primeval God
of Evil, though I admit we always thought it was more legend than reality. We need you, my
friend! - We need you back!... and so does the Messiah, Hugo, Thanis, and Elissa herself," Dimas
said.
- Don't you dare utter his name, you bloody nosy cat! said Mirlén, standing up suddenly
with a frown on her face. Who do you think you are to reproach me for anything?
- I am your friend," said Dimas with the paintbrush in his hand, "and I will remain here
committed to you for everything you need.
- Damn it, Dimas! Mirlén replied grumpily. You cross the line between being
compromising and being meddlesome too easily....
Everyone watched the situation in stunned silence, a silence that filled the awkward scene that
this meeting had become. Mirlén let herself fall backwards, leaning back into the chair, which
creaked at the old wizard's unexpected movement. With a clearly tired attitude, she narrowed
her eyes again, sighing loudly and said, "Forgive me, I apologize to all of you. I have given my life
for the School and will continue to do so. It is true that I have been absent, but I would never let
my personal concerns jeopardize this institution. I have been busy thinking about our options,
searching for an alternative that would restore the School's spatio-temporal mobility," he said
as he stroked his long beard with one hand, while throwing his net into the center of the room
with the other hand, showing skill unbefitting his age. The net enveloped Wo-Shikram's huge
claw and, after a second, it passed through the floor with nothing to hold it back; the hand was
gone. The boatman went on:
- I've come into this room every day, sat and watched that hand for hours," said Mirlén,
getting up from her seat and leaning on the table. I'm sure its owner misses it and hates us even
more for taking it away from him. No doubt he'll come to get her back sooner rather than later.
Now I've sent it to another dimension, one that I use as an interdimensional dumping ground,
but it wouldn't hold a being as powerful as Wo-Shikram; I'm telling you this in case this absurd
idea is crossing your mind. Suddenly, Mirlén's eyes widened, like saucers, and her net glowed,
illuminating the room. "If we have cut off a hand, we can defeat him. It can be done! " -she said
in a hoarse, loud voice, making sure everyone heard. We need an army like the one Lúcer
proposes, to make the School a defensive fortress that will prove an easy environment for us,
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but a veritable nightmare for evil creatures that dare come to destroy us. The net rose again
and, maintaining its horizontality, levitated a meter high; after a few seconds, it began to create
three-dimensional folds that made up the grid of the School's plan, as it had done so many times
before, but with a series of different marks in a lighter color that nobody recognized; strange
hidden corridors unknown to everyone, even to Dimas and Lúcer, who looked at the threedimensional map in a strange way. One of the areas outside the School was highlighted in a
golden color, a place none of them had been to, but which was identified by those present in a
second: a cave on top of a promontory, where old Scorleon had decided to retire several tens of
years ago.
- This is the plan of the School, one that includes all the alterations to the building over
the last two hundred years; but as you will see, there are also a number of passages that were
originally made and have remained hidden for hundreds of years. The ancient Messiah told me
about them which, if used properly, can give us a huge tactical advantage in the face of an attack.
Another important advantage we should not overlook is that we are united, but the forces of
evil do not act as coordinated as we would expect. They are beings with egos as big as their size,
with a lust for power, for leveling up and moving up, who enjoy doing evil, even disobeying
orders from their direct bosses. Wo-Shikram knows this; any of his creatures would betray him
if they had the slightest chance of rising to demonic power and returning him back to his
confinement. Yet he has been able to organize them, to give them some collective consciousness
toward a common end, using power and destruction to do so. He knows that fear is a powerful
tool of persuasion and that is the basis of his leadership. After escaping from captivity, he has
killed hundreds of his own hosts to convince the rest that following and obeying him is the only
option. Surely this is the real reason why we have not been attacked in the weak situation we
are in; much relevant information about the school and its location is not being shared with this
Evil God; however, this does not mean it could not happen at any time. The boat began to
descend, coming within an inch of the boatman's floor. Mirlen stepped nimbly into it, saying,
"I'll leave you to discuss the technical details; Mirlen and Lúcer are in charge of everything. I
have to visit an old friend and convince him to be our general for the battle.
Again there was a stony silence in the room, and dozens of eyes were staring at the ferryman,
some of them about to pop out of their sockets. Dozens of eyes stared at the ferryman, some
about to pop out of their sockets. What had Mirlén just said?
Bujab, visibly upset and twitching in all directions (a clear example of the nervousness she was
experiencing) said:
- And the net? You can't leave it here; Escorleón would kill you at the drop of a hat.
- Then I will die in my friend's arms. I can't ask for a better death," Mirlén replied as the
boat began to move.
- Leave him alone, he knows what he's doing! said Dismas, as he picked up the picture
he had thrown on the floor in the first room, studying it calmly. In it, the boatman and Scorleon
were walking together, although the lion-scorpion's attitude was not at all friendly. In the boat,
about three feet off the ground, protruded a few glass jars with a black liquid inside and a wicker
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basket with several rolls of immaculate paper, a particularly coveted commodity at the moment.
However, the magician couldn't contain a sudden worry that had come to his mind: how would
Mirlén convince Escorleón to change his attitude after so many years of resentment? Dimas
couldn't see how Mirlén could convince him, considering what his paintings had told him about
the meeting between Escorleón and Hugo, which he preferred to keep secret in view of the boy's
voluntary silence regarding that episode that had almost cost him his life.

After Mirlén's departure, the group of teachers continued to discuss, pointing out the strategic
points of the school, studying every nook and cranny of those hidden corridors. Through the old
master's net, they were able to follow the progress of Mirlén's boat as it moved up the mound
until it reached the cave. Somehow, it seemed as if the boat and net were connected, and yet
Mirlén decided not to take it with her, for if used in the right way it was a powerful weapon of
great potency. The group assumed that leaving her main weapon at the school was a clear sign
of Mirlén's non-offensive intent towards her old friend, now mortal enemy. Mirlén was still a
powerful mage, but without his web, he could do little before Scorleon if Scorleon decided to
kill him on sight.
After ten hours of discussion, checking from time to time whether or not the boat was still in the
same position on the three-dimensional map, the teachers reached several agreements about
the role that each one would have. Dimas proposed to record these agreements in writing. He
walked over to a large bookshelf and picked up one of the old rolls of paper used for practicing
spells in the absence of immaculate paper.
- This very one will do," he said as he reviewed its contents, noting serious errors in the
written incantation, as well as erasures, showing a more than obvious lack of study in the last
student who had used it. He took one of his brushes and in the blink of an eye, he painted it
white, which allowed him to write without any problem on the papyrus, now without any
magical power, associated to the spells with previous mistakes. He began to write at a devilish
speed, which continued to amaze his fellow teachers. After two minutes, he began to read aloud
the proposals decided upon by the faculty, ideas that had come out of the individual
presentations of all present and the ensuing discussion:
Lúcer, while waiting for Escorleón to join the fight, would be in charge of security at the School,
controlling the entrance and coordinating the periodic guards on behalf of the students, an
activity that would also help them to increase their XP and therefore continue to increase their
progress. Lúcer's power would be key for the guards to report any unusual activity in the School.
In addition, Lúcer would be essential to transmit news and general orders as a telepathic
loudspeaker to all the members of the School.
Escorleón would be, as long as he joined the fight, in charge of planning the defensive strategy
against any possible attack. He would also be in charge of the instruction in the handling of
weapons and offensive and defensive objects.
Bujab would be in charge of supervising the new level changes and checking the improvements
in the powers of the evolved students, proposing the students who could get the title of teacher.
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Aquariam would be in charge of keeping the Life Energy Protection Spell intact, ensuring that no
student would die during duels with other students or possible fights against the forces of evil.
In the event of an attack, it would be Mirlén himself who would also enforce that this spell would
not be broken for any reason.
Ten-sion, a kind of mouse with a tail of thorns almost 2 meters long and capable of giving
paralyzing whips, would supervise the room managers, students of low levels whose objective
would be to control that the duels were developed as planned, between beings of similar levels.
It has been agreed that, due to the extreme situation, any being could challenge another of equal
or higher level, but never the other way around; this way, in case there were surprises in the
outcome of the fight in favor of the weaker ones, the lower level students would get double XP
for their expertise. Although at first the rodent proposed that the duels should be free, in order
to get the higher level students to level up as quickly as possible, it was discarded because of the
damage this could cause to the lower level students, by overloading the Vital Energy Protection
Spell, which took a large part of the residual Magical Energy.
Montelan, the grasshopper with spikes on his abdomen that could detect any magical vibration,
would be in charge of organizing special anti-portal patrols, scanning for possible
interdimensional holes that could be opened and would constitute holes in the School's security
not contemplated a priori.
Mirlén would be busy looking for an alternative in case the Magnificent Six Mission failed, trying
to get the energy needed to jump with the School at least one more time, waiting for a new
Messiah to be revealed if Wo-Shikram finally sacrificed the girl.
Dimas would replace Mirlén in any eventuality, including his own death. He would be the mentor
of the School when the old man was absent, coordinating all the work, introducing those
changes that his paintings suggested to avoid undesirable situations in the future. If Scorleon
joined the School, as he no doubt thought he would as a result of his painting, he could ask him
for the immaculate paper to write or paint spells of great magical power that, coupled with
knowledge of the new corridors, could give them a clear tactical advantage against the enemy.
- So we all agree? Dimas asked the group of teachers.
- Yes!" they all said in unison.
- In fact, and taking advantage of this meeting, I think we should make a sort of list of
what we expect from the students, a decalogue of mandatory compliance given the alarming
situation we are in," said Bujab as he swam in the air between his pomp-shaped energy shields.
- That is an excellent idea," said Magato. We should call all the students of the school to
a meeting in the Great Hall as soon as possible; we must begin the Plan as soon as possible.
Lúcer stepped forward for a moment and said, "I'll take care of it! His lights began to flicker and
all the students received the following message in their minds: Gather in the Great Hall. Now!
- Wow, that's short! said Ten-sion with a weak laugh.
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- No time for formalities; straight to the point," Lúcer replied, visibly annoyed. Besides,
I want to test a new ability of my powers that I have recently discovered. Let me see your
decalogue, Dimas.
- Marching! said Magato, typing at breakneck speed.
When the teachers finished the meeting, stopping only to drink water, they saw that Mirlén's
boat was still in exactly the same position, which began to sow doubts about the old fisherman's
integrity. What if Escorleón had killed him? What if he joined the forces of Evil against the
School? The hatred and resentment was already there.
- If Scorleon kills Mirlén and joins Wo-Shikram...we would be lost! said Aquariam
worriedly.
- I guess in that case we'd be "a little more lost" than we are right now," said Dimas
trying to take the heat off the matter as he looked at the huge amoeba that was starting to shake
again.
Aquariam took the hint; what was least needed in this uncertain situation was pessimism;
optimistic teachers would instill greater motivation in students who would have to defend not
only the School that had taken them in, but their own lives and therefore the future of their
home worlds. The teachers then left the room, checking first that the boat was still stranded on
the promontory next to the Cave. As they approached the Great Hall as a group, followed by
many of the students they had encountered on the way, heeding Lúcer's call, Merlin's net, now
without an audience, was still in place, suspended at the same height.
About ten minutes had passed since the convocation and all the members of the school were
already in the Great Hall. Dimas was pleased with the responsibility shown by his students,
aware of the importance of such an unexpected and vital meeting. There was a general murmur
that showed the tension and nervousness in many of the beings present, with more than
reasoned doubts about the future of the School and all its members. Dimas went up to the
pulpitum, a sort of tribune that could be accessed by climbing some stairs that revolved around
a column and that he used when Mirlén was not there and he had to address the whole school.
Following the protocol he had heard so often from the old boatman, he said, "Dear students!
Thank you for coming to this extraordinary convocation. As you can imagine, this is a delicate
situation that requires immediate answers. After several hours of meeting, we teachers have
created a kind of decalogue, some ideas that we think can work in the face of the extreme
situation of recent lack of protection in which our School has fallen. Many of these points
concern you, so we ask you not only for your collaboration so that they are fulfilled by everyone
to the letter, but also for your commitment to do it individually. We know we are asking a lot of
you, but the future of the School, our survival and even that of your home worlds, is at stake,
threatened by an ancient evil force that has managed to gather in a single army all the forces of
evil. We are the only thing standing in their way to stop this from happening, so we ask you to
make a major effort to prevent this fatal outcome or, at least, to slow it down as much as possible
while we find another solution. Some of the points in the Decalogue are delicate, we know that;
but we see no other solution at the moment.
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Dimas stopped talking for a moment to listen to the sound of the room. No sound, not even a
whisper or a cough, reached Magato's fine ears. He took out the used paper and turned it over,
placing it in front of Lúcer. "Lúcer, your turn! Show us that new skill you've developed." Lúcer
looked at the paper with the decalogue on it; he concentrated with one of his bulbous hands
touching his temple as his lights flickered at high speed, but this time in an orderly fashion, back
and forth, as if in a sort of back-and-forth; if Hugo had been in the room, it would no doubt have
reminded him of the bars showing the progress in downloading a file from the cloud; but none
of these beings had ever seen or needed a computer, so, none more could imagine it. Suddenly,
the dials went dark. "I think that's it! It will be enough if you repeat the word 'Decalogue' in your
head for this image to appear clearly in your mind; with a double blink, you will be able to stop
seeing it again. It is an induced image that will now always be with you, at least as long as we
remain in this very complicated situation. All the students, including the teachers, did the test:
the result was surprising; they could clearly see the paper painted by Dimas with the Decalogue
perfectly numbered. The sensation was very similar to that expressed by some people with an
eidetic memory of the real world, better known as photographic memory, something that would
undoubtedly come in handy for the exams. The teachers looked expectantly at the gestures of
the students, who were concentrating on going over each and every point of the Decalogue,
some of them showing surprise and others frowning. Everyone would have to make important
sacrifices, something that seemed more than clear to the whole auditorium.

PREVENTIVE DECALOGUE. ALARM SITUATION.

RECONSTRUCTION: Reconstruction activities by the students will be stopped in all but the most
important rooms, focusing only on the rooms planned for combat. The captive spiders will be in
charge of two guards who will take eight-hour shifts. The spiders will be chained in pairs, working
on the reconstruction of these rooms. If they want to earn a living and not end their lives, they
will have to work like everyone else.
PRESENT CLASSES: all theoretical face-to-face classes would be eliminated. Students would
study spells and incantations in the evenings during their break times, until they had mastered
at least a total of ten of the hundreds available according to their level, which students could
examine from the many magical treatises in the library.
Duels: Duels will be boosted as a quick way to increase XP and therefore reach the level changes
as soon as possible. In addition to fighting with their powers, they must receive instruction in
the handling of weapons, such as daggers, swords, axes, halberds, maces..., as well as defensive
objects: helmets, helmets, chain mail, etc.
SCHOOL PLAN: the students will also have to study the school in depth, including the new
passages and how to activate them, as well as assimilate the strategies designed by the teachers,
who will absolutely listen to everything they tell them.
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GUARDS: the security of the School will be reinforced by three guard shifts; these shifts will
break up the training activity, but will also have their assignment in XP.
GUIDING SYSTEM AND MINIMUM LIFE ENERGY SPELL: part of the magical energy will be diverted
to the restoration of the guidance system to facilitate the search for the person / s / as you need
to find at all times. The rest of the Magical Energy will be used to protect the Minimum Vital
Energy Spell. This will require a daily donation of magical power accumulated during the day. It
would be a kind of suction, which would help maintain the basic functions of the school. This
voluntary donation will also be done in shifts, to avoid surprise attacks in front of a group of
students without energy. The so-called mythological basin would be recovered for this purpose,
at the suggestion of one of Dimas' paintings. Abandoned in one of the storerooms, but very used
in other times as a way of welcoming the new incorporations, it was the previous Messiah who
finally rejected its use. Placed again in the Auditorium, it would be the device in charge of milking
a small part of the magical energy accumulated throughout the day, both students and teachers.
Dimas created a magic spell on the water, so that any being who put part of his body in the
water, would give part of his magical energy in favour of the School. Dimas himself established
a very ingenious system of changing the color of the water with one of his paints, which would
warn the donor when to remove his hands, to avoid as much as possible an excess of extra
donation and the subsequent magical fatigue.
THE WELL: any being currently in the Well will be pardoned, in exchange for working hard to
regain their honor, their initial XP and the trust of their teachers and classmates; anyone who
from now on would break the decalogue in any of its parts, would be accused of treason and
would suffer the Well for weeks, feeding only on water and bread.
MASTERS IN PRACTICE: the most powerful students with Levels 8 and 9 will be eligible to become
Masters. In these special cases, a committee formed by three teachers and Dimas himself, will
examine each applicant separately. These tests will be brief but intense, always during break
times, and the teachers will recommend the most advanced pupils to sit them. After obtaining
the title of Master, it will be possible to access higher level spells and incantations, impossible
to control by students of lower levels.
DEFENSE: in case of attack, each student will have a previously agreed defensive position that
will be rehearsed daily, to a telepathic sound signal through Lúcer.
The school will be in a state of alertness, which will mean that there will be no time for leisure;
what little time is available will be used for rest and study. All pupils will have to be extremely
committed at this point, as everyone's life will depend on small decisions such as these.

After five minutes of absolute silence, more than enough time to assimilate the new information
at Dimas' discretion, Lúcer took the floor with a thunderous voice, speaking directly into
everyone's mind: "This is what we have now, this is what we are and this is what we will do! If
any of you doubt that you can follow these points, let them gather their things and leave right
now, without reprisal, without reproach... A back door exit is as worthy as any other; however,
if you do not doubt, I promise you as Guardian of the School, that even wounded and tired, we
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will support each other, all together... We will succeed! We will save the School and our
homeworlds! Now, you may retire. At ease. We will start the new system at dawn.
The silence in the room was sepulchral; the students gradually withdrew, some worried, others
with renewed courage and energy. It would be a long night, where few would sleep in peace.
While the students were processing these new requirements, something was changing in room
222: Dimas' net began to vibrate, suddenly dropping to the floor like a lifeless rag, losing its
three-dimensional appearance for an instant. After a few minutes, the three-dimensional map
recomposed itself again, keeping everything the same in appearance except for one small detail:
the boat appeared and disappeared, in an intermittent state, which would undoubtedly have
worried any being who had witnessed such a phenomenon.
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15. THE ENTOURAGE IN TROUBLE
The group headed for the entrance to the Park. A huge wall of vegetation appeared before them,
so lush that they couldn't see anything on the other side. It was made up of some sort of tall
hedges, about five meters high, as Tunaru had already told them. Two trees marked the entrance
to the labyrinth. They were leaning, one on top of the other, so that their branches hugged each
other. The lateral roots were visible, so that the tree on the right was clearly shaped like the
number 2. The tree on the left was almost the same, but inverted, as if it were the reflection of
its twin. As the party advanced towards the entrance, the perspective became even clearer.
Hugo stopped suddenly and exclaimed:
- It can't be! But how is it possible?
- What is it, Hugo? asked Thanis interested.
- It has the same shape, it follows me wherever I go," Hugo replied nervously. Reaching
into his cloth bag, he pulled out the key-not-key and showed it to everyone.
- Well, clearly this can't be a mere coincidence! said Erizorro, examining the key-not a
close key.
- It is an object left to me by my father, or at least that's what I thought; I am more and
more sure that it really belonged to my mother. Escorleón himself assured me so.
- I suppose one day you'll have to tell us about your encounter with Scorleon. Is he as
powerful as they say? Thanis asked.
- Now is not the time; but I assure you that he is the most powerful being I have ever
met," said Hugo as he was about to put the object back in his bag. Suddenly, a small jolt of
electricity came out of nowhere and landed on the metal object, causing Hugo to drop the keynot-key to the floor, while touching his fingertips in an obvious gesture of numbness in his
fingers.
- You seem to have dropped this, little boy," said Trantor as he picked up the object and
handed it back to Hugo. Arana stepped between them and took the key from him with incredible
speed, making sure it wasn't electrified before returning it to its rightful owner.
- Uhhhh, what a genius the little spider has! - grinned Trantor in amusement. Did you
know that thanks to me the human knew he had moving parts to get to that final key form?
Arana turned with the key-not-key back to Trantor, picking it up as if it were a dagger and raising
it to the centipede's abdomen.
- How frightening! Do you want to open my shell with that key? I don't have a lock like
that," said Trantor, laughing loudly. Arana, in one swift movement, moved several of the object's
mechanisms, suddenly becoming the sharp stiletto, a full-fledged weapon with a sharp,
menacing look that astonished Trantor himself.
- Do you want me to make you a lock with this key? I assure you I'll do it without a
problem, and gladly, too. If a small dagger of the Dark Souls almost finished you, I assure you
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that this will fit up to the hilt as if nothing," said Anaraña, tired of Trántor's hostile attitude
towards his friend. Hugo stepped between the two and taking the stiletto from Arana, he
returned it to the form of a key.
- It's all right, Arana. Relax," the boy said as he slowly pushed her to the side so they
could talk for a moment away from everyone else. We are all a group now and we have a clear
mission," he continued. We have lost several of our members and we need each other more
than ever. Trantor needs us and we need him if we are to get out of this place as quickly as
possible. I ask you to please relax with him. He hasn't messed with me in a while; it seems that
ignoring him is working better than confronting me or giving him the attention he would like.
- I hate it when he tries to make a fool of you in front of everyone, waiting for an
aggressive reaction from you that never comes. I'd hit him like this and like that," said Arana as
he swung his front paws like an experienced boxer.
- I'd rather you didn't interfere in my relationship with Trantor, whatever it is," said
Hugo, clearly annoyed.
- All right, Hugo, whatever you want! And turning around he went in the direction of the
rest of the group, who were looking perplexed at the whole situation. Hugo came up to them
and said, "Well, here we are! In the Labyrinth of the Unwary; since none of us are, we can't miss
this Mission. It's a cinch!" " said Hugo winking at Thanis, who smiled at the boy's verbosity. Hugo
stepped ahead of the group and stood just inside the entrance, between the two trees, looking
at what was in front of him; a mere five meters away, a portion of hedge about two meters wide,
opened up before them. On the ground, the blood mark parched with three fingers, confirmed
Tunaru's story about his father's Eldritch's hard way out. Hugo pulled the ball of red wool from
his side pocket, tied it to one of the trees and, untangling it, held the thread taut as he headed
for the door in the hedge.
- Is our exit going to depend on this thread of wool? Trantor laughed out loud. Without
apparent show of attention, the centipede readied the back of its body, which ended in two very
sharp, scissor-like appendages. In one swift motion, it tried to cut the thread, which seemed like
a simple task, but was met with unexpected elastic resistance. He gave it two more slashes, with
the same result. "But what the hell?" said Trantor, visibly confused. The thread was made of a
fiber that deformed, which by all accounts gave it incredible strength. "I figured you'd try
something like that, Trantor," said Hugo in amusement. That's why I didn't tell you what Tunaru
said in my ear, that the thread was unbreakable, made with strands from the borders of
Serpentity itself, a very tough elastic fabric, probably magically protected as well. Trantor,
wounded in his pride, grumbled and scampered forward, while voltaic arcs emanated from his
paws, which he used to do when he was clearly annoyed. Meanwhile, Arana had picked up one
of the fallen branches at the foot of the two trees at the entrance, a knotted and rather battered
branch, which as a weapon, left much to be desired.
The group entered the labyrinth. Suddenly, a dull sound came from behind them; the entrance
had disappeared. However, the thread still held the tension. Arana approached the end of the
thread and tried unsuccessfully with the branch to create a sort of hole around it. Nothing
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happened. The dense foliage moved as if it were alive, again engulfing the leaves displaced by
Arana. Without a word, the little spider removed the strands that covered the small wound it
had on one of its front legs, practically healed due to the arachnid's healing saliva. He took the
branch and placed one of the tips over the wound, stirring it just enough to get a drop of blood
soaking into the small wood. Then he repeated the previous motion: he brought the
bloodstained branch close to the hedge at a slant, where the sparse blood swirled, just at the
point where the thread was lost. The hedge opened suddenly, leaving a hole through which the
two trees at the entrance were visible. A whooshing sound broke the air and the hole suddenly
closed, cutting the branch cleanly at a 45-degree angle, followed by the sound of the leaf
regaining its position. Thanis, who had watched the whole scene, shared his thoughts with the
group, "Thanks to our little friend we know a little more about this maze. The hedge is a type of
living organism; I would venture to say that since we are in the snake's gut, it would certainly act
like the intestinal flora, allowing it to defend itself against bacteria, disease or viruses. If a living
tissue comes near it, it reacts by opening up like a mouth and then cuts it open. So, lesson 1
learned: Do not touch the hedge under any circumstances! "but the koala could not finish the
sentence; a muffled scream made them turn their heads towards the wall of vegetation behind
them. Six bony paws with knife-sharp claws moved rhythmically trying to get out of the hedge,
before the hissing sound ended the life of the newcomer who had fallen backwards against the
deadly vegetation. Trantor was in a strange position, standing twisted. Hugo was reminded of
the position of a Yudoka who had just performed a headlock, throwing his opponent into the
air.
- While you guys are doing experiments, someone has to take the garbage out of this
dump," said Trantor, resuming his usual position.
- What was that? Erizorro asked, automatically loading his bow with one of his rear quills.
- You can ask his brothers yourself," said Trantor, pointing with his paws to the corridor
on the left. They all turned in unison, as if in slow motion: four dog-like beings, with large jaws
surrounded by several rows of teeth, were secreting a yellowish saliva as they stared at them
with unfriendly faces. They had six sharp-clawed legs and a spear-tipped tail that glowed in the
orange light, as if it were made of some kind of metal. One of them, larger than the rest, began
to walk towards the group, while the three behind waited uneasily. When it was about ten yards
from the group it howled a low sound, which caused the beings behind it to activate as if by a
spring effect, running towards the newcomers at great speed. An arrow-shaped quill shot
through the air at the would-be leader, who effortlessly flicked it away with his tail just as the
arrow was headed for his chest. Erizorro hadn't expected such dexterity, but he wasn't about to
give in to these canines. He drew his bow again, aiming at one of the three creatures that came
running towards them at high speed. When he had it in range, he deliberately deflected the bow
to the right; the arrow flew through the air again, hitting the hedge and thus seeming to miss.
But nothing could be further from the truth: the arrow had bounced off the hedge due to the
precise inclination of the shot, hitting the side of the chest of one of the running dogs, who
immediately fell lifeless to the ground. The other two were already a few yards away; one of
them leapt at Thanis, who disappeared into thin air, leaving the beast confused and turning its
head in all directions to try and find its prey. Suddenly, an electric current petrified its body,
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emitting an intermittent sound caused by its teeth clacking together incessantly. Trantor grinned
from six feet away, his forelegs emitting a small wisp of smoke. Canine number three lunged at
Hugo, who was desperately trying to pull the sword of the Dark Souls from his pouch. The hilt
resisted him, catching in the very opening of the pouch, the result of fear and nervousness. The
canine leapt at him, while the claws of its forelegs opened like a fan, showing the lethality with
which they were designed. Arana, in one swift movement, had positioned herself in front of
Hugo, crouching down, watching the strange creature fly towards the human's chest. Using the
small piece of branch that she had not yet released, she stabbed it deep into the belly of the
animal in mid-flight, which fell to the ground circling several times amidst dying howls. Hugo,
with the sword already in his hand, finished off the task before the animal that was trying to get
up, cutting off its head with a slash. The leader of the herd howled in pain, to see his children
die before the apparent weakness of these strangers, which in principle, they were going to
serve as food for the next few days. He set his sights on Hugo, that strange being who appeared
the weakest and who was clearly not capable of handling the weapon he held in his hands. He
zig-zagged and ran, dodging several of Thanis's blasts as well as Erizorro's arrows, his tail arching
forward so that he could deflect the arrows fired at him into the nearest hedge wall. Thanis and
Arana were in front of the boy, but the beast interrupted his run with a sort of skid, dragging his
tail and sweeping Thanis and Arana into the air and crashing to the ground. The canine, regaining
his position, began to spin around Hugo, making the boy get in the way of Erizorro and Thanis'
attack trajectory; in this way, he was able to block the attacks from a distance, being able to
focus only on the small human in front of him. Thanis and Arana were struggling to get up from
the ground, obviously shaken by the blow. The canine lashed out at Hugo with its tail, but the
boy, gripping the sword with both hands, managed to deflect the attack. Several thrusts were
repulsed in the same way, so he tried a combined attack, using his tail and his open claws, getting
the expected result: Hugo could only deflect the tail, but the demon dog caught Hugo's thigh,
which emitted a sharp cry of pain as he felt the claws piercing his skin, piercing the Levis trousers
that his aunt had bought him with so much sacrifice. Thanis suddenly appeared at his side, a
bump on his head, holding one of the darts Tunaru had given him. He had taken the first one
from the case and jabbed it into the canine's neck, as the tail tried to jab the tip into Hugo's face
with erratic, jerky movements. Hugo looked at the beast's face: the mouth, full of teeth,
reminded him of the Spielberg film Jaws 3, which had given him so many nightmares as a child,
while his mother reproached his father for having allowed his son to watch a film that was not
recommended for his age. After a few seconds, the creature froze, rolled its eyes and collapsed
in poison, falling soundly and rigidly to one side.
Hugo's blood began to ooze out of his pants. Arana tore the fabric and proceeded to bite him,
sucking out any possible poison to spit it on the ground. She then secreted her healing saliva
onto the wound, finally stopping the bleeding with her strands of webbing.
- Thank you, Arana. It hardly hurts anymore," Hugo lied. How are you?

3

Jaws is a 1975 American horror film by legendary film director Steven Spielberg.
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- Fine, I'm an invertebrate after all; however, I do have a slight headache. Thanis
approached Hugo, taking an interest in his already pitiful body, full of wounds and scars
unbecoming of a boy of his age.
- Are you all right? - asked the koala.
- Yes, it was nothing. A little kiss of welcome," said Hugo, smiling and grimacing with his
mouth, while he felt the healing bubbles inside him.
Trántor and Erizorro were each guarding the flanks of the corridor.
- And how are you, Thanis? Hugo asked. You've got a big bump.
- I've always wanted one of this size; you can't even imagine how hard it is for me, no
matter how hard I try," laughed the Koala. If I had teleported, I wouldn't have been able to show
it off properly... Well, I have to admit that it caught me by surprise and I didn't have time to
react.
- Really, Thanis, are you worried about your powers? Hugo asked, interested.
- A little bit, I have to admit; my arm still hurts and in order to teleport, I use the energy
from both of them. It's like a bird with a damaged wing: it will always fly in circles. It also doesn't
help that I'm not at rest, as Mirlén suggested.
You could tell Thanis missed the old master, the one who had cared for him like a father and had
now disowned him in public. "I realise now...I may never see him again and I would not want my
last conversation with him to be the one we had at the School. I don't want to remember our
life together with that sad ending," Thanis said with shining eyes.
Hugo tapped him on the shoulder and said:
- I'm sure he's proud of you; he just didn't want you to expose yourself to real danger,
when your powers are clearly diminished. You can have that conversation, don't worry; we're
all doing our best to get back safely, though the dangers are more than obvious.
- Thank you, Hugo. I hope you're right and we'll soon be together again," Thanis said as
he wiped his teary eyes.
- Less tearing and more moving," Trantor said. Whoever lives here has sent their dogs
to welcome us. I guess the good stuff will start now.
- You're right, Trantor, I think so too," exclaimed Hugo, as he picked up the ball of wool
from the floor and got up with a slight limp. Let's go and find the owner of these beasts.
The group followed the corridor to the left, which turned right in about a hundred yards. The
view down the corridor to the right was very similar, so Hugo continued to untangle the tangle.
At the end of the corridor, they took the path to the right, which split in two.
- Left or right? said Thanis.
- Right," said Hugo. If we alternate, maybe we'll get to the center sooner.
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- I'm not sure about that, but we have nothing better to do but choose blindly. The
important thing is that we don't end up in a place we've already been," said the koala.
taut.

- Well, that's what we have the ball of yarn for," said Hugo, always keeping the thread

Erizorro was leading the party with his loaded bow, always looking in all directions. Trantor
stayed in the rear, for he was able to turn his head 180 degrees in full forward motion. It was
curious, for no one had determined the place of everyone in the group, but everyone, including
Trantor himself, knew that this was the best way to move forward and not be caught off guard.
Hugo thought about it for a moment and decided to draw his sword again; better to have it
equipped in his hand than in his sack in case of danger. He tried to draw it as he walked, but he
was having trouble keeping the ball taut in his other hand. Thanis watched the scene with a
smile. The boy was trying hard to be as self-reliant as possible, but he was still a child. He thought
of a way to offer him help without doubting his abilities.
- Do you want me to take care of the ball, Hugo?
- Don't worry, Thanis; you still have one arm in a sling," the boy replied.
- Yes, but I can disappear for an instant and reappear again, which has saved me from
many dangers. Besides, we need you to be able to swing your sword in case of danger, boy,"
Thanis said, knowing that this might help Hugo to give in.
- You're right, Thanis. I don't want to expose any of you by not being able to draw a
sword in time. Here's the ball; just keep it taut, will you? said Hugo.
- No problem," replied the koala.
Trantor stopped suddenly. It began to circle in place, at full speed, looking in all directions and
upward toward what looked like an orange sky, but never really was. Arana approached the
huge centipede, looking in all directions, expecting an imminent attack from some strange being
that had so far shown no signs of life. Trantor, in one swift movement, caught one of the spider's
legs with his jaws, catching it completely off guard, letting out a high-pitched startled sound. In
less than the blink of an eye, an arrow sliced through the air, passing within two centimeters of
one of the centipede's eyes and into the hedge, which had opened and then cut the barb flush.
- Drop it," Erizorro shouted from the front of the line, "or I promise I won't miss next
time, Trantor. The centipede lowered its torso in an attitude to drop Arana to the ground but
what it did was totally unexpected for everyone: taking momentum from bottom to top with its
neck, it threw Arana upwards at great speed. Everyone stood motionless and horrified, watching
as the little spider flew through the air, reaching higher and higher. As she reached nearly five
meters, a sharp thud sounded, clearly showing that something physical prevented the ascent
beyond the height of the hedges, as if a translucent film covered the apparent sky; the skin of
Serpentidad's intestine was tougher than it seemed because of its deceptive transparency.
Arana tumbled endlessly, spinning uncontrollably to the ground, while Hugo and Thanis ran to
her aid, aware that they would not arrive in time to prevent her fall. Thanis stood upright on his
hind legs again, this time resting only on a small portion of his belly, giving him an impressive
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height, as he caught the spider again with his forelegs, dropping it carefully between his pairs of
legs to the ground, where Arana landed safely.
- What the hell is the matter with you, Trantor? Hugo shouted angrily and at the same
time worried about the Spider's integrity.
- Nothing, I wanted to do a little experiment myself," said Trantor in amusement. Hugo
approached, swinging his sword hostilely at the huge centipede. This time, it was Arana who
stood between them.
- Easy, Hugo," said Arana as she pushed him by the hips. I know what Trantor wanted to
do; he was just trying to find out if by throwing me up in the air, he could see part of the path of
the labyrinth and get some clue that would lead us to the center, right, Trantor? said Arana.
- I suppose so," said Trantor sarcastically, twisting his smile that showed that his act
could have been either an act of revenge against the spider, or an experiment to help the group
get to the center as soon as possible; with Trantor, anything could be, but what was clear was
that you couldn't trust him," thought Hugo with a loud sigh.
An arrow flew through the air again, striking Trantor squarely in the crook of the neck, bouncing
off with great violence and sticking in the hedge.
- Damn Erizorro, you're going to find out! he said really angry, charging three balls of
electric energy between his paws. Erizorro looked at him in surprise, as he remained in the same
position, bow unloaded, not knowing what had happened. Thanis looked at the arrow stuck
deep in the hedge, a long black date with feathers on the end. It remained stuck without
producing any reaction in the hedge, nothing like the barbs that Erizorro was shooting, and
which, in the end, were mostly made up of the Hedgehog's living tissue (hair and keratin,
mostly), thus causing the reaction in the hedge. Glancing to either side, he spotted two figures
in the shadows, quickly sounding the alarm, "Attention, friends; we have company! “.
The group stood in the middle of a corridor; on either side, two strange beings with the body of
a horse and the torso, arms and head of a man appeared, holding a shining metal bow in their
left arm. On their backs, a large spear was held by a kind of girth. Hugo had seen these beings in
some books on ancient mythology that his aunt had in the living room and that distracted him
while she watched the heart programs on television, which Hugo called funny bowel programs,
due in part to the filth (for lack of a better and more vulgar word) of the news they broadcast.
The boy looked at the incredibly imposing beings. They were erect and arrogant, showing
enormous self-assurance as they moved their legs as if in a dressage exercise. He thought he
remembered that they were called Centaurs or something similar, and it was possible that there
was some constellation or star with the same name in the real world. In fact, they reminded him
of the icon of his own Zodiac Sign: Sagittarius. In a situation as dangerous as this, the boy kept
thinking about science class and the test he would have to take upon his return to the real world.
Making a mental effort, he remembered: "Constellation The Centaur, a constellation that was
located to the north of the Milky Way, configured by a group of stars that reminded him of the
figure of these beings. Wait a minute... what the hell am I doing going over the science exam
right now? Hugo thought to himself. That exam won't kill me, but possibly these beings will if I
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don't focus right now," the boy repeated to himself internally. One of the Centaurs stepped
forward and spoke to them in a loud voice:
- That's as far as you've come, strangers! You'll go no further! he said threateningly.
- We just want to get to the center, folks; we just need to talk to the first inhabitant of
Serpentidad," Thanis said with his hands wide open, clearly conciliatory.
- Who says that Melquiades wants to see you? He chooses his visits, there are no
audiences for you or for anyone else," answered the other Centaur in an extremely arrogant
attitude.
- We don't want any trouble," said Hugo, stepping in front of Thanis. If you could take
us downtown, I'm sure Melquiades himself will thank you. We have some very juicy presents for
him," he said, waving the bag around his waist.
- It doesn't look like that sack could hold anything juicy enough for anyone; besides, it's
strange that you tell us you're not looking for trouble with a gleaming sword in your hand,"
replied the first Centaur visibly fidgeting, as his legs moved up and down on the spot, bending
at the knees, as if he were dancing on the spot. Also, there's the archer...an interesting bow,
though I don't think it's up to par with ours.
quills.

- I don't even have arrows anymore," Erizorro replied, hiding the magical power of his

- Are you sure? said the second Centaur, while the group followed the conversation with
both beings, following them with their eyes all the time, shaking their heads to both sides in a
clear situation of distrust. I think the boy has a... Suddenly, an arrow shot with incredible
precision from the bow of Centaur number one, seeking Hugo's heart and thus the
demoralization of the group. Erizorro drew his bow at great speed and one of its barbs hit the
launched arrow, deflecting its trajectory at the last moment, saving poor Hugo from imminent
death.
- Well, well, I didn't see that coming! I guess that's the end of the talk," they said as they
trotted towards each other, drawing both bows.
Arana moved forward towards Centaur number one, while dodging several arrows with great
skill by doing side flips, ducking and jumping at the last moment. Thanis, knowing that he would
have to close the distance even further to be able to use his electrical powers with precision,
deflected several arrows using his carapace, sometimes with real danger to his own companions,
who could not foresee a change of trajectory in time and that almost cost Thanis his life, when
he received an arrow right between his torso and his arm arched by the sling, in that small space
that seemed ridiculous to him but was enough to not receive any damage. Centaur number 1
then took aim at Thanis, but the arrow missed its target; that koala had disappeared right in
front of his eyes, leaving the poor centaur perplexed and confused what had just happened. An
arrow-shaped barb whistled through the air, sticking into his left shoulder, causing him to drop
his bow to the ground. The Centaur, with a cry of pain, released the spear from his right side
and, grasping the spear like a pike, charged at full speed at a gallop, as knights did in medieval
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jousting, aiming the point at Hugo, clearly the weaker opponent, who was grasping the twohanded sword without any confidence whatsoever. A mere two meters away, the Centaur
received strands of webbing in his eyes, destabilizing him. As he tried unsuccessfully to remove
them with the hand of his wounded arm, he ran over the group due to his transient blindness,
which had to jump aside as the equine passed uncontrollably with spear at the ready. Trantor,
hurrying as fast as he could, dodged the spear Centaur at the last second, who was still in his
blind attack towards his adversaries, crashing headlong into his companion, Centaur number
two who, busy with his bow, had become unconcerned with his companion's charge, causing
both beings to fall on their sides. Still shaken by the blow, the Spear Centaur managed to free
himself from the web as he tried to disengage his spear from beneath the two animals.
Staggering to his feet, he looked up at his companion, who was holding his bow, as he let out a
terrible, low, piercing scream. Blood gushed from his chest, brutally pierced by his companion's
spear. Centaur number one let out a high-pitched scream as he saw his badly wounded
companion spitting blood, trying unsuccessfully to extract the spear from his chest, embedded
more than half a meter into the torso of the dying animal. With no operative weapons and still
half stunned by the blow, Centaur number one decided to flee, running the two hundred yards
to the next bend.
- He's getting away! shouted Trantor. Erizorro drew his bow and aimed at the equine's
back, but the arrow stuck in the horse's rump, and the horse galloped on with a slight limp on
its right side. Erizorro looked down at the ground; three feet away rested the incredible centaur
bow. It had some magnificent engravings that could be seen along an exquisite carving. He was
surprised at how light the bow was, despite its enormous size. He took one of its barbs and drew
the bow taut. The Centaur would be about 180 yards away, too great a distance for an accurate
and precise shot. He concentrated as he had done thousands of times before and threw the
spike, which shot out at a speed of over 200 meters per second, striking the Centaur's neck
almost as soon as it was thrown. Centaur number one fell crashing to the ground tumbling
forward, creating a cloud of dust that engulfed the animal for a moment.
- Wow, what a magnificent bow! said Erizorro.
- It's yours," said Thanis. His owners won't need him any more. You have saved us, friend
Erizorro, for no doubt that equine was about to raise the alarm, and who knows how many
demons would have come at once.
- I've always used my father's bow," said Erizorro, picking it up from the ground.
- Well, you're lucky to have a magic sack," Arana said with a shrug of what might have
been her shoulders.
Erizorro reached into his bag and pulled out a metal ball in the shape of a Hedgehog. He put it
back into the bag, this time taking out a spiked mace; he looked at it and, unconvinced to leave
it, returned it to the bag. Finally, he took out a kind of small bottle with a bluish liquid in it.
- Well, I was saving it, but maybe the time has come. It's an energy renewal potion I
bought from an old elf a few years ago.
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- Is it safe? Thanis said.
- No idea, we'll have to try it. And without saying a word, he took a sip in full view of
everyone. Suddenly, Erizorro's attitude changed; his posture seemed more upright, with more
vitality.
- Wow, I feel rejuvenated, as if I've taken two hundred years off!
- Give me some, Pincho-face," demanded Trantor, approaching the Hedgehog. You owe
me after you shot me with one of your arrows.
- They are not arrows, but barbs; and I assure you, if I had wanted to hurt you, I would
have done it without any problem," answered the Hedgehog as he offered him the potion.
Thanis took the vial from him in one swift movement and took a good sip. Everyone thought he
would finish the potion but, oddly enough, he left some of it behind, sharing it with Thanis, Arana
and Hugo. No doubt the centipede thought about his options: without his companions, he would
have no chance of getting out of there alive and the chances of mission success increased if they
worked as a group. They all drank the strange fluid, in time to watch as Erizorro tucked the
familiar bow into the pouch, leaving the empty potion on the ground next to Centaur number
two. Thanis approached the dying Centaur and asked:
- How do we get to the center? Tell us, please! We don't want to hurt anyone, least of
all Melquíades. The Centaur laughed, spitting blood in a choppy manner.
- Melchiades will have no mercy on you; you will be food for his... At that moment, a
monumental electric current coursed through the Centaur's body, tensing his body and
chattering his teeth in a strange and no doubt painful grimace that lasted for at least a minute,
as Trantor held his voltaic arcs and a wicked grin crept across his face.
- Why did you kill him? said Thanis.
- I didn't kill him, his stupid partner did. This one, I had it in for him. He tried to kill me,
so I decided that the pleasure of returning the gesture was mine alone. This vermin wasn't going
to die without suffering; besides, a creature like this, even dying, will surely bring me a good
amount of XP...
- But he was talking, Trantor... maybe he would have given us relevant information to
get out of this damned labyrinth," said Hugo, tired of the centipede's comings and goings.
- You're too naive, little boy. This wingless Pegasullo wasn't going to tell us anything, or
worse, he could have sent us into some trap, just like that stick insect I caught... Don't you know
that you can't trust a dying creature that just minutes before tried to kill you? Didn't they teach
you that in the school of your world? Thanis, still on his knees, stood up, scowling at the huge
centipede, which had regained its resting position, which he used to recharge his energy.
- How dare you call him 'Pegasullo'? Thanis glared at him with extreme spite, "I'm not
going to let that disrespect go! - he exclaimed as he removed his sling... Our comrade died in the
midst of combat, and you would have almost died as well if Arana hadn't extracted the poison
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and sealed the wound. Apologize immediately, or I promise before the rest of my comrades that
at this very moment....
- And what are you going to do? Disappear and show up in the same place scaring me
to death? Or are you going to ask your human friend to tickle me with the sword he can't handle?
You guys are pathetic. Only the prick-face is doing the job on this mission. Thanis approached
Trantor, while the centipede looked on in amusement. He clenched his fists tightly as he rolled
his injured shoulder after the battle with the spiders. Without a word, he approached the
centipede and touched it on its abdomen: both beings suddenly disappeared, appearing five
meters high, right at the vertical limit of the labyrinth, falling heavily to the ground, except
Thanis, who disappeared again, appearing safe and sound standing next to Hugo. The centipede
fell head over heels, making a loud noise, taking a few seconds to react, shaking his head to
either side visibly in shock. Thanis approached it again and this time touched it on the back,
repeating the same scene but this time falling arched over, as the centipede writhed in pain,
some of its legs clearly dislocated.
- I can play this little game all afternoon! - Thanis said, turning to the centipede, who
was looking at him with a very different look, less arrogant than usual.
- All right, Thanis. That's enough, I've made my point!...
Thanis vanished, appearing this time over Trantor's head. In a second, they had vanished again;
this time, the fall was even more painful for the centipede, as Thanis appeared calmly at the
boy's side.
- Stop, please! said Trantor as he backed away, keeping his distance from the Koala, "I'm
sorry I said the winged horse's name!....
- His name was Pegasullo; I want you to repeat his name and speak of him with respect,"
Thanis said as he began to walk back to the bruised centipede.
- It's all right. I'm sorry. I'm sorry... okay? I'm sorry for using Pegasullo's name in vain.
Forgive me! Forgive me, everyone! ..." said Thanis visibly uncomfortable at having to apologize
in front of everyone. Hugo stepped between them, saying to Thanis:
- Come on, it's not worth it. We've got to keep going. Besides, we have great news.
- What news is that? Thanis said, still staring at Trantor. That your powers are back! You
can teleport! said Hugo, grabbing Thanis by the shoulders, who yelped in pain as he couldn't
stand the pressure Hugo was putting on his still sore shoulder.
- I'm sorry Thanis, I forgot in my excitement," said the boy.
The koala immediately changed the gesture to the friendly face he always had, saying:
- It's true, I was so pissed off I didn't even notice!
- Do you think you could teleport to the other side of the wall? - Erizorro asked.
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- I'm not sure, I can only teleport to places I see at this very moment; I've never tried to
teleport blindly, as my particles would recompose in a place that could be occupied by a being
or any obstacle, which would kill me at that very moment. No one in my family has ever been
able to do it, although technically, even with a lot of concentration, I could try. Anyway, in this
case, considering that this wall is a living organism, I don't think I could atomically pass through
it. We've already seen what it does when it detects living organisms.
- That option is out of the question; we must go on," said Hugo, picking up the ball and
handing it back to Thanis.
The group began to walk at a brisk pace, still euphoric from the extra energy of the potion, in a
state of excitement befitting of what had just happened only minutes before: the confrontation
with two of the most incredible beings they had ever seen.
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16. AN UNEXPECTED EVENT
The party began to move, but this time, following a central corridor instead of the side corridors.
They continued walking for more than half an hour, alert for any attack coming from the various
corridors. They came to a pentagonal space, about fifty meters on a side. In the center, a small
stone pillar was painted with a thin red line, running down several sides. As they approached, a
stony silence suddenly fell over the group; they were not red lines, but a thread of red wool,
wrapping around the pillar, and continuing up several sides of the pentagon. Thanis, pulling the
ball taut, checked with concern what they sensed. That thin red thread came from Hugo's ball.
"But what is this? Hugo said in confusion. It can't be our ball... It's impossible! Arana approached
the ball in Thanis's hand and sniffed it with interest. Then she moved to the pillar, climbing up it
until she reached the red thread. He paused for a moment to smell it; looking at the group he
said, "It's the same ball, I have no doubt about it! It smells very peculiar," said the little spider.
- But how is that possible? - asked Erizorro. We've been walking for hours, turning left, right and
centre. It's clear that we've never passed through this sort of square; this pillar is very
recognizable, we would have noticed..." Trántor approached the thread, just at the point where
it was lost inside the wall of vegetation and said:
- It is clear. The labyrinth is alive, but the walls move, they don't stay fixed. I have heard
various sounds of leaves behind us on many occasions. It seems that the only thing that stays
fixed is the space we are in at the moment, but everything else moves.
- So we haven't made any progress? said Hugo in despair.
- I wouldn't say that," said Trantor, "but maybe we're not as close to the center as we
thought, since the labyrinth itself is designed to confuse us and keep us from getting there. I'm
sure that Melquiades is behind all this..." said the centipede as he continued to move his sore
neck, avoiding using a sarcastic tone that might annoy the koala again.
Arana had withdrawn from the group, examining the thread and how it could have ended up on
such a pillar. As an expert weaver of threads, there was something that didn't quite add up. Hugo
noticed and asked her:
- What is it, Arana?
- This doesn't make sense, and at the same time it does, except that the explanation I
can think of doesn't make much sense..." said the little spider while scratching its head, "As far
as we know so far, the entrance was closed after entering the maze, right? As far as we know so
far, the entrance was closed after entering the labyrinth, right? But the thread didn't move from
its place; let's say it's still there, but now it's surrounded by a hedge. This makes me think that
even if the hedge moves, the thread is still in place; however, this pillar throws me off, as it is
clear that we have never passed this way before or would have remembered it...; however, I
have a theory as to why this pillar is here, holding our red thread.
- Share it with us, please," said Thanis interested.
The spider continued talking:
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- When I make a canvas between two objects, I am the one who moves; but if an object
is not completely immobile....
- Then the cloth fibres move! You're a genius, Arana!
- Well, not exactly," replied the spider. In fact, that's what I thought at first, but when I
examined the stone pillar and the ground, it doesn't seem to have moved anywhere; the earth
around it hasn't been disturbed, so I quickly dismissed that theory. So, if the pillar is not moving,
it means that it was always there and that we put the thread there, surrounding it.
- But that's not possible," said Hugo in confusion. We haven't seen that pillar before?
- Yes, indeed, Hugo. We haven't seen it; but that doesn't mean it wasn't there; I think it
was inside the hedge, which we mustn't forget moves..." said the spider. Arana climbed up to
the top of the pillar and removed the leaf litter with her paw. Just below, there was an inscription
carved into the stone in the shape of a spiral, with three alphanumeric symbols highlighted in
an ochre color:

1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N5MIG
- Does it suggest anything to you? said the little Spider.
The group shrugged; none of them had the slightest idea what the inscription meant. Maybe it
wasn't important... or maybe it was the key to the center of the Labyrinth of the Unwary.
The group started walking again, this time taking one of the central corridors, from the square
itself, towards one of the sides of the pentagon that was not receiving any strands of the ball.
They kept walking for about ten minutes until something small rolled up to them. Stopping a
couple of meters away, the ball opened and a strange being made its appearance. It was very
small, barely twenty centimeters tall. It had a hinged outer shell, which was used to roll itself
into a ball and roll at great speed. Despite its small size, its appearance was terrifying, with a
very prominent head, yellow eyes and needle-sharp teeth. The limbs had huge claws. Hugo
thought they resembled piranhas, those fish that devoured large amounts of blood and flesh in
seconds, attacking their victims in groups. The little creature advanced towards the group
without any fear, verbalizing over and over again a single word: Scretch! Trantor stepped
forward, charged two of its legs with a small electric ball and hurled it with great precision
towards the Piranha; the strange being began to convulse and was instantly charred. Suddenly,
dozens of similar balls came from all directions. Erizorro hit several of them with his arrows,
some before they even opened. Trantor continued to scorch several at a time, full satisfaction
in his eyes; you could tell he was enjoying it, though some pairs of his paws weren't going well
and he couldn't direct the electricity accurately; they must still be dislocated from his run-in with
Thanis. Hugo used his sword, taking out several of the slow-moving creatures as soon as they
left their spherical form. Arana dodged his attacks with nimble movements, hitting several of
them without stopping, and they were instantly knocked away. Thanis merely kicked them as
they approached, as if they were footballs, hurling them into the hedge, which engulfed them
in an instant. The group kept hitting, throwing, piercing, or electrifying these beings, who did
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nothing but multiply uncontrollably, which began to tip the scales against the now Magnificent
Five.
- They keep coming in tens!" said Thanis with nervousness in his voice and sweating
profusely.
- I don't know how much more I can take! shouted Hugo, who kept cutting dozens of
creatures to pieces, barely able to hold the weight of the sword.
Trantor himself was starting to have problems, as he had no time to recharge his electrical
energy, while some of his dislocated legs prevented him from quickly generating new electrical
fields. Balls continued to arrive, perhaps by the hundreds, and they slowly surrounded the group,
attacking en masse and, at the same time, inflicting several wounds with their claws and jaws
on each member of the party. Thanis disappeared in several moments, but after appearing, a
dozen of those critters swarmed upon him and began to bite him mercilessly. The centipede was
also having serious trouble: his limbs were being pinned and gnawed by these creatures,
impeding his reloading movements. It was now engaging in physical fighting, with its scissor-like
tail and prominent jaws. Erizorro stopped shooting arrows, as the arrow-fighting, despite his
successes, was giving him enormous trouble containing such a number of enemies, limiting
himself to using the golden centaur bow as a bat, hitting several creatures at once, with little
results, as new creatures appeared, while the fallen ones regained their spherical shape,
recomposing themselves back into their upright form. Thanis teleported near the edge of the
ceiling, trying to shake off those creatures that engulfed him, but in their fall they regained their
spherical form, bouncing like balls against the ground, with no apparent damage. Arana was
trying to shake off several piranhas as he ran to protect Hugo, fallen on the ground with dozens
of those things using their claws and jaws freely against the poor boy. The situation was critical
indeed, fighting an enemy whose individual power was hardly a real threat, but who took
advantage of their massed attack to wreak havoc on their foes. Erizorro, fallen a couple of
meters from the wall, managed to struggle to his feet, with a dozen enemies on his back, and
several others perched on his legs, trying to stagger him back, locking them, to prevent him from
walking. He came dangerously close to the wall, offering his back, so that most of the "Piranhas"
were caught by the hedge, as well as his own spikes, which had been literally cut off flush. Giving
a few powerful shakes, he removed the ones on his legs, which also fell against the wall,
disappearing as they continued to say that word that was drilling into their brains: Scretch.
Arana, Hugo and Thanis were still slumped on the ground, close together. Thanis was about
twenty yards away, face up, shielding his face as the piranhas bit at the rest of his body. Erizorro
knew this was the moment or they were lost. He had come up with a plan, a desperate plan,
that might work if Thanis could teleport close to the group. Breathing in through his mouth and
nose to his maximum capacity, he shouted at the top of his lungs, "Thanis! You have to teleport
to the group! as he saw dozens of balls heading towards him. Get away with all of them as long
as you can! Thanis! Can you hear me? The koala from the ground, turned his head to the
Hedgehog, linking his arms together and disappearing with all the piranhas on him. He
reappeared next to Trantor and in a last gasp of exhaustion, the koala shouted, "Grab Trantor!
Hugo! Arana! Grab Trantor! Now!.... Hugo reached out and grabbed one of the centipede's
limbs, while Arana managed to grab the scissor-like tail. Erizorro received the first bites and
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scratches from razor-sharp claws, but he tried to shrug off the pain and focus on pulling out the
golden hedgehog-shaped ball in his bag. He tossed it toward the center of the hallway, where
hundreds of the spherical creatures were gathered, to shoot out in a final, final attack. Erizorro
had noticed that no new beings were coming from the side corridors; they were all there,
concentrated by the hundreds. The golden ball had to be used in a desperate situation, and this
one certainly was. Thanis touched the centipede's abdomen and, closing his eyes, trying to
concentrate as hard as he could despite the pain coursing through his body, he disappeared with
the rest of the group: Arana, Trantor and Hugo, plus dozens of piranhas, all of whom had
vanished as if by magic. Erizorro knew he would only have a few seconds. Running with all his
strength, untangling himself from the piranhas that grabbed his legs, he jumped into the air
imitating the spherical shape of his enemies, turning into a ball of spikes that rolled towards the
golden hedgehog, inserting in his movement the spikes in several of those tiny beings, that
accompanied the hedgehog in his movement. When he was within a couple of feet of the golden
ball, he spoke some magical words in an ancient language his father had taught him, a creed of
sorts that he had learned by heart when he was just a hundred year old teenager. The golden
ball activated, producing a blinding light, attracting the hundreds of piranhas, which focused a
new and final attack on the bright light. Erizorro, still in his spherical form, began to glow, with
a light similar to the golden ball, which had transformed into a golden hedgehog, bringing out a
sort of metallic spikes that surrounded the entire surface of the ball. This was what the archer
had expected... In its spherical position, it began to shoot out spikes in all directions at full speed,
piercing through dozens of piranhas, which could not dodge a continuous attack like that. New
and renewed spikes came out of Erizorro, thrown 360 degrees, filling the ground, the hedges
and the ceiling with thousands of spikes, while hundreds of piranhas fell through them without
any defensive possibility. Meanwhile, Erizorro quietly counted the seconds: "1, 2, 3, 4 and 5...!
”. Then he said the magic words again, and the golden hedgehog turned back into a ball, tucking
the spikes inside him, causing Erizorro to stop launching his deadly arrows. At the same instant,
Thanis, Trantor, Arana and Hugo appeared in the same spot where they had been, with the
dozens of piranhas still on them. Erizorro rushed towards them running, grabbing Hugo's sword,
killing and kicking the piranhas that still remained on the group. Slowly, the battered members
of the party got to their feet, taking care of the last few piranhas individually, which was
relatively easy for them, despite their sorry appearance, full of wounds and bruises. In a couple
of minutes, all the piranhas were dead. The spectacle was Dantesque, as if it were a horror
scene: spikes inserted on all sides, hundreds of these balls pierced and hundreds more in their
piranha form. All the members of the group looked at each other in horror, seeing the pitiful
state each of them was in. Without a word, they melted into a joint embrace, even Trantor,
knowing that they had escaped death by millimeters.
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17. THE MISSION GETS COMPLICATED
The hundreds of spikes, stuck everywhere, flexed as the group stepped on them, as if they were
a trampoline. Erizorro stepped forward to say:
- Don't worry about the barbs; on this side they are soft and can't hurt us.
- You were great, Erizorro," Thanis said.
- Well, I admit it was a desperate maneuver, using an ancient technique that I've never
used before and that could have killed you if you showed up half a second before the golden
hedgehog regained its original ball form.
Arana began her task of sealing wounds, with her healing saliva and subsequent webbing,
causing the bubbles that comforted everyone. This time, Trantor didn't put up any resistance to
the healing, though he was still a little wary of Thanis, who had at least left him with dislocated
legs; this no doubt made it difficult for the centipede to generate larger electric fields, which
would have surely come in handy for the group in the dramatic situation they had been in only
a few minutes before. Hugo approached Trantor and asked:
- Do they hurt? he said, pointing to his dislocated paws at an odd angle.
- No, but I've got them practically useless; in full condition I could have fried hundreds
of those creatures with a single spark.
- I don't doubt it," said Hugo, knowing the centipede's power, especially when it used all
its legs to generate different balls of energy, which it could finally group into a single one,
capable of generating thousands of volts. The boy, without saying a word, gave a very strong tug
on one of Trantor's twisted legs, which caused a loud crunching sound, before the astonished
look of the centipede, who couldn't believe this brat he had annoyed so much and who now
insisted on helping him.
- What do you think you're doing, human? he said as he looked warily at his limb, which
had fully regained its original position.
- I think I just put it on you," said Hugo.
- Now you're a doctor? said Trantor, visibly grumpy.
- No, of course not," Hugo excused himself; however, I remembered the day when
George, a classmate of mine, dislocated his shoulder while we were playing handball. Our P.E.
teacher, Don Rodrigo, a middle-aged but enviably fit man, asked me to run over and tell the
headmistress. Fabiola, that's the name of our headmistress, decided to call the Samur, while
Don Angel, the Head of Studies, called the family of poor George, who only expressed an obvious
constant complaint of the child, who kept screaming in pain.
Hugo?
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- Wow, I think that's the first time you've called me by my name! My mother would be
happy!... Okay, fine! I'll try to summarize, but let me finish the story!... As I was saying, after the
Samur arrived, everything went quite quickly. In less than twenty seconds, a medic repositioned
the boy's shoulder with a strong pull, soothing the pain almost instantly. I remembered the
technique he used, although I didn't think I'd ever have to use it on anyone, let alone any giant
centipede.
Although Trantor grumbled and mumbled under his breath, he kept testing the previously
crooked leg, making sure it was working 100% again.
- Do you want me to try to reposition the other leg? said Hugo encouraged by the
success of the previous maneuver.
- Of course not! I told you we're not friends... And in one swift movement, he began to
turn at full speed, and at a certain moment, he stopped in his tracks as he left the dislocated leg
braking, which, with a new crunch, repositioned itself.
- I'm ready! As you'll see, I don't need you. Now, get out of the way! he said with a face
of few friends, while he stood up and pushed Hugo, who fell face first against the ground full of
spikes, which cushioned the fall, bouncing and ending up again in an upright position, while the
boy stood with his arms crossed, waving to all sides, as would an athlete who had just finished
his triple somersault exercise before the attentive eyes of the judges. They all looked at him in
amazement, as they couldn't quite understand the boy's gesture. - Come on, guys, have you
really never seen the Olympics before? said Hugo in amazement.
- Olympics? What strange things you have in the real world," Arana chuckled, which
made everyone laugh, except for Trantor, who was testing his new paws at generating larger
fields.
- It's time to move on," said Trantor. This time, we're going to go down this corridor, the
way those creatures came from. The group began to follow him, unable to see that, as they
rounded the corridor, the hedge walls of the square began to move again, changing their original
shape, making the creatures and spikes that had filled the site only a moment ago disappear.
They all moved cautiously, still weary from the effort, but with the feeling that their wounds
were healing quickly thanks to Arana. The strands prevented their infection, but gave them a
shabby appearance, a feeling that was not improved by their bloody, ragged clothes. After
twenty minutes of uneventful walking, they came to another square of sorts, this time square in
shape, with another stone pillar in the center. Arana proceeded to climb up and see that there
was also an inscription:

1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N4MIG
- Ummm! Thanis said as he touched one of his hands to his jaw.
- Do you want to share something with us, Thanis? said Erizorro.
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- I'm afraid not yet; it's just an intuition, but I'm not sure.
Erizorro was about to ask him, but he didn't have time; a loud thudding sound put the group on
alert again. Everyone turned toward the center aisle as the pounding grew louder. A huge head
emerged from the hallway, followed by four legs and a tail that trailed to the floor. The strange
being, about four meters tall moved extremely slowly. It was blue, with a metallic sheen, similar
to a dinosaur in shape, with a prominent spine, traversed with several lateral fins that revealed
translucent whitish blades, which clashed together with the heavy gait of the animal's
movement and caused the strange sound that the group was unable to identify. It positioned
itself in the center of the square, while the group watched in a defensive stance with weapons
at the ready. However, the being seemed to show a certain apathy and rather indifference
towards the newcomers. Hugo hastened to say:
- He doesn't seem aggressive; in fact, he seems quite docile.
- Wait, Hugo, don't come any closer," said Arana cautiously. The spider approached the
dinosaur and, turning on itself in several chained sideways somersaults, proved what Hugo was
saying; the strange being was giving her the deepest indifference.
Arana walked up to one of its paws and tapped it, which caused a metallic sound similar to a
gong 4. "You have a tough skin! said the little spider. The dinosaur began to move slowly towards
the hedge in front of it. After several minutes, it finally positioned itself in front of the hedge and
began to calmly devour it, gobbling up more than a square meter of the lush vegetation with
each mouthful. The party waited for the hedge to respond, but after a couple of minutes,
nothing happened. The party was really surprised.
- But how...? Thanis said without finishing the sentence. It's feeding on the hedge and nothing's
happening...; this thing can't be organic....
- Or maybe it is, but its metal-hard skin prevents the hedge from detecting it! said
Erizorro.
Arana kept hitting the animal's huge paws, causing a high-pitched, distant sound. That sound
transported Hugo for an instant to his aunt Matilde's house, specifically to when his aunt used
to tell him that her favorite programs were documentaries about remote places and lost
civilizations, when in reality what she really meant was that she took advantage of those
moments to take a good nap leaning on her sofa with her armrests. Between snoring, Hugo
listened as the monks of the Himalayas struck with a horizontal trunk, held by two ropes, a kind
of giant bell in the shape of a plate, obtaining a metallic sound that was maintained in time,
attenuating and finally getting lost with a certain echo. His thought was interrupted when Arana
said:

4

The Gong is a percussion instrument very common in Asia (especially in China); it is a kind of Asian
bronze bell shaped like a plate that is attached to a horizontal beam and is played with a mallet,
producing an intense sound, with echo, which lasts several seconds in time.
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- Not only can't the hedge hurt him, but our new friend is showing us a possible way out!
said Arana pointing to the huge hole that showed a plain with another pillar.
- Come on! said Thanis, determined.
- Through the hedge, are you mad? said Trantor.
- Look carefully," replied the koala, "the hole that this creature has created in the hedge
is still open, isn't it? That must mean that it is a different opening, as if it were one of the
corridors or the entrance to the labyrinth itself. Remember the piranhas, how they were sucked
into the hedge, and how the hedge instantly reassembled itself.
Thanis approached the newly generated opening, concentrating on teleporting at the slightest
sign of danger, passing the huge dinosaur that kept eating, ignoring it completely. Immediately,
he crossed to the other side of the hedge, checking to make sure there was no threat. "It's safe!
Go ahead!" Thanis said. The group stepped into the newly created hole, passing into a new
square, this time triangular in shape; following protocol, Arana climbed up the pillar and read
the inscription, spelling out each symbol:

1PK21LMNTADLSLVARA1N3MIG
- It still doesn't suggest anything to me," said the Hedgehog, looking at Thanis, the
group's riddle expert.
- I have an intuition that there will be one more pillar with a similar numbering; if we
find the pillar "1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N2MIG", it is very likely that we are very close to the
center of the labyrinth," said Thanis to the expectant gaze of the whole group, more for the
prodigious memory demonstrated by the koala, than for a possible theory of his about the
decipherment.
Hugo tried to memorize the code as Thanis had done, repeating it over and over again. In the
end, he decided to learn the last 4 digits, which seemed to be the only ones that changed from
one code to another in the different pillars.
The dinosaur decided to pass through the gaping hole in the wall, walking slowly and heavily
towards the retinue's new location. Arana looked at its legs; something had caught her
attention. On his right foreleg, he was pushing a red thread that was lost in the leafy hedges.
- Look Hugo, he's dragging your ball of yarn! said Arana, pointing with one of his paws.
If we don't let go, he might break it! It would be impossible for us to get out of here again. The
group approached the huge animal, which still paid no attention to them. It was standing still,
with the thread wrapped around its left front leg at a height of about a metre. Hugo and Arana
approached the leg and lowered the string to the ground, but the animal was still not moving,
this time visibly nervous, shaking its head to both sides and emitting a hoarse, choked, guttural
sound.
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- We have company," said Trantor as his paws charged with energy. At the top of the
square, just at the corner of what was a triangle formed by the hedges, a strange being holding
a staff was hovering in the air. It was green, with two huge red eyes and jaws that opened
horizontally and vertically. Its arms ended at an odd angle, like the legs of a praying mantis, Hugo
thought. A huge hooded cloak covered its back. Thanis, visibly nervous, said:
- Perhaps it would be better if we went slowly back the way we came.
- Why, what is it, Thanis? Hugo asked.
- I think we are facing a Nicromantis, a being that uses dark magic, really powerful and
extremely dangerous. Mirlén told us about them in class once and said that she hoped we would
never meet one. You'd better stand next to me and keep in close contact. At the slightest sign
of danger, we'll teleport to the previous room.
The Nicromantis looked curiously at the group, showing a sort of amused grimace on her jaw, as
if it was a forced and rare smile. The wooden staff ended in an intertwined metallic ornament
that embraced a green stone, which emitted a sort of mist and glitter that reflected in all
directions. A few meters away from the group and the dinosaur, who was still clearly nervous,
a glow on the ground from the staff began to grow larger and larger, like the beam of light from
a flashlight. A strong tremor suddenly shook the ground, preventing the group from even
standing upright, losing physical contact with each other; a huge worm emerged from the depths
of the ground trapping the dinosaur, which made a whimpering sound as it was caught by a
circular mouth that protruded more than two meters from the monstrous being's own face,
surrounded in turn by several rows of concentric teeth. When the dinosaur disappeared inside
the worm, the incredible monster headed back to the ground, drilling a new hole more than five
meters in diameter, while the earth dislodged by the digging covered the huge crater again,
completely erasing the footprint of the newly created hole. The disturbed earth was the only
sign that remained after the passage of the giant being. The group ran into one of the side
passageways, when another jolt knocked them off balance as the worm caught Thanis, who fell
into its protruding maw along with some of the earth around them.
- No, Thanis! Hold on! Hugo shouted, terrified, running towards the worm, which again
dug another hole, while Hugo tried to hit it with his sword, without causing any damage. The
group stood perplexed, as Erizorro shot arrows at the target, which bounced off in all directions.
Trantor readied the largest ball of energy he had ever created, waiting for another attack, while
the rest of the group stared disconsolately into the gaping hole that was closing from within as
the tail end of the monstrous worm's tail disappeared.
- Thanis! Thanis! Hugo shouted in despair.
- What are you staring at so intently? Thanis said, peering down at the disturbed ground.
- What are we looking at? Erizorro exclaimed, visibly annoyed and not looking back. Poor
Thanis has just been literally eaten by that huge worm, dammit," Erizorro exclaimed, still in
shock.
Hugo's eyes widened and he turned and approached the Koala, giving him a big hug:
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- We thought we'd lost you forever, you fool," said the boy.
- I immediately teleported to the pillar, while you were gawking at that huge bug,"
Thanis said, glancing sideways at the Nicromantis, who was now looking at them more intently.
- I've had enough! Trantor said suddenly, unleashing his huge ball of energy at the
Nicromantis, who interposed her staff and absorbed all the energy without flinching. Trantor
was perplexed. Hugo remembered the painting of Dimas, in which he saw hundreds of spiders
commanded by Anaraña followed by strange beings. He remembered the warlocks who stayed
in the rear, all with staffs that threw lightning bolts to keep the portal open, right at the first
attack on the School. The Nicromantis descended a couple of feet, to the alertness of the group,
who instantly went into a defensive stance wielding their weapons and abilities. A greenish
colored force field began to become visible, coming out of the staff itself, surrounding the being
in its entirety, as if it were a bubble. Without a word, it burst through the hedge, closing the
opening almost instantly. Another tremor shook the ground beneath the group's feet, knocking
Trantor off balance as he fell backwards towards the hedge, which had already opened, awaiting
its next victim. This time it was Erizorro who reacted quickly, offering Trantor the tip of his newly
acquired minotaur bow, which Trantor caught with his jaws in extremis and off balance, causing
him not to fall backwards in the end.
- This bow tastes like horse poop, you cockface! said Trantor as he spat on the ground
several times.
- You're welcome," said Erizorro in a sarcastic tone.
- Looks like the worm is still around," Thanis said. That Nicromantis must have woken it
up, and I think it won't stop until it devours us. Keep close to me. This time they stood in single
file, touching each other like links in a chain. Another tremor heralded a jolt, this time much
larger, with the worm emerging again beneath the group's feet as Thanis teleported the party
to the next square. Once again, several tremors rippled through the ground, sending small
pebbles skittering in the group's direction. Hugo shouted, "Follow me, I have an idea that might
work! ”. The group ran after the boy as he headed back towards the spot they had just left. Hugo
changed his direction towards the hedge, standing just inches away from it. The hedge began to
open up, as if savoring the piece of meat that had just approached. They all stood in a line, too
close to the hedge, which continued to open its jaws across the space the group would occupy
in a deadly oversight. Thanis said, "I think I know what you're proposing, Hugo, but just in case,
keep in contact." Hands and paws held together, while the pebbles and dirt on the ground kept
skipping toward the group, like the marine wake left by the fin of a shark that has its prey locked
on. Suddenly, four or five yards from the group, there was a terrifying silence, which certainly
did not bode well. "Looks to me like we've got him just below. Stay alert," said Arana, able to
detect the slightest vibration. After two seconds, the ground opened up and the worm made its
presence known, but it found no prey, for Thanis had teleported the group again, this time only
about ten meters away, ending up snorting and with his hands on his knees, for he could tell
that the energy expenditure was considerable when he teleported more beings with him. The
huge beast didn't have time to rectify its trajectory, falling head first into the hedge, which
suddenly opened, sucking the worm's jaws and other internal organs, while its skin was twisted
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backwards, until it finally severed much of it, causing the lifeless body to fall heavily to the
ground.
- Hooray! shouted Erizorro - raising his bow. You're a genius, Hugo!
- Well, without Thanis' help, it wouldn't have gone so well.
Arana approached the body lying on the ground and touched the outside, with a hollow, metallic
sound. "It has a very hard skin, similar to that of the dinosaur; however, the inside is normal. It
appears that its prominent jaws and mouth were not protected by this thin metallic skin."
Trantor approached what had been the head of the worm. The diameter was greater than the
height of the centipede when it stood erect. Charging his paws, he launched a loud blast against
the inside of it, as the flesh burned, charring along the sides.
- What are you doing? said Hugo, perplexed. He's already dead, no need to waste your
energy on a fallen enemy.
- What am I doing? I am preparing the food, which we certainly need if we are to regain
our strength.
Hugo stifled a retch, finally settling on a grimace of disgust; however, he had to admit that they
hadn't eaten anything edible since Tunaru had invited them over before they left. A smell of
cooked meat hung in the air as Trantor devoured part of the worm's insides, coming dangerously
close to the hedge again. Arana approached and took a bite, smiling in surprise with a grin of
pleasure on her face. "It's scrumptious, Hugo!" " said the little spider. Trantor continued to sear
the inside of the worm as the flesh was devoured by the hungry group, while the steam from
the freshly made potluck flooded the room.
- Does anyone have any idea what just happened? Erizorro asked with his cheeks full.
- I have a theory, but I'm not entirely sure," said Hugo, surprising everyone.
- Please Hugo, share it with us," said Thanis, always showing great interest in the boy's
contributions.
- That's all right. Here goes..." said Hugo thoughtfully. We are inside a snake... a bit
strange, it's true, with a city inside it, but, after all, a snake; a magical being but alive... right?
Well, like all living things, the snake has a digestive system. I think we are precisely in its intestine,
as Tunaru already indicated, taking into account that Serpentidad devours cities. In the small
intestine we have the so-called Intestinal Flora, bacteria that help digestion, stimulate the
immune system, protect against pathogens, and so on. The hedge, in the form of a labyrinth,
could be this Flora.
- I don't understand anything," said Erizorro scratching his head, as he continued to gulp
down a steaming mouthful. And what on earth is this huge worm?
- That would be the easiest explanation," said Hugo. It's a parasite, a being that lives
inside Serpentidad, like the tapeworm inside a human, a worm-like parasite that feeds on what
its host ingests. The Dinosaur would act as a control of that intestinal flora, let's say so that it
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doesn't overgrow. So far, everything fits in with the science lesson, but I'm still racking my brains
over the Nicromantis, which I can't manage to incorporate into the theory...
- Perhaps the beam of light on the ground was a call for that worm-like parasite you
refer to. You saw how effortlessly it absorbed Trantor's energy," said Thanis in support of Hugo's
theory.
- Ummm, maybe! said Hugo, scratching his chin. She could have put us in a lot of trouble, no
doubt; but she didn't come to us to kill us, she came to us for another reason: that we didn't
take advantage of the situation caused by the dinosaur, that we could move freely through the
new openings it created in the maze. Perhaps that beam of light caused the parasite to come to
this area and kill the dinosaur and, by the way, us. The worm detected the slightest vibration,
so...
Trantor stopped eating for a moment and, his face shiny from the grease and jelly of the food,
interrupted Hugo in his oratory:
- It seems to me an absurd theory! Intestinal flora, parasites, ...! What the hell are you talking
about?
- Well, I guess you weren't in Miss Maricarmen's science class on the digestive system,"
said Hugo, palms up. Trantor wiped his jaws with one of his upper paws, turning to Hugo in an
unfriendly attitude, but he didn't have time to say anything else: a rapid rattling and metallic
knocking began to be heard in the distance, which alerted the group, who stopped eating
immediately. From one of the side corridors of the triangle, some sort of giant crab made an
appearance, running towards them at high speed. The torso was humanoid, but with two claws
instead of arms, and two more claws on its abdomen. The head ended in two twisted horns,
giving it a demonic appearance. Hugo took a closer look; it didn't have four pincers, but three,
for one of its arms was severed at the wrist. They stood before the being that had shattered the
Dark Souls' company and killed Tunaru's uncle, Astotu. Thanis said sorrowfully, "Folks, I don't
think I have the energy to teleport the whole group one more time! ”. Erizorro readied the bow,
while Thanis began to charge his body. Arana pulled a small dagger from her sack, as Hugo drew
the sword, gripping it with both hands. The group moved towards the center of the
emplacement, still not recovered from the last fight, looking for an open space for the battle
ahead.
- I don't want to be pessimistic, but I remind you that this being was able to take out a
dozen Dark Souls, all of whom were perfectly trained," said Erizorro as he loaded his bow with
three barbs to prepare a simultaneous shot.
The group separated from the worm's body, as the crab with an evil grimace closed the distance,
while clicking its pincers with a metallic sound that bombarded the brain. A mere five meters
from the group, the crab turned towards the front of the worm and began to pick off chunks of
flesh, which it ingested with enormous voracity, while throwing them and tearing them to shreds
in the air. It looked really hungry, as it turned its back to the group. "Could it be a peaceful being
that's just hungry? - Erizorro whispered.
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- No, I'm not the peaceful being you say I am! answered the crab as it came out of the
worm, visibly satiated, turning to the retinue, while making lateral movements of its neck,
movements that served to adjust the cervical vertebrae before the fight. This worm was a snack.
I prefer fresh, freshly caught food... for me! he said, chattering his tongs.
- We're not looking for trouble," said Thanis, holding up his hands. We just want to see
Melquiades. Do you know him?
- Ha ha ha ha ....! laughed the crab. Melquiades wants to see you too-he wants to see
you dead! That's why he sent me to take care of you personally. I must tell you that you have
surprised him; he never thought you would come so far, and yet so near the centre of the
labyrinth.
- Where is the 2MIG pillar? said Hugo, breaking the tension of the moment, to the
surprised look of the group, especially Thanis.
- Wow, interesting half-human question! the crab replied amused. If you want to know,
you're going to have to finish me off...
- Half-human? I'm not a hybrid, I'm not even a mythological being... I'm completely
human! Hugo said, resting his sword on the ground, while holding his hands on the hilt in the
shape of a cross, in an attitude that any enemy would have interpreted as cocky and carefree.
- You don't know it yet, but when I'm done with you, you'll be half human, because I'm
going to break you in two..." laughed the crab while he prepared his huge pincers pointing at
Hugo!
- That may be so," said Hugo, "but you've already lost a pincer once... remember?
Perhaps you'll lose them all today! You have time to leave now! My friends and I are powerful
wizards from the School for Mythological Animals, and since we've arrived, we've overcome all
the dangers we've faced.
The crab hesitated for a moment, for he had not seen him like that, and the boy was right about
one thing: it was a long, long time since anyone had gone so far into the Maze of the Unwary.
The rest of the group stared in astonishment at Hugo, who was clearly bluffing: in the condition
they were in, they were certainly no threat to this being; however, it seemed that something in
the monster's gaze had changed. Its countenance was still terrifying, but a hint of doubt and
distrust showed on its face. The crab began to move quickly sideways as the group stuck to the
pillar of the triangular square.
- Don't let him out of your sight," Thanis said.
- It's mine," said Trantor, stepping ahead of the group. You want to dance, little crab? I'll
help you... dance for me! he said as he launched several electric bolts, which the crab easily
dodged. Trantor charged again and this time, he prepared a huge energy ball using several pairs
of legs. - Here, swallow that! he said, throwing it at the crab, who this time didn't even make a
move, putting one of his huge claws between himself and the ball, while one of the others made
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contact with the ground as a grounding device 5. The electricity passed through him and
dissipated into the ground, while the crab laughed loudly.
- Is this the dance you were proposing? I think I prefer a closer dance..." the crab replied
with a frown, as he moved swiftly towards Trantor, in zigzagging movements, while the
centipede tried to hit him with his electric beams, but to no avail. In just a few seconds, he was
right next to Trantor and his pincers activated, severing two of his upper legs, while with one of
his lower pincers, he sliced open the poor centipede's abdomen, who looked at him with wide
eyes, knowing that he had just suffered some really serious and possibly fatal wounds. Trantor
doubled over as his whitish blood gushed from the gaping wound in his abdomen and his legs
spurted a thin but continuous trickle of the same fluid. Three arrows flew through the air, striking
the crab in its hard-shelled torso and bouncing off the ground and into the hedge respectively.
Erizorro loaded his bow again, this time with two arrows, trying to gain accuracy, as the crab
changed direction towards him. The arrows flew through the air again, striking the crab's torso,
which bent forward; however, after five seconds it rejoined, showing the two arrows trapped by
its claws. Suddenly, he spun around very quickly, launching both arrows at Erizorro, taking one
in his right eye and the other in his shoulder, which made him double over in pain, while his
blood, reddish this time, gushed through the fingers of the herizo, who was trying with difficulty
to plug the wound. Arana stepped forward to Hugo in a protective stance, but Thanis began to
walk toward the beast. The crab looked at him arrogantly and said.
- And what are you going to do, drop me from the roof or are you going to try to make
me head for the hedge in an uncontrolled way so that it devours me?
- I guess you'll have to come and see for yourself," said Thanis, who had planted himself
like a bullfighter in front of the bull, about eight meters away, a space too short for a being like
the crab, which was moving at enormous speed. The crab began its march in a straight line, only
to change to a zig-zag in the final meters, surprising even Thanis himself, as it opened one of its
pincers wide towards the koala's neck. When the pincer closed, Thanis was not in place; he had
reappeared clamped around the crab's neck, embracing it with his legs intertwined. While one
of his hands held onto one of the horns, the other searched for something in his sack. The crab
was moving in all directions, trying to shake off the koala with its upper claw, which was pulling
its legs up to keep from losing them.
- Come down from there, you bastard, I'll tear you to pieces! shouted the crab, his pride
more hurt for sure, as he felt like a common mount for such an insignificant animal as that koala.
Hugo, who had gone to Erizorro's aid, looked at the scene for a second: worried about his friend
Thanis, he remembered again the scene of the mechanical bull at the city fair, one of the
wonderful memories he had with his parents, but which was suddenly cut short by a frame of
horror: his father buried under tons of rubble while his mother's hand, completely burnt,

5

The grounding is a protection that have the electrical installations of the houses, so that when there
are electrical overloads, the excess of electricity does not fall on the installation damaging it, but on the
own earth, being the system protected.
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emerged from the rubble with the ring of the two drops on her ring finger... "Wait a minute!
Hugo thought, "If my mother is alive, whose hand was that?

Arana had come to the aid of Trantor, who was undoubtedly in a critical condition. Lying on the
ground, abdomen ripped open from left to right, the centipede writhed in pain; there was little
arrogance or ill-tempered temper left in poor Trantor; he now looked more like a helpless being,
aware that these might be his last moments. Arana began to spit on the wound on the abdomen,
the most worrisome, but it was too open, so she decided to seal it partly with strands, while
using her saliva only on the web-free parts. The legs he sealed in a moment; it was clear that
Trantor in that condition would not be able to help the group, but rather slow it down. But that
was another problem; the main concern now was the crab and Thanis, who was still the
impromptu rider. Arana glanced at him for a second and saw Thanis with a black case in his right
hand that she quickly identified: the black dart case of The Dark Souls. Thanis struggled to pry it
open with one hand, but managed to pull one of the darts free as the rest of the case flew out
in the face of the crab's quick turns and leaps. Knowing he would only get one chance, Thanis
grabbed the dart like a dagger and plunged it into the crab's ear, which let out a cry of pain as,
in a sudden, sharp movement, he threw Thanis into the nearest hedge, which had already
opened its jaws to eat the tasty koala; however, Thanis disappeared again, appearing next to
Hugo and Arana, totally exhausted with the teleportation. "It's over - I won't be able to do it
again, even with myself. I have no energy," Thanis said, collapsing to the ground totally
exhausted. The crab kept spinning, rattling, trying to shake off that dart, but it was just the
nearest pincer that was missing. It began to make erratic movements, staggering and swaying,
as if it had drunk an entire bottle of Serpentidad's finest liquor, if there was any. Suddenly, he
fell to the ground, in agony. "Take him back! I can take it, don't worry, it won't be my spikes that
finish me!" said the stoic hedgehog, who had managed to stop the bleeding from his eye, though
its thorn was still stuck in it and visible between his hairy fingers. Hugo grabbed the sword and
went towards the crab. When he was only three feet away, he saw that the dart had taken effect,
paralyzing half of the crab's body, its joints twisted at impossible angles.
- Kill me, humman! I'd rather die in commbaaaaaaaate... not from a simple poisoned daaaard!
said the crab with difficulty, due to the paralysis that was increasing in his body.
- First tell me where the 2MIG pillar is. Keep your promise! said Hugo looking deeply at
him, pointing the sword at the beast's neck.
- Two paaaaasilloos to the right, one in the middle, threeeeeeees to the left," said the
monster in an almost unintelligible way. Hugo, in an act of compassion, raised his sword ready
to cut the crab's neck, helping him in his agonizing and painful death, the same one that
Pegasullo had already experienced. Suddenly, one of the abdomen pincers activated and slashed
Hugo's right leg below the knee, causing Hugo to fall backwards to the ground due to the weight
of the sword and the lack of balance, leaving his severed leg cleanly on the ground next to the
centipede, who laughed while vomiting a black liquid: "Teeeeee I'll see eeeeee in hell,
humaaaaaanoo! " Hugo began to scream in pain, writhing and staining the entire floor with a
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red, fresh blood that seemed to simulate abstract painting on the canvas of the floor. Arana
came to his aid at full speed, still with Trantor's whitish blood in his jaws.
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18. THE GENERAL HAS ARRIVED
The expectation was at its peak at the School for Mythological Beings. Lúcer gave the news and
students and teachers were expectant before the new guest. The auditorium was full in just ten
minutes. A murmur in the form of whispering ran through every corner of the room. Suddenly,
the door opened with a loud bang and a stony silence filled the room. Mirlén climbed into his
boat, suspended about six feet above the floor; on the floor of the boat, protruding over the
edge, were some glass jars containing a black liquid, completely opaque. Next to it, a wicker
basket revealed several rolls of white paper. Behind the boat, about ten meters away, Scorleon
appeared. He looked arrogant, with a majestic air at the same time, which was no doubt a sign
of the confidence he had in his power. Everyone knew him and everyone feared him. Mirlén
stood in the center of the room, rising about ten feet higher. He spread his arms away from his
body and began to speak, while Lúcer was busy radiating his voice to all the students and
teachers in their heads: "Dear friends: as I promised you, I come accompanied by Escorleón. I
suppose you all know him, although few of you will have seen him in person. He will be from
this moment on the General of our army, the absolute head in all security matters related to the
School. He will be able to decide about any of you, punish you or send you to the pit if he sees
fit. He will not need the supervision of any of the teachers, not even mine. In return, he has given
us something most valuable: five rolls of immaculate paper, a paper you know to be almost
extinct," said the ferryman, emphasizing the importance of such a gift. A general rumor took
hold of the Auditorium; they had never seen immaculate paper; in the classes, the professors
talked about it as if it were a legend, a forgotten story from centuries ago. The ferryman
continued, "The teachers will discuss who will cast spells on the sacred paper, for, as you will
know, it cannot be wasted on trivial spells. We will be looking for those spells that can truly help
us defend against demonic forces, those that are written in lost languages that only the highest
level Mythological Beings will be able to pronounce," Mirlén continued. Scorleon has confirmed
to me that the attack is imminent; I could no longer trust my network, but his interdimensional
sense of smell has picked up the grouping of thousands of beings heading this way, using
unauthorized magical portals that can appear at any time, anywhere in the School. I know that
the Team of teachers has temporarily organized the defensive tasks, even dedicating Moltibán
and several students to detect the creation of portals outside the School. Escorleón, Bujab and
I will work right now on the creation of a protective shield to protect the school; it's true that it
will take a lot of magical energy, but we can't risk a new invasion from the inside," finished the
ferryman, looking at Escorleón, who gave him a hard look, while he closed his fists tightly,
showing his arms with huge muscles. Mirlén, looked again towards the horizon and said: "one
more thing... I have made a promise to Escorleón, something that I will fulfill above all; if we
finally achieve victory, we will face each other alone in a DEATH FIGHT" -said the wizard
emphasizing this last sentence. A terrified whisper, growing louder and louder, became generic
among everyone in the room, as the teachers put their hands to their foreheads and shook their
heads, while the students, completely upset, showed signs of not understanding anything at all.
The ferryman continued his speech: "I ask you - or rather - I command you, as your mentor, to
let me keep my promise, if necessary, and absolutely no one is to stand in the way of this
decision; should it come to pass, whoever wins this fight, no one will be able to say anything
against the winner. Is that clear? "said Mirlén emphatically. The boatman unfolded his net to
the ground, suspending it vertically to the ground. The net took on a three-dimensional shape,
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specifically of the Auditorium, the room they were in. More than a hundred white circles
appeared on it. "Each of these circles represents a mythological being of those of us who are
here and now, right in the position you occupy in the room. I ask you to concentrate and allow
me to fulfill my promise above all else. The circles will turn green if you promise me that you will
respect this decision. The white circles of the net became red circles, which gradually changed
to green. A few red dots, representing unconvinced students and teachers, turned green under
the pressure of the moment. When the net showed all the green circles, Mirlén asked her old
friend:
- Are you satisfied now, Escorleón?
room.

- Not yet, I won't be until I'm done with you! he said, turning and walking out of the

When all the students and teachers left the room, Lúcer closed the door from the inside. Only
Mirlén and Dimas remained in the room.
- How could you promise her that? said Dimas, visibly upset. Have you gone mad?
Lúcer agreed with the magician:
- You must be out of your mind. We will not let that mad hermit kill you," said the
Guardian.
- What else has he asked you? said Dimas suddenly.
- All of it! said the old master.

The teachers called an emergency meeting, while Scorleon went to the armoury with a dozen
students, to check the weapons that the School had in its possession. The students selected the
weapons that the lion-scorpion demanded.
- Take them to the courtyard and come back here at once! We have much to do yet!
Scorleon growled.
- Aye, aye, sir," said the students, hurrying off to do their duty.
At the teachers' meeting, Mirlén confessed that Scorleon had given her no choice, and that she
would certainly have killed him on the spot, had he not promised her what her beloved enemy
wanted most: his longed-for revenge. Moreover, Mirlén told him that the lion-scorpion would
never again be safe in his voluntary exile either; if the School fell, they all would. One last
compelling reason finally convinced him: Elissa was alive, and Mirlén had pledged to give him
the sack of his beloved's gems; Scorleon could use his scent and Oracle power to search for her
throughout the known universe; if she was alive, he would find her.
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Dozens of students were in the courtyard; hundreds of weapons had been removed from the
armory and corridors of the entire school, some of inferior quality and that served as decoration
on the walls. Among the weapons found were: spears, scimitars, maces, axes, swords, lances,
bows, crossbows, daggers of all kinds..., among other weapons, all carefully deposited in the
center of the courtyard. Scorleon had told them that it was essential to know how to handle all
of them; there was no doubt that magical powers were important and could be used as long as
they were fully charged, which was not often.
- You; come here! said Escorleón to Mofénix, a hybrid being half monkey and half
phoenix, very powerful and respected by all, who could rise from his ashes and concentrate all
the energy of the phoenix in deadly waves of energy. What level are you? - Scorleon asked.
- I'm a Level 8 student, sir," answered Mophenix proud of his abilities.
- Attack me, with everything you've got! said Scorleon.
- Are you sure, sir? I could kill him," said the monkey, visibly nervous.
- Now! said Scorleon as he grabbed a mace from the ground. Mofénix took flight with a
leap and in the blink of an eye, he headed towards Scorleon at full speed, while launching balls
of energy that took curved directions, attacking Scorleon from various directions. The lion
deflected those waves with his mace, as if he were playing an innocent baseball game, throwing
the last of them against the Phoenix himself, who fell heavily to the ground. The hermit
approached him with lightning-fast zigzagging motions and slammed the mace into his head,
destroying it completely. After a few seconds, the Phoenix's energy glowed again, while the
remains of the head glowed and recreated its original form, something that the students who
had faced this being knew very well: the immortality of the Phoenix. However, Scorleon threw
the mace to the ground and, moving its tail over its head, launched the sting, which plunged
straight into the back of Mofénix, who emitted a heart-rending scream, while it paralyzed him
with its terrible venom and took out the penultimate essence of his vital energy. Mofénix could
only wait to lose all his energy, die and be reborn radiant, but he found that his energy was being
sucked out, being paralyzed due to the great volume of poison that consumed his body little by
little. "I can go on like this all day," said Scorleon, enjoying the free energy of the Mofenix, while
his body acquired a golden halo, which instilled even more respect and fear if possible. After a
few minutes, while the rest of the students watched the scene in terror, Scorleon pulled his
fearsome sting from the back of the unfortunate one. Mophenix could not rise from the ashes,
simply because he was not dead. He was totally petrified, for I had left him moribund, with a
good dose of poison, unable to move and defend himself, but alive, after all. The phoenix could
not be reborn in that condition. "You see? said the general. A good weapon can disarm the first
attack of many of our enemies, saving our magic for last. I do not pretend to teach you how to
use your gifts; no one better than you to do that which you are adept at. But now, we're talking
about a fierce battle, where weapons like the ones you see here can save your lives while your
bodies recharge or while your powers are hidden from the enemy. Any questions? ”. No one
dared to say anything; if it had taken Scorleon barely a minute to take down one of the most
advanced students, who would no doubt reach the rank of master in no time, they all
understood the dangers they faced: thousands of beings clad in similar armor and weapons, and
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with a variety of powers to boot. Only one thing encouraged them: these beings did not have
the best general in the fantasy world in their ranks. Escorleón approached Mofénix again, who
had begun to tremble uninterruptedly, and with one swipe, he tore his head off. "We can't afford
to lose an ally like this," said Scorleon. The phoenix part caused the hybrid to rise from the ashes,
as it prepared to launch a new energy wave. "Enough, that's enough! "said the general, pointing
one of his fingers at it. Mophenix descended, extinguishing his flames and sitting down with the
rest of his companions. "I want you to test all the weapons you can for two days. I'll be right
here, supervising your progress. Begin! I want death matches! said the fearsome general. When
you kill your opponent, take another weapon and find yourself another combatant. Though the
Life Energy Spell was still operational, magical healing required energy that the school did not
have, so Mirlén and Aquariam had to agree to Scorleon's demands: magically heal the dying, for
the duration of the training, no matter how much magical energy it cost. They couldn't afford to
train half-heartedly, as if it were a game, in front of a huge army with destruction alone in their
eyes.

Dimas had placed the immaculate paper on the floor, ready to write down the spells they had
decided on among a group of teachers. They were really complicated to transcribe; a small typo
would invalidate the spell and turn the immaculate paper into a vulgar piece of paper. The spells
had been taken from the Book of Souls, a tome written by the first Messiahs of the School. Most
were written in languages incomprehensible even to the teachers themselves, with a
handwritten signature beneath them, which served to acknowledge authorship. The teachers
were stunned when on two consecutive pages they recognized two names they knew very well:
Serpentidad and Yosoy. Had Serpentidad been a Messiah?

Scorleon was overseeing the fighting as dozens of students died at the hands of their fellows,
with a modicum of energy left in them (due to the Minimal Life Energy Spell) to be recovered
later. He had also met with Lucer, forcing him to quadruple the guard, finding that the gate had
been reinforced with several extra containment spells, though the Guardian advocated that this
entrance was impregnable. He then asked Ten-sion to supervise the students with the most
defeats; it was all right if they died multiple times, as they would at least have served as sparring
partners for their peers, but he thought that perhaps novice students would hinder the general
group's progress, rather than amplify it. He asked Montilan to take these students and distribute
them throughout the school, looking for portals everywhere. His interdimensional sense of smell
was about to explode: he smelled death and destruction, he smelled an army of thousands of
creatures ready to wipe out the School once and for all.

Dimas had finished copying the spells of maximum power. Several of the teachers had taken
pains to read them without error when the time came; Scorleon asked one extra thing of them:
that at least three teachers prepare each spell; they couldn't afford to have a spell fail because
the teacher in charge had been killed in combat.
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Scorleon had given them all the final lesson; using Lúcer as a loudspeaker, he told them that he
wanted them to use a commando system, of units made up of three or four members. The
fighting would not take place in the open areas or in the great halls, unless there was nothing
else to do; there, they would be cannon fodder, faced with an army of inordinate proportions
and outnumbered. Fighting would take place in corridors or even rooms, where their small size
would limit the entry of enemies. However, in keeping with the plan, the professors would have
to expose themselves the most, just in the places least suited for combat: the open spaces and
great halls, where spells of power written on holy paper could do the most damage. The lionscorpion asked that the spells be hidden in these halls; he did not want a fallen teacher to take
the spell with him to the grave, while the two reserve teachers were left with no chance to use
it. Turatex, a being who could copy any surface he touched, took care to leave the immaculate
papers with the spells hidden in the walls as if they were stone, giving the exact location to
Escorleon and the rest of the professors. The Great Hall, the Auditorium, the Aula Magna and
two of the outer courtyards had been the five rooms chosen. The novice students would act as
bait to attract the greatest number of beings to the great halls. Two or three teachers per room
would be accompanied by beings with the power of flight: Colicabra, Oságuila, Rinobélula,
Caballosa and Lobat had been the chosen ones, taking into account that most of the army of
darkness was possibly terrestrial, although with unknown powers.
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19. A NEW POWER UNCOVERED
Hugo held his leg by the knee, while he looked terrified at the cut just below it. In that condition,
far from a hospital, he knew it was a mortal wound; not even Arana could stop that bleeding.
The spider touched his forehead: it was burning; it spoke to him calmly, while Hugo continued
to scream without paying any attention to it, looking at what had been his leg just a few seconds
ago and was now a meter away on the ground. "Take it easy, Hugo; it's going to be all right!" said the spider without Hugo hearing it. Seeing that Hugo couldn't concentrate or calm down,
something vital to slow down his heart rate in part and therefore pump less blood, Arana
decided to intervene, applying a big bite on the sagittal cut of his leg, leaving his healing and
bubbling saliva in return. Suddenly, Hugo's blood scattered on the ground began to pool into
larger drops until a single fluid formed under the gaze of Arana, who seemed unfazed and
continued in his work of trying to stop the bleeding caused by the mutilation. The blood began
to run up Arana's legs, towards the spider's head and finally into its jaws. Hugo began to feel a
little better; he was still sweaty, but he had stopped screaming, maintaining the left-to-right
back-and-forth motion that traced his hip on the ground. Unexpectedly, a sort of golden tentacle
began to emerge from the severed leg (held by Hugo at the knee), lurching and displacing Arana
to the side, forcing her to stop salivating over the wound. The tentacle continued to bob and
weave until it stood still, pointing in one direction: the severed leg that was left standing on the
ground. It moved towards it, until it coalesced at the severed top. Hugo began to become aware
of all this, looking horrified, no longer with any apparent symptoms of physical pain. The lone
leg began to tremble, falling to the ground from the tentacle's action. It then began to move
back to its former owner, as the tentacle decreased in length. In mere seconds, the two stumps
were joined together, as golden blood was sealing the edges like tin solder. "I feel the leg! "Hugo
said with a smile... I can move my fingers! And leaning on his hands, he stood up with both legs
moving cautiously, checking that the leg was one hundred percent functional. Arana smiled
inwardly. Hugo looked around for the rest of the group. Thanis was still crouched down, tending
to the badly wounded Erizorro, while Trántor was still on his back on the ground, several legs on
his belly, struggling between life and death. He ran to Erizorro's side. The Hedgehog had
collapsed. He was still with the 2 spines stuck in him.
- Can't we extract them? Hugo asked Thanis.
- I'm not sure, Hugo. At least the thorns plug the wound. Removing them is likely to
increase the risk of bleeding," said the koala.
Hugo looked at Arana. The spider said, "I can patch up the wound on your shoulder, but if I put
saliva in your eye, you'll most likely lose it. My saliva is healing, but those bubbles act as an acid,
which will probably end up damaging the eye even more.
Hugo approached the Hedgehog, resting his hand on the wound on his shoulder. The strands of
webbing that covered past wounds sloughed away from Hugo's skin. These wounds opened up
again, just enough for a few drops of his friend's blood to line up, seeking the shortest path to
the boy's wounded forearm, eventually connecting the two bloods. Hugo focused on his prickly
friend and suddenly noticed something strange on his back: spikes, very similar to Erizorro's,
emerged from his back piercing through his shirt. "But what is this?" exclaimed Thanis
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quizzically. Thanis reached over, touching his hand to Hugo's cloak of thorns, pricking one of his
fingers. "Ow!" cried Thanis, sucking on it, "they're really prickly! " Without further regard and
with full confidence in his hitherto unknown abilities, Hugo reached over to the Hedgehog and
yanked the barb from his shoulder with a sharp jerk; a gush of blood suddenly emerged, clogged
at once by Hugo's golden blood. Then he looked into his friend's eye. This time, Hugo gathered
up his own blood that gushed in drops from all the half-open wounds he once had, and once it
was pooled he cupped it in his hand, clenching his fist and letting several golden drops fall onto
the Hedgehog's eye. He then extracted the thorn from it with surprising ease. The golden blood
had acted immediately, sealing the bleeding instantly. Erizorro regained consciousness, still
slightly dazed saying:
- Thanks guys, I'm really feeling much better; in fact, my shoulder hardly even hurts
anymore.
- Wait a bit to open your eye," Hugo asked him, turning and running towards Trantor.
The centipede was on its last legs: Arana had completely sealed two of its severed legs, as well
as part of its abdomen, but it had lost a lot of blood and had slipped into a coma. "His pulse has
plummeted! " -Arana cried out in worry. Suddenly, Trantor's heart stopped beating, as the boy
continued to run towards the being that had been bothering him since they met. Hugo stopped
dead in his tracks, about two meters away from the centipede.
- Stand back, all of you," said the boy.
- What are you going to do? Thanis said in astonishment, as Arana turned away from the
centipede.
- Another science experiment, I suppose," Hugo replied. He concentrated on Trantor
and, in full view of everyone, several pairs of legs appeared from the boy's back. Balls of electrical
energy began to form between them, as Hugo continued with maximum concentration. Next,
the paws blended the balls into one. Hugo opened his eyes and threw it at Trantor, who arched
his limp body against the external voltage. Hugo reloaded and threw it again. It seemed that
nothing had happened, but the centipede's head turned sideways, instantly spitting out a large
puff of whitish blood, while its body was gaining its usual muscle tone, moving slowly; the
centipede had come out of cardiac arrest and had a pulse again. Trantor opened his eyes and
saw a being that resembled Hugo, but very different. It had spikes on its back, two pairs of legs
on its trunk, and its face had changed. The strange creature was spurting hot blood from several
open wounds on its hands and arms. The blood turned golden, falling directly onto the
centipede's abdomen.
- I must be hallucinating! said Trantor from the ground.
Hugo stepped closer to Thanis, who couldn't hide a degree of tension as he looked up into the
boy's face and found that two new pairs of eyes were staring at him from what had once been
his forehead. "Give me your hand, Thanis! " -Hugo asked the Koala. Hugo's blood rushed up to
Thanis' still-bloody pricked fingers, mixing the blood together. Hugo concentrated on his friend
and suddenly disappeared. He reappeared after five seconds with the centaur bow in his hand.
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- How did you do that? Thanis said in astonishment.
- Wait and see," said Hugo with a self-confidence unbecoming of a boy of his age. The
boy disappeared again. A whistling sound turned the whole group's heads in another direction:
Hugo was about 50 meters away, near the edge of the roof, about four and a half meters high.
He charged the bow with three spikes, while his side legs created a ball of energy. He shot
towards the group with pinpoint accuracy, driving the 3 spikes in a triangle pattern around his
friends, while an electric beam ran through the arrows from left to right, like an electrified fence.
As he fell from the heights, he disappeared again, appearing beside Thanis with Erizorro, holding
him by the hand, as the whole group looked on in amazement.
- All right, my friends; I think I owe you an explanation," said Hugo, turning to the party,
who were still staring at him blankly. A few nights ago, when I was on duty and you were asleep,
I was thinking about my role in this mission. I was told from day one that I was the Chosen One,
but I never really knew why. I didn't feel that I had any special powers, compared to any of the
incredible powers of the other Mythological Beings of the School; however, I remembered my
mother's words: "blood is life and death" and I kept thinking about that idea. I remembered how
the spilled blood gathered and turned golden, helping me in difficult situations, showing me the
way to follow. What was my power then? I pulled back a strand of webbing that clogged one of
the last of my wounds and scratched at the scab for the blood. I touched it with my fingers, it
was warm and apparently normal. But..., suddenly, Arana came to mind, a being that tried to kill
me in our first encounter, before my blood turned her into what she is now. I guess I focused on
my friend long enough for several spider legs to pop out of my body, followed by several pairs
of eyes. It was amazing. I started doing cartwheels and sidewheels like she usually does. The
sight was incredible, even at night. Then I understood. I could copy the powers of every being as
long as our bloods joined, if only for an instant.
- That's amazing! Thanis said, "but I didn't see you touch Trantor at any point.
- You're right, Thanis," said Hugo, "in fact, I never touched him directly, but our bloods
did merge. Arana was the one who did it: there were traces of Trantor's blood in her jaws, and
when I was wounded, the two mingled irretrievably. I suppose, therefore, that I can copy your
powers at any time I wish, if our bloods were ever united.
- How did you get your leg back? said Erizorro, trying to squint a little.
- I admit that I didn't expect that," Hugo replied with a shrug, "it just happened. The boy
kept squeezing out his blood again, completely plugging up Trantor's belly wound, which began
to weld together, forming a cord along the entire length of the open part that Arana couldn't
close.
- You're unbelievable, Hugo! said Thanis excitedly. I have no doubt that you are the Messiah and
that together we are going to achieve our mission. Now I understand your nonchalant attitude
towards the crab.
- Well, don't you believe it! Hugo replied. He was a fearsome being. I felt confident,
though I was scared to death too... If it had been my neck instead of my leg, I wouldn't be here
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to tell the tale. Arana watched the whole scene, smiling wordlessly as he merely removed the
strands of webbing from Trantor's severed legs, which served as a makeshift tourniquet to
prevent the centipede from losing any more blood. Hubo squirted a few drops of his blood onto
the limbs, which sealed immediately. Trantor stood up, still reluctant, bent forward, holding his
abdomen with four pairs of legs, but soon settled into his usual upright position. He created two
balls of energy between his lower pairs of legs, though he couldn't get anything out of the
severed ones. - "I guess it'll have to do! Trantor said in a rather calm manner for what was usual
for him. With Hugo at the helm, we'll be stronger than ever."
Hugo looked at him smiling.
- But make no mistake, human... You're still as ugly as ever! he said loudly, looking at
Hugo, to the laughter of all the members of the group, even Hugo himself.
- It's time to go! said Hugo more confidently than ever. We must find that pillar. We'll
follow the crab's directions....
- Are we to trust the words of a dying being who has previously been on the verge of
killing us all? said Erizorro.
- Yes," replied Hugo. That's exactly why. I suppose I had nothing to lose... Let's see! There
were, if I remember correctly, starting from the triangular square, two corridors on the right,
one in the middle and three on the left...
The group followed Hugo, who had decided to return to his original human form to prevent his
friends from losing focus on his new appearance. The transformation had turned out to be quite
easy: it was enough to concentrate deeply on himself: the extra eyes, legs and spines
disappeared inside his body. They followed the directions to the letter without further incident
until they rounded a corner, arriving at the intended location, which turned out not to be a
square; it was some sort of very long corridor, possibly five hundred meters or more, formed by
two hedges on either side too close together, barely two meters apart. The corridor had
openings at the beginning and at the end; in the middle of it a pillar was visible from a distance.
- Is there no place? said Erizorro, surprised.
- It was something he had contemplated, Thanis said with a smile. Now this confirms it.
I believe we are at the last pillar, the one that holds the key to the center of the labyrinth. And
without another word, he began to walk toward the pillar at a brisk pace, leaving the others with
more questions than answers. It took them a few minutes to walk the 250 meters to the center
of the corridor, as they walked in single file, cautious of a possible combined attack from both
openings, as well as always keeping their distance from the hedge, which occasionally opened
its jaws at the approach of a "Magnificent delicacy". In the remaining squares, there were several
corridors, which could be used to decongest attacks, reposition, etc.; this corridor, however,
could become a death trap in case of an attack from both flanks. The group, with Hugo in the
lead, made it to the pillar.
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- Do the honors, Arana! said Hugo, spreading his legs, allowing the spider to pass up the
pillar. Arana climbed up the pillar, brushed the accumulated dust from the surface, and read the
code aloud:

1PK21LMNTADLSLVARA1N2MIG
- We've found it! Hugo shouted. What now?
- Now we have to interpret the message," Thanis said. Ever since we found the first pillar,
I've been thinking about it. Mirlén always liked riddles, and we used to play word games,
anagrams, or mathematical puzzles in our spare time. The old boatman always told me: "when
faced with a riddle, we often tend to overcomplicate ourselves, looking for ingenious and
complex solutions; but many times, the solution is right under our noses, hidden behind a
simplicity not appreciated at first". I've been thinking about it a lot and I had a theory about the
message which, on the other hand, sounds more like a spell to me, some magic words hidden
behind the coded message.
- Will you share your findings with us at once? said Trantor, visibly annoyed with Thanis,
whom he might still hold a grudge against for the demonstration of his powers.
- Okay, here goes. So far we've found four codes that match certain characters:
1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N5MIG
1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N4MIG
1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N3MIG 1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N3MIG
1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N2MIG
Thanis rambled on as he went back and forth. "Hugo noticed an important detail: the last four
digits changed, but the rest of the message was exactly the same. It was a sort of countdown:
5MIG, 4 MIG, 3MIG, 2MIG....
- So we still have to find the 1MIG and the 0MIG? said Erizorro with an air of concern.
- That's what I thought at first," said Thanis, "but I soon discarded it, because it didn't fit
with the mathematics applied in this case.
- Mathematics? said Trantor, arching what he supposed might be several eyebrows.
- That's right, mathematics," Thanis replied. The 5MIG code, if we disregard all the
previous digits, was located in a pentagon-shaped square; the 4MIG in a square-shaped square;
the 3MIG in a triangle-shaped square....
- Yes, but we're in the 2MIG now, and we're not in any square," said Trantor, interjecting
himself into the conversation.
- Exactly! We are not in any square, because we could not be in any square, at least
mathematically speaking! That number can represent the number of sides of a regular polygon;
a pentagon with five sides, a square with four sides, a triangle with three sides ...; however, we
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are at location 2MIG. Mathematically, there is no such thing as a polygon with two sides; it would
be two semirectangles. Therefore, if we focus on the semirectangles that form the figures (5, 4,
3, 2), then...
- And why do you think this is the last pillar? Couldn't we find a structure with just one
of those half-pieces you're talking about? said Erizorro, clearly confused, interrupting Thanis's
rambling.
- Well, we could find it. That structure would be outside the labyrinth, it would be any
of the hedge walls seen from the outside. Do you understand? It would be the exit, in short.
- I think I understand what you're saying, although it's still complex," said Hugo, "but we
still need to decipher the rest of the message.
- You're right, especially since there are certain characters that need to be left out to
read it properly, and they are expressly placed to make the message less obvious," Thanis said
as he wrote the entire alphanumeric sequence, using a stick picked up from the ground. As he
wrote the sequence, he enlarged the characters that he thought were left over:
1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N5MIG
1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N4MIG
1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N3MIG 1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N3MIG
1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N2MIG
Thanis continued with his argument, "If we now try to read the message without paying
attention to these characters I have highlighted for you, it is easier, isn't it? However, I'm pretty
sure that spell wouldn't work if we read it in the wrong place"... "Of course, the last pillar! Pillar
number 1D2! We're in the right place, the place where we can recite the spell! Hugo shouted
excitedly, "But what would that spell be? "He said as he approached the messages written on
the floor.
They all approached, looking at the ground, trying to read the message: squinting, turning their
heads, substituting letters for numbers... to see if they could find any clues that would help them
in the face of what Thanis said was so obvious. Suddenly, a slight breeze ruffled Hugo's hair,
forcing it out of his eyes. They all began to experience that wind in their face, big enough for
Erizorro to tense his quills, which he had tilted slightly downwards in a resting position; a sort of
blue moth with a wingspan of about two metres flapped its wings, causing the breeze they had
all felt. At the other end of the corridor, another similar being, this time in shades of green, was
doing exactly the same thing. Its eyes were red, inside bulging sockets, giving them an empty
skull-like appearance. They had prominent fangs, accompanied by a row of huge teeth. A speartipped tail moved in a zig-zag pattern. The creatures opened their mouths and began to emit a
high-pitched, continuous scream, at a very high frequency, which caused everyone in the party
to cover their ears, as they fell to the ground to watch as some sort of ripples became visible in
the mouths of these creatures, which were directed towards the ground. For at least two
minutes, the group lay writhing on the ground, trying to protect their eardrums from that
infernal sound. The creatures ceased their activity, while still hovering in the same position,
flapping their wings. Suddenly, a hedge wall appeared out of nowhere where the waves had
rumbled against the ground, one on each side of the long corridor. Both newly appeared hedges
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began to move towards the center of the structure, now turned into an enclosed rectangle, the
smaller sides of which moved inexorably towards the pillar, located in the center.
- We're trapped! said Erizorro, visibly worried.
- Couldn't you teleport us, Thanis? said Trantor.
- Not through the wall. I need to be able to see where we're going," Thanis replied,
saddened.
- Then we're in big trouble," replied the hedgehog, as the hedges continued to move at
a steady speed. I reckon we'll have a couple of minutes at most before the hedge catches up
with us.
The group was still in single file, stuck to the pillar, trying to find a solution that apparently wasn't
coming, while the "north" hedge and the "south" hedge continued their deadly movement
towards the retinue. Thanis had fired several volleys at the hedge, but to no effect; Erizorro's
arrows had already proved ineffective against it; Thanis' teleportation was not an option either...
Arana climbed back up the pillar and said:
- Guys, please! Pay attention to me for a second! The time has come. I think I have a
solution to save at least some of you. Do you remember how Eldritch was saved?
- That's not going to happen, Arana! We're not going to sacrifice anyone so that the
hedge can open its jaws and we can escape to another new corridor with who knows what new
dangers... That's totally out of the question, forget it! said Hugo really seriously.
- I won't let anything happen to you, Hugo; I'm ready to throw myself against the hedge
if I have to, if it will give you a second to get through it and escape from certain death... I would
like to tell you so many things... but we have no time left; they are only twenty yards away. I ask
you please to do your best to save yourself; I wouldn't like to die for nothing..." said the spider
convincingly assuming the situation, while she flexed her legs, getting ready to jump against the
hedge.
- No, Arana, I can't allow it! - Hugo said, as several pairs of eyes popped out of his
forehead, as huge spider legs appeared next to his human legs, while Arana opened her mouth
in surprise. With a quick spin she turned and threw a web at her friend's legs, imprisoning her
against the pillar.
- Hugo, please, let me go! the spider begged as it struggled to get free without
succeeding.
- If we have to die, we'll die together! Thank you all very much, my friends! I'm sorry to
see us in this situation, but I have to tell you that I'm really glad to have met you," said Hugo,
accepting his end.
The hedges continued to advance and only about ten meters separated them from their next
meal, a "magnificent delicacy".
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20. A MIRACULOUS APPARITION
A shadow appeared on the floor; something or someone was flying over the translucent
snakeskin ceiling. Suddenly, the ceiling began to freeze, crystallizing like stained glass, as the
shadow took another pass. A great noise broke the tension of the moment, followed by the
entrance of a creature through the gap generated, breaking the translucent snake skin into
numerous frozen fragments, which fell like a shower of crystals on the heads of the group, who
had to protect themselves with their arms, taking some small cuts without importance. The
winged creature looked down on them from the heights. It was a beautiful white steed, with a
small pouch on its back and with icy breath in the form of steam still coming out of its mouth.
- Look, it's Pegasullo! said Thanis excitedly.
- Get down, now! the winged equine shouted.
The group lay down on the ground and a new icy current passed over them just inches away,
hitting the southern hedge that was already about two meters away from the group. Pegasullo
continued to send that icy breath, causing the hedge to change to an increasingly whitish color,
freezing completely, but not stopping in its motion. Hugo reached into his bag, pulled out his
sword and, wielding it with more confidence than ever, gave a samurai-like slash at the hedge,
with a diagonal trajectory, which broke it into several pieces, as it had already happened with
the roof. Hugo kept slashing, until the gap was large enough for the group to pass through,
including Pegasullo himself. He released Arana with ease, unweaving the net with his newly
acquired paws, and grabbing his friend, leapt up to join the rest of the group. Once again they
were in the hallway, watching the north hedge approaching towards the pillar. Hugo reacted
without thinking: he gave a small cut on one ear to Pegasullo, who was caught off guard, while
several drops of his blood fell towards Hugo's arm, still bloody from the pieces of icy ceiling that
fell on the boy's thin skin. He then disappeared, appearing the second he was beside the pillar,
while the hedge was only inches away from it. Hugo concentrated and an icy breath shot out of
his mouth in the direction of the hedge, projecting from below to above, freezing the hedge as
it continued to move towards the pillar, shattering as the two came into contact. Wings emerged
from the boy's back, which Hugo used as an opportunity to run along the corridor at the false
ceiling and check for any new dangers. He slipped through the gap through which the winged
horse had appeared, only to return after a few seconds to the pillar again, where he landed
softly. Pegasullo stared at him with his mouth agape, as did the rest of the group.
- But what just happened? I don't understand anything...
- Let's say Hugo is imitating our powers, which he got from touching our blood and
mixing it with his own," Thanis explained.
- And why didn't you use this fantastic power before? It could have prevented my
death..." said the horse with some irony.
- And he did! said Arana. Hugo's blood had mixed with mine. It was his blood that
brought you back to life.
The group looked at her dumbfounded.
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- This spider will never cease to amaze me," said Erizorro, as he stroked the spider's
back. Hugo called to them from the pillar. The group ran up to him, making sure to get far enough
away from the side hedges of the hallway.
- Sorry about the cut on your ear, Pegasullo, it was the first thing that came to my mind
on such short notice! said Hugo with some embarrassment. The hedge was trying to eat the
pillar, and we might never see it again, knowing that the labyrinth is in constant motion. I've
flown over the top of the labyrinth, through the hole created by Pegasullo, and I haven't seen
any center. Although the skin is not transparent enough, I could see huge creatures in squares
and corridors. Thanis, it's your turn. You said you thought you had deciphered the contents of
the message and that, if correct, this sort of spell might lead us to the centre of the labyrinth.
- Go ahead, I'll give it a try," said the Koala approaching the codes marked on the floor.
We were on the last code:
1PK21LMNTADLSCDANT1N2MIG
These highlighted characters, 1D2, would refer to the location of the pillar, a place with two halfstraights like the one we are in, in this case in the form of parallel lines. If we focus now on the
rest of the message obviating the characters 1D2 and we read it almost phonetically respecting
the sound of the letters themselves and adding some extra vowels, we can arrive to a message
with some sense; I don't think this is a coincidence: 1PK2LMNTALSCDANT1NMIG, or what in
other words would be "An elemental sin is to yield to an enemy"... As Thanis spoke those words
aloud, the pillar sank into the ground until it was nothing more than a stone slab on top of it. An
opening opened in one wall of the hedge, followed by one more in that direction, and one
more...They were connected in a straight line, giving a glimpse of a hemispherical building.
- I think we have the centre of the labyrinth there," said Hugo, pointing in that direction
with his sword, which he now held with one hand without difficulty. Although they all looked
where the boy was pointing, they couldn't help but think of the boy's bravery, his strength and
determination, nothing like the boy who had come to the School some time ago; it was as if he
had matured in there. Then there was his new appearance: several pairs of eyes, several spidery
legs and wings, hiding the shy boy they had first met.
They made their way toward the structure, through hedges that now looked vulgar, like those
of any park in the real world. Hugo presided over the procession, sword at the ready, wings
folded behind his back. He had tasted the powers of the others and marveled, for not only could
he reproduce them, but he executed them with astonishing mastery, even better than their
lawful owners; it was innate, as if he already had it in him. Trantor stayed in the rear, moving his
head 180 degrees without stopping his movement. The centipede was happy, for its severed
legs were beginning to sprout appendages that it could now move. It could not yet generate
electricity with them, but it looked as if they were just being born and would eventually reach
their adult state. His ventral wound was fully healed and sealed, having left him with a nice scar
that he could brag about when this was all over. Erizorro was carrying his centaur bow in his
hand, loaded with one of his quills. His shoulder wound was fully healed and the damaged eye
was beginning to open; he could even make out shadows and colours and, though he couldn't
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quite focus yet, it was certainly healing. Arana was always at Hugo's side, always alert. The
tension of the previous moment, where the spider was ready to give her life for her friend, had
not gone unnoticed by the group. She looked happy, without any resentment towards the boy
for having prevented her from making that sacrifice that surely would have served no purpose.
The winged horse accompanied the group from the air. Pegasullo's arrival was providential. The
equine began to narrate, on his way to the hemispherical structure, how he rose from the alley
and went in search of his friends. No one in the city knew where they were, but several Dark
Souls suddenly appeared, in what he interpreted as a trap, and he kicked some of them several
times and they flew into the air hopelessly, while Tunaru calmed him down and explained the
situation with his friends. They led him to the labyrinth, but he decided to fly over it, taking
advantage of the translucent layer of the snake that enveloped him. He could see several moving
creatures (some of them huge), as well as the changing shape of the maze, but he saw nothing
that could be identified as the center of the maze. Thanis followed Hugo; he looked really happy,
eager to finish the mission and see the old master Mirlén again. With so many adventures and
near-death experiences, he wanted to have a conversation with the old man he loved like a
father and justify his awkward farewell. After about twenty minutes of walking, they arrived at
the structure, much larger than it appeared at first glance. The walls were covered with dust and
the earth around it formed a cordon almost a meter high, as if it had been disturbed.
- Now I understand," said Pegasullo, trotting around the house. This structure was
buried, so it could not be seen from the air. They circled the building without finding any
openings; there were no doors or windows. Hugo looked up, and in the blink of an eye, he spread
his wings and flew into the dome.
- Here is the entrance. Indeed, this building was buried; everything is covered with dust
except this upper part. There is a sort of circular door, with a trap-door about six feet in
diameter, though there is no handle or knob visible," said the boy.
- Is there room for everyone up there? Thanis asked.
- Yes, plenty. It's shaped like a dome, but because it's so big, there's no risk of it sliding
down a slope," said Hugo.
After two seconds, the group reappeared in the dome, all joined in contact with Trantor, who
was touching Thanis with one of his lower legs. After several attempts to open the hatch
(including electricity, spiked levers, or freezing the structure), the lock was still intact.
- Maybe she's protected by a spell," said Erizorro.
- Thanis recited the pillar spell, but nothing happened.
- Or maybe we didn't say the right words," said Trántor, while shouting at the top of his
lungs: "Melquíades, open the damn door! while the others looked at him, still frightened by his
unexpected shout, absorbed by the "subtlety" of his words. Suddenly, there was a click followed
by several metallic bolts and the trapdoor began to dissolve, leaving in its place a kind of energy
field that simulated water, with swirls and waves. It was a portal. Hugo stepped forward with
the intention of entering it, but Arana stood in the way:
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- It could be a trap, Hugo. We don't know where this portal leads; it could lead to the
bottom of an ocean or inside a volcano, where we would die in a second. And with one leap the
spider dived into it.
- Arana! - Hugo shouted. The spider reappeared after a few seconds that seemed like
hours to Hugo.
- It's safe, go ahead! said the spider, smiling.
One by one they jumped into the doorway, still unaware of what awaited them inside: the great
Melquiades was waiting for them.
The group reappeared in a large, brightly lit hall, with exquisitely carved stone tiles and columns
along the sides. To the side, a circular portal set vertically, served as a doorway with the hatch
in the roof of the structure. A huge dome, matching what the group had seen from the outside,
loomed majestically before them, decorated with wondrous paintings of mythological beings,
as well as constellations of planets and remote worlds. The side space between the dozens of
columns was covered with bookshelves, filled with books and rolls of paper. Thousands of books
occupied every space from the floor to the edge of the dome. Strange winged beings moved the
books from one place to another, repositioning them; they were similar to small apes that were
able to stay in the same place in suspension for several minutes, flapping their wings at a
frequency similar to hummingbirds, birds that excited Hugo. The monoliths, as Hugo categorized
them in his mind, did not cease their activity at the arrival of the strangers; they looked at them
for barely two seconds, returning to their work without taking any interest in them.
- Monibris are fascinating creatures, aren't they? said a hoarse, booming voice from one
of the side aisles hidden among the shelves of books. A huge being with the head and legs of a
bull appeared. Its torso was human, with two powerful arms that showed tremendous
musculature. Hugo had seen this being in mythology books. It was a Minotaur. The group
prepared for combat, but Hugo stepped forward, saying, "It was a Minotaur:
- Are you Melquíades?
- I am, be welcome. Come with me, please," Melquíades said, turning in on himself,
walking heavily to the center of the room, where a large model levitated halfway above the
floor. It was the maze itself, showing the seemingly random movements of the hedges in real
time; inside, strange creatures moved through the corridors. Melquiades had been able to follow
the group's wanderings inside the maze from the beginning through the model, as if it were a
television. The party understood how complicated it would have been for them to find the
center of the maze. The Minotaur, nearly ten feet tall, looked up from the model, turning its
attention to the group. His appearance was really intimidating, nothing to do with his voice,
thunderous but slow and sweet at the same time, not corresponding with the fierce and
threatening image of such an imposing being. As the group followed him cautiously, Hugo
remembered the legend of the Minotaur of Crete. In fact, his aunt Matilda told him the story of
the labyrinth, created by Daedalus, an Athenian architect who designed the labyrinth to guard
the fearsome being. After a battle between two kingdoms, the winner imposed on the loser as
tribute the sacrifice of seven young men and seven maidens to satisfy the beast's hunger.
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Theseus volunteered to face the Minotaur and put an end to this bloody tradition. Could this
being be the famous Minotaur of the legend? The horns of the Minotaur glowed, while the
gigantic being smiled.
- No Hugo; I am not the Minotaur of Crete.
- Do you have telepathic powers? said Hugo interested.
- It's not exactly that; let's say I can get into anyone's mind, see what they're thinking or
even tinker with their heads, so that they do what I want, but with the feeling that they're the
ones making the decisions. Suddenly, Trantor began to dance, swaying his body, as his legs
rattled from left to right, while he sang a horrible song. Everyone looked at him strangely; this
was certainly not the centipede's behavior. Trantor finished his song and folded in on himself as
he said:
- Thank you, thank you, you're a wonderful audience! It's not necessary, but applause is
comforting! The centipede didn't seem to feel bad, or uncomfortable about performing a dance
that had undoubtedly been a display of Melquíades' power. Hugo looked at the Minotaur,
examining the gigane's every gesture; Melquíades had no need to be aggressive with such
power; a power that allowed him to manipulate others at will.
- You were able to use that power against us inside the labyrinth? Hugo said
unceremoniously. I mean to be used at a distance...
- I could... but then it wouldn't have been so much fun, would it? said Melquiades,
smiling. But back to Crete... I suppose you mean Taurom, my cousin? I haven't seen him for
hundreds of years... Still, you shouldn't believe all the stories about him. He's no angel, that's for
sure, but I assure you he doesn't feed on humans.
- Then why would he want seven young men and seven maidens? Hugo asked,
interested.
- To help him in the library. In that world you call real, from which you come from,
mythological beings like nymphs and fairies helped my cousin to catalogue and classify the books
of antiquity. We Minotaurs have been known for that, for being keepers of knowledge
throughout the ages. Unfortunately, legends have done us a disservice. In your reality, the
nymphs and fairies died in strange circumstances, disappearing from your world, something that
no doubt has gone completely unnoticed by you humans. My cousin thought of seven young
boys and seven young girls to help him run the library; their youth was necessary, so that they
could have children and continue to supply dedicated humans for generations to come. In fact,
this library you find yourselves in right now comes largely from your world, Hugo. Do you know
the history of Alexandria?
- Yes, my aunt told me something. A thriving civilization with a huge lighthouse, which
was one of the wonders of the ancient world, wasn't it?
- Correct," said Melchiades; however, Alexandria was also known for having an immense
Library of almost a million volumes, the most important concentration of knowledge of the time.
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Your history says that that library was destroyed, that it was burned by the Muslims; but the
reality is that much of it was saved, as well as many rolls of immaculate paper, which they did
not yet value, but which are of vital importance to us in creating new spells.
- And how did such an important library end up here? - Thanis asked.
- Well, you should ask Serpentidad about that. One day he came to the confines of our
city and simply, he caught us. It was the first city the serpent had ever ingested. It was very
important to me to keep the library safe, for Serpentidad knew of its power. The serpent
suggested that I continue to care for it and guard it, placing it in the only place in its organism
that would keep it intact, while the rest of the cities and neighborhoods it subsequently engulfed
deteriorated along with their inhabitants. All the beings I knew died, but my doom was to live
for eternity, doing the work that a Minotaur has to do. I accepted, of course. A long time has
passed since then, perhaps more than eight hundred years already...
- Do you know anything about a messiah? said Trantor, getting straight to the point,
while still questioning why on earth he had felt like singing and dancing only moments before.
- I know all about the Messiah you come looking for. She's a little girl, with immense
magical power. Indhira is her name and she was able to contact Hugo through dreams, crossing
time and space, something truly incredible for her young age. Anaraña brought her here
following Wo-Shikram's orders, to try to find out some way to extract her immense magical
power, innate in the girl since her birth, still unaware of her abilities, but that could be a real
future threat to the forces of the primordial God. Wo-Shikram tried to extract her power, but
found no way. He had known Serpentidad for centuries, which was known to feed on its
inhabitants, bit by bit, as if sucking their energy through a small orifice. The God of Supreme Evil
hoped that Serpentidad could find a chink, a crack in the girl's energetic armour, but he couldn't
either; curiously, the girl was protected by something that prevented access to her magical
power. When the girl was here, I tried to penetrate her mind without succeeding; I have never
encountered such overwhelming resistance without showing any effort to remain intact. Faced
with the impossibility of extracting her energy, the primordial God ordered her to be brought
before him, so that he himself could kill her, for he could not risk that such power would grow
and constitute in a few years a threat to his plans to dominate all the known universe. Moreover,
it could forever destroy the School for Mythological Beings, the only one that has fought for the
balance between Good and Evil.
- When does Wo-Shikram want to kill her? Thanis asked.
- The sacrifice will take place in a week's time, when the stars of this world align in an
arrangement that only happens every 222 years, just with the birth of the new Messiah, after
the disappearance of the previous one, Yosoy," said Melquiades focusing his attention on Hugo.
This little human that accompanies us has recently discovered his power, an incredible power,
something the Messiah knew he had; that's why he chose him, right? That's why Hugo is "The
Chosen One". The Minotaur interrupted his explanation as his horns began to glow again:
- I see it has crossed your mind to ask me for a drop of blood," Melquiades said, staring at the
boy, "but I'm afraid that won't be possible. A power like mine would make you practically
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immortal, as well as being able to influence the mind of any being at will. You could create an
army, be invincible. Plus, this power, added to your own, would put you on a level very similar
to Wo-Shikram. This world cannot afford to have two beings facing each other with such powers;
it would be the end of all known worlds and, therefore, of libraries, which I cannot allow.
- I understand," said Hugo thoughtfully. Can you at least tell me where Wo-Shikram is
holding the Messiah?
- Anaraña told me that she would personally take him to the Palace of Supreme Evil in
about three weeks; in fact, it has been two weeks since that conversation. He told me that before
that, he had to organize and direct several attacks on the School, taking advantage of its
weakness.
- We have to help them," said Erizorro, stepping forward. How can we get out of here?
- Well, that's easy, but with nuances," said the Minotaur hesitantly.
- Can you get us out of here? Erizorro asked.
- That's the easy part. I just have to ask Serpentidad for it; being the first citizen of this
city has its privileges..." replied Melquíades. However, now comes the nuances: Serpentidad
wants something in return; as you approached, I had a conversation with her. The snake is clearly
upset with you: you have destroyed part of the upper wall of the labyrinth, its translucent skin;
you have also killed several of the guards protecting its interior; finally, part of the frozen hedge
has caused it quite unpleasant intestinal pains, which has caused it to vomit for the first time in
a thousand years, leaving several of the inhabitants of the last ingested city to escape. Despite
all that, he has no problem letting you go, as long as you compensate for the damage caused.
- We have several magical artifacts that will no doubt be able to compensate for such
destruction," Thanis said, reaching into his bag.
- I'm afraid such artifacts are of no interest to Serpentidad. She is only interested in one
thing: magical energy," said Melquíades.
- Then what does he want? said Hugo, staring at the Minotaur. - The snake wants
three of you to stay in here, feeding some of its energy," said Melquiades with a grim and serious
look on his face.
There was a long, awkward silence. The whole group was thinking about the options, as it was
clear to them that they didn't want to leave anyone behind after all they had been through
together.
- No way! Trantor said, visibly angry. Surely there are other possibilities, something we
can give her or get for her. This isn't our place, and she knows it....
- There's nothing you can do," Melquiades replied. Serpentidad has been very clear on
this point: either three of you stay, or none of your party will ever get out of here alive.
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- I will stay in exchange for Hugo being one of the ones to go outside! The Chosen One
must continue with his Mission! said Arana approaching the Minotaur.
- Well, I see you are a very brave spider. I have to admit that I was very surprised that
someone of your species was in the group..." said the Minotaur bending one of his knees to get
a closer look at the spider. You are very similar to your sisters, but I detect something very
different about you...
- Well, I'm much prettier," Arana replied as she preened her head with two of her paws
while emitting that characteristic laugh of hers. Hugo was about to speak, but Thanis clamped
his hand over his mouth.
- I'm staying too. I was thinking that Tunaru is going to need a lot of help to turn this city
into something other than death and destruction," said the koala.
Hugo pulled Thanis's hand away and said:
- I'm sure we'll find another solution. You can't stay, Thanis; without you, we wouldn't
have come this far. And Arana... you are my faithful companion, you have protected me at all
times, except when you tried to kill me, of course," Hugo winked. He turned to Melquiades and
continued saying:
- Tell Serpentidad that I want to make a deal with her, a deal that will be far more
rewarding to her than keeping three of us here.
- Serpentidad is listening to all this conversation; in fact, he's communicating something
to me," said Melquíades as his horns began to glow. There's a new deal; three of you will have
to stay, that's non-negotiable, for you have far superior magical energy to the rest of the city's
inhabitants, and Serpentidad needs to fix those aforementioned flaws. Believe it or not, the
serpent doesn't exactly have energy to spare; however, your friends will be able to leave after a
year, if what Hugo proposes is so beneficial. Melquiades concentrated on the boy, as if he were
scanning him from the inside: - Well, I think it's a very interesting proposal! But... could you do
it? asked the Minotaur.
- I think I could do it if I finally manage to complete our Mission; I'll have to convince
different people, but I'm willing to try," said Hugo, determined.
- Serpentidad says that in case you don't keep your promise, your three friends will stay
here forever, or rather, until they die dry of energy, but not before suffering terrible tortures...
Besides, you know that here time is relative and the day to day life is not easy, she is aware;
neither will she be able to guarantee the survival of these two new citizens; they will have to
look for a living and fend for themselves. Do we have an agreement? said Melquiades, acting as
spokesman for the snake.
The boy replied, "We have an agreement, if you add to the deal half the rolls of immaculate
paper that the library has...".
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21. BLUE SKY
The group had gathered around the model, to discuss who would ultimately be the ones to stay
there. The discussion had been difficult, as everyone had volunteered to stay and protect the
rest of their companions, even Trantor. In the end they made a joint decision, keeping in mind
that the important thing was to accomplish the mission and that, objectively, some powers
would be more useful than others. Thanis volunteered with a strong argument: since Hugo could
replicate his powers, the group's teleportation was covered; moreover, he could stay in
Serpentidad and help his restructuring, and he couldn't deny his interest in Tunaru, with whom
he had a special connection. In fact, that interest increased exponentially when Hugo revealed
to him what Tunaru had said in his ear, "Take care of Thanis; he's a special being." Thanis would
have to postpone meeting his father, Mirlén, for at least another year if Hugo's plan went well.
Although they had insisted very strongly that the boy tell them about his dealings with
Serpentidad, he had been tight-lipped.
- I ask you to please trust me. It's a crazy idea that depends on other people, so I'd rather
keep it a secret for the moment. The group had given up in the face of the boy's determination,
another new sign of maturity since he arrived in this fantastic world.
Melquiades moved slowly through the library, illuminating his horns as the Monibris moved
about agitatedly looking for rolls of immaculate paper. Since Hugo had asked him to, the
Minotaur couldn't hide his unease; he was in charge of defending that place and felt responsible
for whatever paper was inside.
- It's the first time a paper has ever left this library," said Melquiades, visibly displeased.
Immaculate paper? Damn it! Melchiades snarled, echoing through the room with a roar that
made the Monibris shudder. Spotless paper is the most precious treasure in this world;
numerous battles have been fought to have just one of them... And you're asking me for half of
what's in the library? Many had tried to get here, but none had ever come as far as you have.
And I have certainly never before encountered a being as daring as you, Hugo. The group sensed
that the Minotaur's energy had changed; they began to feel really uncomfortable in this place,
where they could start dancing to Melquiades' tune at any moment. Hugo took the floor to calm
the atmosphere:
- It's the first time for us too in many things, but these are difficult times, where we must
make decisions that may involve the life or death of many of our people," said Hugo. I
understand your discomfort, Melquiades, but I promise you we will put them to good use.
- All right! cried the Minotaur as his horns lit up again. Serpentidad is asking me a
question... which of you will stay here? asked the Minotaur.
- See for yourself," said Hugo, brushing his hair back from his forehead, implying that he
was allowing the old Minotaur to read his thoughts, a gesture that finally brought a smile to
Melquíades' face.
- Thanis, Pegasullo, and Erizorro, you'll never cease to amaze me, boy! said the giant
with a grimace on his face.
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Pegasullo stepped forward and said:
- It's the least I could do, to volunteer, since it was I who tore the skin off the roof of the
labyrinth and who destroyed the hedges; in fact, I almost died here. If I'm alive, I suppose it's for
a reason. Besides, I'd like to make you a proposition... I'd like to work here with you, helping you
with the books; I'm sure my wings would do you good to reach some heavy tomes on the top
shelves; besides, I'm a great reader and a great conversationalist. The Minotaur looked at
Pegasullo with a grin from ear to ear, a strange gesture indeed on a face as menacing as his,
which changed back to a friendlier one.
- Really? You'd stay and help me? That would be great. I've been here alone for more
than five hundred years, with the only company of the Monibris, hard-working beings, yes, but
sparing with words. I would love to have a companion with whom I could discuss philosophical
questions and, above all, books, my great passion.
- Will Serpentidad allow me to stay here? said the winged horse.
- Yes, indeed; as she said, you can make a life for yourselves anywhere in the city. Inside
the labyrinth you will be protected, you will not deteriorate, since there is a spell that makes us
conserve energy, while Serpentidad will suck out the surplus of magic without producing any
degradation," answered Melquiades.
- Well then, done," said Pegasullo.
Erizorro raised the centaur bow and said:
- I would like to be part of the labyrinth guard. I would like to be able to take the place
of the centaurs.
- Well, at least you have his bow," said Melquiades with a grimace.
- Not for long..." answered Erizorro.
- Oh, that's great! The guards will be informed of your presence, as will Serpentidad.
Finally, Thanis approached the Minotaur and took the floor:
- I would like to join the Dark Souls, to help them rebuild the city.
- No problem! Melquiades replied with a wink; I'm sure your friend Tunaru would love
the idea. Thanis couldn't help blushing a little, as he put his hands behind his back and made an
imaginary circle with one of his feet on the tile of the large room.
The Minotaur approached Hugo and handed him, following the snake's instructions, thirteen
rolls of immaculate paper, half the number in the library. That paper was practically extinct and
would be worth more than all the gold in any kingdom.
- I hope you use them wisely, my boy. This type of paper is extremely powerful with the
right spells. I remind you that you cannot break them, or they will lose their power.
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- I really appreciate it, Melquiades," said Hugo as he tried to make room in his
overstuffed bag.
- Do you want me to hold it for you, Hugo? - said Arana. I have only two splinters of
wood in my pouch, leaving me one place to spare.
- Perfect," said Hugo. You'd better not get rid of those splinters; you're an amazing
fighter with them.
- Splinters? And yet you lived to tell the tale, little spider? said Melquiades in
astonishment. I would like to reward your bravery and daring. The Minotaur approached one of
the shelves; moving one of the books, a secret space opened up in a crack in the wall. In a drawer
rested two small golden daggers, one with a red stone inserted into its hilt and the other with a
black stone. The end of both hilt, ended the same: a girth of beautifully ornamented metal.
"Here, they're yours, I'll trade them for the splinters! "Melquiades said with a smile.
Arana took both daggers and began to move them with great skill between his paws, making
them spin in all directions taking advantage of the circumferences of the handle to introduce his
paws, achieving incredible speeds.
- Why, Arana, I wouldn't want to have to deal with you in combat! said the Minotaur,
amused as well as surprised.
- They are incredible, very light and versatile; however, they have a small imbalance,
very subtle, but I detected it instantly," replied the spider.
- Well, that's because you're holding them upside down. Indeed, both weapons are
identical in weight, but they have a difference in edge, only a few millimeters. This is because
the red dagger has to be handled from the right side and the black one from the left," explained
the Minotaur.
Arana threw them into the air, retrieving them with the right legs and the result was even more
surprising, alternating movements of the spider itself, with somersaults and lateral rolls, which,
together with the demonic turns of the knives, would certainly constitute a threat to be
considered for anyone who wanted to get in its way.
- Wow, now you're talking! Those are some awesome guns! Thank you, Melquíades.
Here are my splinters," said Arana with a grimace of joy on his face.
Melquiades took the apparently worthless splinters and deposited them in the drawer, placing
them carefully, while Arana kept both daggers together with the rolls of immaculate paper duly
fastened by a small string inside her pouch.
- Well, it's time to go," said Hugo adjusting his bag, with clear signs of haste; but first,
can you give us directions to that Palace of Supreme Evil?
- I do not know exactly where it is located, for since Wo-Shikram's awakening, they have
made the palace capable of time and space jumping, like your school. However..." said the
Minotaur as he touched his chin, "I know a creature who could give you the exact location of the
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palace at a specific time: his name is Gaelicus. This creature clearly resents Wo-Shikram, for his
father, Nicodemus, the most brilliant engineer of this age, has been forcibly recruited by the
Primeval God, threatening to kill his family if he does not carry out his orders: to move the palace
in space and time by jumping through a machine that Nicodemus himself has invented.
- Where can we find this Gaelicus? Hugo asked.
The Minotaur smiled as he knelt down to be closer to the group and said:
- Well, you're in luck; it's about thirty miles north of Serpentidad, in a village called
Serenity. It's a quiet village, nestled in the valley, surrounded by huge forests. Inventors and
sorcerers dwell there. As I understand it, it is Serpentidad's next target. It appears to be a village
of little importance, but the trees and their inhabitants are a powerful source of magical energy
that the serpent will not want to let slip away. You must go ahead, for the ingestion of this new
village does not guarantee the survival of all its inhabitants, and this Gaelicus is in grave danger...
- Then let's go to Serenity! Hugo shouted with one arm in the air, provoking everyone's
surprise at such emphasis, followed by a group laugh that made the boy blush. The Monibris
looked for a second at those noisy and carefree beings, returning to their work immediately.
"But first, you must tell me how to get out of the labyrinth," Thanis asked uneasily. The Minotaur
looked at him, his horns glowed again, concentrating the energy into a sort of ball that formed
between them, much like the ones Thanis made between his paws, but this one a deep golden
color. A beam of light shot out from the ball towards Thanis, who began to tremble with little
shakes, to the surprise of the party. After a few seconds, the beam of light disappeared, while
the ball of energy continued to move between the giant's horns. Likewise, another beam of light,
this time much wider, struck Arana, Trantor and Hugo, who likewise began to shake with spasms
and gnashing of teeth. The beam of light stopped after a few seconds, as did the ball of energy,
which slowly dissipated as the horns returned to their usual color. Thanis wore a reddish halo,
enveloping him completely. The rest of the group wore a greenish halo.
- What happened? Thanis said, still confused.
- Let's call it your new way of getting about in Serpentidad," said Melquiades. Thanis,
you can now pass through the hedge of the labyrinth without any trouble; that reddish glow will
protect you; the rest of the party, you can pass through the hedge, but it will also get you out of
Serpentidad; the snake will detect the greenish halo and make it easier for you to evacuate, no
pun intended," continued the Minotaur to Thanis's grimace of disgust. You will have to go into
the slums; I advise you to do so soon, for it will be dawn on the surface, at which time
Serpentidad will take the opportunity to bury himself, and that will make your exit too difficult.
Hugo took the floor and thanked Melquiades for his help on behalf of all. He sensed that the old
Minotaur was where he wanted to be, forced at first, but already accustomed to his eternal
hostess, Serpentidad, of whom he spoke without reproach or resentment. Pegasullo said
goodbye to the group with a smile on his face: "It's all right, friends! A year goes by in no time...!".
Hugo made a surprised gesture on his face, before understanding that a year for a mythological
being, was like a week for a human, so they said goodbye with some sadness, but with the
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assurance that Melquiades would take care of his winged friend. Erizorro couldn't hold back the
tears and threw herself into Hugo's arms, giving him a warm hug. The spikes had lowered them,
which made it easier for Hugo to respond to the hug without getting hurt. Hugo broke away
from the Hedgehog and walked over to where Trantor and Arana were, both of whom had
already prepared to leave.
- Wait a moment, Hugo," said Erizorro. I thought you should keep this," he said as he
handed him the centaur bow. I'd rather keep my family's bow.
- Are you sure? You seemed very happy with this weapon," the boy replied.
- It's a wonderful bow, but I couldn't afford to hoard two bows. It's yours! said Erizorro,
passing it to the boy; besides, you're a much better archer now than I've ever been.
Hugo checked his bag; apart from the two gems, he had the key-not-key, the whistle and the
sword. - Well, I wouldn't want to part with any of my father's things! And at short distances, the
sword is very effective! said Hugo.
- You already have all our powers, what more do you want? said Trantor a little
suspiciously.
- That's true, but those powers require concentration and transformation. They're not
as immediate as they seem, plus some of them require recharging..." the boy explained.
- Okay, got it," said the centipede. Give me your key and your whistle. I'll keep it for you
in my sack.
- You don't have anything in it? Erizorro asked in surprise.
- Just a familiar shield; my electrical powers are enough for me. I don't need any extra
weapons," Trantor replied.
Erizorro arched his eyebrows, raised his hands and shrugged. He preferred not to say anything,
like how the electricity hadn't helped much when Trantor needed to recharge, or when there
were several enemies at once and the centipede could do nothing but fall to the ground and
take the bites and blows, or when its legs were severed...; however, it was time to let them go,
not start an argument.
- Here, Trantor! I'll leave you my father's things. I trust you," said Hugo with a smile.
- Don't overdo it, dwarf," replied the centipede ironically, "just organise our bags
together.
As Thanis, Trántor, Arana and Hugo reached the door, Melquíades said in a thunderous voice
from the center of the room:
- Aren't you forgetting anything, boy?
Hugo turned in time to see a red object move through the air in his direction. "Got it!" -the boy
replied. Inside the hand, rested the ball of yarn Tunaru had given them. Hugo saw something
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else tangled in the skein: a sort of greenish capsule in the shape of a snake. Hugo smiled to
himself and raised his hand to say goodbye to Melquíades, his new friend.
As soon as they left the building the spherical room began to shift and sink behind them until
there was nothing left but the hatch in the floor; again they were in the last location, surrounded
by hedgerows in all directions. Thanis approached the nearest hedge and it opened wide as he
detected it, a full opening, all the way to the ceiling, similar to any of the corridors formed. He
stepped through the gap in the newly generated doorway and continued straight ahead to the
next wall with identical results. The group mimicked their companion by heading in a straight
line to the exit, through the doors generated by the hedges. They encountered a few guards,
but they watched them from a distance without defiance; it was clear that their orders were to
stay out of the way. After more than an hour, the group reached the gate, presided over by the
two arching trees; the three bloody fingers on the ground looked like they were waving goodbye
to them. They headed toward the city, toward one of the more crowded streets. Thanis turned
to his companions and exclaimed:
- It was a pleasure to have met each and every one of you. I will miss you," he said, giving
everyone a big hug, including the centipede, who had initially withdrawn a bit, clearly
uncomfortable. Forgive me, Trantor! said the centipede. You were a rather annoying
curmudgeon, but I recognize that your role has been crucial so far. No doubt you can continue
to help the group much more than I can.
- Serves me right," said Trantor. Just so you can see that I don't hold a grudge, take this
vigorous hug with you. And without another word, he unleashed a mild shock at the Koala, who
stood still, chattering his teeth and staring at the centipede. For a moment, Hugo made an
attempt to swing his sword at Trantor.
- It's all right, it's all right, it's just a little joke," said Trantor as he released the koala, a
little shaken, but no apparent harm done.
- I'm certainly more energetic now than I've ever been," Thanis said with amusement.
Hugo smiled and tossed the ball to Thanis, who could not suppress a grin from ear to ear: "Can
you give it back to its owner for me, Thanis? Hugo asked.
- Sure, I'd be happy to," the Koala replied enthusiastically. And without another word,
he started walking towards the bustle with the reddish aura still shining all over his body.
The group turned left, heading for the slums, the worst parts of the city. The buildings were grim
and dilapidated, and so were their inhabitants, many of whom were dying or clearly ill and stared
enviously at these beings who emanated a greenish beam of light. They followed the path of
death into a valley of sorts, where buildings were stacked upon each other, twisted into
impossible shapes, while the jagged streets were littered with corpses. As the group advanced,
the buildings seemed to move outward, just as the hedge did at the arrival of the retinue. At the
far end, a gaping hole was depositing all manner of debris and lifeless creatures in what they
sensed to be the exit. As they approached, the debris activity stopped, as if awaiting the arrival
of the entire party. A cool draft of air stirred Hugo's hair, and he couldn't help but close his eyes
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and put his arms crossed, Rose-style as Jack held her from behind on the bow of the Titanic 6. At
last, they were out of Serpentidad and the sky was bluer than ever.

6

Titanic is an American film directed by filmmaker James Cameron in 1997, inspired by the sinking of
the famous ship against an iceberg in the Atlantic Ocean on April 15, 1912. The film won 11 Oscars,
equaling those won by Ben-Hur in 1959.
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22. GAELICUS
It was early, earlier than Gaelicus would have wished. He had gone to bed very late working on
an invention started by his father, Nicodemus. And now, he had woken up restless, as if
foreshadowing something bad. He went to wash his face, passing through a hallway decorated
with multiple family photos: his parents, his two sisters, and him, the younger brother. Gaelicus'
sisters had been good inventors, having inherited their father's gene; but now, his sisters were
dead and only his poor mother was left, wandering like a soul in pain, a dead person in the world
of the living. His mother could not bear the situation: her husband kidnapped, her two eldest
daughters murdered...; only her youngest son was left, who had been spared such an end purely
by luck, as he was on a trip to buy some spare parts that his father had ordered for him. When
Gaelicus returned home, he found that his house had disappeared. Wo-Shikram's acolytes had
blown it up, with his sisters inside. They decided to keep the mother alive, so that his father
would willingly agree to work for the Prime God. He remembers how engrossed his father and
sisters were with their latest invention: a machine capable of moving through space and time.
They had already successfully tested it, but now his father intended to share all that knowledge
with the entire village, Serenity. The village was like a big family where everyone knew each
other. The place where they lived was simply spectacular, surrounded by big trees and sheltered
by huge mountains; however, Nicodemus was worried; in his travels through time he had seen
his village disappear and he came back to warn and protect them all. He needed new parts, a
replacement impossible to find in his own village. He decided to send Gaelicus, the youngest of
the household, to travel to the nearest town, almost seventy kilometers away. When Gaelicus
arrived back in Serenity, his house was completely destroyed, except for the workshop, which
was still standing practically intact. The machine and all the plans, however, were gone.
With the death of his father and sisters still present, Gaelic had searched the house until he
found his father's diary, a notebook where Nicodemus wrote down all his crazy ideas. It
appeared partially burned in the rubble, next to a wristwatch that had been miraculously saved,
protected in the hollow of a metal beam. In the notebook were the original plans for the
machine; although they were not very developed, as it was a first sketch, Gaelicus had set out
to build one just like it, to return a few hours before the explosion and save the whole family.
Although it was still in its early stages, the machine was taking shape. He looked at the time on
his wrist, his father's watch would now be his until he could return it to him. Although it told the
exact time, it had several hands and hands that he couldn't identify. For the moment, it didn't
matter. It was enough for him to know that it was nine in the morning and that he had only slept
for three hours since he had woken up startled and drenched in sweat with a terrible feeling.
Hugo and his companions had set out northward in search of the village known as Serenity.
Serpentidad had already begun the journey there, though she now lay buried to protect herself
from the scorching sun. They estimated that in three days at the most, the serpent would reach
Serenity, and then the lives of all its inhabitants would be forever changed. Hugo led the group
in a northerly direction; he found that it was the same as in his world: the trees were mossy on
one side, on the coldest and shadiest part. He was glad to know that his science class really was
having such a great application.
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- At this speed, it'll take forever," Arana said suddenly. We'll barely have time to warn
the villagers, if we have to track down this Gaelicus as well!
- Just a moment! I've thought of something..." said Hugo, stopping in his tracks. He
focused on Pegasullo and beautiful wings emerged majestically from his back.
- Go on without me," said the boy as he took a small leap into the air, soaring northward
over the majestic forests.
- Where do you think you're going without us? said Trantor.
- Don't worry, I suppose he's going to reconnoitre the terrain. I'm sure he'll be back
soon," said Arana, squinting her four pairs of eyes to make out Hugo, who was flying through
the air a mile away.
- Fine, I'll take the little spider then! said Trantor disenchanted, certifying that he
preferred to be with Hugo, especially since Hugo had demonstrated his new skills.
It was mid-afternoon when Hugo made his appearance returning to meet his friends. "Look,
there he is!" " said Arana startled, with manifest concern at the boy's tardiness. Hugo descended
and placed his feet lightly on the ground.
- I've surveyed the area and located Serenity. We're still quite far away and I don't think we'll
get there until tomorrow night.
- Why don't you teleport us? said Trantor.
- Because he can't do it, wart-face. Don't you know that Thanis could only teleport to
places he could visualize at the time? Arana said, clearly annoyed at Thanis's comments.
- Well, Arana, there's no need to lose your temper either," said Hugo in a conciliatory
attitude.
- This centipede is the rudest creature I have ever met in my life," said Arana, turning on
her heel in an attitude that showed her clear displeasure with the boy.
Hugo took back the floor and said:
- After all, what Trantor is proposing is quite logical. I think I can teleport you there, to
Serenity, right now. I've located a low ridge about half a mile from town that will be perfect for
teleporting without being seen.
- Do you have that power? Can you teleport us to a place you're not seeing at the same moment?
said Trantor in amazement.
- Well, let's say it's still in the testing phase. Shall we go? said Hugo.
- Hold on to me, you little pilgrims! said Trantor with a grimace. Then the group
disappeared.
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It was several minutes before he appeared on the knoll, falling from a height of about six feet.
Dusting himself off and checking that nothing was broken except a few bruises, Hugo said,
"Sorry, folks, I haven't got the hang of it yet! It's too great a distance...". Trantor was vomiting
behind some bushes, for the trip had been really bumpy, as if they were in a spiral falling into
the void, like into a well. Even the little spider had also gotten a little dizzy and was walking
sideways to the right, as if he had drunk a good bottle of wine. Hugo was used to the sensation
and could hardly feel anything anymore.
- Next time, if there is one, I ask you to please make stops at shorter distances! said Trantor,
retching again.
- I'll keep that in mind! said the boy, laughing softly.
They had gone down to the river and cleaned themselves up a bit. They had finally drunk pure
water, filtered from a rock, nothing to do with the dirty water of Serpentidad and it had tasted
like glory.
- The town is in this direction along the river," Hugo pointed out. Serenity is less than a
mile away. We will enter by the main entrance, so that the inhabitants will not be alarmed; no
weapons in sight and no sudden movements.
- You remember that Melchiades said that Druids and witches lived there, don't you?
said the centipede warily.
- Yes, we'll stay alert, but we won't carry weapons. That's what you're for, Trantor, you're a
weapon in your own right, without any transformation," said Hugo.
- Ummm, wow, I didn't see it that way! That's right, I'm an innate weapon... no need to
copy other people's powers! the centipede replied with a haughty tone reminiscent of the old
Trantor.

Gaelicus was still working on his machine; on his head, he was wearing a kind of magnifying glass
attached to a tape, which helped him to see the tiny pieces of the machinery. The first tests had
been very positive and he had managed to make an apple disappear in time, sending it to the
future, appearing again in the same place completely rotten in just a few seconds, something
that apparently used to happen with objects and surely with beings that traveled in time. A smile
came to her face; her father would be proud. Noises and shouts in the street brought him out
of his concentration. He walked over to the window. About twenty people surrounded a group
of newcomers, very strange looking beings. "We come in peace," Hugo said with his hands in the
air, "We mean you no harm. We mean you no harm. Arana mimicked the gesture by raising
several of her paws as well, but Trantor was still adamant about never giving in and his posture
was clearly haughty, making the crowd more and more nervous. The inhabitants were almost
entirely humanoid in appearance, but with the legs and horns of goats. Hugo remembered his
Aunt Matilda's stories about these beings... What were they called? Satanic, Tásiros... No! Satyrs,
that's what they were! He remembered that they were friendly, fun-loving mythological beings,
fond of wine and social gatherings; however, this group was clearly on the defensive, as they
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pointed primitive-looking bows and pitchforks at them. In the background, several hooded
satyrs were making a sort of black smoke with their hands, prepared, surely, in case they had to
use their magic against the newcomers. What had happened in Serenity to make its inhabitants
so hostile towards the newcomers? Hugo thought. "We're looking for Gaelicus," said Trantor,
"G-A-E-LI-CUS!" -he hastened to syllabify, as if hoping to be better understood. One of the satyrs,
wide-eyed and with a straw hat on his head from which both horns protruded, picked up a large
black orca in a menacing attitude towards the newcomers. He stepped forward a few paces and
took the word: " Go back where you came from. now! ”
- We're not looking for trouble, we just need to talk to Gaelicus. It's of the utmost
importance," Hugo insisted.
- Gaelicus is very busy. He cannot see you at this time or any other. I will not say it again...
Go back where you came from or face the consequences!
Trantor began to stir, visibly nervous. He began to generate three balls of electrical energy at
the same time, which illuminated the faces of the attackers in front of him, blinding the goggleeyed satyr for a moment. Trantor said:
- I think it is you who do not understand! We want to speak to Gaelicus... Now! If you do
not bring him to us immediately, I will reduce this village to ashes in seconds," he said in a
serious, scathing tone, his electric balls growing to a size none of the group had ever seen before.
Serenity's inhabitants began to whisper and hesitate; it seemed that Trantor's "bluff" was
beginning to take hold within the village; it could also be that it was no bluff at all, for Trantor
was quite unpredictable. The attackers began to open up a corridor, as a satyr came walking
through it towards the group. He wore some sort of magnifying glass on his head and a very
strange watch on one wrist.
- I am Gaelicus. How can I help you, strangers?
- My name is Hugo," said the boy. She's Arana and that's Trantor over there. Don't worry,
Trántor's a bit of a troublemaker, but he's harmless," said Hugo, looking at the centipede, who
didn't hesitate for a second to send him a look with a certain resentment. Melquiades sent us
to...
- That's impossible! said the satyr of the black gallows, interrupting Hugo. Melquiades
"lives" in Serpentidad.....
- Indeed, and we left there this very morning.
The group of satyrs again took up an attack stance upon hearing such a statement, drawing their
bows and approaching menacingly with the pitchforks.
- No one leaves Serpentidad alive," Gaelicus said.
- But we're nobody; we're somebody, I've already told you," said Hugo with open hands.
Listen to me for a moment, please. Melquiades has told us about your father, Nicodemus, and
how Wo-Shikram is holding him against his will. We also know that he killed several of your
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fellow citizens, including your own sisters, and that the village has been threatened with death
ever since. A stony silence fell among all the satyrs. A little girl, about five years old, with blonde
hair and greenish-brown eyes, appeared on the scene. She looked like an angel fallen from the
sky in Hugo's eyes, among so many fantastic hybrid beings. She was the first human he had ever
seen in this world.
- How did you escape from Serpentidad? asked the girl directly to the boy. Hugo was
absorbed, looking at her and wondering what she was doing in that place.
- Cecile, I told you not to go out! said the satyr with the bulging eyes.
- And I told you I'd go out anyway," Cecile replied.
Hugo turned to the girl and answered:
- I'm afraid knowing how we got out of Serpentidad doesn't matter at this point. What
matters is that we need your help to find the Palace of Supreme Evil, where Wo-Shikram is
holding not only Nicodemus, but also the Messiah, the only being who can establish the balance
between Good and Evil again. The Prime God plans to kill him in less than two weeks, before the
Messiah reaches 222 days of life and grows stronger. Evil stalks not only our School for
Mythological Beings, but also each of the homeworlds we came from, including yours. We are
all in danger.
- Lay down your weapons, please! Gaelicus glared at the satyr on the black gibbet.
- You heard him! Lay down your weapons at once! said the googly-eyed satyr as the
group sheepishly obeyed.
- Forgive Enzor, please! He is the current ruler after his father, the mayor, was killed by
Wo-Shikram's hordes. Follow me, let's go somewhere quieter," Gaelicus ordered.
They were taken to the village square, preparing some sort of makeshift seating, while the whole
village gathered around. Hugo estimated that there would be no more than two hundred beings,
though he was amused at the idea of being in a quieter place with the whole village around.
Gaelicus seemed to notice and took the floor:
- Everyone has a right to hear your words, as everyone will have to defend tooth and
nail what we have left of Serenity.
Cecile had separated from Enzor, despite his reluctance. She decided to sit on the floor, very
close to Hugo, while looking at him intently. Hugo wanted so badly to ask him about his origin
and why he was here, but he knew he didn't have time; Serpentidad would wipe out the village
in a few hours and they needed Gaelicus. Hugo briefly told the story of the Messiah, his calling,
the School for Mythological Beings, and the Magnificent Seven group. He finished by talking
about Serpentidad and his encounter with Melquíades. Arana had been impressed; such a young
boy, and he had been able to sum it all up in barely ten minutes. Surely, even she would have
been lost in the details, the fights, the school... This boy was certainly maturing by leaps and
bounds. Arana smiled inwardly proud of the boy. When Hugo spoke of Serpentidad, an uneasy
murmur formed in the square. It was clear that they had heard of the great serpent. Hugo
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hesitated whether or not to tell them that they were the colossal being's next target; he
remembered when he used to watch documentaries of wild animals in the middle of a hunting
scene, with his aunt beside him half asleep. Hugo always put himself in the place of the antelope,
surrounded by wild lions, imagining that he would enter the scene shooting into the air so that
the felines would flee in terror. However, his aunt Matilda once told him: "It's nature itself,
Hugo! Why intervene? Don't the poor lions have the right to eat and to protect their family? The
antelopes reproduce quickly; in nature, prey and hunters are in balance". From the moment
they walked to the square, Hugo kept thinking about this idea: should he intercede in what was
coming, or simply let nature take its course?
Gaelicus began to lay out his progress on the new machine, starting from his father's initial
sketches. The notebook he always carried with him, guarding it at all times. It was partially
burned and Hugo understood the difficulty the satyr was having interpreting all sorts of strange
symbols. Gaelicus stood up and said:
- The construction of the machine is taking me a lot of work; I always liked to invent
things, but my father was the genius, not me. My sisters helped him and went over his
schematics with him, while he sent me other tasks. Besides..." he said as he looked at the
notebook, "a lot of pages are partially burned, so I'm improvising as best I can. I'm barely resting,
because my father told me just before his kidnapping that the town was in grave danger.
- Can you tell us where the Palace of Supreme Evil is at the moment? Hugo asked
hopefully.
- I haven't the faintest idea, really," Gaelicus said glumly. I only rescued this old watch,
most of which I do not understand, and which my father never parted with.
Arana, despite being about ten feet away from Gaelicus, squinted to see every detail of the clock.
It had quite a few dials and hands, all done in a very handmade manner. Trantor took a deep
breath and said:
- You told us that your house was totally destroyed, except for the workshop. If your
father never took off that watch, why doesn't he have it on now?
Gaelicus' eyes widened.
- That's it, that's it! How could I have been so obtuse? My father must have left it there
just as they were taking it away; that's why it was practically intact. What did my father want to
tell me?
Hugo thought of Thanis. The koala had a special sensitivity for such things, and he had a great
knack for riddles, no doubt encouraged from a young age by Mirlén. But wait a minute...he had
been able to not only copy her powers, but even increase them. He focused on Thanis with all
his might, and suddenly Hugo vanished, as everyone in Serenity stood stunned, including the
girl, who nearly fell backwards off the stone she was sitting on. Hugo appeared at Gaelicus' side,
holding his wrist and looking at the clock. Gaelicus was petrified:
- But... how did you do that? asked the satyr.
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- It's a long story," said Hugo, playing it down. Please let me look at the clock. Hugo tried
to think like Thanis and beyond. Suddenly his eyes widened like saucers, and for a few moments
he adopted a very koala-like gesture.
- Wow, I think I know where and when the Palace of Supreme Evil will appear; I know its
exact location right now.
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23. COORDINATES TOWARDS AN UNCERTAIN DESTINATION
Wo-Shikram was pleased. His hosts were numerous and loyal, if only because of the fear he
instilled in them. Anaraña was still laying eggs, which would provide him with an immense army;
besides, hybrid beings like scorpions, centipedes, centaurs, sorcerers... had joined the cause
with the right pressure; he had even recruited Minotaurs, in view of the destruction of the
libraries that they guarded with so much zeal and the threat of wiping out all of the lineage.
Taurom had been the hardest Minotaur to convince; that stubborn one had to witness with his
own eyes the death of the humans who had helped him in the library for decades and whom he
protected as his own children. He had strong telepathic powers that would no doubt come in
handy for the new foray into the School for Mythological Beings, which was scheduled to be
shortly. With the School out of the picture and the death of the girl, there would be no chance
for a new Messiah to reveal himself. He had tried all sorts of beings to try and obtain the energy
of the Messiah, but nothing came to fruition. Not even Serpentidad was able to do it. He
hesitated to destroy the old serpent, who had undoubtedly hoarded too much power and was
not quite ready to serve him. Perhaps when it was all over, Serpentidad would become his next
target.
Nicodemus' invention was working perfectly. The old satyr was adjusting the machine that made
the Palace jump in both space and time, though not as often as Wo-Shikram would like. "I have
tried, my lord, but the machine's energy drains after each jump and new energy must be stored
to program the next jump," said the wretched satyr. Wo-Shikram was so angry that he grabbed
one of the guards by the legs and bit his head off in front of the poor inventor, who covered his
eyes with his hands at such a monstrosity.
- Take a good look, old man! This is what I'll do to your wife if you don't manage to
increase the frequency of the jumps! threatened the Primeval God.
- I'm working on it, my lord," Nicodemus said fearfully. I'm developing a parallel
invention to store energy that can be used to power several jumps in a row; the problem is that
I'd need parts and a series of tests... I suppose in a month I could...
- In a month? I have put twenty beings in your charge, so that you can send them to get
the parts you need. You have one week for the machine to be able to make consecutive jumps
in space and time. I suppose three jumps in a row a day would be good enough," said the Prime
God.
- But that is scientifically impossible, my lord. There is nothing in this world that can
store energy capable of moving a palace of these dimensions in space and time," said the
frightened satyr.
- Then look for it on other worlds, stupid! I don't want any more excuses or your village
will be razed to the ground, while I eat your wife in front of you, like an appetizer," the God of
Ultimate Evil replied, looking straight at him with deep red, demonic eyes that made fear
tremble.
- Yes, my lord! A week, it is clear to me, sir," answered Nicodemus, crestfallen.
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Wo-Shikram withdrew in satisfaction. He knew that, if he pressed the inventor hard enough, the
deadlines would be greatly reduced; however, he had underestimated the satyr; an energy
accumulator, a capacitor, was something Nicodemus could make in a few hours, but the God did
not know that. The satyr prayed every day that his son, little Gaelicus, would find the watch and
solve the puzzle: before Wo-Shikram burst into their peaceful lives, the inventor had created a
genius; not only had he invented a machine capable of making an entire palace travel through
space and time, but he had programmed the jumps so that they were displayed on his watch,
that device that he never took off his wrist. He hoped that his son would notice that detail and
that maybe, just maybe, it would rescue him from the clutches of this terrible being.
At Serenity, the whole population came out to see Hugo and his friends off. Hugo wore Gaelicus's
watch on his wrist; the inventor's son knew at once that the boy could put it to much better use
than he could himself; in the boy's hands, his father would have a much better chance of being
rescued.
- I never thought of those clock faces as space-time coordinates," Gaelicus said. They
were out of place enough that I didn't notice that detail.
- Your father was a genius," said Hugo, "but my friend Thanis is a real genius at finding
these things out; I just thought as he would.
- Take this device with you," Gaelicus said. It's a locator to make it much easier for you
to get there. You can enter the coordinates and an arrow will guide you there. It was one of the
first inventions I made as a teenager. My father played it down, as he made his first locator when
he was only five years old; however, he always kept it in his drawer. This locator was given to
me by him when he sent me to get the missing parts to amplify the machine's signal and save
the town from a greater evil that we still don't know about. Cecile had approached Hugo and
without any preamble she asked:
- How much time do we have before Serpentidad devours the town?
Hugo was petrified; Arana and Trantor were speechless, not knowing what to say or do.
- But... what do you know about it? Hugo asked.
- I guess I figured it out, I'm good at that. If you left the Serpent and came here, that
means Serpentidad can't be far away. A village with so much potential and so little resistance
would be the perfect appetizer for the serpent. Am I wrong? said the girl, staring into the boy's
eyes. Gaelicus took the floor and said:
Is that true?
- I'm afraid so, my friend," Hugo replied, "but I have to tell you that Serpentidad has
changed, or at least is in the process of changing. I know that. I have been inside. But the harsh
reality is that it is coming this way, and your village will surely be swallowed up irretrievably.
Maybe you should get out of here as soon as possible," Hugo said, looking at the ground.
- How much time do we have left? - asked Enzor, in the midst of his duties as mayor.
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- I suppose half a day at the most; it is quite possible that Serpentidad will be here this
very night," answered the boy.
- What are we going to do, where are we going to go? - shouted the neighbors in a
deafening murmur.
Trantor created a huge ball of electrical energy and directed it towards a huge stone statue that
stood in the square in honor of the inventors' guild. The statue took the impact, cracking into a
thousand pieces as it was unable to withstand such voltage. The centipede cried out in a loud,
hoarse voice:
- This is what will remain of you if you do not leave! Many of you will die and others will
be condemned to live badly inside, deteriorating more and more each day. You will never see
the light of the sun again. Consider that you are fortunate; other cities have not been so lucky...
they have not been able to choose. You can. Flee now and live or die later.
- I do not have the machine ready yet! Gaelicus said in despair, hands on his temples as
he considered all the variables like a good inventor. Enzor, the mayor, exclaimed:
me...!

- We'll all meet in the square, now! Together, we'll decide our destiny! Cecile, come with

- I am afraid I cannot obey you, father. I am very grateful to you for your care all these
years. You have protected me well and treated me like a daughter; but you know very well that
this is not my place. I belong in Hugo's world, in the so-called real world. I want to go with them,"
said the girl with determination.
- But are you crazy? These beings have powers, weapons... you would only be a
hindrance to them," Enzor said, touching his forehead hotly with one of his hands. You are not
making any sense, girl...! Enzor continued.
- I'm smart, aren't I? You've always told me so. I don't think there's ever a shortage of
intelligence in any group of adventurers," Cecile said with conviction.
- I should like to take you with us, Cecile - but I am afraid your father is right; you would
only delay us," said Hugo, intervening in the family discussion.
- I don't think so. You said yourself that you left home as a normal human, without any
special powers, and that you've been discovering your abilities during the mission. You would
also delay the group initially, I'm sure. I won't: I'll eat and drink when you do; I'll never complain
about walking; I'll hide in confrontations so you don't have to worry about me... I'm small, but I
have to find my goal in life. And what is clear to me is that my mission is not to end up inside a
giant snake, nor to wander in the woods at the mercy of any danger to come.
Poor Enzor nodded in sorrow; he knew that the girl was right. He said to her:
- All right, Cecile; if the group accepts you, I give you my blessing. Run home and get a
knapsack and take the essentials.
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- I've already done it, father," said Cecile, showing a small pouch hanging from the side.
Enzor smiled; he always knew that little girl was special. He walked over to the little girl and gave
her a warm hug goodbye.
- Great, now we have to babysit! said Trantor sarcastically.
- Don't worry, I know how to change diapers! I can help you with that, if you need it..."
said Cecile with a smirk, drawing a general laugh from the group at the centipede's rosy face.
- Well then, the company increases in number: The Magnificent 4 continue their
adventure," said Arana, winking at the girl, who smiled happily and winked back. Hugo thought
that at that moment the most appropriate name would be The Fantastic 7 4, although he refused
to make that comment so as not to have to explain where the idea had come from. Then Hugo
looked at the ground; he concentrated and huge wings emerged from his back. He jumped and
disappeared, not by flying, but by teleporting.
- It's amazing," said Trantor; he's combining our powers.
This time the boy took almost half an hour to return. "The route is marked," said Hugo, simulating
the voice of the GPS that his aunt had in the car, and that according to her was his best friend,
the one who knew her best; however, as expected, no one understood the joke.

Meanwhile, the entire village was gathered in the square, discussing their uncertain future.
Serenity had spoken. Everyone who wanted to speak, did. Enzor acted as moderator and
Gaelicus examined the pros and cons of the proposals. The villagers weren't about to give it up,
not after so much suffering, toil and struggle. It was their home, their house. They had also come
to the conclusion that they would not be able to defend it, so they accepted the situation. They
would lock themselves in their homes and wait for Serpentity to incorporate Serenity into it
without much devastation. This conclusion had also been considered considering the
information Hugo had relayed to them only hours before; how the great Serpent was in the
process of changing and how his friends were in there, aiding in a new order away from chaos,
murder and destruction. And most importantly, if Nicodemus was rescued, he could use the
machine to travel back in time and protect the village before all this happened. With all these
premises, the decision was firm: they would stay in Serenity, quietly, waiting for the outcome of
their new future, a future within Serpentidad.

Hugo had specifically asked Gaelicus to accompany them, but the satyr had to decline his offer:
- I have to take care of my mother, Hugo; she's still recovering from the deaths of my
sisters and my father's abduction. I am her only support and her only reason to go on.

7

The Fantastic 4 is a superhero film directed by Tim Story in 2005. The protagonists were based on
characters from Marvel's eponymous comic book series of the same name.
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- I understand, Gaelicus," the boy said. In any case, thank you for everything. You
probably don't realize how much you've helped in this mission. I'm sure we'll meet again one of
these days... maybe somewhere else... maybe another time," Hugo shook his hand.
- I hope so, friend," Gaelicus said as he gave him a warm hug.
Hugo looked at the locator and entered the coordinates that appeared on the clock. The Palace
was in the present time, though quite far away. He concentrated on Thanis and decided to follow
the advice Trantor had given him: make small teleportation jumps between places he had
previously seen flying. The centipede was back to his old grumpy self; when he had left
Serpentity, he had regained his old personality and temperament; however, Hugo sensed
something different about him. He had the esteem and respect of the group, and Hugo knew he
felt the same way, even if he didn't say so.
- I've been studying the area," said Hugo. I reckon we can get there with several jumps.
- How many? asked Trantor.
- A lot of them. By my count, about 222," the boy said with a grin. Trantor opened his
mouth in preparation to say something, but the group had already gathered around him and
simply disappeared, to the still-puzzled looks of the people of Serenity watching the Fantastic
Four evaporate.
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24. THE PALACE OF SUPREME EVIL
The group was jumping, cutting down the miles Hugo had already covered; however, Hugo didn't
have enough energy to do so many jumps in a row; besides, there were four of them.
- That's wonderful! said Cecile. It's like flying through the void.
- Don't claim victory yet, child.... Lest, at any moment, this human drops us from several
meters high and we break our spines. It would be rather depressing to die like that after all we've
been through, don't you think? said the grumpy centipede.
- At least you didn't throw up this time; you can tell the boy's got it under control more
and more. It's clear that Hugo has reached a level far beyond what Thanis himself had
developed," said Arana.
Hugo was resting on a stone, lying with his arms crossed, recharging his life energy. He had also
developed a particular fast-charging technique: he would concentrate on one of his recent
wounds and it would reopen. The blood that spurted out would run down his skin to the tear
troughs of his eyes, where it would disappear again, recharging him quickly. However, he was
also aware that this could be a weakness; if he were to run out of the blood needed to cover his
minimal vital bodily functions he would be lost like any human.
- I'm getting the hang of jumping," said Hugo. And, besides, the reloads are faster.
However, I find it impossible to do more than ten jumps in a row without getting totally
exhausted. I'll take advantage of the breaks and recharges to fly and anticipate the next places
where we'll appear. It's a huge risk to teleport to a place already occupied by any being or
matter, so we'll have to rely on my flights and make controlled jumps. Hopefully we'll be there
in six or seven days," said the boy.
sky.

- Six days or seven days? Holding in the vomit? said Trantor, raising all his paws to the

- You can always walk; it would probably take you more than two months," said Arana,
again defending the boy against the centipede's ironic and mocking remarks.
- And miss the party? Not a chance, little spider! I'll be the first to fry as many creatures
as I can. With my new legs, my power-generating ability has nearly tripled; I've never had so
much power. And I want to prove it..." said Trantor, rubbing his hands together with all pairs of
legs at once.
The group continued jumping for several consecutive days. Hugo rested between jumps,
although he was very tired. Teleporting four beings required a tremendous energy drain, plus
jumping almost blindly meant several check flights to avoid making a fatal mistake. The group
traveled in the mornings and fed in the afternoons, mostly so Hugo could rest and fly over the
area. They would stop near streams, rivers or springs, where they would quench their thirst.
Hugo, Cecile and Arana fed mainly on nuts and berries, while Trantor was more of a calorific
eater: he loved to electrocute small rodents, which he would then cook with electricity until the
perfect doneness was achieved. Arana reproached him on more than one occasion for killing for
the sake of killing, rather than hunting for food, but Trantor enjoyed his increased power and
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sometimes killed for the sheer joy of it. It was clear that the relationship between the spider and
the centipede was not a good one and Hugo had to intercede between the two on many
occasions. The boy thought it was rather curious that of all the group left in Serpentidad, the
boy had decided to finish the mission with the two beings that at some point had wanted to
harm him; but Arana had become his faithful friend and Trantor, despite his temper, envy and
constant teasing, respected the boy, albeit in his own way.
Cecile was delighted with her new traveling companions. Teleportation fascinated her; she had
a kind of déjà vu, a feeling that she had experienced it before... but she remembered nothing of
her past life, before Enzor had taken her over. The mayor told him that he had found her alone,
crying in the middle of the field, and that he had decided to take her home with him. She was
wearing a sort of pink nightgown, with the name "Cecile" engraved on it. The girl did not speak,
she was fearful, as if traumatized by some horror she had recently experienced. Enzor took her
home, prepared her a succulent supper, which the girl devoured greedily, falling asleep at the
table. Then he picked her up and took her to his room. He would let the next morning come,
hoping the girl would be less nervous and able to talk, but that didn't happen. The girl remained
quiet, though her smile showed him that she was calm. Enzor thought about giving her more
days, which turned into weeks and finally into months. One day, while Enzor was chopping wood
for the winter, the girl approached him. "My name is Cecile," said the girl. The satyr looked at
her with amusement and replied, "Nice to meet you, Cecile. More than half a year had passed
and it was the first time the girl had said a word. From that day on, the girl spoke normally,
though she could never tell Enzor what she was doing in that camp or where she came from.
One day, after dinner, Cecile said, "I don't remember anything; in fact, I forgot to even speak,"
said the girl. "Don't worry, Cecile; I'm sure the memories will soon come," replied the doe-eyed
satyr. From then on, the two became inseparable, talking about everything everyday that
happened in Serenity. The girl was well liked in the village and everyone loved her. One night,
Enzor told her something that surprised the girl: the satyr was born with glued eyelids. From the
moment of his birth, his mother regretted that her son would be blind for life. The old village
healer certified that the blindness would last forever, but Enzor's father never gave up. One day,
without the mother's consent and taking advantage of the fact that the baby was asleep, he
decided to cut off his eyelids with a thin blade they used to clean fish, previously cleaned and
burned, to avoid bacteria; the eyes suddenly emerged, although they were totally white, useless.
Despite the mother's reproaches to her husband for disfiguring her son forever, the reality is
that Enzor's eyes gradually became operative and began to discriminate shapes and colors. A
few years later, his eyesight was almost perfect, except for the discomfort of the sun and those
eyes popping out of their sockets, which made him always wear a kind of straw hat to avoid the
annoying sun rays and hide a little in the shade his malformation. He quickly took to reading,
reading everything he could get his hands on, as if trying to make the most of the time his eyes
were asleep. Enzor was the sixth of seven siblings and a great enthusiast of anthroponymy or
anthropological onomastics, the discipline that studied the origin of names. He had hundreds of
volumes on the meaning of names from different worlds. When he found the girl in the field and
she had satiated her hunger, she fell exhausted. Enzor left her in her room and went to his
bookcase. There it was: "Cecile! A name from the real world, of Latin origin, possibly Roman,
meaning little blind girl. It was like a sign, she felt an immediate special connection with the little
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girl. He continued reading: "Cecile has what we know as a sixth sense, due to that gift of "being
blind", being able to perceive what others cannot with the naked eye. Since her father's death
at the hands of Wo-Shikram's acolytes in the attack on Serpentidad, he had been lonely, and the
girl had brought him joy and hope. He knew that she belonged to another world, for he had
never seen a human before; he sensed that someday, the girl would seek her origin. Poor Enzor
never thought that Cecile would decide to do so when she was only five years old.

It was the fifth day of the trip and everyone was tired, especially Hugo. He hardly slept and when
he did, he woke up with a start. He could no longer do any kind of quick recharging; in the whole
charging process, some blood was always lost...and there came a time when the blood lost was
greater than the blood regenerated, which made his energy diminish day after day, an aspect
that had been noticed by all the members of the group.
- You need to rest, Hugo," said Arana worriedly.
- There is no time; in a couple of days, at sunset, the planets will have aligned. It will be
the moment Wo-Shikram has been waiting for to sacrifice the girl. I dreamt of her again, Arana.
She's asking for my help and I don't know if I'll be able to get there in time," Hugo answered,
squinting through his purple eyelids, which showed dark circles of extreme fatigue that were
hard to hide, as well as excessive sweating.
Cecile walked up to Hugo and touched his forehead.
- You are burning up; you have a fever," said the girl. You should rest, Hugo. The girl got
up and went to a little stream. She tore part of her dress and dipped it in the cool, pure water.
She came back and put it on Hugo's forehead.
- It's not necessary, Cecile. I'm fine...just a little tired, that's all," said Hugo. We must go
on. We can't rest this afternoon, we've got to make the journey, whatever it takes.
The girl looked at him intently and said in a reproachful tone:
- What's the use of being on time if you die on the way? - asked the girl. - She's right,
Hugo. You'll lie here this afternoon, recuperating. We'll leave at dawn," said Arana.
- I'm going to make you some tea, Hugo. I'm sure it will comfort you," said Cecile, as
Hugo prepared to speak with the intention of taking the idea away from her, but was stopped
by Arana.
- Let him take care of you, Hugo," Arana asked, getting the boy to lie down again. Cecile
had gathered some herbs. She crushed them and put them in a pot she had brought with her.
She poured water from the stream and put it on the fire. When Hugo drank it, he felt an
immediate warmth. In less than ten minutes he was fast asleep.
- I hope I haven't overdone it, as we have to leave tomorrow at dawn. What I can assure
you is that he'll sleep straight through the night without nightmares. Enzor told me all about the
forest and the healing properties of the herbs," said the little girl.
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- You're a box of surprises, Cecile," said Arana, stroking the girl's hair.
The group awoke with the first light of dawn. Hugo was still asleep, but after a few sudden
movements from Arana and a little afternoon shock from Trantor, the boy woke up.
- What happened, did I fall asleep? said Hugo as he rubbed his eyes.
- Did you sleep? You snored all night; it was as if a herd of Baratids had passed over my
head," said Trantor sleepily.
- The truth is that I feel less tired, but we'll have to do fifteen jumps this morning if we
want to get there on time," said Hugo.
- Are you sure you can, it's too much! said Arana worriedly.
- We'll have to check it out. I'll eat some nuts on the way. Let's go! The group grabbed
hold of the centipede and vanished, to the relieved gaze of several tiny hybrid rodents that no
doubt could have served as food for the hungry centipede. It was his last leaps... towards an
uncertain destination... the Palace of Supreme Evil. It would be approximately six o'clock in the
evening, so in less than four hours the sun would set, consummating the planetary alignment.
Wo-Shikram would have only 22 minutes after the alignment to finish off the Messiah; after that
time, the child would be 222 days old, which would increase her energy enormously. Even as a
baby, she could put the old Primeval God in real trouble.
The party arrived at their destination, falling from three feet in the air, catching everyone in the
group off guard. Hugo had fainted; he was totally exhausted. Water was splashed on his face,
causing him to wake up startled, as if lost. He got up, leaning against a tree. The coordinates
coincided exactly with those marked on Nicodemus' watch; they were at the top of a hill and a
unique landscape could be seen from there, something that took their breath away. The place
did not correspond at all with what they expected to find. They were in front of the most
beautiful natural scenery they had ever seen before: a beautiful valley full of forests and
waterfalls, which fell one on top of the other, to finally flow into several lakes with varied shapes,
as if they had been sculpted by a sculptor of great artistic taste. Some mossy grottoes
punctuated the landscape. "Are you sure the coordinates are correct?" asked Trántor, still dizzy
from all the jumping.
Hugo looked at his watch and also at the locator. The coordinates matched perfectly.
It
can't be! said Arana; this place is paradisiacal. It doesn't look like the very essence of evil can
reside here.
- I think it's the perfect place though," said Cecile, surprising everyone. Who would have
thought it would be in a place like this? It's an amazing hiding place, very well chosen. The School
for Mythological Beings would never look here, would they?
- Why, I would never have thought of such nonsense! said Trantor with a chuckle, trying
to ridicule the girl.
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- Have any of you ever seen Wo-Shikram, could it be that he has deep, dark eyes,
tentacles in his mouth, sharp claws and huge wings? said the girl, surprising the group again with
her detailed description.
- I saw it once on a plaque on the wall of my mother's room. It does indeed match her
description. But how did you...? said Hugo, still dizzy.
- Then we are in the right place. Abstracted for a moment from the paradisiacal
landscape and focus on the shapes: those caves in the central mountain, could be the eyes; the
side mountains, certainly look like wings; then there are the waterfalls, falling from the height
of what could be a mouth, simulating the tentacles... and those huge rocks, which resemble
claws...
- You're unbelievable, Cecile, it can't be a coincidence! The Palace of Ultimate Evil is
down there, no doubt," said Arana euphorically, as she looked at Hugo, who was grinning from
ear to ear, although he was still leaning against the tree, clearly exhausted. Hugo looked at his
watch.
- It's seven o'clock in the evening and the sun will set in less than three hours. I don't
have the energy to take even one more jump. I've tried to pull out my wings and it's not possible
either.
a path.

- We'll have to go on foot," said Cecile, adjusting her backpack and starting to walk along
- I don't even know if I'll have the strength," said Hugo.

Arana looked at Trantor fixedly into his different pairs of eyes.
- Not a chance! said the centipede. I'm not going to carry Hugo down there on my back.
- Without Hugo, we won't make it and you know it," said Arana, realizing that it was the
first time she heard Trantor call Hugo by his name.
- Damn it, I'll have to take a good bath to wash off the human smell when we're done
with that Wo-Shikram," said Trantor, as he grabbed the boy and pulled him up onto his back,
the area of his torso between his double upper legs.
The group continued down the path; gradually the sound of the waterfalls became more and
more apparent, so they were heading in the right direction.
It took almost an hour to descend to the lakes.
- What now? asked Trantor, tired of carrying an unwanted rider on his back.
- I'd say it's in that direction! said Cecile, pointing her finger towards the central
waterfall, the main and largest of them all. We can hop from stone to stone, through the claws
of the beast," laughed the girl, stepping forward again. As they approached the stones, the group
could see that they were clearly placed and carved with strange handmade symbols. Seen from
this distance, it seemed obvious that the idyllic landscape had been artificially created, surely
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ordained by the Prime God. Cecile was leading the party; despite Arana's warnings, the girl had
character and, moreover, she was right: not only did she not slow them down at any point, but
she was now the one pulling the group. Trántor was trying not to slip on the wet stones. "Damn!
He said as he tried with all his might not to fall into the water, "Don't you know that electricity
and water don't mix? No one wanted to say anything to that comment, for they knew that the
centipede needed all their concentration, carrying the boy on his back.
They came to a large rock, just inches from the main waterfall. "Cecile, please wait! said Arana,
raising her voice. You are very brave, but please don't be foolhardy." "I know what incautious
is," said Hugo half asleep, something only the centipede could hear over the deafening noise of
the waterfalls. "Bravery need not be at odds with caution. Come behind me, please," Arana
asked her lovingly, as if she were a mother. The girl nodded and allowed the spider to pass, who
had pulled two precious daggers from her pouch before crossing the mountain through the
waterfall. "Clear!" " said the Spider cautiously, but the group couldn't hear her from the other
side. Cobweb backed up past the waterfall, signaling with her paws to follow her, for the noise
was deafening. After leaving the waterfall behind, a natural tunnel of sorts came into view, as
the echo fed the dull rumble of falling water. The group agreed to go in silence, communicating
with signs, for they were not sure if the place was safe. The site had a great multitude of
stalactites and stalagmites, formations created by the filtration of water falling from above in
the form of small raindrops that sculpted these curious shapes after hundreds of years. Despite
the darkness, some light filtered through the waterfall. Trantor carefully unloaded Hugo and set
him down on a rock. "The ride's over, little boy!" " said the centipede stretching his legs and
craning his neck 180 degrees in both directions to uncongest him. Hugo struggled to his feet and
began to walk, wobbling a little. He leaned against the wall. "I'm fine, just my legs are a little
numb; at least I've been able to recharge some of my energy."
They went a little further into the cave, but the darkness meant they could barely see anything.
Trantor began to create balls of energy, allowing them to see several meters ahead of them.
After more than half an hour of walking, they came to a wider space, from which light emanated.
It was a fairly large circular room. It had a strange pentagon-shaped symbol drawn on the floor,
so that each of its vertices pointed to a wooden door, with a large golden ring. The room had a
sort of channel in the floor that bordered the entire wall, with a dark liquid that served as fuel
for the flames inside. The burning fluid was what produced the light. The walls were plagued
with drawings of the primeval God murdering and destroying everything in his path. New armies
of acolytes followed in hordes, slaughtering at their master's command. "Surely these scenes
took place before his imprisonment by the 22 wizards," Hugo said aloud. The doors had symbols
painted in a reddish, ochre color, which had shifted downward as if too much paint had been
applied, more than the door could absorb, making them look terrifying. Arana approached one
of the doors and reached up and sniffed the air.
- They are painted with blood, there is no doubt...; it is dry and it smells... it smells...
different.
- What do you mean by different, Arana? Hugo asked, intrigued. Each door smells
different; it's as if the blood belongs to different beings....
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- What are those symbols? - asked Trantor as he approached another of the doors.
Hugo looked in her direction and smiled.
- They are Roman numerals, an ancient civilization of my world, considered by many as
one of the cradles of civilization: I, II, III, IV and V; those symbols are equivalent to the first five
numbers," said the boy proudly remembering that numeration seen in math class and that many
of his classmates described as useless and outdated.
- Which door do we take? - Cecile asked, a little lost at the language.
me," said Trantor, making a huge ball of energy.

- Leave it to

- Wait, Trantor, don't you understand that we have to reserve as much energy as
possible before facing a God? Hugo is exhausted... at least don't waste your energy. We can just
try to open them," said Arana as she headed for door number V, the one closest to the spider.
- Stop! Don't open any doors! The group turned to Cecile: the girl was looking up at the
ceiling of the room, where they could see an engraving in the stone that had gone unnoticed by
everyone. Trantor shone some more light into the room: the carving showed a circular room
with a pentagon and five doors. All sorts of dangers and traps lay behind them: gigantic
monsters, some kind of molten lava being, another creature in the form of gas, thousands of
tiny insects that devoured their victims... The poor wretches who opened these doors would
surely meet an atrocious death. Only one door appeared to be free of threat; however, in the
engraving, the doors were unnumbered.
- It seems to be some sort of warning," said Hugo.
- Let's look at the engraving for the symbols of the doors," said Trantor, hoping to say
something interesting that would neutralize Cecile's interventions.
- Let's look for those symbols on the walls, among the drawings," suggested Arana. Little
by little, the group identified Roman numerals. Trántor took out Hugo's key-not-key and said:
- Perhaps this will help us; after all, it is a key.
- There is no lock on the doors, Trantor, only a ring, but I think we could use it," said the
boy, taking the metal device from the centipede. Hugo manipulated the key and the stiletto
appeared. He began to scratch his way around the stone, the Roman numerals found all over
the room and which matched those on the doors, remaining blurred between the drawings.
- Let's see! I and IV, one and four... Umm, that's odd," said the boy. said the boy. Are you
sure that the other three missing ones don't appear?
- They are not there," said Cecile. I've been all over the room, and they're not there.
Hugo noticed a symbol on a wall. Some kind of knight in armor was protecting himself from a
huge demon with an oval shield, with an X inside.
- The X is also a Roman numeral and equals 10. Please look for all numbers that have an
X in them.
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At the end, they found five numbers written in Roman numerals: I, IV, XXV, XVI and IX.
- These numbers don't match the numbers on the doors, at least not all of them," said
Trantor.
Hugo translated the symbols into the numbers everyone knew, placing them in ascending order:
1, 4, 9, 16 and 25.
- Any ideas? asked the boy. Maybe if I concentrate on Thanis..." Hugo continued.
- No, save the energy, Arana said.
- Well, I have an idea, but I don't know if it will do any good," said the girl. There are five
doors numbered one through five, aren't there? But only doors one and four are shown in the
drawings. What about two, three, and five? That doesn't make sense. However, it could be that
the numbers 1 and 4 don't correspond to those doors, that it's not so obvious? Why put two
correct numbers and three incorrect ones? I'm more inclined to think that they are manipulated
in some way.
- This girl definitely has a superpower," said Arana with a smile. You've just found the
solution, Cecile, except you've made a small mistake, because door 1 does correspond to her
number. Look at that...
The spider asked Hugo for the stylus and engraved the following on the wall: 1x1, 2x2, 3x3, 4x4,
5x5. Actually, it's something very simple: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25. Is such a coincidence possible?
- I don't think so," said Hugo. Then 1 corresponds to door 1, 4 to door 2, 9 to door 3, 16
to door 4, and 25 to door 5. Is that so?
- It looks like it could be like that," said the spider. Now then... Which door to open and
how? There are no locks on them.
- Well, we could just knock," said the girl, "using the ring, as if we were waiting for them
to open the door. I always played something like that with Enzor; we used secret codes to get
into the house, knocking on the door. We established a kind of language.
- In my world there was a similar code," said Hugo. It was called Morse Code and it could
be read and interpreted with sounds of varying lengths. My father bought me a Walkie Talkie
when I was a child, and when we couldn't communicate by voice because of distance or
interference, we used Morse Code, which was printed on the device itself.
- Walkie what? said Cecilea with a confused look on her face.
- Someday I'll explain it to you, or maybe better... you can see it with your own eyes,"
said Hugo.
- "Back to the riddle," said the little girl, "it may be something like that. Maybe it's the
number of knocks at each door: 1 at door 1; 4 at door 2; 9 at door 3; 16 at door 4; and 25 at door
5. What I can't figure out is which door we have to choose.
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- Is there a number that tells you something special, Hugo? asked Arana.
Well, if I had to choose one, I would definitely choose door number two. That number
has been with me throughout our adventure, and it's also very closely related to my mother.
- Then we'll follow your instinct," said Arana. And without a second thought, she took
the number two ring and struck four blows. Everyone froze, preparing for what could be a lethal
attack. Several metallic sounds rang out on the other side of the door. A final thump, unlocked
the latch, allowing the door to swing open a few inches. A reddish light came from within. Arana
with both daggers in hand, began to push on the door, which, despite its large size, moved quite
easily.
- Wo-Shikram seems to have had the doors well greased! Arana was clearly nervous,
hoping a joke would bring her heart back to her chest, but behind the door, there was no threat.
The group advanced cautiously, following a narrower tunnel that only allowed them to go single
file. Even Trantor had to crouch, for the tunnel narrowed in height, forcing the party to advance
on their knees. The reddish light grew brighter and brighter, illuminating the tunnel completely.
After a few minutes, they reached the end of it and were speechless: a cave of enormous
proportions stood before them. They had entered the cave through one of the side tunnels. At
the end of the tunnel, a flight of stairs descended into the rock, but the group paused to look for
a moment at what lay before them. A massive palace stood inside the cave, three times the size
of the largest cathedral in Hugo's real world. Surely the being that dwelt there had to be gigantic.
It was surrounded by a sort of moat, filled with a reddish viscous liquid. It had several
battlements, windows, turrets, as well as several stories high. It was made entirely of stone,
decorated with huge columns covered with poison ivy and moss. A gigantic gate blocked the
view of the interior. At the top, a glass dome made of hundreds of crystals cast the reddish
ambient light in all directions. Hugo narrowed his eyes and a new flash came to his memory; he
remembered going with his parents to a wedding of some friends. Once the banquet was over,
the waiters cleared the tables and the restaurant hall became an improvised ballroom, where
the mirror ball became one of the main attractions, projecting colored lights in every corner of
the room, while the bride and groom danced in the center of the room in an almost magical
atmosphere. Together with the reddish light, the palace brought mixed feelings to each member
of the group: it was a beautiful construction, that was undeniable, but with a rather gloomy air,
as well as generating an evil energy that could practically be chewed.
Hugo looked back at the tunnel behind him and said, "Show yourselves to me, that's what he
seems to be telling us. He forces his subjects to enter this cave on their knees; besides, there's
the scenery outside that clearly evokes his appearance; on the other hand, there are the lights
that give it a magical aspect... Someone has a major ego problem around here..." said Hugo
sarcastically, clearly referring to the Primeval God.
- Look! said Arana.
The light in the huge cave changed and strange glows began to become visible on the outside of
the palace; a beam of sunlight entered through a small opening in the ceiling, hitting a mirror,
which had been strategically placed to reflect the beam to a second, third... and several more.
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The last of them was directed towards the upper glass dome, which in addition to deflecting the
light beam inward, amplified the luminous signal.
- It's the last rays of sunshine! We've hardly any time left! Let's go! said Arana, taking
the initiative and starting down the stairs in a hurry. The group descended to the level of the
palace entrance, stopping right at the moat. The reddish liquid was bubbling and exploding on
the surface and it was clearly extremely hot, as the party immediately began to sweat. Suddenly,
a dorsal fin emerged to the surface and became visible passing in front of them.
- Did you see that? Hugo asked.
- Yes, and there are more," Cecile pointed her finger, showing at least four or five other
creatures.
- How are we going to cross? There is no bridge," asked Trantor.
- Well, I'll take you," said Hugo.
- You can't waste energy with another teleportation, Hugo," said Arana.
- Then we'll do it the old-fashioned way, by hand," said the boy. - replied the boy. He
squinted and a pair of wings emerged from his back.
- Don't worry, this transformation requires much less energy than teleportation. He
grabbed Cecile by the armpits and flew her to the palace entrance, saving the moat and the
creatures. He repeated the process with Arana and finally with Trantor, who was so intent on
the boiling moat, he didn't even feel like making a sarcastic comment. Cecile found herself
fidgeting, peering around the sides of the huge grotto, the way they had come.
- Is something wrong, Cecile? asked Hugo.
- I don't know. Perhaps it is nothing... Since we have been here, we have not met any
guards. You yourselves have spoken of the huge army that Wo-Shikram had formed; but where
is he if he is not protecting his God?
- That's true," said Arana; "not even in the surrounding area or the tunnels have we
encountered any resistance. Except for the pentagon room, and we don't know that for sure,
and the beasts in the pit, there doesn't seem to be any living thing around, just at a decisive
moment for the forces of evil.
- Well, maybe it's just confidence in himself and his power," said Trantor. If Wo-Shikram
is as powerful as they say, why should he protect himself or be afraid? Now, if Dimas' painting
is correct, he has an immense army. In the meantime, I'm sure he's beefed it up, especially after
the battle at the School for Mythological Beings.
- Wo-Shikram attacked the school? Cecile asked.
- Yes, he even showed up there himself, losing one of his huge claws. It caught us by
surprise and nearly destroyed the school; it was a fight like no other. Several students and
teachers fell in battle," Trantor replied again.
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- And don't any of you give a thought that he may have sent ALL his army to finish off what was
left of the School and get his revenge while he sacrifices the Messiah unopposed? "Oh, my God!"
" said Hugo worriedly. "If so, they will be lost."
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25. THE ARMY OF DARKNESS
The students and teachers were resting; they had been working hard for several weeks, both
individually and collectively, under the orders of Escorleón, who seemed to have unlimited
energy, always demanding the maximum from the students; even, sometimes, that demand was
a form of dominance and mistreatment for the terrified students. Only the guards patrolled the
corridors, while the School was in a deep silence, broken at times by the snoring of students and
teachers exhausted by the enormous effort of the day. Suddenly, a great roar rang through the
building, followed by another and another. The main door of the School was under attack;
uprooted trees were being thrown against the wooden and solid iron door, more than half a
meter thick, which could no longer withstand the terrible onslaught. However, there remained
the containment seals that prevented anyone outside the school from entering without an
invitation, and for the time being, they were holding on. Dozens of monstrous-looking beings
equipped with large-caliber weapons waited with eyes filled with hatred. A jackal-like creature
wrapped in a white cloak stepped ahead of the horde; it held a staff that it pointed against the
doorway space, while Lúcer watched them from within defiantly, knowing that nothing could
break the restraining spells. The 8white Anubis looked at him with an evil laugh as he waved his
lips and uttered strange words. Slowly, the containment spells began to dissipate, while Lúcer
tried incredulously and confusedly to maintain them at all costs using all his superior spheres, in
an attitude between surprise and fear. Lúcer decided to send a telepathic message that was
transmitted at a much higher volume than he used to use and that echoed in the heads of all
the creatures that inhabited the School: - "Wake up"! They are about to enter through the main
door; I don't know how, but they are here...! At the main door! The students and teachers got
up quick and fast, dressing at great speed with nervousness written all over their faces, grabbing
their weapons and running to the positions they had been rehearsing for days. "We're moving
on to phase one of the plan... Make way for the poison!" he shouted telepathically just as the
last spell was breaking, a moment that Mofénix took advantage of to grab Lúcer by the roots
that acted as arms, taking him flying out, while launching several golden shockwaves to distract
the adversaries and facilitate their escape, energy waves that the priest dodged with ease,
hitting the creatures on the sides squarely, which burned at that very moment. Following the
plan to reach one of the corridors chosen by Escorleón, Mofénix was escaping with Lúcer when
a shot, coming from the priest's staff, hit him in his back, killing him instantly, which caused both
beings to fall to the ground... Lúcer got up and tried to escape as fast as his roots would allow
him (which wasn't much), while the winged Phoenix rose from the ashes and entertained the
enemy hosts with several shockwaves that sent enemies flying through the air, while the jackal
took cover behind a huge orc that had fallen. Lúcer was taking advantage of the cover to head
towards one of the main rooms, the Great Hall. The Vital Energy spell doesn't work; only Mofénix
can do it by his own power," said Lúcer telepathically to the whole School, "They must have
8

According to Egyptian mythology, Anubis is a god of life in charge of taking the soul of the deceased to
the court presided over by Osiris, where he would be put on trial to see if he was worthy or not to live in
paradise for eternity. He is represented with human features and the head of a dog (in the form of a
jackal or Egyptian dog). Lord of the Necropolis, he occasionally accompanies Isis (the goddess of all
Egyptian gods).
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deactivated it, along with everyone at the door! Try not to die, friends! May heaven protect us!
"said the guardian with his breathing agitated by the effort, trying to reach the corridor as fast
as possible, while several dozens of horrendous goblins that had dodged Mofenix's attacks, ran
after Lucer at full speed, wielding fearsome scimitars in their horrible deformed hands.
The student commandos, equipped with a bottle of black liquid, began to spray the tips of all
their weapons. Scorleon had given them very precise instructions in this regard; the slightest
manipulation error would end his life, so the students were very careful to concentrate as much
as possible so that Scorleon's poison would not touch any pore of their bodies.
Lúcer rounded the corner and the goblins, a few yards away, found themselves in a narrow
corridor, forcing themselves to line up in rows of three beings at most, which slowed them down
as they all wanted to get through first. Suddenly, taking advantage of the prevailing darkness,
several students with spears and halberds suddenly appeared, killing the first ones in the line,
while the rest clumsily tried to retreat in a corridor where they could barely move. Then a
hundred arrows shot from bows and crossbows finished them all off in what had become a death
trap. The students moved quickly, piling up the bodies of the fallen enemies to form barricades,
another good idea of Escorleon's, who waited for Lúcer to arrive at the agreed point, so that he
could once again be the spokesman for the next point of the defensive plan.

Mofénix had reached the Great Hall; he had been reborn at least five times in that journey,
fulminated by electric, piercing, disintegrative impacts, in addition to the last arrow impacts that
made him fly wounded and with greater difficulty. He had achieved his goal: to slow down the
enemy horde and lead them towards the huge room. There stood Bujab and Ten-sion
accompanied by several winged pupils who attacked from the air the hundreds of beasts that
had begun to swarm into the great space. Two 9giant Cyclops made their way towards one of
the main columns in the room, beginning to slam against the support until they broke it into
several pieces as the room shook due to the structural weakening of the room, dropping small
chunks of material from the ceiling. The cyclopses picked up the huge chunks of newly destroyed
column and hurled them at the professors. Bujab encased one of the chunks inside a bubble,
immediately hurling it back at some Centaurs, who were drawing their bow at that very moment
towards them. Ten-sion broke the other stone in two with a lash of his barbed tail. No doubt the
Cyclops had been responsible for the physical breaking of the School's door. The teachers looked
at each other: "Not yet... Wait a little longer...! said Ten-sion, as a beam of fire engulfed them,
protected at the last second by a new force field generated by Bujab, which picked up the two
teachers and lifted them into the air. The Great Hall was completely filled with hybrid and
mythological creatures: Cyclops, Minotaurs, Centaurs, Goblins, Chimeras and all sorts of
horrendous beings were trying to eliminate any member of the School once and for all. The
white Anubis entered the room and examining the situation he realized that something strange
was going on there, for there were hardly any enemies and the room was crowded with Wo9

The Cyclops were a race of giants with human form and a single eye in the forehead. They were
artisans and shepherds of tremendous strength and practiced cannibalism with humans. The most
famous in Greek mythology was Polyphemus, who confronted Ulysses, hero of the Trojan War.
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Shikram's horde. He raised his staff and ordered everyone to get out of there and find another,
more succulent target. Ten-sion shouted, "They're leaving! Now, Bujab! It's time! ”. Bujab closed
his eyes and began reciting an ancient incantation that hadn't been used for centuries.
Meanwhile, the enemy army was trying to leave without any order, which slowed the speed of
clearing the Great Hall to a crawl. Bujab finished reciting the spell as the immaculate paper
concealed within the wall of the hall itself glowed with a brightness that blinded some of the
enemies trying to escape. Suddenly, the floor began to shake and vibrate, and suddenly, it was
gone; hundreds of beings were falling into a void, a hole that flowed into a viscous golden fluid,
hot as hell itself. The Vulcanus spell had worked perfectly.

In the corridors, fierce battles were still raging; several Argusoids, gigantic creatures with eyes
running the length of their bodies and wielding huge maces, followed the baits, the lower level
students, who led them into the narrowest corridors, where they were eventually slaughtered
with poisoned arrows. In other places, the weapons had already disappeared and electric
currents, flames and deadly compressions eliminated the dozens of creatures that could barely
move, between the barricades of improvised corpses and their comrades of rearguard that, in
disorder, wanted to pass without achieving it to the first line, causing them a mortal plug fruit
of the own disorder in their attack.

Colicabra was closely followed by several dozen beings to the Auditorium. Flapping his wings, he
was able to cause cyclones that threw the beasts off balance and hurled them into the air, one
on top of the other; however, it wasn't enough. Aquariam was waiting, protected behind a
meter-thick wall of ice, while dozens of arrows bounced off the invisible wall. The amoeba,
nervous about the situation at the moment and knowing that the ice wall would not hold much
longer, waited until the right moment to recite the words of the second incantation, while the
students and Kookabra came running and flying to stand next to the teacher, who was
reinforcing the ice wall while making a container cylinder for her entire group. Several axewielding beasts began to pound on the ice, which was beginning to crack by the second, as
Aquariam nervously recited the holy spell. Suddenly, the walls, ceiling and floor were filled with
holes, from which thousands of darts and arrows began to shoot out, killing everyone in the
room; only the students and teachers were still alive inside the icy cylinder, with hundreds of
darts sticking out from all directions. Aquariam said a few words and the ice turned to water,
dropping all the arrows and darts to the ground. The Perforatum spell had been a success,
though it was very likely that the students and the Kookabra herself would be sore for quite
some time.

Osagila and Rhinobellula were barely making it to the Aula Magna. Several of the defenses in
the corridors had fallen, mainly when the priests sent in several tiny insect-like beings that could
easily move along the walls, avoiding most heavy weapons. Scorleon gave a counter-order: the
priests would be the priority; kill them all before the others, as they served as captains of their
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armies and had adapted to the mode of command established by the general, dividing the
demonic beings into smaller units of a maximum of ten. Lúcer, telepathically connected with all
of them, was broadcasting the war report to the general: it was confirmed that at least eight of
those priests had fallen. With the priests out of the game, the hosts, confused and unsure of
what to do, trooped back into the great halls. In the Aula Magna awaited them Montilan, capable
of micro-jumping in time, which allowed him to anticipate the movements of any enemy by
seeing them in slow motion, as he smiled by inflicting mortal wounds on the throats of several
Trolls and Phomoros, beings capable of petrifying their victims. It was one of these Phomoros,
precisely, who petrified one of his jumping legs, which caused him to crash into the wall, causing
him to hit his head hard, leaving him dazed and confused for a few moments. Rinobellula came
to the rescue, interposing her innate armor as a screen, protecting Montilan, who was slowly
recovering. "It's time, master, you must cast the spell now! Osagila shouted, struggling with a
two-headed giant that was trying to swat him by slapping the air, as if Osagila were a common
mosquito. Montilan shook his head and, recovering from the previous blow, began to recite the
incantation called Toxicatum: a toxic cloud was formed from below, which began to suffocate
the enemies, who clutched their necks desperate for lack of air. Only the winged creatures
managed to escape, as the toxic gas, heavier than air, remained in the lower levels. Montilan
climbed onto Rinobelula's back and escaped through one of the upper windows, while Oságuila
took care of a terrible Glyph that had managed to tear off part of one of its wings with its claws,
making it fall in a spiral towards the fetid and deadly bottom.

Other corridors continued to resist; the mythological beings with igneous powers, scorched the
small insects. Again large beings fell into the trap of not being able to move freely and were
riddled with poisoned spears and swords.

The open-air parade ground was filled with monstrous-looking beings. Many of the school's
students, who had protected the corridors until the very end, had finally had to give up and had
made their way to this open space, crossing it as fast as they could, to reach the doors at the
back of the courtyard and take cover inside. Dimas was drawing pictures like a madman while
several winged enemies threw electrifying bolts of lightning at the magato. The paintings
surrounded Dimas, constructing a room sealed against the electric bolts, a sort of Faraday cage,
which dissipated the electrical energy on the outside, keeping the inside intact. A huge
Gigantosaurus tried to crush Dimas' construction with one of its legs, but incredibly it lost its
balance and fell backwards, crushing dozens of enemies. Dimas smiled, as he threw down a
picture showing the sad outcome of the giant dinosaur. When some sort of giant Hydra
appeared, he knew this was the moment. He recited the incantation as the wall with the
immaculate paper glowed like the sun and the temporarily blinded enemies began to float in
the air, swelling out of proportion, until they exploded, scattering their entrails all over the place.
Disintegratum was, without a doubt, one of the most powerful spells in the Book of Souls. When
the effect was over, Dimas finished his last painting. He was alone in the courtyard, the one he
used to use for inspiration, where he met Hugo for the first time.
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Caballosa and Lobat were trying to lure the last of the enemy hosts into the side courtyard,
where Mirlén waited in his boat. He used the net in a masterful manner, slicing into small pieces,
like lasers, any being he touched. He also threw it on several occasions, creating portals and
trapping his victims, throwing them into interdimensional holes where the boatman threw the
garbage. Scorleon made his presence known, wielding a golden shield and scimitar as he
delivered savage thrusts to his victims and shielded himself from enemy arrows and spears.
Mirlén watched from the boat as the net returned to her hands. Several arrows were shot into
the boat, causing the old boatman to take cover behind the net, deflecting all manner of sharp
objects thrown at him.
heights.

- Are you coming to give me a hand, Scorleon? said the boatman, shouting from the

- I will not let them kill you; that honor belongs to me alone, dear friend," said Scorleon,
as he cut off the hand of a minotaur who was attacking him with a two-bladed sword.
Caballosa and Lobat attacked from the sky with bravado, controlling the capacity of the
courtyard. Lobat flew low, biting and slicing his victims open with his sharp claws and powerful
jaw. Caballosa emitted brainwaves that stunned his foes for a moment, causing minor brain
misalignments that resulted in mis-hits or missed targets, causing several enemies to attack and
kill each other. "It's time, master! Lobat shouted. Mirlén shouted, "Into the boat, now! She said
as she released the net as a ladder for Scorleon to climb up to the receptacle, as the winged
creatures fell into the boat with a swooping flight, recovering at the last moment to land softly.
Mirlén closed her eyes and recited the incantation by the name of "Pestilentum" as the net
enveloped the boat completely. All the creatures in the room began to scratch incessantly, as
huge sores erupted all over their bodies, blood leaking out onto the floor, as skin seemed to melt
and bones began to appear. Hundreds of screams were evidence of the incipient pain the victims
were suffering from such an outcome. Finally, the screams died down until only silence reigned.
Hundreds of corpses fallen on top of each other showed rotting flesh that gave off an
indescribable smell of death; the plague had come to this room.

The enemies in the corridors were retreating in a rush, while several enemy voices were shouting
the same thing from dozens of rooms: "Retreat! Retreat! ”. A portal created by the last living
priest engulfed the dozens of demons and creatures that had come to slaughter a School and
now crowded in wounded or dying for their lives: The School had won.
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26. THE MOMENT OF TRUTH
Hugo regained his normal form. "It is time, friends. Our destiny lies on the other side of these
gates. We have suffered much to get this far. I ask you to make one last effort and not falter
until we complete the Mission we have come here to accomplish: saving the Messiah must be
the only thing that matters; if I fall, do not look back. Take the child and bring her to safety," said
the boy, with a determination that would have little to envy the most seasoned general of any
army. He laid his hands on both doors, a movement which his companions hastened to imitate,
and, drawing in his breath with all his might, he said, "Now! ”. The group pushed the Palace
doors hard, doors over twenty feet high, but despite their heavy appearance, they moved
without the resistance the retinue expected. The interior of the Palace was displayed before
their eyes; it was majestic, built of a gleaming white stone, much like the marble of the real
world, but with hints of reddish. The entrance was incredible, with tapestries and paintings
depicting the history of the Prime God's voracious conquest. In front on either side, two
staircases spiraled up to an upper floor, while massive chandeliers lit the interior of the place.
Various battle armors decorated the ground floor, armors that had belonged to all sorts of
mythological beings, such as Centaurs, multi-headed monsters, Unicorns, and so on. They
climbed the stairs to the first floor, even more ornate than the ground floor, where carpets
woven in incredible detail, narrated ancient battles in which Wo-Shikram was always victorious.
At the far end, a doorway gave off a beam of light in its outline from within. Beautiful carved
columns to the left and right of the room formed its final design with tastefully decorated
capitals, which served as a base to support statues of unique hybrid animals, some of which
were completely unknown to Hugo and the rest of the group. The party crept up to the door,
which also had engravings on its lintel and pillars, narrating the birth of the Prime God and the
first destruction of the known world. Arana noticed that the light coming from the crack in the
lower doorway was interrupted several times.
- There's someone," the spider said, almost whispering. Hugo pulled the sword delicately
out of the pouch, while Trantor began to make the first balls of energy, still tiny so as not to
draw too much attention to himself.
- Cecile, it's time to keep your promise. Hide behind those columns and don't move until
one of us comes for you. Here! he said, handing her the watch, as he knelt down to the girl's
level. When the clock strikes ten o'clock, if none of us have turned up here, I want you to run
away in search of a way out as soon as possible; you've understood that, haven't you? said Hugo,
hoping that there would be no opposition from the girl.
- Yes, I understood. I told you she wasn't stupid," the girl whispered back. And getting
closer to Hugo, she whispered in his ear: - I know you'll come back for me and show me the
Walky Talky you keep in your real world...; and immediately after, she gave him a resounding
kiss on the cheek while she turned around running in a hurry, to hide behind the column that
cast more shadow, due to a larger statue that hid the light just in the place chosen by the girl,
hiding it completely. Cecile peeked out and made a gesture with her fingers, which Hugo
interpreted as "OK", "I'm ready", although it wasn't the "ok" gesture Hugo was used to making.
He looked in the direction of the shadow and smiled.
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Arana opened the door; a blinding light forced them to shield their eyes with their hands as they
felt rapid movements inside the room. By the time their eyes had adjusted to the light it was too
late. Several enemies were upon them; one of them, a large one in a red hooded cloak, fell
heavily upon Hugo, trapping him against a wall as the boy tried to shake him off without success.
The rest wore some sort of white hooded cloak with medallions on their chests. They were
humanoid in type, though with the face of a jackal. Their arms and torsos were very muscular,
as were their canid-like 10 hind legs. Hugo was struggling to restrain the jackal, putting his sword
between his neck and the jaws of the terrible monster, obsessed with tearing its head off. At the
time, he thought he looked too much like the drawings of Anubis from the ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphics that he had seen in numerous series and cartoons. The others were also very busy,
trying to survive and dodge the energy impacts emitted by the staffs that the rest of Anubis had
in his hands. Arana was spinning on herself, while jumping around like a contortionist. She was
able to move between the legs of three of them, weaving a thin web at lightning speed, which
caused them to become unbalanced and fall heavily to the ground. Trantor was hit several times
by the energy shots from those staffs, but he would turn just on impact, deflecting the shots
with his outer armour, ricocheting into some of them, knocking them several metres backwards
in the air before falling heavily to the ground. He managed to generate two electric balls of
energy, which he was quick to hurl at two Anubis that had targeted him, sending them tumbling
down in convulsions. Meanwhile, Arana delivered surgical strikes with his daggers to the main
arteries of the three Anubis still clutched in his web. The red Anubis was larger than the rest.
Hugo didn't think he could take much more of the beast's onslaught, closing its jaws closer and
closer to the boy's succulent neck, who felt its fetid jackal breath and saliva dripping down his
face. Suddenly he had an idea; Hugo closed his eyes and concentrated with all his strength on
Erizorro: sharp thorns emerged from the boy's back and he didn't stop there. Increasing his
concentration to the maximum, frowning and sweating copiously in a last desperate attempt,
he achieved something incredible: from his torso came out sharp spikes that like arrows pierced
the chest of Anubis, who looked at him with a hateful face at such an unexpected reaction, while
he slid to the ground, grabbing Hugo's clothes tightly, while his closed fist was slowly opening,
revealing a kind of pentagon with ancient inscriptions. At that moment, Hugo examined the
situation. At least five Anubis were still standing, focusing on their companions, as they had
clearly left the most powerful one to face the boy alone. He left the sword in the pouch, as he
drew the centaur bow which he hastily loaded quickly, while his ventral barbs were hidden
behind the hole-stitched shirt again. He grabbed three barbs from behind his back and loaded
them into his bow at once, launching them precisely at the necks of three of the Anubis that had
focused on the small spider, falling dead on the spot. Arana, freed from her attackers, grabbed
one of the staffs from the ground and aimed at the last two standing, now focused on Trantor.
The two jackals were firing their staffs at him from a distance, backing him into a corner, as he
shielded his eyes and his abdomen from the blasts coming at him and shooting out to all sides
of the room, creating holes and shattering throughout the room. A shockwave of sorts hit them
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Canids are carnivorous mammals. Their morphology includes wolves, jackals, coyotes, dingoes,
foxes... and dogs of all kinds.
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squarely, causing them to fall to the ground witheringly as the tip of Arana's staff flashed in the
wake of the shots The scene was Dantesque; ten white Anubis and one red one lay on the floor.
- Are you all right? Hugo hastened to say.
- Yes, thank you," said Arana.
- I'm fine too, though I think my shell is a little damaged," said Trantor.
- Let me see," Arana asked.
Trantor's carapace was indeed damaged; a huge crack ran down part of his back, revealing the
soft tissue inside.
- I'm going to give you an emergency cure. Remember not to use your back as a shield
again, or I fear you will not be able to withstand it. Arana tossed several strands, which held the
armor in place. She pulled them taut to cover the crack from further infection. It was not really
an open wound to worry about, but rather a plane of significant weakness in the centipede's
natural armor. Trantor put up no resistance this time, aware that he would not be able to
withstand similar impacts to those staffs again and that Hugo must conserve all his energy to
save the Messiah. The group made their way to the center. The room was round, with a circular
opening in the ceiling that allowed the light from the dome above to pass through. The beam of
light, magnified by the crystals in the dome, illuminated the stone altar, decorated with a
pentagon carved into the stone and lines running across it. Four hooks protruded from the stone,
supporting strips of leather that served as bindings.
- It looks like a sacrificial altar! said Cecile, joining the scene.
- But... what are you doing here? I told you..." said Hugo.
- I know what you told me, but besides being smart, I have a good ear, and when I could
hear your voices it didn't make sense for me to stay outside. If you're not in the middle of
combat, it seems clear that I'm safer with you than alone, right? - said the girl, supporting her
justification with all sorts of hand gestures.
- "Ha ha ha ha!" " laughed Arana amused. "As usual, little Cecile is right," said the spider,
as the little girl smiled and put her hands behind her back, rocking her body from left to right, as
if to say, "I told you so."
- It seems that these beings were the priests in charge of preparing the sacrifice. The
one in the red robe, it seems, was the superior; perhaps he was the one in charge of carrying
out the ritual.... Suddenly, the door slammed shut. A series of metallic mechanisms could be
heard moving inside. Hugo tried to push it, but this time it didn't open. The whole group joined
in with the same result. They were locked in. A reddish portal formed in the opening in the
ceiling, beginning to grow wider and wider until it covered the room. The portal began to lower,
as the party struggled to open the door with staff shots, electric shocks, arrows and swords.
Hugo tried teleportation, but was unable to complete it in that room. The group sat on the floor,
awaiting the uncertain destination that the portal that was slowly beginning to swallow the room
whole would lead them to.
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27. CONFRONTATION WITH WO-SHIKRAM
The room appeared in another place; it might have been the center of the palace, for it was an
open space surrounded by doors as massive as those at the palace entrance. The light was
blinding, coming from the upper dome, which, in orange tones, announced that in a short time
it would be sunset.
- Look! Cecile said, pointing to the floor. The tiles were completely transparent, revealing
a greenish, liquid-like fluid that made up the floor of the entire building.
- It's as if we were walking on water," said Cecilea, starting to walk. A sound of rushing
water made them focus on one of the huge doors, which slowly began to open. Behind it, the
trunk of a huge figure, over twenty meters tall, collapsed the entrance. Its trunk sank into the
fluid of the floor, which it seemed to be able to handle at will, being able to emerge or submerge
as it wished. The head passed through the doorway, while the body emerged back up to the
waist, leaving the head very close to the dome. Its eyes were red, full of hate, death, and
destruction. Tentacles covered whatever it had for a mouth while two huge bat-like wings were
held folded behind its back. A mighty claw, over three feet long and filled with thorns, held an
ivy-covered cradle with the tips of two of its fingers. The group stared at it in astonishment: they
had never seen a creature of such size and such a negative sensation in their bodies. It was the
essence of evil in its purest form, an energy that emanated a kind of black and reddish aura. WoShikram ignored the group of adventurers completely. A new arm emerged from the fluid; his
hand was missing, severed at the wrist. He carefully deposited the cradle on the newly emerged
forearm, pulling the child out with two of his fingernails gently gripping the bundle that
enveloped the Messiah. He placed the child on the sacrificial altar. The sunlight was beginning
to fade, to become more and more orange. There were only a few minutes left before the
planetary alignment would take place and the new Messiah would reappear in glory. But this
time, Wo-Shikram had awakened and would not allow the girl to be crowned as the new
Messiah; it would be too great a threat that was clearly in his hands, or rather in his hand, to
eradicate when the predicted cosmic alignment occurred.
The group stood together with weapons at the ready and their magical energy ready to be used,
considering that Hugo's forces were still greatly depleted. A deep, thunderous voice rang out in
the room:
- You have killed my priests, the ones in charge of preparing the ritual. It is an undeniable
inconvenience; however, I have to tell you that your exploit has been totally useless. In fact,
there is absolutely nothing you can do but die; you are so insignificant that you do not deserve
even a second of my attention.
The god blinked and the ground simply disappeared, the whole group falling into the greenish
fluid. Cecile climbed onto the staff, which floated as if it were a float; Arana was able to grab
onto one of the dead Anubis, using the daggers as ice axes to climb up the lifeless body; Trantor
fell head first, beginning to shake nervously, unable to hold on to anything that would support
his weight, swallowing several liters of the foul, viscous liquid. He tried to move his legs to no
avail, sinking without being able to stick his head out to barely breathe. "Hugo, save me please!"
" cried the centipede in desperation, knowing that his constitution was not prepared for
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swimming movements and that unexpected electric blasts could wipe out his friends in a few
seconds. Hugo lay beneath the fluid, holding his breath. Several stacked bodies of Anubis stood
between him and the surface. When he felt like his lungs were going to burst, he thought of
Thanis and the surface. He teleported on top of the Anubis, as if he were a boat made of bodies.
Catching his breath, he looked in the direction of the space where only seconds before Thanis
had been; he could only see tiny bubbles coming from the bottom. He thought of Pegasullo and
ascended using his wings to, from the heights, almost swoop down towards that position, as he
used his icy breath against the fluid freezing the surface of it, as he plummeted like a kingfisher
towards his prey right next to the newly created heavy block of ice. After a few seconds, Trantor
and Hugo reappeared on the ice surface. Hugo teleported likewise to Arana and Cecile, gathering
the party on the icy surface. They were like a ship adrift at the mercy of that immortal being.
Wo-Shikram seemed to wrinkle his face, but instead he laughed in amusement. Arana was trying
to rouse Trantor, who was still half-drowned and had lost consciousness. The spider strand of
the carapace had come loose, allowing fluid to enter the centipede's insides. He was turned on
his side and Trantor spat out some of the fluid he had swallowed, an exaggerated amount for
having only been in it for a few seconds. Trantor began to pull himself together, trying to put his
legs together to recharge, but nothing happened; he felt that something was wrong, because
the electricity wasn't being generated in his body, which had always happened naturally.
Apparently the damage to his shell had damaged the recharging system. "I have no powers,
friends," Trantor excused himself, trembling with fear. Hugo focused on the centipede,
beginning the hybrid transformation: he launched a huge electric ball that impacted directly
against Wo-Shikram's chest, causing him no apparent discomfort. He focused on Erizorro and
launched two barbs with pinpoint accuracy at the beast's eyes. The barbs hit their intended
target, the retina, but ricocheted off the side of the room. Several hits from one of Anubis's staffs
struck him in the tentacles of his mouth. Cecile held the artifact, while futilely trying to fire again,
as the tip of the artifact flashed red, indicating a lack of energy. "It's the end, folks," Hugo said
in utter defeat, as he took the staff from the girl's hands. "I don't have enough energy!" -said the
visibly dejected boy. Arana approached Hugo; she took his hand and brought it towards her face,
covered with small hairs that caressed the boy's hand. Arana looked at him tenderly and, with
one paw, ruffled his hair. Hugo looked at the spider's eyes, which had been closing little by little,
leaving only the two lower ones open; they were two eyes that seemed very familiar to him, not
so much because of their shape, but because of the way they looked.
- You need to recharge, Hugo and I know how to do it. Don't forget that your mother
will always be with you, watching over you. And without a word, before the boy's wide eyes, the
spider took out one of his daggers and cut his neck, immediately sprouting a golden blood that
began to run through Hugo's hand, looking for the old wounds that were reopened to acquire
this new extra dose of golden blood.
- No, Arana, you can't do this to me! Hugo said, trying to plug the wound, while still
absorbing some of Arana's bright yellow blood. Hugo began to hear Arana's voice in his head,
though the spider's mouth remained silent as his mouth gurgled blood: "Do you remember the
lullaby your mother used to sing to you? It was a lullaby in Latin, the language that the Romans
spoke and that fascinated you. Actually, that lullaby was a very powerful mantra, used as an
incantation by the twenty-two master magicians who captured Wo-Shikram 222 years ago.
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- Yes, I know the story, but they were very powerful masters and only one could be
saved, Yosoy," said Hugo as tears welled up in his eyes.
- History repeats itself... over and over again... think of 2, the power of blood; blood is
life and death... The spider vomited blood and said in its head: - You can beat this. You already
did once; And using its last breath of life, it pulled out of its bag with one of its trembling legs
the thirteen immaculate papers. With a final smile, the eyes glazed over and the spider expired.

Wo-Shikram waited for the moment. Only a few minutes left and it would all be over. Those
mosquitoes lying on the ice were too insignificant to pay any attention to; he would leave them
to his acolytes to amuse themselves for a while, after he had finished with the School, which
would no doubt have happened by now. He had been able to generate a massive portal, sending
his entire army to destroy that damned School for Mythological Beings, the only impediment
along with the Messiah to his evil plan. Anaraña had configured an army of thousands of beings
and had promised him that she would join the rest of the army in the final attack of the School
attacking from the front; apparently they were very close to it and they didn't need any portal
to reach the door itself. Then, without any hindrance, he would move the Palace in space and
time, conquering other worlds, creating interdimensional portals to recruit new armies and Evil
would dominate all known worlds. The sunlight had ceased. It was time. The Primeval God
looked at the little girl on the altar. Indhira had awakened, having managed to climb out of the
bundle of rags she was wrapped in, managing to sit on the altar. Wo-Shikram brought one of his
fingernails close and the little girl grabbed it with both hands, fiddling with it, not knowing that
this sharp appendage would become the weapon that would end her life.
Hugo's head was in a mess. Arana had called him son, could she be his mother somehow
transformed into Arana? It couldn't be, it didn't make sense...! Or maybe it did, within the
fantasy world he found himself in. He began to put the pieces of the puzzle together in his mind:
Merlin telling him she was still alive, but not still in this world, otherwise she would have been
detected by both him and Scorleon; the golden blood they shared that had no doubt restored
Hugo to the fullness of his powers; the way she always cared for him, as a mother would for her
child, always putting her own life first if necessary... Everything fit, and yet nothing did. But how
was that possible? He remembered the spider after his transformation and how he hesitated
when she asked him the name (something Hugo hadn't given importance to until now, since at
the time it happened, they were still dazed from the fight). But maybe, just maybe, he
improvised a name, with the first thing that came to his mind: spider... Spider! Simple enough
really. Arana tried to kill him, but then, their bloods crossed and she changed, her look changed.
And then there was the lullaby thing... What had she said about a lullaby? How could she know
that? She remembered her mother, singing to her at night, always the same lullaby, even when
she was no longer a baby. It was a strange lyric, in a strange language for him...; he remembered
single words but was unable to remember all the words and the melody. He concentrated on
the lyrics, but it was impossible to reproduce the whole text... Besides, Arana had said that Hugo
had already faced this before; she must be wrong. How could he face this already? It was the
first time he had come to the fantasy world. The story goes that the 22 wizards, they were able
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to cast the spell and imprison the Primeval God, but all died except one, the mountain elder,
Yosoy. Yosoy, Yosoy! Hugo repeated several times aloud. He remembered the old Minotaur.
When Hugo asked him: Are you Melquiades? He answered: I am, be welcome. Why would he
say that? He found it strange that, being several, he was the only one who was welcome. - It
can't be! Maybe Melquiades said: I am, be welcome! The Minotaur knew the old man on the
mountain... but how could he have been mistaken for me? He tried to visualize the old man's
face; he remembered that the only time he saw him, he thought he looked familiar. He
concentrated on the details of his face, on his gaze, on the passage of time.... On the face, hidden
among the wrinkles, a scar on the left cheek was disguised, but there it was, exactly like Hugo's.
Hugo put his hand to his face and touched the scar. - Oh my God, I'm "Yosoy"! said Hugo with
wide eyes; I am the old man of the mountain..., or rather, I will be one day....
The boy, confused with what had just happened while his head was burning with so many
strange thoughts, began to sing what he remembered from the lullaby: "Shikram Vae, vae,
shikram, redire...deserere...". He wasn't able to repeat anything but that phrase... "Shikram Vae,
vae, shikram, redire...deserere..." Cecile looked at him in surprise as if she was seeing a ghost
and suddenly she started singing:

"Shikram Vae, vae, shikram,
redire loco consistere.
Curam deserere vivorum et mortuorum.
2 Et tibi damnationem, unde vos non possint effugere".

-TRANSLATIONWo-Shikram, Wo-Shikram,
go back to your place, to rest in peace.
Leave the living and take care of the dead.
The 2 is your condemnation, from which you can never escape.

Hugo could not believe that the girl knew that lullaby; he unwrapped the roll with the
immaculate papers, finding that the paper inside, the first one of all, had already been used; a
long text on both sides that he could not read at that moment.
- Hold this one for me," he asked Cecile. We don't have a second to lose. Using his own
blood as ink, he began to write the lullaby on the immaculate paper, as he read it aloud,
accompanied by the girl. The walls of the Palace began to shake, which caught Wo-Shikram's
attention for a moment, who seemed to be oblivious to what these insignificant beings were
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doing. Hugo wrote the first eleven Roman numerals, one on each immaculate piece of paper: "I,
II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VII, VIII, IX, X and XI". Anyone would have interpreted this as a waste, but in a
desperate situation, the only thing left to do was to look for desperate solutions. As he did so,
the freshly written paper flew at full speed across the huge room, lying flat beside Wo-Shikram,
who began to realize that something was wrong, pulling his fingernail away from the girl for a
moment, watching as that lullaby was repeated over and over again in his head, like a mantra.
He tried to dive into the liquid to avoid that horrible sound, but the ground had solidified,
trapping him by the trunk. Papers with the numbers I through XI surrounded the Primeval God,
laying horizontally. Two spectres emerged from each of them, as if they were standing on the
paper, except for number II, from which only one emerged. Hugo recognized them at once: they
were the 21 wizards, the ones who had managed to imprison Wo-Shikram in exchange for his
life. The blood of his mother and his own mixed, the strength of two souls, the strength of 2, had
been able to summon the souls of the wizards. Eleven immaculate papers for twice the strength:
22 wizards; 21 wizards in wraith form and one more, alive, Yosoy, who now had the appearance
of an eight-year-old boy. Wo-Shikram tried to break free of his prison, but the animas recited
the mantra over and over again, as great golden tentacles shot out from the chest of each astral
silhouette, trapping the arms, tentacles, and wings of the massive being. Even from Hugo's chest,
a golden tentacle emerged, grabbing Wo-Shikram's neck, who could do nothing but shout,
"Nooooo! I don't want to be locked up again! Nooooo! Damn it, Yosoy! I'll finish you, I promise
you...! ”. The Primeval God changed the hatred in his eyes to fear and shouted at the despairing
woman: "My armies have shattered the School you are trying to protect! There is no one left
alive...! This is my first revenge, ha, ha, ha, ha...! ”. Suddenly, a vertical portal formed next to the
Primordial God's head, vomiting out hundreds of creatures that fell from the heights to the
ground, getting caught in the fluid as well. The beings were bruised and badly wounded, though
many fell already dead.
- What are you doing here, you bastards?
- We are defeated, my lord! said a Centaur, who had lost one of his arms and had a spear
stuck in his back as he sank to his side. Anaraña has betrayed us, and we have missed her powers
and her arachnid army.
- Noooooo! It can't be! Noooooo! Damn traitorous spider! She just had to play her violin
while my entire army slaughtered the School! Wo-Shikram shouted, as hundreds upon hundreds
of his acolytes continued to flee in terror through the portal, falling to the ground from a height
several stories above the previous ones, forming a mountain of bodies attached to the very
viscous liquid that held them together and slowly engulfed them. The mages kept saying their
mantra until the golden tentacles coalesced into a golden cloak that enveloped the God and his
hosts. The cloak, now in the shape of a sphere, began to shrink, shrinking to nothingness in a
few seconds. At that instant, the wraith-like wizards turned to Hugo and waved him away; little
by little, they faded away, until the papers fell to the ground, flying as if lifeless. The girl was still
sitting on the altar, following attentively everything that happened; those beautiful golden
colors, the spectres and those papers that remained in the air, kept her hypnotized, which made
her clap her hands, showing that she liked the spectacle. Trantor had approached the altar and
laid her down lovingly, wrapping her back in the bundle. She picked it up between her paws and
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threw it on her back, not before letting out a small pitiful whimper as the Messiah bumped
against her damaged back. Suddenly, the girl began to glow, with a star-like intensity, blinding
everything. Cecile and Hugo had to interpose their hand to protect their sight, closing their eyes
tightly, while Trantor walked with a sun on his back, looking all around with his pairs of halfclosed eyes without understanding what was happening. Suddenly, Trantor arched and became
completely upright, rigid. His legs flexed, as if he were a bodybuilder posing to show off his
muscles in front of the jury. He felt powerful; a golden electric current emanated from him,
enveloping him without the need to bring his legs together, beginning to emit little arcs of
electricity in all directions that struck everywhere. Hugo pulled Cecile away and placed her
behind him, no doubt an omen when one of the bolts of lightning struck where the girl had just
been, making a large crack in the ice. Trantor had reached the highest level. He had become a
master. And his back, it was fully healed. The girl stopped glowing. Hugo narrowed his eyes: a
new Messiah had revealed herself; those were the words the teachers of the School had told
him. The boy got up as good as new; he felt no tiredness and except for the sadness of what had
happened, he was energetically better than ever. Cecile got up; she still had the immaculate
paper number 13, the one that was never used for the spell. She handed it to Hugo. It was a
letter from Arana, a posthumous letter written in his own blood on one of the few immaculate
papers left in the world. Trántor approached the group. The Messiah wanted to get off; it was
strange to think how the most powerful being in that world didn't even know how she could get
off the back of a centipede. Hugo grabbed her by the armpits and said, "Hi Indhira, it's Hugo. I'm
here. I heard your call and we've come to save you!". The girl smiled, pointing down. She clearly
wanted to come down. Hugo placed her carefully on the floor. Indhira began to crawl, heading
towards Arana. The spider lay with a huge gaping wound in her neck. Indhira crawled closer until
she was right next to it. She looked down into the lethal hole; a golden colored tear emerged
from her left eye, followed by a second tear from her right eye; both fell into the deadly wound.
The hole began to glow with golden light, repairing the damaged organs and sealing the hole
completely. Arana opened her eyes, slowly, starting at the bottom, looking down at the girl,
confused. Cecile took the girl in her arms and Hugo threw himself on Arana, melting into an
endless embrace.
One of the huge doors suddenly opened; an old satyr, with glasses, a huge magnifying glass on
his head and a belt full of tools approached the group. Still shivering with emotion, Nicodemus
between sobs and trembling said:
- I don't know how you did it, but you saved us all," and going up to Cecile, he stroked
her head. But... What are you doing here, little one?
- I have come to return this to you, grandfather," he said, showing the watch on his wrist.
The satyr began to cry and shout like mad: "You found it, you found it...! Nicodemus kept
repeating, "Thank you, thank you! continued the satyr, kneeling on the ground and putting his
palms of his hands together.
- Thank your son Gaelicus's watch and pager; without them, we would never have made
it on time," said Hugo.
- I must return to the village, I must protect it! said Nicodemus.
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- Yes, but first I ask you to come with us; I have several things to fill you in on, and
Serenity may be something very different now from what you remember," said Hugo.
The old satyr adjusted his glasses and nodded his head. He would listen to the message this boy
had to tell him before he went to his beloved village.
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28. OUTSTANDING ACCOUNTS AND MISSING ANSWERS
The war was over. There had been a multitude of casualties, both teachers and students.
Everyone was clear that Escorleón was the main cause of the victory, avoiding the total
annihilation of the School, but without being able to avoid the fallen in combat, many less than
it could have been, facing against the most powerful army of Evil of all the known worlds. The
teachers had been summoned to the Auditorium. There were several empty chairs that
reminded those present of how bloody the battle had been. However, although students and
teachers were still with the tension of the moment still hanging over their heads, the truth was
that their powers were maximized, possibly as a result of the Messiah's survival, which gave
them a plethoric feeling. In fact, the magical energy in the School for Mythological Animals was
at an all-time high. The magical machinery that made it leap in time and space was working with
surgical precision; however, after the meeting in the Auditorium, Mirlén was unanimous about
it:
- Dear teachers and friends," he paused briefly, squinting his eyes. It is official. We know
that the Magnificent Seven have completed the Mission. The Messiah is safe, which assures us
that Wo-Shikram has been defeated or, failing that, returned to the darkness from which he
should never have awakened. We have won! said the old ferryman, pausing briefly in his speech,
as all the teachers applauded and congratulated each other. Scorleon watched him from the
back of the room, his brow furrowed and his arms folded. He would wait a few days for the
return to normalcy, and then Mirlén would have to keep her promise. The boatman went on
with his speech: "We will postpone our new jumps until the retinue returns with us; following
my instructions, Lúcer has telepathically contacted Hugo, who never ceases to amaze me. I could
go and bring them back with my boat in just a few minutes; however, the boy has refused; he
says they prefer to come by their own means, while we put things in order around here," he said
with a smile, while there was a general laughter among all present. And I think he's right; I don't
want to think of the horrible things they must have gone through; I suppose they need to switch
off, come here quietly, think of the new world. In the meantime, we have a lot to do; seven days
of mourning have been decreed to honor our fallen brothers, both from the School and from
the group! We will bury the dead, who will be remembered forever with a ceremony that will
never be forgotten. Afterwards, we will begin to rebuild the physical part of the School,
extremely damaged after the last battle. The good news is that we will be able to use magic to
do this; we teachers will coordinate the work and we will make sure that the magic is focused
only on that, on the reconstruction. Once it's finished, we'll reinforce it magically with new
spells," he continued. I know, thanks to Bujab's information, that there are several students who
have reached the highest level, which gives them the right to apply to join the faculty if they so
choose, and their newly acquired skills will surely be welcome in this room," Mirlén finished.
"And to end this meeting, something to remember..." she said as she opened her eyes to look
at Escorleón. An old friend asked me for something in exchange for his help, and I accepted. As
I told you, I take it, and I wish to keep my promise. Scorleon smiled with satisfaction as he turned
and left the room. The rest of the professors looked at the general, the being who had led them
to victory and from whom they would have to receive their last command: let us end our
personal war. Dimas was practically in a trance, painting non-stop pictures, which he threw to
the floor with disdain to start another and another. After finishing his last work, he looked at the
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painting with attention. He turned to Mirlén, but the old ferryman was already gone. Besides,
the magato remembered the ferryman's words: "I don't want to know the final result, Dimas!
Don't interfere! It's my decision and what will happen, will happen! ”.

Nicodemus had prepared a succulent farewell meal for the group; the satyrs were known for
their love of good wine and the culinary arts. Hugo had told him the latest news about
Serpentidad and how his village had accepted their fate. Although initially Nicodemus was very
upset, putting his hands to his head and running around, he gradually calmed down; after careful
thought, he relaxed; Hugo was right; he could go back and see for himself the state of the village.
Hugo had promised him a safe-conduct in and out of Serpentidad, something he had asked
Melquiades for just before he left. The Minotaur not only read in his mind the names of the
three beings chosen to stay in Serpentidad, but the need to have a safe-conduct in and out of
the serpent. The green pill in the shape of a snake would give Nicodemus the greenish halo that
would allow him to enter and leave without any problem for life; besides, he could move freely
through the labyrinth and deal with Melquiades himself if necessary. There was also the
machine; Hugo had teleported it out of the Palace of Evil, just as he had done with the entire
group. Nicodemus would use it to teleport to the village and there decide his next step; at worst,
he would travel back in time, to save the village just before Wo-Shikram took him prisoner,
though he was not yet aware of the possible consequences of such a journey. He was looking
forward to seeing his wife, and of course, his daughters, whom he had lost so violently, even if
it would take him to another dimension outside his own with an exact clone of himself.
After the exquisite meal, Nicodemus said goodbye to the group and disappeared with his
machine. Arana was conscious but still very weak. Although the wound had closed, he still had
not been able to regain his speech; he only smiled at the boy, who had managed to lock up a
Primeval God again, something that did not happen every day. Hugo had proposed to the group
to get to the School by their own means, mainly walking. It wasn't too far (about seven days'
walk) and it would serve as a way to unwind from the past, which had undoubtedly left a heavy
burden on their minds. They didn't expect to encounter any problems on the way, for WoShikram had made sure that his entire army would charge the School until it was completely
annihilated; knowing his numerical superiority, he didn't expect to lose that battle and therefore
the war. In fact, Hugo still couldn't understand how the School had been able to counter such
an attack. Lúcer had contacted Hugo to come and get them, but the boy conveyed to the
Guardian his wishes to return quietly all the way. When Hugo asked him about the victory in the
battle, Lúcer replied, "We had the best general of all possible...!" and cut off the communication.
They began to move with the plan of resting near the rivers, enjoying the landscape and the
tranquility, looking for the warrior's rest after the violent adventures that had taken place.
Trántor was in a very good mood, as he carried the spider on his renewed and shiny back without
complaining at any moment; Hugo carried little Indhira, using a kind of improvised backpack that
he had made with the bundles of clothes. Cecile proudly carried the immaculate paper, which
Hugo had given her to keep them jealously: "Here Cecile; I'm going to entrust you with one of
the most important missions I've ever sent. I appoint you Absolute Guardian of the Immaculate
Paper, a paper of incalculable value... Can I count on you?" the child had asked her. "Of course,"
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Cecile had replied with a smile, taking the roll with the thirteen immaculate papers and putting
them in her bag. The girl had proved to be an invaluable help, for she noticed those things that
others overlooked. When Hugo asked her about the lullaby, she answered:
- I hardly remember anything from my childhood!...but that lullaby is engraved in my head;
sometimes I find myself doing anything, without thinking, and the lullaby comes to my mind, so
I end up humming or singing it. When I heard you, I imagined that it was perhaps a well-known
lullaby in the real world, your world; now I realize that it is not, since it is written in Latin, a
language of the ancient world, which is hardly spoken in yours," said the girl.
- Well, there are still a few language scholars who still speak it, but most consider it a
dead language," the boy replied.
Arana had gotten up and joined the conversation, if only as a listener. She was looking better
and better colored. Trantor insisted that when his paws were restored, he felt as if they were
born again; he even had to learn how to use them. He supposed Indhira's energy had brought
him back to life, but that didn't mean the healing was immediate and it would take more time
to fully recover; after all, it was no ordinary wound and it wasn't every day you came back from
the afterlife. Arana just listened attentively to the conversations between the members of the
group, nodding and smiling; she gawked at Hugo. After three days of walking through trails,
forests and rivers, eating berries and wild fruits (even Trantor himself, more powerful than ever,
had no intention of killing all kinds of animals just for the sake of it), Arana took Hugo by the
hand. He led him to Cecile and pointed to the rolls of immaculate paper protruding from the
girl's satchel.
- What do you want, Arana, do you think they would be safer with you? Hugo asked him.
back.

- He wants you to read out paper number 13," said Cecile sleepily, still turned on her

- But weren't you asleep? Hugo asked curiously. Besides, why would he want me to read
that paper now? Hugo asked. She could tell me herself when she recovers..." he continued.
- Yes, but then, it wouldn't be the time. The time is now, you fool! said the girl, waking
up lazily.
- I guess it's easier to interpret women's gestures when you're one of them," he yawned.
Hugo blushed a little.
You're right, Cecile, but now you have to rest, otherwise you'll get too nervous and give
us an afternoon..." said Hugo sarcastically, winking at her.
- I am no longer a child! said Cecile, pretending to be offended, taking advantage of the
fact that she had awakened from her nap prematurely. I told you I wouldn't hold you up, and
I'm sticking to it so far, aren't I?
- And more than enough! said Trantor, who was resting near the river, but who couldn't
help but be amused listening to the whole conversation.
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Cecile pulled out the roll of immaculate paper and handed it to Hugo:
- As the sacred guardian of these valuable documents, I temporarily cede them to you.
Protect them with your life if necessary, boy... do you understand me?
- I got it; thank you Guardian," said Hugo playing along.
The boy untied the roll of paper and reached for paper number 13, the one that had never been
used for the spell that put Wo-Shikram away. There it was, a long letter written in careful
handwriting, which had taken on the ochre color that Hugo recognized perfectly. No doubt
Arana had spent long hours of sleepless nights, writing it, using his blood as ink and a sharp
object as a pen.
- Was it with one of your daggers? Hugo asked the spider, as it smiled and nodded. Hugo
began to read:

"Dear Hugo:
If you are reading this letter, it is very possible that I am no longer there with you to protect you.
I want to tell you so much... so many things... I don't even know where to begin. The first thing I
want to do is apologize for hiding who I really am from you; but I have to say for myself that I
didn't know from the beginning. I know you had a terrible time with the premature and violent
death of your parents, but as you have already been told, your mother is alive; she would never
have abandoned you out of her own free will, if it wasn't for a good reason. I have it on good
authority, in this case from my own blood. You have already read a letter from me with
explanations once; now it will be another letter which will go on explaining things to you which
you do not yet know, and which I greatly regret. When I left the School, I vowed not to return. I
could not live there with two beings who had such a grudge because of me. I loved them both,
but they wanted me only for themselves. I decided to leave, through the portal that you know
and then caused so many problems. I returned to the real world, where I met your father, a
normal, kind man, with whom I quickly fell in love. I had made up my mind that I would never
be found. The only option was to get rid of all Magic. Your father knew my secret, I never hid it
from him, which distanced us greatly, especially when you began to use your gifts. One night,
while your father slept, I cast a spell and most of my powers were transferred to him, as a gift. I
made sure they were well hidden, in a sort of locked compartment that your father could never
open; the transfer was reversible, so only I could retrieve them if need be. Time went by; some
news talked about people describing strange creatures with hybrid forms that came through
some kind of mirrors; most of them talked about aliens and fantasized about ships and UFOs
with strange shapes; but I knew it wasn't that... I had to get rid of that last bit of magic power in
me, that little trace I left behind in case I needed my powers again someday. I brewed a
concoction I was preparing in the kitchen, with such bad luck that you got there first and took a
sip. The rest of the story I know you already know; however, there is one important part you
don't yet. When I went out the door to talk to my friend Silvia, she told me that during the night
she had seen something very strange. A kind of vertical puddle was created in the street and
two people emerged from it, a tall being, wrapped in a red robe, holding a little girl by the hand.
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The red stranger pointed towards your house, while the little girl looked at him in confusion.
Silvia thought she was dreaming but, finally, the man touched the girl by putting his hand on her
head. The girl's hair stood up, her eyes rolled back and two balls of fire formed in her hands as
he smiled sinisterly. Sylvia grabbed a hammer from the toolbox and went straight for the door,
to protect the girl from possible mistreatment. However, she arrived just in time to see the
vertical puddle of water disappear after being pierced by the man in the red robe. The girl was
still staring at our house, two fireballs in her hands. Silvia called out to the girl several times, and
suddenly she woke up from her trance, extinguishing the flames and looking in all directions in
confusion. She ran down the street at full speed. Silvia ran into the house and called the police.
It was 2:22 in the morning. I knew they had found me, but I had to get Silvia away to get my
power back before my family could be in any danger. As I slyly pushed Silvia from behind into
the hall, insisting to her that it had probably all been a bad dream, she stopped dead in her tracks
and said, "Look, that's the girl; there she is, across the street. It was a little girl who was barefoot
and in her nightgown. The little girl was looking at both women from the sidewalk. Suddenly, I
heard a scream from your father; he was shouting your name and calling my name in
desperation. I told Silvia to call the police and closed the door. Your father had found you
unconscious and bruised in the kitchen. As we ran to the bathtub with you, I used my meager
magical energy to quietly say the restoration spell. Your father was absorbed with the situation,
not even aware of it as all my powers came to me again. Nervously, I grabbed a knife to pull the
ices out of their container, cutting myself on my hand. I threw the ices into my dress and ran
upstairs to the bathtub, just as the explosion caught us. My blood created a golden force field
that protected me, but not you, and not your father. When I saw that you were still alive, though
full of wounds, I knew you would recover, seeing the golden blood move in a magical way,
something you had not yet developed. Still confused by the situation, I thought to ask Silvia to
call an ambulance. I moved through the rubble to the doorway, in time to see my friend Silvia
completely charred. The doorway was still open, while a jackal, resembling an Egyptian Anubis
God and dressed in a red robe, tried to take the girl, who put up some resistance. His hand
reached for the little girl's head, but I was in time to push him inside and close the portal, not
caring where he went. The jackal gave me a confused look from a distance as the portal closed.
He said some strange words, and with his palm still open, he threw some kind of black tentacle
at me, and it hit me squarely in the forehead. The portal closed completely. Police sirens were
blaring just two blocks away, so I created a portal quickly, without thinking too much. I would
send the girl somewhere serene, quiet. Someone once told me about Serenity, and it seemed
like a good name that evoked tranquility. I created the portal at full speed, awkwardly drawing
it with a piece of brick on the sidewalk, writing a spell of oblivion on the outline. I couldn't allow
such a little girl to walk around with such destructive power. I took her by the shoulders, combed
her hair with my hands, and read her name embroidered on her nightgown: "Cecile, what a
precious name! I promise I'll look for you one day. The girl suddenly looked at me and began to
scream. And without further ado, the girl disappeared into the newly created portal. The sirens
were getting closer and closer, so I ran back to the porch and carried poor Silvia. Wading through
debris, quite nimbly, I made my way to the bathtub and lifting up some boards, I decided to
place her there, arm outstretched. Putting my ring on her finger was the last thing I could think
of to buy time and fake my own death, but something wasn't right: she no longer had any fingers.
Only black, hairy legs were sticking out of my abdomen. My ring was still on one of them, so I
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put it on poor Silvia's ring finger. The police were in the hall, calling out in case there were any
survivors. A piece of mirror confirmed what I already suspected. It was a spider, a repulsive being
of enormous size for the real world. I needed to disappear to look for you later, my son. I needed
to go back to school, to find a solution to my problem. That's why I went back. But I left the
portal open and it was the perfect excuse for Anaraña to sneak in the first time and kidnap the
Messiah. The red Anubis, one of the master priests of Wo-Shikram himself transformed me into
this, but not only in form... Little by little, I began to lose consciousness of my personality and I
forgot who I was. I felt the impulses of a common spider, like spinning webs all over the place.
Anaraña picked me up along with hundreds of her young. She called me Arana, which curiously
in our language means "trick, trap or swindle", very appropriate for a creature that in reality was
not what it appeared to be. Months later, when I saw you at the School and followed you
through the passages, my only intention was to kill you; those were the instructions my new
mother had given us: "kill them all; Anaraña takes no prisoners". However, as our bloods
mingled, I began to remember again...; I felt like I knew you and wanted to protect you above
all else. I wasn't completely me, but little by little I felt more human and less of a spider. You
may ask yourself, who are you? You are the fruit of the love between a human and a
mythological being in human form. You were born with innate powers that you used without
realizing it, but that after the accident you would surely forget. Blood is the key to everything,
because your blood, like mine, is special. Besides, you are the Chosen One, among all the
mythological beings of all the known universes, you were the one who was called by Yosoy, the
old man of the mountain who was the previous Messiah, the engine of the School and the living
defense against the forces of evil. After his retirement, the School stood empty waiting for a new
Messiah to reveal himself again. In principle, it was not a big problem, as the dark forces acted
in an uncoordinated manner and without a clear objective. It would be enough to protect the
girl for 222 days while the School continued to make space-time jumps; but no one counted on
the possibility of her being abducted through a portal that I left open and that I regret every day
that passes. Yosoy had to come back here, traveling back in time and reuniting with himself in
his childhood form: an 8-year-old orphan boy who had completely forgotten his powers and was
unaware that he was one of the most powerful beings of recent times.
Several times, during our adventure, we have been on the verge of death; and I always thought
you deserved to know the truth, but I could not allow you to be distracted from your Mission.
Now, it is time to tell you; I suppose a mother's love for her child is infinite, so I can think of no
better receptacle to write this letter, than a priceless, almost infinite, immaculate piece of paper.
I hope to see you again, in the future, or in the past, in this world or in others. You will always
be special, because you will always be my beloved son.

Fdo: Elissa / Arana".

Hugo was silent as Arana burst into tears without making a sound, except for the inhalations of
her nose. Trantor and Cecile looked at each other, not quite knowing what to say. The boy
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slumped backwards into the cool grass near the river. Beside him, Indhira was struggling to get
out of the cloth bundle. Hugo untied her and said aloud, "And who are you supposed to be,
Indhira? The girl grabbed his nose and hair, while making noises with her mouth that Hugo was
quick to imitate, causing the girl and everyone present to laugh. Arana looked down at her son's
nonchalant reaction; she didn't expect him to jump for joy, but she did expect some gesture that
would make her feel less guilty. She was still his mother, after all. Hugo set the child down, and
she began to crawl towards Trantor, who was moving his paws at full speed, catching the little
girl's attention. The boy walked over to Arana and grabbed her by one paw. "I want you to
understand that I'm infinitely glad you're alive and I understand what you've had to go through;
I'm just asking for a little time to accept this new situation. That a giant spider is your mother is
not something we see very often in the world I come from. Surely, if it had been an alien, it
would be less strange," said Hugo winking at him, while Arana grabbed him by the neck, tousling
him with one of her paws.

Meanwhile, at the school, hard work was going on. After the big funeral, students and teachers
were hard at work rebuilding the building. The work was more bearable, as they were allowed
to use magical energy to do so. Everyone was looking forward to the arrival of the Magnificent
Seven, although Lúcer had already warned them that there had been several casualties along
the way and new additions. Scorleon was the only one who did not join the rebuilding effort;
instead, he took over one of the halls and practiced with various weapons from Dawn to Dusk,
day after day, waiting for the scores to be settled at last. He would have his revenge and nothing
and no one could stop him. Afterwards, he would return to his cave, but not before finding a
way to teleport the island to another time, away from unwelcome guests and unwanted Schools.
Someone spoke of an old satyr's invention, a machine capable of doing that, which he, with his
incredible power, was unable to do. He would use his interdimensional sense of smell to capture
this satyr and force him, if necessary, to do what he told him to do.
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29. THE CIRCLE CLOSES
It had been six days since the telepathic conversation between Lúcer and Hugo; the guardian
was getting impatient and couldn't see the boy's stubbornness not to arrive immediately. Lucer
thought of Dimas and the newly restored guidance system led him to a room. In it, Dimas was
preparing his painting tools.
- Hello Dimas, can we talk? said Lúcer.
Dimas looked at him strangely, for it was enough for Lúcer to communicate telepathically with
him, which he did quite often.
- If you don't mind, I'd rather hear your voice this time, in person," said the guardian.
- You tell me," replied the magatti.
- What are we going to do with Escorleón? asked Lúcer.
- I don't understand your question; I don't think we have to do anything with it,"
answered Dimas, as he busied himself rearranging his brushes by size.
- We can't let him kill Mirlén," Lúcer continued.
- How do you know I would kill the ferryman? Don't you trust the power of our mentor?
said the magato with a smirk.
- Of course I know the power that Mirlén has, but I also know that he is old and that the
lack of Thanis has upset him more than usual. He barely sleeps and he's tired; sometimes it even
feels like he's falling asleep. Everyone is realizing this: Mirlén is not what he was, yet Scorleon is
a being designed for war. Did you not see how deftly he wields every weapon? And let's not talk
about his power and his fearsome sting. Mirlén won't stand a chance. How can he ask us not to
intervene? I will not stand idly by," said Lúcer. I'll talk to the rest of the teachers, call a meeting
behind Mirlén's back, if necessary. I'll gather an army and we'll confront Escorleón; we'll force
him to choose: give up his personal nets with Mirlén or die. In no time, he'll go back to his cave
and the School will teleport through space and time; he'll never see us again, and he'll finally
have the peace of mind he's been looking for... That's what should happen," said Lúcer, clearly
pissed off, while his lights shone asymmetrically, showing his nervousness.
- Calm down," said Dimas. I can see you're still nervous, and that's normal; but still, it's
not because of this, it's because of the security hole in your post. You didn't expect the forces of
evil to come through the front door, any more than any of us did; but that's over now, and you're
fixing it, aren't you? Because that... that's your business, not the problems between Mirlén and
Escorleón, to whom we gave our word not to intervene when the deathmatch took place! I will
honor the word I gave to my friend and old mentor, for that is what I can offer him now," the
magato said, turning his back and going about his business.
- Surely you know who the winner will be, don't you? I'm sure you've used your paints,
to know the future. I ask you... or rather... I demand that you tell me what's going to happen!
said Lúcer, while his head shone in a way that Dimas didn't recognize having ever seen before.
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- Demand? you from me? why? do I demand from you responsibility for not having
protected the door as it should have been protected? No, my friend, you can't demand anything
from me or from Mirlén. You can't ask me to use my powers just because you tell me to... No,
that's not going to happen! said the magato, turning back to Lúcer. It was the first time since
they had known each other that they had had such a big disagreement; Dimas knew that Lúcer
was a major asset in the security of the School, but he couldn't allow him to hold him
accountable for anything. Lúcer knew that the magato had anticipated the problems on many
occasions, drawing them in advance, but he despaired of his passivity in the face of the open
war between Mirlén and Escorleón. Suddenly, as the tension was chewing in the air, a wall of
ice appeared between the two beings; Aquariam, the teacher capable of altering the states of
water, appeared on the scene:
- Has anyone asked for some ice to cool things down around here?
- It won't stay like this, Dimas! said Lúcer, turning around, crawling along the ground
with his roots.
- You know where and how to find me, Lucer! said the Magato rather casually.
- Are you all right? Aquariam asked, looking at Dimas with her one eye.
- That's more than all right," said the magician. said the magician; now, if you don't mind,
I must get on with my work.
- Of course, of course! - replied the amoeba, as it floated away in confusion, while the
wall of ice melted and followed it in the form of water as if it were a shadow.
Dimas repositioned his brushes and paint; a dozen or so pictures lay on the floor in disarray;
three of them, however, were face up, placed side by side, as if in a sequence. In the first, an
altered Lucer was seen, his spheres glowing asymmetrically; in the second, both appeared,
separated by a wall of ice; in the third, the magato himself appeared, breaking the last paintings.
He didn't know what this last painting represented, but he did know that his paintings had never
betrayed him. He rummaged through the misplaced paintings until he found the one he was
looking for. In the painting, the Guardian and Dimas appeared again; Lúcer was stabbing him
viciously in the back, with a hateful face, while his orbs shone like a star. He took a spatula from
one of his shelves and began to tear it from top to bottom, continuing to smash each and every
painting, including the one in which a boatman and a scorpion hybrid were engaged in a fight to
the death.
The retinue led by Hugo arrived at the School for Mythological Beings; it had taken them seven
days, but they looked calm and happy. The students and teachers were in an uproar, as if a rock
star had come to your house to give his last concert. Crowds of beings moved quickly through
the corridors, as word spread everywhere: "They have arrived, The Magnificent Seven are here!
”. Mirlén, as a good lover of protocol, asked Lúcer to hold the group back at the door and
telepathically summon a meeting with all present in the Great Hall, where they would be suitably
received. Students and teachers ran towards the hall to get the best position. Only five minutes
later, Lúcer opened the doors of the Great Hall, where dozens of beings crowded to see the new
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arrivals. Hugo led the procession carrying Indhira, followed by Arana and Trántor; a little girl
followed them as she gazed in wonder in all directions of that huge hall full of strange beings.
Mirlén came up to them, climbing into his boat, setting it low to the ground for them all to climb
into. The ferryman could not conceal his strangeness, caused no doubt by Thanis's absence. The
boat then pulled back with its new cargo to stand in the center of the room, hovering halfway
up so that everyone could see them. Mirlén raised her arms and began to speak, "Dear teachers
and students of the School for Mythological Beings, at last we have the Messiah among us
again.... And all thanks to the great work of this brave group; I see that there are casualties
among them, just as we have suffered here after the attacks. The last battle has been fierce,
attacking us where we least expected it, but thanks to our General Escorleón and the bravery
shown by each and every one of you, we are here and now remembering the fallen, rejoicing for
the arrival of our friends and celebrating a great victory. We must continue to look to the future,
now that Wo-Shikram has been returned to his confinement and the power of the Messiah
shines brightly," the boatman continued. Dimas, from a considerable distance, could see a small
tear run down his friend's wrinkled face; Mirlén had not wanted to know anything about who
had fallen in the Magnificent Seven, for she knew from Lúcer that there were casualties. After
the last argument with Thanis, she didn't want to show her emotions in public. Dimas felt sorry
for his friend, always sticking up for the School, always on the front line, hiding his frailties and
his feelings from most. The ferryman continued with his speech: "Hugo, Arana and Trántor have
given us back the Messiah, our basic source of energy to continue standing in the way of the
forces of evil. Besides, they have brought company..." said the boatman, addressing the girl in
the nightgown.
- What's your name, little one? asked Mirlén.
- My name is Cecile," said the girl, her eyes lowered a little, intimidated by such
expectation on the floor, walls and ceiling. Arana reached out and stroked her hair with one of
her paws to reassure her.
- And what brings you here, Cecile? asked the Mentor.
The girl looked up at Mirlén and replied with a shrug:
- Fate, I suppose," Cecile said, giving those present a taste of her overwhelming
personality.
- Excellent answer! said Mirlén. Fate has brought you here and brought this group back
to its true home. The School has been repaired and now it is time to celebrate our victory over
Wo-Shikram in style. I decree from this moment three days of feasting, starting right now," said
the ferryman raising his hands, while thousands of streamers and confetti fell from the ceiling
to all parts of the hall, accompanied by a festive music that produced a manifest uproar among
all the assembled beings, who cheered the old mentor repeating his name over and over again.
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Escorleon watched the spectacle from the doorway. Only three days and this whole charade
would be over; at last, he would have his revenge. Mirlén lowered her arms and looked down at
the hybrid lion, giving him a carefree smile from the boat.
Hugo would have preferred to have a quieter stay at the School, but after seeing the reaction of
everyone present, he understood that there was nothing better than a party to forget the bloody
fighting. He would have liked to tell the teachers about the latest events concerning Arana and
Yosoy; well, he supposed he could wait three more days. Besides, there was the matter of
Serpentidad; he had made a promise to the snake, and he had no way of getting it.
The three days of partying were a real success: food and drink everywhere; contests and
exhibition bouts; music until the wee hours of the morning; showcasing of new skills obtained;
etc. Now, it was time to pick up and clean up the excess of enthusiasm of all the members of the
School. Dimas went to see Bujab, the fish-shaped teacher who was floating in one of the rooms,
totally asleep, while a cup with a red liquid formed bubbles in the air around her.
- Bujab, Bujab, wake up! said the magato.
- Huh? What time is it? said the teacher sleepily.
- I need you, it's urgent! Wake up, damn it! said Dimas as he scooped the bubbling red
liquid from the air into the cup and threw it in his face.
- Are you crazy, magato? said Bujab, suddenly waking up, clearly annoyed, as he brushed
the remains of the sarsaparilla out of his eyes with his flippers.
- Of course I'm crazy, but I need your help! replied the magato.
Bujab sat up in the air and listened to Dimas carefully.
Lúcer had hardly slept at all in the last three days and in that time, he interacted with almost no
one. Although many teachers and students had come across him and tried to convince him to
join the party, he always made lame excuses to get out of the situation. In the end, the students
and teachers shrugged it off, as they continued to celebrate the great victory against WoShikram. The guardian adjusted his bag, making sure he had everything he needed with him. He
didn't know what was happening to him, something that was changing his character and
affecting his thinking, increasingly clouded by distant voices that barely let him sleep. At first he
thought it was an enhancement of his abilities, that he was picking up telepathic thoughts from
other beings, even from other dimensions, but he dismissed it quickly, when they became
repetitive, as in a never-ending cycle. Was he going crazy? He wanted to protect Mirlén at all
costs, but his desire to end the magato's arrogance was even greater. Again he heard those
voices in the distance, which he couldn't quite make out, but which repeated over and over the
only understandable word: "Do it. He focused on Dimas and the corridors lit up. They were
directing him towards the room from the other day, where they had the argument, but as he
got close to the hallway, the lights flickered leading him in another direction. He stopped right
in front of the door that showed "room 222", which was wide open. He remembered that room
well; it was where the Messiah's rescue party was born. In that meeting, Lúcer and Dimas were
sitting together, commenting on some of the things that were happening at the time. How
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everything had changed! He expected to find the magato painting one of his stupid pictures, but
he found him in front of the window; the feline had opened the two sashes of the window and
a warm breeze was moving the cat's neat fur. Its front paws rested on the window sill, while its
whiskers moved, whipped by a rising wind. Lúcer was tempted to call him by name, but thought
better of it. He began to move soundlessly towards the magato, crawling on the roots he had
for feet, as he pulled a small knife from his pouch. When he was only two feet away he stopped.
The cat took a deep breath, but didn't turn around. Lúcer gripped the knife tightly and directed
it towards Dimas' spine, stabbing him several times; however, the cat was still leaning against
the window, breathing deeply. Lúcer seemed to snap out of his trance, dropping the knife to the
ground, but it hovered in the air without ever making a sound in its fall. "Dimas! "he shouted at
the top of his lungs, but his voice produced an amplified echo that made him cover his ears with
the branches he was holding. What the hell was going on? thought the guardian. Dimas moved
from the window, never turning back, as if unaware of the danger he had just run. A beam of
light came in and shone right in front of Lucer; he was surrounded by a force field. He turned
back and looked towards the open door. The door began to move back to its closed position, as
Bujab came out of hiding. He had fallen into a trap, but worse, he didn't know what he was doing
there; he looked quizzically at the dagger, fallen into the force field. The magato stepped in front
of the window and asked him:
- Who are you?
- I don't know what you mean, Dimas," said Lucer. Let me out of here, I don't know what
you think you're doing.
- I'm saving you, old friend," the magato said with his hands behind his back. And
beckoning to Bujab, the force field tightened to Lúcer's dimensions until he was almost
completely unable to move, unable even to breathe.
- Dimas, please; let me explain...it's hard for me to breathe.
Dimas, however, did not move an inch of his muscles, as the force field grew tighter and tighter,
causing Lúcer to turn a bluer shade of blue, which was a clear sign of suffocation. Just at the last
moment, some sort of bluish gas shot out of his nose, immediately being trapped by a force field
of a smaller size. Bujab allowed the force field surrounding Lúcer to suddenly expand, as Lúcer
gasped for breath, clutching his neck with his own arboreal arms. Suddenly, the force field
disappeared and the knife and Lúcer fell to the ground. The blue smoke was still imprisoned
within the force field controlled by Bujab. Dimas walked over to his friend and helped him up:
smile.

- Don't worry, Lúcer, it's over. It's good to see you again, my friend," said Dimas with a

Scorleon was still training hard; he loved bladed weapons: swords, scimitars, axes... anything
with an edge. His stinger was at the ready, eager to suck energy and inoculate a deadly poison
into his adversary. It was the day and it was time. Someone knocked on the door of the training
room. Mirlén himself, in person stood on the other side.
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- Hello Escorleón. I just want to call you to an emergency meeting. I ask for a little more
patience. We have found out how Wo-Shikram's hosts got into the School. After the meeting,
the three of us will meet: you, me and our destiny. Is that okay with you?
- I guess I can wait a few more minutes. Said the Lion as he toweled off his sweat.
The teachers were summoned this time in the Auditorium. On this occasion, it was not done
through Lúcer, something that surprised everyone. Hugo, Arana and Trántor were also invited
as a show of respect and deference for their role in the Mission. When they all arrived, they
were surprised to see Lúcer himself in the center of the room, on top of Mirlén's web, which
moved undulating around him. Ten-sion's chair was empty, as were those of all the other
teachers who had died in combat. Mirlén rose from her seat and began to speak:
- Dear teachers and members of the entourage...; I am once again summoning you
urgently. We have made a discovery that we couldn't pass up telling you about; we have
detected the security hole that caused our main gate to open during the final battle, catching us
all off guard. Without Scorleon's strategic work and the help of the immaculate paper here, we
would not have been able to overcome this dire situation. Hugo looked at the scorpion-hybrid,
meeting the gaze of the mighty being, who gave him a sly chin down gesture as a greeting. Mirlén
turned to Dimas:
- Your turn! - said the boatman.
- Thank you, Mirlén," the magato replied, approaching the guardian. Lúcer, can you tell
everyone here when you last opened the front door? Dimas asked.
- Two days before the last battle," Lúcer replied.
- And why would you do that when you were expressly ordered not to open the door
under any circumstances because of the exceptional alarm situation we were in? - asked the
magato.
- Because you asked me to! said Lúcer, as there was a general murmur in the room.
- And how's that? I've been too busy with defensive strategy painting on the immaculate
paper. I haven't been out of the school at all for the last two months," said Dimas.
- That's not true," said Lúcer, moving to the side as the myrtle net moved with him,
creating an upward structure similar to the bars of a prison.
- Easy, my friend! I have an explanation for that too," said the Magato. The door
suddenly opened and Ten-sion appeared with the shapeshifter, which appeared suspended in
mid-air, bound and surrounded by the mouse's spiked tail.
- Fresh from the oven! said the little rodent.
- Why did you do that? Dimas asked the shapeshifter, who was trying to get up and
stand, still a little dizzy from Ten-sion's stun whip.
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The shapeshifter took a breath and narrowed his eyes; he looked embarrassed, his demeanor
shy for what was normal for him. He began to speak:
- I needed oxygen, I couldn't take the pressure anymore; I asked Lúcer to let me out, but
he told me to go back to work. So, I adopted your form and invented me an excuse on something
that had shown me the pictures. When I left the School, I felt free. I was still on an island, but
with the sea breeze blowing in my face and the bright sun warming my skin. It would be just a
walk, something to distract me for a couple of hours from the exhausting work at school. Later,
with a clearer head, I decided to go back to school. On the way, some white flowers caught my
attention; they were pyramid-shaped and I had never seen them before; I went to take a closer
look. They were beautiful, but there was no need to pluck them; every bit of magic came in
handy in these distressing times. I continued up the promontory, and suddenly a new cluster of
white flowers appeared before me. Confused, I continued walking. Already very close to the tree
at the entrance to the School, there it was again...; a bunch of white flowers, this time already
cut, was lying there, keeping their texture and color perfectly. Someone had cut them recently,
there was no doubt about it; but, nevertheless, there was no one in the vicinity. I made sure of
that. They were cut, so the evil was done. I decided to take them to Lúcer, who with his arboreal
ancestry would surely show interest and tell me what kind of flower it was. I went back to the
form of the magato. Lúcer opened the door for me and I said, "Here, these are for you. Don't
worry, they were already cut. Can you tell me what kind of flowers they are? They are
everywhere... I left Lúcer confused with the bunch of white flowers in his hand. That's all that
happened, I swear," said the shapeshifter, embarrassed.
- All right, I believe you," said the magician.
A bubble containing a bluish smoke floated through the air until it reached Lúcer, while Bujab
kept an eye on it from his seat.
- What's that? said Lúcer, looking at him strangely.
- This, my dear friend, has been a part of you; we have taken it out of your body, when
you were almost half asphyxiated. It is an Ether, a being whose form is more ethereal than ours,
and whose power lies in entering living organisms to control their will. The one who opened the
door on the day of the battle was not you, Lúcer, but an Aether, controlling your body, while the
real you wondered how the hell the containment seals were being broken.
- Where are those flowers now? said Mirlén.
Don't worry, I've destroyed them," said Dimas. One of my pictures showed myself going
out the front door; but I hadn't moved from the place, so it made me suspicious, though I wasn't
sure whether I would need to go out in the immediate future or not. I venture to think that
Lúcer, in an attempt to find out what kind of flower it was, smelled them and the ether entered
his organism. It was a trap of the enemy and we fell like flies. Another of my pictures showed
me a priest in a white robe placing these flowers, a priest unknown to me as his back was turned;
however, a jackal's footprint appeared clearly beside the flowers.
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- They were priests of Wo-Shikram; we had to face several of them in the Palace of
Supreme Evil," said Hugo.
- All right, shifter! said Mirlén. You fought fiercely during the battle, and several of us
could see that. However, we can't let this incident go unnoticed: you're relieved as a teacher at
the School until further notice. You will scrub the latrines for two weeks, and then you will spend
another two weeks at the Well. Dismissed! Mirlén asked unkindly.
- Forgive me! Forgive me, all of you! I accept the punishment gladly! said the shifter,
totally dejected, as he wiped the wounds on his arms caused by Ten-sion's tail in an automatic
movement.
Hugo got up and approached the shapeshifter.
- Relax, we all make mistakes! I'll walk you to the door," she said as she held him by the
shoulders, showing her support. Now you have a chance to redeem yourself," Hugo said from
the doorway.
- I will," the shifter said. I'll go straight to the latrines, and I won't use my powers again
until Mirlén gives me her permission.
Hugo closed the door and went to his seat, while Arana stared at him.
- Meeting adjourned! said Mirlén, as her net dissolved at Lúcer's "feet" and materialized,
curling around her owner's shoulders.
- What do you want me to do with this? Bujab asked, as the bubble with the bluish
aether moved, trying to escape.
- Put it in here," said Mirlén, tossing him a glass bottle with a cork in it. Bujab pushed
the bubble into the bottle and pushed the cork into place with light pressure. It began to move,
squeezing itself, as Mirlén moved her lips from the doorway.
- Take him to the dungeon, please," the fisherman asked.
Marching! said Bujab, as he held the bottle in a pomp that followed him everywhere.
All the teachers came out commenting on what had happened, showing their support for Lúcer,
who "by all accounts" was a little confused by the situation, since Dimas was undoubtedly one
of his best friends at the school. Trántor accompanied the girl, who was holding onto one of his
lower legs.
- Mirlén," said Hugo. I'd like to take Messiah to his room. Arana has proven herself to be
a good caregiver. Is that all right with you?
- I think that's an excellent idea," said the old master. When they had all left the room,
the door closed, leaving only Mirlén and Escorleón in the room.
- Is this room to your liking? said Mirlén, staring at Escorleón.
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- No, I would prefer the training room; there we could choose to use whatever weapons
we want," Scorleon said with a pleasant smile.
- As you like. Let me make myself a little more comfortable; it won't take me more than
a few minutes," said the boatman, climbing back out of the room in his boat, while his net was
glittering all the time.
Escorleon was overseeing the room. He had carefully placed the weapons on the floor at one
side of the room. The door opened suddenly, and Mirlén appeared, dressed in white; he came
without his boat, walking towards his destination.
- I'm sorry to keep you waiting," he said, turning around as he closed the door and
applied a containment seal, making a series of signs in the air.
- A seal of containment? Scorleon asked.
- Well, I assumed that you wouldn't want us to be disturbed - am I wrong? - replied the
boatman.
- No, I would not like to have to kill several of your followers who come looking for my
sympathy as they try to kill me," said the lion-scorpion. - I believe everyone has kept their
promise and no one will intervene. The seal will only open when one of us dies, not before,
unless you want to reconsider," said Mirlén.
- You know my answer. Which weapons do you prefer?
- I suppose this is the right one for me," said the boatman, picking up a trident, as he
unwound the net and put it around one of his arms.
- Umm, excellent choice! I think I'll go for these two beauties," said Scorleon as he picked
up two huge axes, which Mirlén had tried unsuccessfully to lift on more than one occasion.
The two combatants approached the center of the room and began to move in circles, as
Scorleon swung the axes with incredible mastery, making circular motions with his wrists that
made the axes dance in graceful but lethal movements. Mirlén held her glowing net tightly as
she gripped the trident by the handle, marking the distance to her old friend. Scorleon lunged
at his opponent with speed, his axes reaching for the ferryman's head. Mirlén was able to duck
in time as he tried to drive his trident into the scorpion's abdomen, which he easily cleared with
his stinger. Scorleon charged again, this time alternating blows with both axes, while Mirlén
barely parried the blows with her trident gripped by the handle with both hands. After more
than two minutes of hard combat, both enemies were still moving in circles, watching each
other, sweating profusely from the energy expended. In one swift move, Mirlén unraveled the
net and threw it at the centipede's legs, catching it.
- It won't do you any good, you've done it once. I've studied your every move...; I've had
all the time in the world to do it, boatman," said Scorleon, as he somersaulted backwards,
leaning with his stinger on the ground, instantly freeing himself from capture. A thrown axe flew
through the air and tore at Mirlén's cloak, cutting him in the side, to the groan of the old man,
who barely managed to dodge the throw. The axe slammed into the wall up to the handle,
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making a clanking sound that echoed for a few seconds in the heads of the combatants. Scorleon
now gripped the remaining axe with both hands, moving with speed as his stinger launched
deadly lunges at the ferryman, who used his net as a shield. A heavy axe slashed the trident in
half, driving it into the ground. Scorleon looked at his adversary and waved an open hand, as if
inviting him to pick up new weapons. He was a warlord.
- I don't think I'll take anything else for the moment," said Mirlén.
- As you wish," said Scorleon as he picked up two beautiful golden swords and made
whistling motions produced by the cutting of the steel against the air. I think it's time to die, old
friend," said Scorleon, moving towards the ferryman, pointing both swords at him as he raised
the stinger threateningly over his back.
Mirlén unraveled the net and held it in both hands. From it, several three-dimensional, spearlike, piercing elements shot out toward Scorleon, which he deflected with ease. In a zig-zag
motion, made at great speed, Scorleon got within three feet of Mirlén and with two strong
swords, tore the net into several pieces, falling to the ground like a rag, automatically losing its
shine. This caused some confusion in Escorleón, who, looking down at his now totally disarmed
enemy, was grinning from ear to ear. The wound in his side had closed, but a golden color
emanated from what should have been red blood. Suddenly, a loud bang caught the combatants'
attention. The door had gone flying through the air, crashing against the end of the room. Mirlén
stepped through the door, climbing into his boat as he looked down from above in horror at the
scene: a cheap copy of himself lay on the floor, completely unarmed.
- What is this? Scorleon said in a booming voice.
- I'm afraid it's a trick, something similar to what we've been through before. This
shapeshifter has played us both again," Mirlén replied as she descended to the ground.
The unarmed Mirlén looked at both contenders and closing his eyes he concentrated. Hugo
appeared before the astonished gaze of the two masters.
- I'm sorry, I couldn't let you two kill each other.
- But how could you... You don't have that power! said Mirlén angrily.
- Now I can," Hugo replied; "I can take any form and copy any power, if I have touched
the blood of that being before.
- You haven't touched my blood," Mirlén said with a frown.
- Indeed, but I was able to copy your form, not so much your powers. That's why I
couldn't bring your boat and the net wasn't the real one.
- Now I understand why I shattered it so easily," said Scorleon. You promised that no
one would stand in your way, old man. I see you can't keep your promises," the scorpion
continued.
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- I gave clear instructions to all the members of the School that NO ONE was to
intervene," replied the boatman, emphasizing the word nobody; but Hugo was not here and
does not seem to be aware of it.
- Now the real fight will begin. Out of the way, boy! said Mirlén with a firm step and the
net unwrapped, dragging it with one of her hands.
- Enough! I'll never choose between the two of you! Arana shouted from the doorway,
though her voice was not as loud as she would have liked it to be.
The spider held its neck with one of its legs, probably to prevent the wound from opening from
the strain of the scream. The three of them stared at it in silence. Mirlén's web suddenly began
to glow, falling to the ground before Mirlén's limp eyes. A figure in the shape of a threedimensional woman appeared out of it: it was Elissa. Scorleon untensed his body and the two
blades fell heavily to the ground as the stinger relaxed completely. "You fools! 2," Arana said
almost in a whisper, though the voice was perfectly audible in all three of their heads; Lúcer had
to be in on it as well... Elissa's voice continued, "I left you years ago because you nearly killed
each other, and I come back to find the same thing. I loved you both, very much; one had what
the other lacked, but... you both selfishly wanted me only for yourselves, without thinking of my
feelings, and worst of all, without thinking of your best friend. You became mortal enemies for
a woman, for me. And now this woman is saying to you: Enough! I am here and now," Elissa
continued, "in front of my son and the two most important people in my life, imprisoned in a
body that is not mine, coming from a suicide mission that killed several of us. How many more
must die? The war is over, don't you realize that? If I accept it, so must you. The past is dead,
but the present is all we have... and for the first time in a long time, we have a future ahead of
us, without Wo-Shikram threatening our existence and that of the ones we love. Isn't it time to
stop? If you want to kill each other, you can do it for me; but I want you to know that you will
die for nothing; the winner, if there is one, will live for the rest of his days living with his demons,
without being able to sleep, and with my absolute contempt. Mirlén and Escorleón were silent,
as if spellbound; both had collapsed on the floor without strength from the shock they had just
suffered.
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30. EPILOGUE
There was time and everyone in the school deserved to know the truth. Besides, they now had
the answers to answer all the questions. The entire school was gathered in the Great Hall. Lúcer
had recovered his usual countenance and was doing what he did best: becoming the School's
loudspeaker, projecting the boy's voice with incredible clarity into the heads of everyone
present. Hugo began to recount all the major events they had suffered during the Mission, such
as the deaths of Lontudgi and the voluntary imprisonment of Thanis, Erizorro and Pegasullo. He
spoke of Serpentidad, of the Labyrinth of the Unwary, of The Dark Souls, of Melquiades (the
Minotaur who had helped them so much), of the immaculate paper, of Arana's death and his
return to life (still pending to fully recover the handling of his vocal cords), ..... He talked about
so many things that everyone listened to him in awe. He spoke of why he was chosen as Messiah,
of his powers, of his abilities... Finally he spoke of his mother and how he acquired Arana's new
body. Mirlén could not suppress her tears of joy to know that Thanis was still alive, albeit inside
that hateful, self-centered snake she knew so well.
- Back to Serpentidad," said Hugo; "I made a deal with her in exchange for her letting us
go. If in a year's time I have not returned with what I promised, our friends will die.
- What kind of deal is that? Mirlén asked, wiping away her tears, not seeming to care
that everyone had noticed this fact. I promised her that I would do everything I could to stop the
school from jumping, neither in time nor in space.
- What kind of madness is this? said Mirlén, her eyes widening, as the general murmur
grew louder and louder.
- I ask you to trust me; Serpentidad is not what it used to be... Lúcer can confirm it," said
the boy.
- But what does stopping time-space jumps have to do with Serpentity? asked Montelan,
the grasshopper-like professor who was undoubtedly an expert in leaping.
- Not only do I want the School to stop jumping, but I would like it to be located in a
static location, in a specific time.
- That would make us totally vulnerable," said Ten-sion, thinking that the boy might have
gone mad at times after living through so many adventures.
- Maybe Lúcer can help me a little..." said Hugo looking at the guardian.
- Well, indeed..." said the guardian. I spoke telepathically with Thanis a few hours ago.
They have completely changed the interior of Serpentidad; it is now a different city, where the
Dark Souls protect the citizens from crime. Trade is free and Serpentidad allows certain
concessions on entry and exit. Thanis himself has insisted that I tell you, that although you can't
see the sun, the air is almost as pure as above ground and the sunsets are still amazing, no need
to cover your eyes to protect your eyesight. The koala finally asked me to read this message
verbatim; Lúcer took a piece of paper out of his bag and began to read:
"Dear School for Mythological Beings:
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I miss each and every one of you and will always hold you in my heart, especially my dear father,
Mirlén. I regret every day of my life the way we said goodbye, but it was something I had to do,
or at least I thought so at the time. I pray that we will meet again and continue to solve puzzles
and riddles. Here in Serpentidad I have found my place and so has my heart. Pegasullo and
Erizorro send their regards to all of you.
Do not doubt Hugo's words; whatever it is, that child is the Chosen One, and he knows what he
is doing.
Sincerely yours,
Thanis"

Mirlén was crying her eyes out, while several teachers passed her handkerchiefs to wipe them,
while the ferryman blew his nose loudly, a sound amplified by Lúcer's telepathic power, which
he had to disconnect for a moment so as not to displease everyone present. When Mirlén
regained her composure, Lúcer activated his power and Hugo continued speaking: "This is my
proposal: jump only once inside Serpentidad; that would be the permanent location. The school
would not need to invest its magical energy in making continuous jumps. That significant savings
would be used by Serpentidad, which would no longer have to devour cities to obtain magical
energy. The School could supply it for life; in exchange, Serpentidad would provide us with a safe
haven from the dark forces. It is true that we would have to discuss the details, the conditions
of entry and exit, and, surely, bring our magical knowledge to ensure safety inside. I am sure
that Melquiades will help me to convince the serpent. I think it's a plan that suits both parties
equally," the boy finished.
The Great Hall was silent; no sound was audible, not even a cough or a sneeze. Trántor himself
was staring wide-eyed at the boy, as was Arana, who watched him with a smile on her face, the
result of bewilderment and the pride she felt as a mother. Mirlén took a deep breath and said:
- I would like Dimas to give us his opinion on this issue.
The magician stood up and picking up one of his paintings said:
- You'd better see for yourselves.
The painting reflected Serpentidad with an unparalleled energetic glow, as the School went
about its normal operations in a location the party knew all too well: the interior of the Labyrinth
of the Unseelie.
Melquíades greeted Hugo and the teachers at the School. He said that he had read a lot about
Mirlén, through several volumes that Pegasullo was helping to catalog. The closing of the deal
with Serpentidad barely lasted a day, as it really benefited all parties greatly. With magical
energy to spare, Serpentidad had no need to degrade neighborhoods and advance the death of
their inhabitants. The old serpent had been freed from the last chinks of the underworld; now,
the city was much brighter and the streets were wider and safer than ever. There was even now
a waiting list of cities waiting to be swallowed by the new Serpentity.
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Indhira was a restless and playful child. Cecile couldn't take her eyes off her, as she was
constantly hiding and getting into mischief. Her innate power was immense, which could cause
the snake to jump through time and space in its entirety, if and when it was necessary; she only
had to think about it.
Lúcer was relocated from Guardian of the School for Mythological Beings to Grand Guardian of
Serpentity. Together with an army of fifty beings, they controlled the entrance to the serpent's
interior, while several magical seals of great power written on immaculate paper ensured that
no one passed without their supervision.
Mirlén and Escorleón were slowly regaining their old friendship, something that had been
accelerated when Arana told them that she had decided to stay. She couldn't regain her human
form, at least for the moment, and a spider of that size wouldn't be able to move easily in the
real world. However, she would be able to see Hugo whenever she wanted to through portals
she would create inside the Serpent; the snake's skin acted as a magical insulator, going
unnoticed and undetectable to the outside world. This way, he would be able to see his son
whenever he wanted. Scorleon would remain in charge of the School's security and the main
instructor in the handling of weapons.
Dimas had a special place, inside the serpent: Serpentidad had opened for him the entrance to
a space that had never been visited by anyone, his brain, constituted by a single snake twisted
on itself several times named Cerebria. Dimas had there a space to paint and that he could share
with the very essence of Serpentidad at any time, with whom he had very interesting
philosophical and mystical conversations.
Erizorro became the foremost teacher among the beings with ranged attack powers, those that
required throwing objects of any kind. The guarding of the Labyrinth would remain in the hands
of the former dwellers, placed by Melquiades, who enjoyed his winged friend immensely;
Pegasullo himself had made ice steps that ascended to the top of a bookshelf filled with books
that told ancient stories of the School and his former mentors.
Thanis and Tunaru decided to marry, both becoming the undisputed heads of the Dark Souls, a
sort of Serpentidad city police force that had ensured the absence of crime for the past year.
The captive prisoners, spiders, goblins, and assorted monsters were pardoned in exchange for
drinking a potion that Mirlén himself brewed. "I give you the choice to remain here in a cell or
be free, but without remembering anything that happened." They all decided to drink the potion
before spending another minute incarcerated; all but one, a stubborn, headstrong Minotaur
who had lost one of his hands during the fight and wouldn't even get up from the floor of the
cell.
- What's your name? Hugo asked.
- My name is Taurom. I'm not going to drink anything that takes away my memory, is
that clear? My memory is everything to me.
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- I understand you," said Hugo, touching him on the arm; "I know a Minotaur almost as
stubborn as you, who told me how important a library is. His name is Melquiades, do you know
him?
- Melchiades is here? said Taurom with wide eyes.
- Yes, and I'm sure he has a lot to tell you," said Hugo with a smile, while a few small
drops of Minotaur from his unhealed stump became part of the boy.
Hugo had a conversation with his mother; there was no tension, but understanding and above
all love, lots of love. He understood her perfectly; she couldn't go back to the real world with
him. She wasn't giving up on her son, but she didn't want Hugo to be in charge of a giant spider
for the rest of his life either. It was no place for her. She would return to her Aunt Matilda after
almost two years, even though for her poor aunt, it had only been a few hours.
- We'll see each other whenever you want, my love! said Arana as she ran one of her
paws through his hair.
- I'm going to miss you doing those things to me, mum," said Hugo in amusement. Arana
couldn't help but cry for each and every one of her eyes; it was the first time Hugo had called
her mum in that guise. Arana would be taking care of Cecile, who had made excellent friends
with Indhira, who was already an adorable little girl of almost three years old.
- Take care of my mother, Cecile. I shall miss you," said Hugo, stroking the little girl's
hair, now eight years old, which had grown longer and longer.
- Don't I always do that? said the girl, even more resentful than usual. I don't intend to
stay here forever, though my grandfather and father need my company (Serenity had joined
Serpentidad peacefully, not destroying a single one of its houses; in fact, it had become a
wonderful place to get lost any day inside the Serpent). When I come of age, I would like to come
to your world and settle there. said the girl with a clear head.
- It would be wonderful, Cecile; you really do take a load off my mind, not quite finding
a lawful way for such a little girl to be in my world without any trace of her birth or previous
parentage. However, I could arrange it," said Hugo, scratching his chin.
- You don't have to, silly. I'll come and see you and your mother whenever I like. I hope
you'll have lots of games to show me when we meet; I'm glad to talk to you, but I'd like to have
more fun with you. Oh, and I'm not forgetting Walky-Talky! said the girl, winking at him.
- You're incorrigible! said Hugo, giving him a hug.
- Besides, there's the cantankerous old centipede; I'm sure he's not amused that I left
him here alone, teaching new pupils by shocking them..." said Cecile with a laugh that infected
Hugo.
- Good-bye, Cecile-can I make you a present? said Hugo.
- I love presents," said the little girl.
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- Close your eyes! said Hugo, as he touched the girl's head.
Hugo concentrated on Taurom and his mental power came to him immediately; he fixed a small
flaw in the girl's brain, something the red Anubis must have touched.
- That's it! said Hugo.
- Where is the present? said the girl.
The gift is inside you," Hugo replied. You're a hybrid being, and you have amazing
powers. I'm sure you can try out for the first level at the School for Mythological Beings.
- Really, what can I do? said the girl with open hands, while a huge ball of fire was
generated between her hands.
- Look out, Cecile! said Hugo. Promise me you will use it very wisely.
- That's amazing, Hugo. Now I'll be able to light the birthday candles of all the inhabitants
of Serpentidad," said the girl sarcastically. And without further ado, she gave him a kiss on the
cheek and ran down the street, screaming:
- Arana, Arana! Look what I can do...
All that remained was to say goodbye to Trantor. He had become a master of incredible power,
finding new abilities, such as being able to move through lightning and electric beams, practically
at the speed of light. However, even with that power, Trantor had changed a great deal. He was
still special, but being part of the retinue had undoubtedly changed him for the better.
- Hello Trantor," said Hugo as he entered the Great Hall, where the centipede was
electrocuting a dozen new wannabe mythological beings.
- I have been told that you are leaving," said the centipede, as he ceased his efforts,
giving a respite to the groaning creatures on the ground.
- That's right, but I'll live somewhere between my world and this one. After all, I am a
hybrid being, like you.
- I want to thank you for everything, kiddo. You've taught me not to be an idiot for the
rest of my life.
- It's nothing," Hugo said as he touched her back.
- Careful with those hands, dwarf! I've seen you take advantage to steal a few drops of
blood from your victims and therefore their powers... Do you want to steal mine now that they
are so incredible? said the centipede.
- Why, I'm afraid you've got me," said Hugo amused.
- All you have to do is ask," said the centipede, ready to give himself a voluntary wound
on one of your legs.
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- Please don't; if I ever need your mind-blowing new powers, I promise I'll ask for them;
for now, I'll settle for the old ones, the pure essence of Trantor, the grumpy old centipede.
- I don't think you're going to miss that smug little bugger! said the centipede, referring
to himself in his first encounters with the boy. Here, I have something for you," said the
centipede. He reached one of his paws into his bag and pulled out the key-not-key and the
whistle.
- Oh my goodness, I completely forgot about that! Thank you, my friend. In my world I
won't need the sack; an old-fashioned rucksack will do," said the boy, laughing loudly.
Mirlén appeared with her boat in the Great Hall.
- Looks like the big boss wants you," said the centipede.
- Do you want me to take you somewhere, boy? Mirlén offered.
- Well, the truth is that I could use it; I carry this backpack loaded to the brim, with my
father's things and gifts from my friends.
- Get in. I'll take you to the gate," said Mirlén.
They came to a room Hugo knew very well, room 222. But now, a brand new plaque labeled it
with a new name: the Room of the Chosen, in honor of Hugo. As he entered, Hugo noticed the
eleven Roman numerals taped to the wall, forming a circle. It was the immaculate paper he had
used to imprison Wo-Shikram. - This will be a portal that will safely link our world and yours; you
just need to know the spell to activate it. I have taken the license to write it for you in Minotaur,
a language you seem to have learned recently," the old ferryman said with a smile. Hugo took
the paper and tried to read it. It was impossible in his human form; he thought for a moment of
Taurom and two powerful horns appeared on his head, and his nose turned into a huge snout,
to Mirlén's surprised face. She looked at the paper again, and the words began to take shape;
they referred to the connected worlds, to the power of 2, and to the immaculate paper in the
form of Roman numerals that she wrote in her own blood, the blood of the Chosen One that
gave this room its name.
- Don't forget to regain your human form, boy!
- I'd better or my aunt Matilde won't be able to stand the heart attack she'd have," said
Hugo with a loud laugh. Thanks for everything, Mirlén.
- Thanks to you, son. I wish you all the best in your human world. Mr. X's room will
always be kept for you; your mother has expressly requested it," said the ferryman, as Hugo
crossed to the other side of the doorway, waving to him.
He appeared in his aunt Matilde's garage, taking with him a box of tools that made a lot of noise.
Suddenly, the garage light came on.
- Who's there? Is that you, Hugo?
- Yes Auntie, sorry, I was looking for a flashlight," said the 8-year-old boy.
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- And what do you want a flashlight for at 5:00 p.m.? replied her aunt in confusion.
- To read magic spells under the covers at night," said Hugo, trying to close the
conversation.
time?

- Always with your fantasies. Come on in. How was your birthday? Did you have a good

- Wonderful, Aunt," said Hugo. I was brought home by a child's father, and I decided to
go in through the garage, so as not to wake you from your nap," replied Hugo.
- You know I never fall asleep; I just pretend to sleep," said his aunt, closing her eyes and
opening her mouth, imitating Hugo's snoring, causing the boy to laugh.
- By the way, don't you have a science exam tomorrow? asked her aunt as she went back
to the kitchen.
- Sure, I know it almost by heart, Aunt; one last review and that's it," answered the boy.
- Let's see if one day you'll make me happy and get an A. If one day you do, I'll take you
out for a real pizza, not one of those frozen ones they sell that don't taste like anything," his aunt
told him as she was rummaging around in the hallway.
- Will I? Well, I promise I'll get an A on the next exam," said Hugo, retrieving the books
from the cardboard box and sneaking them up to his room.
Back in his room, Hugo threw himself on the bed, exhausted. "What an adventure! Did I dream
it?" he thought. He sat up and looked at himself in the mirror; there was his scar, on his left
cheek, and he checked the rest of the last ones he got in combat. They were all closed, but they
were still there. He reached for his watch and put it on his wrist. It read 17:22; he still had about
four hours before nightfall. He had two questions on his mind that old Merlin found impossible
to answer. An idea came to him suddenly. He concentrated on Thanis and disappeared from the
room, appearing after a few seconds beside the crevice in the Spigon where he had first seen
the old man. He did not consider that there was any risk in jumping, for he thought of a ledge
he already knew and which it was practically impossible for it to be occupied at that very
moment. He went down to the path and spotted the grotto ahead. The cave, however, was not
lighted, but had a normal appearance. He looked to his side and a small wound was generated
in the scar after his second fight with Scorleon, when he impersonated Mirlén. The blood turned
golden and suddenly, the crack lit up. Hugo walked up; it would only be a couple of hundred
yards. Once in the crevice, he slipped inside. There he was, the old man himself. Yosoy was still
sitting on the stone throne, his eyes narrowed.
- Hello Yosoy. I'm back," said Hugo.
- Yes, and you seem to have succeeded, congratulations! said the old man with a smile.
- It would be better to say 'we made it,' don't you think? asked the boy. The old man
stroked his beard and said:
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- Well, yes, that's one way of looking at it," he replied. What are these questions you
have for me? asked the old man.
- I would like you to answer three questions that I can't figure out:
1st) If Hugo and Yosoy are the same person, does it mean that in my future the
same thing will happen again?
2nd) Who is Indhira and why did she choose me?
3rd) Could you save someone who died in the past with a time jump without
changing future events?
Ummm, wow, all three questions are very interesting," said the old man. The first two
are easy to answer, but perhaps complex to understand. The third one may present you with
moral dilemmas that you had not imagined and from which you were completely oblivious. Are
you sure you want me to answer these three questions? said the old man, opening his eyes as
the wrinkles hid the old wound on his left cheek.
- Yes, I'm ready," said Hugo with conviction. All right, here goes," said the old man,
staring at him. Indeed, we are the same person, but in different dimensions and times. In my
world, I experienced the encounter with Wo-Shikram in the front line, but as Yosoy, not as Hugo;
I was then the Messiah in the School; so, it is quite possible that when you are an old man, you
will not have to retire to a mountain and call yourself Yosoy. Let's say that our worlds are the
same, but in different dimensions, which configures different time trajectories that may not
coincide before the same event. Do you understand? Yosoy asked.
- Well, more or less, something like Back to the Future 11? Hugo asked.
- Well, if a movie helps you to understand the concept, perfect. As for the second
question, Indhira is a relative of yours..." said the old man waiting for Hugo's reaction. Indhira is
your daughter, Hugo! A hybrid daughter from the union of a mortal and a hybrid like you,"
answered the old man.
- My daughter? But... I don't know any girl..." blushed Hugo.
- You will, and very soon. You will recognize her, don't worry, because her name will
remind you of your adventure.
- Maybe that's where you're wrong, old man. I don't have much intention of meeting
anyone in this town. In fact, I'm practically invisible," replied the boy.
Well, now you could be invisible if you wanted to, and even teleport wherever you
wanted to, couldn't you? As you can see, situations change," answered the old man, who
11

Back to the Future is an American film directed by Robert Zemeckis and produced by Steven Spielberg
in 1985. It is a science fiction and humorous film that chronicles the adventures of Marty McFly, a
rebellious and impulsive teenager who lives with his parents and accidentally travels back in time in a
car-shaped time machine invented by Doc, a very peculiar scientist. The saga consists of three films, the
last two filmed in 1989 and 1990 respectively.
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seemed to be amused by the situation. Regarding the last question Hugo... Do you really want
to know the answer, do you want to know if you could alter events with a trip to save the people
you love? Think about it; when you know the answer there will be no turning back..." said the
old man with a serious look on his face.
- Yes, I want to know," replied Hugo, sure of himself.
- You could do it, but the events would change completely, mainly those that have to do with
that person, generating a new dimension from that very moment, but with different futures.
Imagine your friend Lontudgi; if you decided to travel to the past and save him just before
entering Serpentidad, no doubt you would do it, but that time would be disrupted and the
events in the imaginary world you have known would also change, since you would not have
been able to enter the Serpent and very possibly, the Messiah, your daughter, would now be
dead and Evil would rule all the known universes, destroying the School completely; that would
be the end of the current world we are in; however, in a parallel dimension, created from that
time jump, you would still be the same, right up to that moment, prior to Serpentity's entry.
Let's say that by altering events in time there would be several Hugos, of different ages and in
different dimensions. Here the moral dilemma arises... Would you save your father from the
explosion? Would you prevent your mother's transformation into a spider? The consequences
are unpredictable, both for good and bad, and you wouldn't know what that act would do to
your dimension, which is why jumping through time takes so much magical energy; it's not like
jumping through space, which I see you've mastered perfectly," the old man replied.
- Well, maybe one day I'll find a way to sort things out; for now, I'm just a boy. I have my
whole life ahead of me to become a wise old man like you," replied the boy with a smile. I have
to go now. I have an exam tomorrow, and I haven't studied at all. I'll try not to disappoint my
aunt; you know how she cares about these things," said Hugo.
- Ah, Aunt Matilda, what a great woman! take care of her; she is a lady who will give you
everything you need, and I am not talking about material things, which, on the other hand, she
cannot offer you too much," answered Yosoy.
- Thank you for everything. I will follow your advice. It feels strange to talk to myself, to
my future self....
The old man smiled and threw something at him, which Hugo caught with his hand with great
skill.
- This is a gift; take care of it or it will break your heart," said Yosoy. Hugo opened his
hand and looked inside. It was a black rock, a rock that Hugo identified as igneous, the kind that
forms when volcanic magma solidifies. The old man had disappeared, so Hugo concentrated on
Thanis and in a few seconds he was in his room. He looked at the clock; only twenty-two minutes
had passed, something that didn't surprise him at all. He pulled out his Science book and set
about studying all night, while fiddling with the black rock Yosoy had given him.

The next morning, his aunt called to him from the staircase.
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- Hugo. You're not up yet? You're going to be late.
- I'm coming, Auntie, I'm getting up," she said, sticking her head out from under the
covers. He jumped up and got dressed. He was really tired. He had fallen asleep studying and
had the feeling that he couldn't remember anything; besides, he was dead sleepy. Suddenly, he
had an idea; he concentrated on Trantor and generated some shocks that he applied against
himself, which served to wake him up completely. "Extra energy! "Hugo, I have to go out. I'll
leave your breakfast on the table. Don't be late or you won't be on time; classes start in twenty
minutes" - said his aunt from the corridor.
- Thank you Aunt Matilda, I promise I won't be late. Hugo got dressed and had breakfast
standing up, in just two minutes. He took his backpack and put the black stone in his bag. He
checked unconsciously that he no longer had the bag hanging around his waist. Her mother
would keep it for her until she needed it again. It was less than fifteen minutes to school, an
impossible distance for a normal person to walk in that time; but then again, he wasn't normal
now; he was a Mythological Being. Again he focused on Thanis and appeared in the janitor's
room, knocking over one of the buckets with a loud clatter. He hoped no one heard him. The
janitor was an older gentleman, barely five feet tall. His name was Miguel, but because of his
size, everyone called him Miguelín. He was a very methodical and orderly person and never
came to work before 9:00 on the dot. He used to say, "Time is money, my boy, and 8:59 is a coin
of mine and mine alone". She left the room looking around the halls and ran to her classroom.
No one was there yet. His Science teacher, Miss Maricarmen, was still going to the entrance of
the school to pick up the children to enter in line, as if they were in kindergarten. When his
classmates arrived, Hugo confirmed that he was still almost invisible.
- Hugo, but... were you in line? asked the teacher as she took off her coat.
- Of course, miss, where else would I be? Hugo lied.
The Science exam was much easier than expected; he didn't know why, but he remembered
everything he had read the night before; maybe Melquiades did something to his brain, you
never know with the old Minotaur. They went out for recess, but this time Hugo didn't bring the
half-bar snack that served as a cover. Instead, he decided to play with the igneous rock in his
hands, sitting on one of the curbs overlooking the football field. Shadows formed on the ground;
several people were right behind him.
- Well, look who we have here, the weirdo! Did you bring me money? said "Machete"
along with two of his henchmen who used to accompany him.
- I told you I didn't have any money," said Hugo, ignoring him and turning forward.
- Well, then, I want your sandwich. Now, rookie, or you won't have a healthy tooth left
to eat tomorrow! said the bully, threatening him with his clenched fist.
Hugo stood up and turned to Nachete. It was chest-high, for Nachete was four years older than
he was.
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- I want you to leave me and all the kids in this school alone! said Hugo touching him on
the chest with his finger, while looking at him with a determination that made Machete hesitate
for a second.
a laugh.

- Why, Machete! Looks like this midget isn't afraid of you," said one of his cronies with

Machete frowned and, full of fury, threw a tremendous punch against Hugo's face. However,
the impact never came. The cronies were stunned when their boss and the rookie disappeared
from under their noses. Nachete released the punch into the air as he let out a scream and barely
kept his balance. He was on top of one of the rooftops, near the weather vane. Nachete clung
to the shingles, scared to death. "Look teacher, it seems that up there, on the roof, there is a
boy" - said Hugo pointing his finger at the cowering Nachete, while Mrs. Raquel, the religion
teacher, almost had a heart attack and choked with fright, running away, or rather limping, due
to a knee prosthesis that prevented her from walking normally, rushing off in search of the
principal before the astonished looks of the rest of the students in the courtyard. "Doña Fabiola,
Doña Fabiola... please come out, we have an emergency. The headmistress called Miguelín, the
janitor, who swore and swore that he didn't have a ladder high enough to reach the roof...; so,
in the end, a team of firemen with a truck included was in charge of lowering poor Nachete who
came down shivering wrapped in a thermal blanket, while a muscular fireman took him in his
arms. The thug was scared to death and probably ashamed. He kept quiet in the face of
questions from the principal and the rest of the faculty about how he'd gotten up there and
what might have happened if he'd fallen. He mumbled nonsense, while his father, freshly risen,
unwashed and with a few too many beers in him, was giving him slaps and shoves all the way to
the car. It wasn't Hugo's habit to rejoice in other people's misfortunes, but he hoped that
Nachete had learned his lesson.
The next day, at recess, the buddies were looking at Hugo from afar, talking to each other making
gestures with their arms. Hugo waved at them, while they reproduced the gesture of the gang,
passing their index finger across their necks, in a clear threatening gesture. That night, his Aunt
Matilda and Hugo went for a pizza with double everything to celebrate Hugo's first ten at school
since he had been with his aunt. It was a fantastic night Hugo would never forget!
Nachete was expelled for a month. Weeks later, while Hugo and his class were leaving for P.E.,
they passed the senior class in the hallway. Nachete was there, staring at him with a hatred
unbecoming of a child. When he reached Hugo's height, he pushed him against the wall violently,
bringing his face close to his ear.
- I don't know what you did to me, but you're gonna pay for this one...
- Nacho, do you have a problem? said George, the native English teacher, who was
Laura's assistant and whom the students nicknamed Yoda, because of his particular way of
speaking in Spanish.
- No, no problem my having, teach," Machete replied, reinforced by the laughter of his
classmates, who kept patting him on the back telling him what a cracker he was.
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Hugo's group arrived at the playground. D. Rodrigo, the Physical Education teacher, had made
them an Orienteering circuit; by teams, they had to follow some points marked on a map, an
aerial view of the school and the courtyard that the teacher had downloaded from Google Maps.
D. Rodrigo took two boys and two girls to be the captains and they were choosing the members
of their groups. Hugo stayed in the last group, in the group of the discarded, a boy who was
clearly overweight, a girl who hadn't brought her tracksuit (she never did) and who only cared
about her gel nails and a boy with flat feet, who was called Robocop, because of the orthopaedic
boots he always wore and who was also the object of ridicule by Machete's group. Hugo saw
Victoria running away, carrying the map of her group, running far ahead of the rest of her
classmates, while the overweight boy decided to take the map, starting to walk calmly;
meanwhile, the rest of the group followed him from a distance, in a clear example of disinterest
towards the activity that teacher Rodrigo had designed. Thank goodness that an hour goes by
fast! - Hugo thought.
Already at recess, Hugo looked for a more hidden place; the sun was beating down and a corner
next to the garbage cans and that was the back door of the dining room, seemed the best option
to go unnoticed. There, normally, nobody would have breakfast, because of the bad smell and
especially on a hot day like that, the place didn't invite anyone to sweat and smell rotten; but he
wanted to be alone and, this time, he had had time to prepare a good sandwich of half a loin of
cheap pork loin. It was his mother's birthday, so after school he'd come home and go to his real
School, see his hybrid friends and wear a heart-shaped craft he'd made for his favorite spider.
Again, shadows appeared behind him. He turned, but this time, there were no words and
Machete's fist hit him square in the left cheekbone, splitting open the old scar on his face. Hugo
fell backwards to the ground, as the sandwich flew through the air, landing in the trash can.
"Three-point basket! " said Machete, as he shoved his cronies and said, "Did you see that? I
threw out the trash...twice." They laughed, as they encouraged him to finish off Hugo who got
up from the floor with a swollen and bloody cheekbone. Hugo looked at them unconcerned. Just
today, he didn't want to get into trouble, let alone a reason to explain a swelling near his eye,
which was beginning to close at times. He approached Nachete as he focused on Arana; his face
elongated and several pairs of eyes bulged on his forehead, while several paws popped out of
his trunk. The three thugs screamed and ran, but Hugo turned and a strand of webbing thrown
against their legs kept them from escaping as he sealed their mouths with millimetre-thrown
strands and wrapped them in a ball of webbing up to their shoulders. Aiming at a lamppost that
illuminated that pestilent corner at night, he threw another strand that passed over it, which he
hooked to the already made ball; he pulled it and the three thugs were hung like a ham in a
dryer, just above the garbage can that was still with the lid open, waiting for a good ration of
garbage. Hugo approached the three boys, who remained face down, totally overpowered by
fear, and said to them, looking them face to face with his several pairs of eyes.
- Listen to me; this is my last warning! From now on, "Machete" and his group of bullies
cease to exist. If I ever see a single intimidating gesture against any of the children in this school
again, I will seek you out and then .....
Suddenly, a scream of terror was heard from the side, interrupting Hugo's warnings to the three
unfortunates, two of whom had peed themselves, while a yellowish liquid flowing downwards
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following the effect of gravity came out of the neck of their shirts, wetting all their clothes in its
trajectory. Hugo looked towards the place where the scream came from: Victoria was standing
there, with her Google Maps map, playing some kind of orienteering game with her classmates.
Hugo regained his human form, unable to hold the strand in that state, which caused the three
children to fall headfirst into the smelly bucket. Victoria still stood there staring at him, petrified,
trembling in fear, dropping the blueprint to the floor. Hugo ran over.
- Hi Victoria, my name is Hugo and we are classmates, are you all right?
The girl was in shock, breathing heavily. Finally, she decided to speak:
- I know who you are, Hugo, can you tell me what happened? I thought I saw a gigantic
spider, near you..." said the girl, sweating, as she picked up the map with difficulty.
- Poor thing, you must have suffered a heat stroke! As you're running everywhere, you
must be a bit dehydrated! Do you want some water? Here, mine is very fresh - said Hugo trying
to hide it.
- No, thank you. No need," said the girl, trying to pull herself together.
- Please, Victoria, you've even had hallucinations... you could pass out at any moment,"
said the boy, offering her the bottle. Besides, it's unopened, you can drink out of it if you want.
The girl took the bottle, opened it and began to drink it nervously. Little by little, she seemed to
regain her natural skin color.
- You were right; I must have suffered some dehydration and also some hallucination. It
seemed so real... You really didn't see anything? said the girl.
- Nothing at all, I just came to throw away the foil from my sandwich," Hugo lied.
- Well, if you've finished, maybe you'd like to play a game of Orienteering with us that
I've made up," continued the girl. I've marked new spots on the maps, and my friends and I are
going to search for magical objects. Are you in? said the girl with a smile.
- Sure, we might come across Harry Potter's wand," said Hugo, knowing that the girl was
a big fan because of her themed rucksack and matching case.
- I'd settle for Hermione's," Victoria said amused, grabbing his arm and pulling him with
her to the group of friends.
Machete and his group were expelled, this time for vandalism of something to do with rubbish.
Miguelín himself, the janitor, told the children how he had had to remove some cobwebs so
hard that he had to use hedge clippers even though the instructions of the headmistress had
been clear: "Do it in a secluded place and don't tell anyone about it". In this way, the information
about the incident was hidden and the parents would not be worried. Mrs. Fabiola could not
understand how the rubbish bins had acquired so many spider webs and how Nacho's group had
thought of going inside; she had called a fumigation company to deal with the spider problem
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in that corner of the school. Although the workers themselves didn't see a single spider in that
area, they simply did some preventative work for which they were paid good money.
The school year passed normally; Machete's gang was completely disbanded and they tried
never to coincide with Hugo. Then came more courses, until the end of Primary Education. Hugo
and Victoria became inseparable. They decided to go to the same school together and they were
in the same class, although maybe Hugo had something to do with this because of his miniature
skills. The two of them spent many days together studying, although Victoria enjoyed it much
more when Hugo told her fantastic stories made up about hybrid beings. Years later, after high
school, he asked her out and Victoria, grinning from ear to ear, gave him a big hug followed by
a kiss on the lips.
Ten years later, poor Aunt Matilda died. She took care of Hugo until the end, worrying about his
grades and his social life, encouraging him to look after his friends, as she liked to say the chosen
family. After thinking about it for a couple of days, Hugo asked Victoria to move in with him.
They loved each other and it didn't make sense to live apart any longer.
Life went on happily for the couple, while Hugo made his escapades into the fantasy world from
time to time. Five years later they decided to get married. Victoria wanted a son, but life blessed
them with a baby girl, whom they named Indhira.
- You're going to be a very special person, little girl! said Hugo as he kissed her forehead.
- Of course she will be, and how can she not be if I'm her mother? said Victoria, making
the couple laugh.
Indhira was a lively, energetic child who delighted her parents. From time to time, she would do
incredible things, like opening all the drawers in the house at the same time or turning on all the
electrical appliances at the same time. Hugo would reassure his wife that it would be due to
power failures in the house, while he would make her adjust the drawers all over the house.
When Indhira was only eight years old, she had a fall on her bike; she scraped all her knees, just
when Victoria was going out to teach her daily artistic gymnastics class.
- Can you take over, love? asked Victoria to Hugo.
- Sure, I'll fix it right away.
Taking advantage of the moment, as he dried the girl's tears and washed her wounds with soap
and water, he told her about the School for Mythological Beings, about the hybrid beings from
which she was descended. He told her that he was aware of her powers, which the girl had not
yet learned to control.
- Indhira, I know you can do amazing things, things that other people can't do. However,
it's important to keep a low profile," said Hugo as he put some band-aids on her wounds. If you
do, I'll take you to the fantasy world where you can train and learn to control them. Do we have
a deal? he said to the girl with his hand outstretched.
- We have a deal, Daddy," said the girl, as she closed the deal with a handshake.
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Hugo also promised her that she would meet her grandmother, Elissa, who was trapped in the
form of a spider, but was still just as charming. Indhira listened in awe as her father told her
about his own powers and how important blood was in his family. - Remember, Indhira; blood
is everything, life and death," Hugo told her as he stroked her jet hair.
The years passed. Indhira was already a young woman of twenty-two. For the first time, she
claimed to have a boyfriend that Hugo and her mother had insisted on meeting.
- The thing is, he's a bit shy," said Indhira.
- Whatever, we want to meet him! Bring him Friday night for dinner, okay? When you
show up at the door, I might be cleaning the shotgun," Hugo joked.
Indhira.

- You're so silly, Dad, you've never liked hunting, let alone owning a shotgun! laughed
- I'm thinking of buying one," Hugo joked.

The boy's name was Gustaff and he was of Russian descent, although the most Russian he had
ever seen was the salad and the (roller) coaster. He wore round glasses, similar to John Lennon's,
but slightly droopy, a bit of an old-fashioned look for such a young boy. He was a geologist, a
lover of stones and rocks, something that bored Indhira, who was pure energy, a lover of
movement and change. - The supper is very nice, madam," said Gustaff politely.
- Thank you, you're very kind! replied Victoria, as she got up to take the plates and bring
the dessert.
- Hugo, why don't you show Gustaff that black stone you never get rid of? said Victoria
from the corridor.
Gustaff.

- Sure, dear; but it's not a stone, it's a rock. Hugo took it out of his pocket and lent it to

- Ah, yes, an Obsidian! It is a kind of igneous rock formed by the solidification of volcanic
magma; it is considered a precious stone, though not for its monetary value, but for its texture
and color, smooth and almost perfect. Gustaff laid it on the table, carefully, but the rock rolled
as if it were alive and fell to the floor, breaking into several pieces. Gustaff stared in horror at
the mess.
- Oh my God! said the young geologist, visibly nervous, "I'm so sorry, I don't know what
happened! I could have sworn I had left it in the middle of the table.
Hugo bent down, unable to hide his discomfort, breathing deeply so as not to grab his son-inlaw by the throat and strangle him there and then; perhaps if he took the pieces to the School,
someone could restore it with some spell of recomposition. As the two men picked up the pieces
of rock, a blue stone appeared on the ground; from the gap in some parts of the rock, it had no
doubt been imprisoned inside the obsidian for centuries. Hugo picked it up with great care, while
he looked at it in the light.
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- What is this? said Hugo in confusion.
- It looks like a blue Sapphire," said Gustaff on his knees, approaching the stone and adjusting
his glasses, but keeping his hands still after the terrible accident.
The young man was still nervous and sweating profusely, just on the day he was having dinner
with his future in-laws, to corroborate a piece of news he didn't yet know how to deliver. Indhira
entered the room with a dustpan. "What's broken around here?". She found her father and her
boyfriend on the floor, gawking at a deep blue stone.
- Can I see her? he asked his father.
- It was inside the Obsidian. Take it carefully, please!
Indhira picked up the stone, suddenly feeling an overflowing energy, while her hair moved as if
an invisible current was rocking the long hair in the wind and her eyes turned white for a
moment, until they became a deep blue color similar to the stone, not normal considering that
her eyes were brown, like her parents'. Her hair regained its composure, but her eyes did not
change color.
- It has a name written inside it," Indhira said. She squinted to read the tiny font that
showed an almost microscopic cursive handwriting: Ce-ci-le. Cecile! It says Cecile! It's French,
isn't it?
- I think so," said Gustaff, rising and looking quizzically into his bride's eyes, which he
could have sworn were honey-brown. Have you put in colored contact lenses? - asked Gustaff.
- What a fool you are, Gustaff. You know I look great," Indhira replied, taking him by the
arm and leading him to the table. I love that name! Cecile! said Indhira as the couple sat down
at the table.
Victoria arrived with dessert, finding Hugo finishing picking up the chunks of black rock.
- What happened, honey? Victoria asked her husband.
- Nothing, something that had to happen," said Hugo getting up with a smile and
remembering what Yosoy told him just before leaving: "take care of her or she'll break your
heart"; it seemed that old Yosoy also liked riddles after all.
After dessert, Indhira grabbed Gustaff's hand and said:
- We want to tell you the news, we're pregnant! said Indhira waiting to see her parents'
reaction.
you.

- Pregnant? said Victoria. If you're still so young, you've got your whole lives ahead of

- That's true, but I think it was fate, Mom. Gustaff is the man of my life, isn't he? said
Indhira as she nudged Gustaff on the arm and the poor boy adjusted his glasses:
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- Yes, of course; we are made for each other. - And each other for each other, like the
Musketeers," said Indhira, smiling.
- I'm so happy for you," said Hugo, as he thought of the magical fall of the Obsidian, just
as Gustaff, the baby's future father, touched the rock.
The island that had served as Scorleon's lair and temporary home for the School for Mythological
Beings was once again full of life: it had become home to new creatures: a giant spider with a
recomposed Fiddle was resting from the hard work of giving birth to thousands of young, ready
to obey their mother without a care in the world. Anaraña smiled as her daughters wove a
complex around the island, preparing for the arrival of new offspring. She had been able to
consummate one of the two revenges she had pending: the betrayal of Wo-Shikram was the first
one; the malevolent God was counting on her violin, to disarm everyone in the School and simply
annihilate the defenseless teachers and students with the rest of the army; but she changed the
plan... She could not forgive Wo-Shikram for not sending more troops against the School in the
first attack. In the end, she had to see herself defeated, overcome, sacrificing hundreds and
hundreds of her daughters who ended up dead, opting for a retreat that hurt her to the core.
She was powerful and could not bear a defeat like that. Wo-Shikram lost a hand that day, but
she lost her dignity and her self-esteem, as well as the trust of her huge family, and that, she
could not allow, so from that very day, she thought of revenge. Now, with the Prime God out of
the picture, the arachnid army was ready for anything. He had all the time in the world to take
revenge on the School, Hugo and that damned Arana. Revenge is served cold, especially when
you know how to wait. "Why serve a God when you can be one?" -Anaraña thought with an evil
grin. She had an army that would become the largest in her world, something only a God could
aspire to.
Dimas was outside Serpentidad; he had piled up dozens of pictures that narrated everything that
had happened. Lighting a pyre in the courtyard, he began to throw them into the fire. The flames
devoured the paintings violently, while many beings approached to see the spectacle. "A new
cycle begins," thought Dimas, looking at the flames. Only one painting remained, the one in
which, through a portal, Wo-Shikram, along with different beings attacked the School. Dimas
looked at it for the last time and suddenly his face took on a worried look... "Oh, God, how was
that possible?" he thought as he opened his catlike eyes wide. Wo-Shikram had only personally
attacked the School once, with Anaraña and all her daughters... it was the first major incursion
into the School; however, the rest of the beings in the picture, intervened in the second attack,
not the first, and she hadn't seen any spiders on this occasion. Where was Anaraña and her
entire army in the last attack? If she had played her violin, it would have been a massacre, for
with those infernal notes none of the students or teachers could have used their powers...
Would she have failed in that painting? Looking more closely at the painting, he noticed at the
top, a faintly painted cylindrical and tubular structure, which enveloped the scene in the
painting. That cylindrical structure had a scaly texture that he knew very well: the skin of a snake.
That scene had not yet occurred... Without further consideration, he threw it into the fire and
returned to the School, to Serpentidad.
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Hugo summoned the portal using the now familiar minotaura language and appeared in the
Messiah's room, the old room 222. Arana was waiting for him there, who greeted him with a
good hair rub.
-

Mom, don't you think I'm a little old for you to keep doing that?

- You may be older, but you will always be my dear son; so I reserve the license to do it
whenever I want to. What was that important thing you had to tell me?
- Nothing, except that I'm going to be a grandfather to a little girl named Cecile.
- Cecile? Our Cecile? - said Arana, opening all her pairs of eyes.
- I'm afraid so, just the one that's been driving all of Serpentidad up the wall.
- That's wonderful, son, and, on top of that, I'm a great-grandmother..." she laughed
with the peculiar laugh Hugo knew by heart. I had one present for you, but I think, with the
news, I'm going to give you two, you know how important number two is in this family....
- Two presents? What are they? Hugo answered enthusiastically.
- Well, actually, one is for you and one is for Cecile, my great-granddaughter," said
Arana. First, the one for the little girl. The spider took off the ring of the two drops of water, the
ring that Hugo was able to give her back when he found out she was alive.
- I want you to keep it for Cecile and give it to her at the right time.
it is yours... I don't think you should...

- But mother...

- Are you going to deprive an old great-grandmother of the illusion of giving a magical
gift to her great-granddaughter? he said as Hugo nodded his head in agreement. And now, your
gift; I have to say, it's something I've only recently discovered that I've been wondering about
for years, something that didn't quite add up in my mind. Do you remember when I died right in
the confrontation with Wo-Shikram? I had just given you the thirteen immaculate papers; I had
used one of them to write you an explanatory letter and a bit of a farewell, remember? Well...
there were twelve left, but you only used eleven... Where is number twelve then? - asked Arana
with her front paws upwards, reaffirming the word where.
Hugo's eyes widened; he had never thought of that detail... It was true! There was an
immaculate piece of paper that had never been used!
- But where is it? Perhaps it was lost in the battle with the Primeval God, sunk in that
fluid that almost drowned us.
- It could be, but it is not. That paper is here, in the School; and you had it between your
fingers at the time, but you didn't notice it. That's my present, Hugo; I found it for you," said the
spider, pointing to the Roman numerals that Hugo had painted at the time and which served as
a doorway to the new portal connecting the two worlds.
- But, Mom, there are only eleven numbers; I remember perfectly well that I only used
eleven immaculate papers.
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- Yes, but paper number XII is here, stuck to one of them. Can you imagine what number?
- It has to be number two, I have no doubt about it," said Hugo euphorically. He ran to
the wall and pulled apart the paper with the number II printed on it. Looking around the corners,
he saw that there was another piece of paper behind it that had been hidden for years, slightly
stuck to the first one, possibly due to Wo-Shikram's own fluid.
- I have spoken to Mirlén and all the teachers. The decision is unanimous. The
immaculate role is yours; I assure you that there is no being in this world or in yours who has
such a role in property.
- And what am I going to do with him? said Hugo.
- You don't have to decide now, but with the powers you have and your knowledge, let's
just say you could do... whatever you want!
Hugo and Victoria ran to the hospital. Cecile had chosen that day to come into the world, and
poor Gustaff was fidgeting in the corridors, nervous, as if he had found a rock from a meteorite
from another planet. When they entered the room, Indhira was holding the newborn child; she
was a blonde girl, with greenish-brown eyes and an overflowing energy, like fire.
The couple went to live in a house, close to Hugo and Victoria, who gave them a hand in
everything they could by taking care of Cecile, who was the granddaughter of their eyes. Four
more years passed and they celebrated Cecile's birthday as a family. Victoria told Hugo that she
had bought him some clothes, a very appropriate gift from some grandparents. Hugo had readily
agreed, though he would have loved to get her something more magical, perhaps a whistle, or
a crystal ball with snow on it?
- Don't be silly, how can we give a whistle to a three year old? And a crystal ball? said
Victoria, closing her eyes and holding her hand to her forehead.
- Let me take care of it," she asked her husband. After the cake came the presents: a
little dress, some shoes, and finally a pink nightgown. The nightgown delighted her parents and
the little girl, who looked at it with curiosity. With her little fingers, she touched the embroidery
that decorated the chest part and that had her name written on it: Cecile. With the lights out
and only four candles on the cake, Cecile awkwardly tried to blow out the candles from her
father's lap, with a limp puff that escaped small particles of saliva, to the joint laughter of the
family. Outside, across the street, a figure covered in a red cloak watched them, hiding his face
behind a hood. He leaned on a staff, while the palm of his hand concealed strange inscriptions:
a pentagon written in forgotten tongues and in the center of which could be read: Wo-Shikram.

THE END
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